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i
preface

Since there is very little in print about the leather 
industry in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries it was thought best 
to attempt as wide a study as possible. Some restriction, however, was 

dictated by the limited resources available to me as a research student. 
Thus a good deal of the material relates to Londont this can be justified 
on the grounds that the leather crafts were most numerous in the capital 

and it was largely London conditions the government had in mind when 

enacting legislation for 'the industry. Also no detailed examination has 
Leen made of overseas markets for leather except to show the extent 
of overseas trade and to try to evaluate its importance to the industry. 
The chronological limits of this study have been fixed approximately 
by the leather act of 1563 and the leather duty of 1697 although I have 

drawn on material outside this period, particularly in the sixteenth 
century.

This thesis is a greatly revised version of an earlier 
Additional primary and secondary material has been incorporated 

^ d  the subject matter has been re-organized. The bulk of the new 
primary material has been drawn from the courts of Chancery, Exchequer 

siid Star Chamber and from the Records of the London companies of cord- 

wainers and curriers. I have also made much more use of the House of 
Lords manuscripts published by the Historical Manuscripts Commission, 

as ^Tl as other documents contained in the Commission's volumes. It
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was more difficult to obtain new provincial material but much more use 

has been made of published municipal records and records of courts of 
quarter sessions. The additional secondary material relates both to 
particular localities and to the wider economic background of the period 
under discussion.

The major re-organization of presentation has been in 
connection with the chapters in location and trade, industrial structure, 

and government policy. In order to study the location of the leather 
crafts in various parts of the country (Chapter 3) England has been 
divided into a number of regions which have been examined separately.
In Chapters 5 and 6 dealing with industrial structure, the heavy and 
light leather crafts have been examined separately. The examination of 

government policy has also been divided analyticallyrather than 
chronologically. Chapter 7 deals with technical regulations and 

Chapter 8 with the control of the internal and external trade. A new 
introductory chapter has been written attempting to survey the uses of 
leather and changes in demand and supply during the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries. Four new appendices have been included and 
the presentation of inventories in Appendix 7 has been changed. The 

inventories have been analysed in greater detail and it is hoped that 
their usefulness is thereby increased.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the help I have received
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from many people, particularly ray supervisor Dr. fi. Ashton, Professor 
P. J. fisher, and my colleagues in the Department of Economic History, 
Melbourne University. Miss M. franklin searched out some documents 
in London for me after I came to Australia; and I received technical 
advice from Dr. Spiers of the Leathersellers' Technical College, 
Bermondsey, and Mr. J. J. Williamson of St. Mildred’s Tannery, 
Canterbury. I am grateful to Miss Joyce Wood of the Department of 
Economic Geography, Melbourne University, for her assistance with the 
map.
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CHAPTER I: LEATHER AND THE ENGLISH ECONOMY,

The leather industry is one of the forgotten 
occupations in English industrial history. It has been 
ignored by most historians although one or two have 
ackowledged its existence. In 1921 Professor A. P.
Usher expressed the opinion that the leather industry 
was more important than the metal crafts in England,

I
Prance, and even Germany before the eighteenth century ; 
and a little earlier Professor N.S.B.Gras had 
commented, with particular reference to the leather 
crafts of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, that
"it is these minor industries that we should like to

2know more about" . Historians of gilds such as

Professor Unwin and Miss Kramer have written of gild3
3of leather workers - sometimes at length - but without 

attempting to assess the importance of the leather 
industry. In general, the industry - its techniques, 
its organisation and its place in the economy during the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries - has remained 

neglected.

1^ A.P. U3her, Introduction to the Industrial History of 
England (1921), p.254.

2. N.S.B.Gras, The Early English Customs System (Harvard, 
1918), p. 118.

3. G.Unwin, Industrial Organigation in the Sixteenth and 
Seventeenth Centuries (Oxford, 1904); S.Kramer.
The English Craft Gilds (Columbia, 1927).
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This nqglect is plainly undeserved. Writing at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century, Macpherson in his 

Annals of Commerce reckoned that the value of leather 
manufactured in England in 1785 was second only to that 
of woollen cloth although it was then being displaced 
by the metallurgical industry^-. Much the same had been 
implied by Henry Belasyse writing in 1657:

"As for the comodityes of England, and its cheife 
richyes looked after by strangers, the chief© and 
first is cloth, which maketh all Europe almost 
Englands servant, and weare our liveray. The next 
is our tinn or pewter, which is so excellent in 
C o m e w a l l  that its only not sylver. Leather is 
excellent in England, and of great asteeme abroad 
in so much that whole shippfull of old bootes 
brought out of England..... ."2

The importance of the industry to the nation had been stresseu 
earlier in a petition presented to Parliament in 1629:

"How many millions within the bounds of this little 
island, of men, women and children, eat their 
bread by the sweat of their labour; who deal only, 
in this leathern commodity? There is no City in 
England..., but have their hands working in this 
Tan Vat. The Kingdom by their industry is general!v 
furnished..."3 y

The language was extravagant but it was not 
entirely divorced from reality.

1* D.Macpherson, Annals of Commerce,vol.IV(1805). p.is.
2. H. B(elasyse), An English Traveller’s First Curiosity 

(1657, in Hist.Jtos.Comm.. Various Collections
3. LEATHER: A Discourse tendered to the High Court of Parlia

ment (1629. reprinted in E.Arber. An English Gswar. 
vol.IV (1897), p.215-6.
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In the sixteenth century the importance of the 
leather industry was amply demonstrated by the numerous 

statutes made for its regulation. Not only did these 
acts explicitly refer to the importance of leather - 
"Where before tyme diverse good estatutes have bene 
made for the true tannynge of leather, wherein 
consisteth a greate comon wealth and comoditie to all 
men, for that everie sort of people of necessitie must 
vse and have leather for divers and sondrie purposes"^- - 

but their very existence demonstrated that the leather 
industry was a matter of national concern. The leather 
acts stood beside the regulations governing the 
manufacture of cloth as one of the two examples of the 
government’s trying to control industrial techniques and 
organisation. Together with the cloth acts and the 
Statute of Artificers, the leather acts formed the basis of 
industrial regulation during the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries* 2 .

The industry was important in the economy because 
leather had many valuable and varied uses, and because the 
manufacture of leather and leather goods provided employment 

for large numbers of people. The industry had an additional 

importance since it used hides and skins which were by
products of agriculture.

1* 2 & 3 Ed. VI, cap. 11, preamble.

2. See Chapters 7 and 8, passim.
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We need not say a great deal here about the 
Industry as a source of employment; this point is 

discussed in a subsequent chapter^« It is worth 
noting at this stage, however, that the leather crafts 
were scattered throughout the country* In some places 
they formed the most important single group of 
industrial occupations; and one or two towns - 
Northampton for example - tended to specialize in the 
manufacture of leather and leather goods with the 

result that the local economy rested heavily on these 
crafts *

leather was used for many difference purposes. In the 
1620s there were said to be twenty occupations working 

entirely or partly with leather* 2 not including tanners 

and leather dressers who actually made leather. The 
most common use of leather was for boots and shoes and 

leather clothing of several kinds. The manufacture of 
saddles and harnesses, buckets, and other goods, 
absorbed large quantities of leather and other 
occupations such as upholstering, coach building and 
trunkmaking used leather together with other materials.

1* See Chapter 3, passim.
2. They were shoemaking, currying, bookbinding, saddlemaking, 

upholstering, budgetmaking, trunkmaking, casemaking, 
woolcard making, sheathmaking, and the manufacture of 
sheaths, hawks1 hoods, scabbards, boxes, cabinets, 
bottles and jacks, girdles, gloves, coaches, and coach 
harnesses (Discourse on Leather, in Arber, op.cit.p.216)
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The reason why leather served for so many 
purposes wa3 that there were several kinds of leather 
possessing different characteristics. First, there was 
tanned leather made by treating hides and skins with 
oak bark1. Cattle hides tanned in this way made tough, 
supple, and waterproof leather particularly suitable 
for footwear. The strongest leather was tanned from 
the backs of cow and steer hides and was the best for 

soles of boots and shoes; the bellies of the hides 

produced thinner leather suitable for the uppers and 

linings of footwear2  *. Poorer quality leather could be 
made from bull and horse hides and this was suitable 
for harnesses, saddles and other goods . Tanned 

sheepskins - known as bazels - were used for the linings 

of other goods. "Tann’d Bazelles are made to indure no 

stress but to lyne skirtes of saddles Insides of Girdles, 
and to paste in Trunckes, And onely for stiffenninges to be 
added to other substances4” .

1. See Chapter 2, Pf..f0ftt
2. See 5 Eliz.eap.8,sect.l9, also Chapter 2, p.fo
3* B.M., Lans.Mss.5,no.58; 74,fos. 140-1. In July 1607 the 

House of Commons rejected a bill sent from the Lords 
designed to prevent shoemakers using horse hides and hog 
skins. Robert Bowyer noted in his diary: "nota the reason 
the bill was yelded to (by the Lords) be because such 
skynnes being put into shoes or boots will sucke in wett 
shich is against the health of the wearer, Tiulie quoth one 
it sheweth an honourable care in the Lords of the health 
of us meaner persons, but if the act passe another 
commoditie will ensue,viz harneis for coach horses which 
great men use wilbe the cheaper" (D.H.Willj*n(ed.), The 
Parliamentary Diary of Robert Bowyer. 1606-1607 (1931 )" 
pp.365,365).

4. P.R.O., S.P.16/377, no. 38 (1637)
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Secondly there were several kinds of dressed 

leather made by treating 3kins with alum or oil • A 

list compiled in 1593 mentioned eight different 
varieties of alum dressed (i.e. tawed) leather made 
from sheep, lamb, kid or fawn, horse, dog, buck and doe, 
or calf skins; and thirteen types of oil dressed 
leather manufactured from the same skins or from buff, 
chamois, stag, or seal skins2 . Oil dressed leather 
was soft and spongy (e.g. chamois leather) and was 

used mainly for better quality clothing. Tawed leather 
was cheaper, thicker and tougher. It had many uses but 
was particularly fitted for tough hard wearing clothing 
for the ’’poor artificier, husbandman Sc labourer^’1 *

Leather was therefore one of the more important 
commodities produced in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries. In an age before the introduction of rubber an d 
plastics, it had practeially no substitute whenever a 
hardwearing, flexible and waterproof material was required. 
*ts durability and warmth made it a satisfactory substitute

A
for woollen clotn for some items of clothing such as gloves, 
jackets, breeches and even stockings. It was used during this 
period to make things for which there are now more * 2 3 4

lo See Chapter 2, pp^S7 et ¿aa.
2. B.M. Lans.Ms. 74, fo. 160.

3. B.M. Lans Ms. 74, fo.s. 140-1. See also J.W. Watered, 
Leather in Life, Art and Industry (London, 1944), p.141.

4. Infra, p .»7 _______
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satisfactory materials, notably buckets^ and bottles. And 
some kinds of leather were suitable for luxury or semi

luxury goods2 .
There is no reliable way of measuring the 

production of leather or assessing the consumption of 
leather by different occupations. Still less is there 

any possibility of measuring changes in production and 
consumption over a period of the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries.
Between June 1697 and June 1698 a 15 per cent ad

valorem duty on leather manufactured in -England yielded

£86,000 which means that the total value of the leather
3charged was more than £573,000 . This was probably too 

low for it is not likely that the excise commissioners 

covered every leather manufacturer in the country 
(particularly in the first year of the duty) and probably

1* There was a considerable demand for leather fire
buckets. In June 1566, for example, the corporation 
of Lincoln<*M>»c bought four dozen leather buckets from 
London, costing £5.12.6. More buckets were ordered in 
1582. In 1614 four Lincoln towns decided to hang 12 
leather fire buckets in their parish churches, and the 
inhabitants were ordered to keep buckets in their 
houses (Hist.Mss. Comm. Report 14, Appendix 8, pp,62, 
68, 91).

2. Infra,pp. iq-^.0, XX
3. P.R.O., E. 351/1339/372. See also Appendix 6.
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manufacturers under-valued their output in order to 

reduce the amount of duty they had to pay, ^acpherson 
estimated the value of leather produced in England in 
1785 at £10,500 ,000^. Such a growth in the value of out
put from 1697/8 is hardly credible; either the later 
figure was much too low or the 1785 figure vr&s much too 
high. Certainly we cannot rest any arguments on estimates 
of output obtained from the excise returns in the late 

seventeenth century; and even if we could there ate no 

estimates for the earlier period with which they might 
be compared.

Among the Harleian manuscripts there exists a 
statement of the annual production of leather and 

leather goods. There is no indication of the author, 
nor of the purpose of the document and it is not dated,

although it seems to relate to the late seventeenth
2century , It was calculated that 300,000 calfskins and

500,000 cattle hides were made into leather yearly, 
producing 19,800,000 lbs, of leather valued at £540,000 

(a figure similar to the calculatioh from the excise duty), 
There was no estimate of the quantity of leather made from 
other kinds of skins. 1 2

1, Macpherson, op.cit, p,15,
2. B.M. Harleian Ms.6867, fo«266, Tbe document is bound with 

other mss. dating from the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. The figures of population contained in it 
appear to owe something to Gregory King; and the way in 
which the calculations are presented is also 
reminiscent of King's work. The document is reproduced in 
Appendix 2.
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The estimates of consumption are more interesting.
The total population was taken as 5,400,000 , of which

100,000 either went bare-footed or wore brogues (shoes 
made of raw hides). The remaining 5,300,000 demanded 
two pairs of shoes a year, which absorbed over
10.000. 000 lbs. of leather. The production of 100,000 
boots a year accounted for another 700,000 lbs. of 
leather, and other kinds of footwear (including clogs 
made partly of leather) also used 700,000 lbs. of leather. 

The total production of all kinds of footwear absorbed 

ll,540_lbs of leather or about 58 per cent of the total 
estimated production. Coach harnesses accounted for a 
further 130,000 lbs. of leather leaving just over
8.000. 000 lbs. a year for other purposes.

It is difficult to know how much reliance to put on 

these estimates. The total production figures for 

leather and leather goods were guesses which may or may 
not have approximated to the truth. Regarding the 
relative consumption of leather by shoemakers and other 
leather users, the estimate was probably correct in showing 
that the former used the largest proportion of leather.
^his was also implied in 1593 when it was stated that 
"Shoe lether and woolen cloth is the onely cheefe ware of 
this land both for tran3portacions and ordenary wearing of 

all sortes of p(er)sons And.,.ther is a hundreth tymes 

more Cloth and shoe leather w o o m e  in a yeare than is of
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thes kindes of Lathers (i.e. dressed leather) •
Although there Is no direct evidence to show 

whether the leather industry expanded nr not during 
the later sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, we can 

make an Indirect approach to the question by 
examining the nature of the demand for leather and 
leather goods and the factors likely to affect demand.
To do this it is convenient to break up total demand 

into several sections and examine each one in turn.

We shall consider, therefore, the demand for footwear, 
leather clothing and goods associated with transport.
The demand for these products was a function of 
population and income. We shall also examine the 

demand for leather arising from agricultural and 

industrial occupations. The demand for leather 
goods for military purposes, and overseas demand requires 
special consideration.

The manufacturers of footwear. were the most 

important group using leather. Every one needed boots 
and shoes. The demand ’’reaches from the Kind downwards 

to his meanest vassal; and ascends from the Common subject 
up to the Prince and Nobleman”...There was no good 
substitute for leather for this purpose. ’’Suppose we had 
no leather.,., and that then necessity compelled us to 
travail hard for some new invention to preserve our feet 
from the ground: what could the brain of man find out for

1

1. B.M. Lans.Ms. 74, fo. 148



the foot or leg, so fit, so pliant, so comely to the eye, 
so curious in the wearing, so lasting, and so contemning 
of all sorts of weather, as this treasure of the 
Shoemaker?"^. There were a few substitutes such as wooden
clogs and raw hides but there is no evidence that they

2were generally worn in England ,
We are probably right in assuming that practically 

everybody wore some kind of leather footwear - in the 
English climate it was a necessity. Probably, boo, the 
income-elasticity of demand for footwear intended to keep 
out the cold and damp was low. Only in cases of extreme 
hardship would men do without boots or shoes; on the other 
hand, once a man were adequately shod he was not likely 
to continue buying hard wearing footwear as his income 
rose. Thus the total demand for this kind or footwear 
must certainly have increased as the population doubled 
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries; however, changes 
in the level of personal incomes did not lead to much change 
in per capita demand.

In addition to this essential footwear, there was also 

a demand for luxury and semi-luxury footwear which was 
certainly responsive to changes in the levels of incomes,

LEATHER: A Discoursed in Arber, op. cit,, pi 215,
2, The estimate or production referred to above (p, 8)

included an annual production of 800,000 clogs and patterns 
worn by ”1/7 of ye women and children”. Each pair of 
clogs contained \ lb, of leather.

II
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Changes in income during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries are hard to measure* It is

difficult to escape the impression that national
income - and more significantly national income per
head of population - was higher at the end of the
seventeenth century than it had been in the early
sixteenth century. The evidence of growing
agricultural and industrial production and of

increasing internal trade points in this direction^.

The curve was not smoothly upwards throughout the

period, and not all sections of the community were

affected in the same way. in particular, it has
recently been estimated that a significant proportion
of the population - a third or more which got its
Income mainly from wages - suffered a considerable fall
in their real incomes between the early sixteenth century 

2and about 1630 . The extent of the fall in real incomes 
and the proportion of the population which suffered in 
this way can both be questioned, but they cannot be 

denied. However it is doubtful whether this decline in 
purchasing power had a serious depressing effect on the

1* For a summary of the evidence see F.J. Fisher, "The 
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries: The Dark Ages in 
English Economic History?", E COnomica, new series.
T*ol. XXIV (1957), pp. 6-15.

2. E.E. Phelps Brown & S.V. Hopkins, "Wage-rates and Prices: 
Evidence for population Pressure in the Sixteenth 
Cdntury", Economics, new series, vol. XXIV (1957), 
pp.289, 299. See also idem, "Seven Centuries of the 
Price of Consumables", Economica, new series, vn i .-nrxTTi 
(1956), pp. 306, 312-3.”/
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demand for boots and shoes. Even if a wage earner restricted 
his demand for new shoes, his demand for leather to mend 
his old shoes might well increase, or he might buy leather 
to make his own shoes instead of buying footwear from 
the shoemakers.

Other sections of the population on the whole fared 
better than the wage earner. Professor Fisher, for 
example, has drawn attention to the increased spending 
in London by the gentry during the sixteenth and seven
teenth centuries^; and Dr Hoskins has provided evidence

of improved living standards of "yeoman families" reflected
. , xin better housing and furnishings. Both examples point 
to rising incomes for these sections of the community.

This growth iniacomes was reflected by changes in 
fashions of footwear worn by the upper classes during 
the seventeenth century. There were times when it was 

fashionable to wear certain types of boots and shoes 
whether they were practical or not. £uch goods possessed 
a high income-elasticity of demand and the evidence 
suggests that demand per capita increased considerably 
in some periods of the seventeenth century.

i* F.J.Fisher, "The Development of'London as a Centre
of Conspicuous Consumption in the Sixteenth And Seven
teenth Centuries", Trans. Royal Hist. Society. 4th 
series, vol. XXX (1948), p. 40.

2. Referred to by J.D.Chambers, The Vale of Trent, 1676-
1800 (Economic History Review Supplement, no. 3), p. 36.



The practice of wearing boots of extravagent
proportions became fashionable during the reign of
James I and persisted for more than half a century.
There were some modifications in the fashion from
one year to another for no very obvious reasons. In
some years the tops of boots ended below the knee, at
other times above; sometimes the tops were made to fit
closely to the leg of the wearer and sometimes they stood

out like great buckets. It was also fashionable to

wear huge spur leathers with the boots, whether or

not the wearer ever intended to sit astride a horse'*'.
"Ye unmoderate vse of boots more then foraerly" was
condemned by the ^ondon Court of Aldermen in 1627.
It was claimed that one reason for the high prices of leather 

2at the time was the '’wearing of bootes of late yearly 
more then in former wch thing wee conceave proveth a 
great hinderaunce to many thousands of ye poore people

"Î* ¿'.M.Kelly & fi.Schwabe, filstorio Costume, 1490-1790
(2nd ed., London, 1929), pp. 128-30.^ 2

2. In 1627 the Navy had to pay 44s. for leather backs 
compared with 34s. in the two previous years.
See Appendix I.
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of this kingdom, who were wonted to haw e full 
ymploym* by knitting of stockings wch imployu^ is

greatly abated and in effect wholey taken awaie. . . .
The discourse on Leather presented to Parliament in 
1629 also attacked "the generality of wearing, and the 
manner of cutting boots out with huge, slovernly, 

unmannerly, and immoderate tops* for the general 
walking in Boots, is a pride taken up by the 
Courtier, and is descended down to the clown". Merchants, 

mechanics, the clergy, scholars, lawyers, serving men,
t

"all sorts of men" were accused of delighting in "this 
wasteful wantonness", and it was reckoned that "one pair 
of boots eats up the leather of six pairs of reasonable 

men's shoes"2.
This particular fashion in footwear certainly 

increased the total demand for H e a t h e r  and production 
probably increased in response, although the statements 
quoted above suggest that the manufacture of these 
kinds of boots to some extent took leather away from the 

manufacture of "reasonable men's shoes". It is possible 
too that the demand for fashionable walking boots 
increased the 'demand for the lighter and more attractive 
dressed leather more than the demand for tanned leather.

1* Repertories 41, fo. 80.

LEATHER: A Discourse, in Arber, op.cit. pp.218-9.

„1
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In the account books of a Kentish gentleman James
Masters, for example, which he kept between 1646 and
1676, there were many entries of purchases of boots

with tops tawed or oil-dressed leather"*"* Light leather

and even cloth visa being used for shoes as well as
2boots in the later seventeenth century - although

not presumably for those which saw hard service
in the fields or city streets. However, the fashion for

3walking boots waned in the later seventeenth century 

and in 1675 Parliament was told that a third part leS3 

leasther (was) spent by the disuse of walking boots"4»
In short, the demand for footwear and hence for 

leathercertainly increased during the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries as the population increased, 

and the demand for semi-luxury boots and shoes also 

increased in some periodi as a result of rising incomes 
and changing fashions. Much the same can be said about 

the demand for leather clothing other than boots and shoes. 

Leather clothing such as breeches and jerkins was hard 
wearing and particularly suitable for working clothes. 
According to London leathersellers in 1594, labourers, 
butchers, husbandmen, masons, marblers, bricklayers,

1* "Expense Book of James Masters,1646-1676",Archaeologia
Gantiana. vols.XV, XVI, XVII, XVIII, passim;;-------  —

2. Cal. SP.D.. 1675, pp.369-70.
^elly & Schwabe, op.cit. p. 166.

4» Cal.SP.D.. p.166.
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carpenters, braziers, pewterers, plumbers, ironmongers, 
brewers, plasterers, and also soldiers, yeomen and gentle

men, were "for the most part clad in leather"^. The demand 

for leather from these sources must have increased as 

population grew.
When used for clothing leather was to some extent a

substitute for woollen cloth. For hardwearing, durable,
working clothing, leather had some advantages over wool.
It did not wear out as quickly and it was more resistguit
to cold and wet. Possibly the initial cost ofi leather
clothing was higher than the co3t of similafc items of

2woollen clothing but this was compensated by the fact
1« Remembrancia II, no. 84. _____ ___________ __________

There are no comparable figures for the prices of 
similar items of leather and woollen clothing.
Probably leather was more expensive than a piece of 
cloth of similar size. For example, Winchester College 
bought cloth at 78s. a piece (of 24 yards) in 1576.
By 1600 the price paid was 120s. Leather backs bought 
by the Navy in these two years cost 23.33s. and 23.00s. 
each. (Sir William Beveridge, Wages and Prices in 
England (1939), pp. 87, 677). Since a leather back 
was probaiHy no more than about 1/12 of the area of 
a piece of cloth (assuming the back was about sist 
feet long), leather was - piece for piece-dearer than 
cloth. Probably cheaper leather than tanned backs 
would be used ibr clothing. Even so the price advantage 
was probably still in favour of woollen cloth.
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that leather clothing lasted longer.
It seems that after allowing for the greater durability 

of leather clothing the relative costs of woollen
and leather clothing were sufficiently close for changes 
in the price of one commodity to influence the demand 
for the other. For example, in the last quarter of 
the sixteenth century it appears from the unsatisfactory 
price indices available that the price 6f leather 
and leather goods was more or less stable but 

that the price of cloth was rising.1 In such

1. Price relatives for leather compiled by Beveridge,
op. cit., pp. 
1576 1579
51.9 46.7
For cloth: (pp 

1570 1580
61.1 68.3

1575 1581
62.5 66.7

737-9 are:
1590 1600
51.7 51.1 
705, 712)

1590 1600
69.2 90.0

1590 1600
68.8 71.9

(see Appendix I)
) Bought by Winchester 
) College
) Bought by Westminster 
) School

The price of shoes purchased by the Lord Chamberlain's 
department fell between 1576 and 1600 (ibid, p. 457). 
On the other hand Thorold Rogers shows that the price 
of cattle hides (which contributed to the bulk of the 
cost of tanned leather) bought by Eton College rose 
between 1566/70 and 1591/1600 (J.E.T.Rogers, A History 
of Agriculture and Prices tol. V (Oxford, 1887)',
P T  411.
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conditions some substition of leather clothing for 

woollen might be expected. There is at least one piece 
of evidence to suggest that this happened. In 1591 
it was proposed that the manufacture of dressed leather 
should be regulated by a patent. The intention of the 
patentee who proposed the scheme was personal gain^ 
but one of the government ministers commended the idea 
of regulating the production of dressed leather as 
"a thing of more proffitt to poore subiectes ... then 
can be estimated, now so many vse leather for thrift and 

saving in apparell ...”1 2  3. Conversely it is possible 
that the 15 per cent duty placed on leather in 1697 led 

to a fall in the demand for leather for clothing although 

there is no evidence.
Apart from wording clothing there was a demand for 

other items such as gloves, belts, and fine quality 
jerkins, about which it is not possible to say very much. 
Fine leather clothing was worn from time to time in 
fashionable society , and demand probably increased as 
incomes rose. But comparatively little leather can have

1. See Chapter 7, pp. Xb5-2.ll .
2. B.M., Lans. M.S. 67, Fo. 206 (my italics).
3. Kelly & Schwabe, op.cit., pp.57,124. For examples of fine

leather clothing dating from the sixteenth and seven
teenth centuries, see platesin Waterer, Leather in Life, 
etc. ' "



bean used for such garments. Par more important
was the manufacture of gloves. A great many were
made and glovers were among the most numerous of the

leather craftsmen^. *et we know little of the
2

domestic demand for glove3 . There was a luxury demand
3for perfumed gloves and one reason advanced for 

the reputation of the Woodstock district as a glovemaking 

centre was the frequent visits of the royal Court to the 
district and the consequent demand for fine gloves4.

The bulk of the demand for gloves, however, must have 

come from more mundane sources. Probably all but the 
very poor wore gloves and no doubt total demand increased 

with population growth.
In an age when land carriage was by horse back or 

horse and cart, the demand for leather saddles and 

harnesses was large and it probably expanded with the 
increase in population and trade, ‘¿’here was in addition 
in the early seventeenth century a new demand for leather

1* See Chapter 3, passim.
2. Considerable quantities of gloves were exported. See 

below, >p. 2>\
3. Some were imported from Spain (See T. Willan, Studies in 

■Elizabethan Foreign Trade(Manchester,Ü.P. ,1939} p.76) 
although others were made in England. In the early 
seventeenth century a Spanish recipe book containing 
instructions for perfuming gloves was translated into 
English. One method included soaking leather gloves in a 
mixture of oil of balm,violets,roses and perfumed k i d ’ 3 
suet,wrapping them in paper "And lett them lye soe three 
nights layd under the firsts Quilt of the Bedd you lye 
on (B.M., Harleian Ms. 1882).

4. See Chapter 3, p.||2>
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for coaches and coach harnesses. "Ye common and 
frequent vse of Coaches"1 was becoming more common 
in London in the first half of the seventeenth century2 , 
so much so that in 1634 the privy Council appointed a 
Committee to inquire into the matter . Leather was 
used both for upholstering coaches and for coach 
harnesses. "What prodigal spending of leather is 
there made in covering but one coach, and cutting out 
the harness for it; and this leather not the meanest sort 

or worst; but the principal and strongest, which might, 

otherwise, serve for Sooling Leather and Upper Leather".
In the London area alone in the 1620s there were about
5,000 coaches embodying 5,000 hides of tanned leather and 
the practice of riding in coaches had spread in the 

suburbs "...Pride leaps into her chariot in every shire, 
Town and City. Every private Gentleman is now a PHEAT0N, 

and must hurry with his thundering caroch along the 
streets, as that proud boy"-^. *t was alleged in 1675 that
the increasing use of coaches reduced the demand for

I
leather for harnesses and saddles: "...riding furniture 

for horse and man, by reason of the great use of stage

1* Repertories 41. fo. 80
2. Fisher, "London as a Centre of Sonspicuous Consumption" 

P* 46.
3. P.R.O., P.C. 2/43. p.606
4. Dlscouse on Leather, in Arber, op.cijt., p.218.



coaches, makes nothing the consumption of leather 
it did formerly.,.”1 . It is difficult to either 
prove or to disprove this statement. It was made by 
persons who were interested in exporting leather and 
it was part of their case that home demand was falling 
and that exports should therefore be allowed. On the 

other hand, the London shoemakers, who wanted home 
produced leather kept in the country for the use of

pleather craftsmen , denied that the home consumption 

of leather was falling, although they made no reference 

to the particular charge about coaches . On balance 
it is difficult to believe that the increasing use of 
coaches led to a fall in the demand for leather.

So far we have considered the demand for leather 

arising from personal needs for fb otwear, clothing and 
means of transport. The demand from these sources 
increased. Almost certainly the demand for leather 
for various household uses such as upholstery and 
wall hangings also increased as living standards 1 * 3

1* Cal. S.P.D.. 1675, pp. 368-70

2. For the controversy over the export of leather see 
Chapters, pp.339-5-4-3 ♦

3 * Cal. S.P.D.. 1675, pp.370-1.
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improved . There can be little doubt, too, that

the demand for leather for agricultural and

industrial uses grew in this period.
Fanners had many uses for leather ’’what for boots

and'shoes for himselfe and family and calfskins to
cloathe himselfe and children, and leather for
saddles, cart saddles, horse collars and other
occommodations about husbandry..."^. The use

farmers made of leather can be seen from their 
3

inventories . We have no direct evidence that demand 
from this source increased but it seems likely in view 
of the general economic expansion of the time. In the case 1

1. For the use of leather for various domestic purposes 
(leather chairs, bottles, trunks, etc.) see F.W. ^teer, 
Farm and Cottage Inventories of Mid-Essex. 1635-1749 
(Essex Records Office, 1950), pp.14, 19, 30; and 
inventories nos. 46, 79, 93, 97, 101, 119, 135, 151, 
etc., etc. Many other references will be found in the 
index. The use of gilded leather for bed and wall 
hangings developed in the later seventeenth century; 
see P. Maquoid & R. -^dwards, The Dictionary of English 
Furniture (2nd.ed.,London, 1954),vol 2, articles under 
’’Leather", "Gilding" and Hangings". The manufacture
of gilded leather in England was apparently 
introduced from Holland in the mid-seventeenth century; 
see Chapter 2, p.t3-

2. B.M., Thomason Tracts j E. 168 (4), p.3 (about 1641).
3. See for example the inventories in Steer, op.cit. 

passim, and introduction, p.60.
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of industry we can be a little more definite. We 
have already seen that many craftsmen used leather 

clothing in their occupations^, In addition, two 
industries - both expanding in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries - made considerable use of 
leather. These were the Iron and the coal industries.

Iron 3melters used leather bellows to provide the 

blast for the furnaces. There is no way of knowing 
how much leather was demanded in this way but it was 

large. Bellows received hard use and the leather parts 

needed replacing fairly often as the bellows became
M „2defective in the lethers • The iron industry 
expanded considerably between the early sixteenth and 
early seventeenth centuries, partly by making use of 

larger furnaces which needed strongers blasts and 

hence larger bellows. Following a pause in the middle 
years of the seventeenth century, output probably

•Zincreased again from about 1660 .

The expansion of the coal industry was greater 
than the iron industry. Production increased fourteen
fold between the mid-sixteenth and late seventeenth

!• Supra, P.I6.

2. H.R. Schubert, History of the British Iron and Steel
Indus try (London, 1957), pp.409-312. -------------- -

3. Schubert,op.cit., p.335j M.W. Fiinj^ "The Growth of the
English Iron Industry, 1660-1760,,t Economic Historv 
Review. 2nd Series, vol. XI (1958), pp. 146-6. *
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centuries, an expansion associated with more extensive
and deeper mining^. Miners made considerable use of
leather, especially for drainage purposes. One common
method of drainage in use in the seventeenth century
was an endless chain worked by a winch at the pit head,
to which was attached buckets made of wood or leather.
Another method in use in the Midlands was a suction

pump consisting of a cylinder and a piston bordered
with leather . In addition leather bands were used

in the shafts for raising and lowering men and coal.
Although it is impossible to estimate the level of
demand it must have been considerable and increasing

3as coal production expanded .
In addition to the demand for leather from 

domestic, agricultural and industrial sources, there 
was also a demand for military purposes that reached

1« J.U. Nef, The Rise of the British Coal Industry 
(London, 1932), vol. 1, pp. 19-22, 23-77, passim.

2. Ibid, vol.II, p.450.

3. One colliery in the early nineteenth century absorbed 
supplies of three tanneries for the manufacture of 
leather working bands and buckets. This was an 
exceptional case even for the nineteenth century and the 
scale of operations in sixteenth and seventeenth 
century coal mines was very much smaller. However the 
example indicates the kind of demand for leather that 
came from coal mines (J.H. Clapham, Economic History
of Modern Britain, vol. 1 (C.U.P., 2nd ed.,1930),
P. 343).
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large proportions on some occasions In the 
seventeenth century. The struggle with Spain in 
the 1620s and later the campaigns in Ireland and 
Scotland, created a large demand for boots and shoes, 
harnesses and saddles, belts and swori scabbards, 
and other leather goods. A few examples may be given 
to indicate the extent of military demands.

In 1626 the Privy Council instructed the Lord 

Deputy of Ireland to see that the clothing allowance 
for the army included two pairs of shoes for every 

soldier\ I n t h e  following year the government was 
busily equipping an army to serve with the King of 
Denmark. In March the Master of Ordinance was 
ordered to provide swords together with the girdles, 
hangers, and belts for 3,00^ men and in August a 

further 2,800 were ordered together with 300 shooting
2 pgloves . In the meantime the Privy Council arranged

with Philip Burlamachi that he should engage a ship
to take men and supplies to Denmark and also to supply
1,00^ pairs of shoes to men embarking at St.Katherine’s
Wharf in London. H q later received a contract for

£1,200 to supply 3,000 soldiers waiting at Portsmouth
3

with shoes, stockings and shirts . At the end of the

!• Acts of the Privy Council,March. 1626, p.403.
2. Ibid, 1627, pp.163, 404, 474, 489, 499.
3. Ibid, 1627, pp. 244,j 253, , , ,
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year the government was still engaged on raising 
military supplies, Tn October the Lord Treasurer 
made contracts for 10,000 pairs of shoes for the army 
and navy. In November and December the Lords 
Lieutenant of Kent, Surrey, Sussex and Hampshire were 
instructed to raise supplies including shoes for the 
army waiting embarkation at Plyraounth. They were 
given £1,000 for the purposes and were empowered to 
levy further sums if necessary1.

During the various military campaigns of the 1640s 
and 1650s the demand for military equipment of leather 
probably reached a peak. One of the earliest orders 
in this period was made in 1639 when an unspecified 
number of saddles >?•&&<-ordered from the London

Company of Saddlers, to be delivered monthly to the
2

army in the North . Tn 1643 large quantities of shoes 
and other equipment were received by the regiments in 
Ireland , During 1649 and 1650 a group of four London 
shoemakers was given a contract to supply 2,000 pairs 
of boots and 8,000 pairs of shoes to the armies in 

Scotland and Ireland. The order for the boots was 
worth about £1,500 and for the shoes in the region 
<3>f £1,000. xhe Company of Cordwainers and the Company

1. Ibid, 1627-6, pp.64, 74, 125, 148, 162, 171.
2. Cal. S.P.D.. 1639-40, p. 369.
3. "Marquis of Ormonde^ Mss.", Hist.Mss.Comm. . Resort 14.

Appendix 7, pp.147-8.
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of Curriers were asked to inspect the goods as they 
1were delivered • Even larger orders for leather 

equipment were placed in 1651. In the first eight 
months of the year the government authorised 
payments amounting to more than £10,600 to leather 
manufacturers for 7,680 pairs of boots, 17,400 
pairs of shoes, 4,130 saddles and bridles, 2,000 
pairs of stirrups, 2,000 girths., and 30 pistol 
holsters. All this equipment was for the armies of 

Ireland and Scotland. iViost of the footwear was 
bought from the four shoemakers who had supplied

2 requipment in the previous year . •*jater in the
century there were further large orders. For example
in 1689 the government bought 4,000 pairs of shoes at

3Northampton and Oxford for the xrish army .
It is difficult to assess the effect of these

large but irregular purchases on the leather industry.
In the short run they were likely to lead to high

4prices and scarcities although such price series as 1

1. Cal.S.P.D., 1648-50, p.412,561,525-6,587,591.593-4. 
¿03, 607.

2. Ibid, 1651, pp.537,548-9,550,552-4,556-7,559,576, 
570-1,576,581-2.

3. Ibid, 1689, pp.276, 300.
4. In 1641 there were allegations of high prices and 

that the army in the North was bare-footed because 
of the shortage of shoes (B.M. Thomason ^racts,
E. 168(4), p.5.
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exist are contradictory. The ^everidge series for 
tanned leather shows a persistent fall in prices 
during the 1640s and 1650s when military demand 

was high; the price of shoes, on the other hand, rose'*'. 
According to Thorold Rogers the price of shoes 
before the Civil War was 2 shillings, rising to 
5 shillings at the end of the war. The price of 
boots moved from 8s.l0d, to 15s, 5d. during the

g
same period , In the long run military demands might 
provide a stimulus to increased production as long 
as manufacturers could rely on this source of demand 
continuing. However military demand was 
intermittent. It seems likely that production 
increased temporarily as manufacturers fulfilled 

specific orders, but it is questionable whether 
military requirements brought about a permanent 
expansion of output.

More important because it was more enduring was 
the demand for leather and leather goods from 

overseas. There is clear evidence that in the last 
forty years of the seventeenth century the overseas 

demand for English leather and leather goods 
inc reas ed.c ons id erably.

1. See Appendix I.
2. Rogers, op.cit., vol.V, pp.733-4.
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It is not part of this present study to make a
detailed examination of the overseas trade in leather

1
and leather goods • Nevertheless the main trends can be
briefly outlined, at least in regard to the trade
conducted from London. The export of hides, skins and
leather was prohibited except under licence until the
11603 when the trade was temporarily thrown open;

2restrictions were finally removed in 1685 . Until the 
1660s most of the leather leaving London legally was 
manufactured from calfskins. Rather less than 1,500 

dozen dressed skins left London in 1606/7, 4.400 in 
1630/1 and -31,100 in 1640/1. Thereafter the numbers 
declined , possibly because in 1641 and again in 1654 
the government restricted the size of skin which could 
legally be regarded as a calfskin by the holders of

4 f n t n

export licences . In addition to the exports^London, 
the merchants of Chester had the right to export 6,000 

dozen 3kins a year for much of the first half of the 
seventeenth century . Most of the shipments went to 
Southern Europe. After the Restoration of the position

1* The detailed study of the records relating to overseas 
trade requires much more time than could be afforded 
during the preparation of this work.

2. See Chapter 8, pp.3lf2— 3
3. - Thes tat is tics and sources are presented in Appendix 4.
4. See Chapter 8, pp. 3 2 $ - ^
5. See Chapter 8, pp. 3 2 3 —  b*
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was slightly different. Greatly increased quantities 
of calfskins left London although it is not clear how many 

were dressed and how many were raw. The export of tanned 
leather also increased. Negligible amounts left London 
legally before 1660. In 1663/4 a minimum of 2,700 cwt. 
was exported; by the end of the century the figure had 
risen to over 11,000 cwt., most of it going to European 

markets.
The same sort of story can be seen with leather goods. 

Before 1660 there was a regular export of leather gloves, 
mainly to Europe. These continued after 1660 but in 

addition large quantities were sent to the American 
colonies. There was also an export trade in footwear, 
saddles and other items, and particularly in "wrought” 

leather'*' during the last forty years of the seventeenth 
century. In 1663/4 .the port books record 44 cwt. of 
wrought leather leaving London ^this figure is probably 
too low); in 1699/1700 1,300 cwt. was exported2 . Practically 
all exports went to the rapidly expanding markets of the 
West Indian and ^ e r i c a n  colonies^.

1. "Wrought” leather seems sometimes to refer to uncut 
leather and sometimes to leather goods. For a discussion 
of the term see Appendix 4.

2. See Appendix 4.
3. See fi. Davis, "English Foreign Trade, 1660-1700",

Economic History Review, 2nd °eries, vol. Ill (1954),
P. 154.
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Whether the increased foreign and colonial demand
resulted in increased production in the leather industry
is another matter. There were some suggestions in the
1640s and 1650s that exports of dressed calfskins were
made at the expense of the home market"^. On the other
hand it is likely that in the Chester region the production
of dressed leather would have languished had exports not

2been allowed under licence . During the discussions on
proposals to allow the unregulated export of leather
which took place between 1675 and 1685, it wa3 claimed
by some groups that export was necessary in order to
compensate for a fall in the home demand for leather
although this claim was challenged by others who opposed

3the policy of free exports . There seems little doubt 
that overseas markets were an additional rather than an 
alternative source of demand for leather and leather goods.

During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 
therefore, the demand for leather increased. In part the 
increase was the result of an increasing population, but 
the demand per head of population also increased as a result 
°f expansion in agriculture, industry and trade and personal 
incomes. Probably the demand for some types of light leather 
increased more than the demand for tanned leather.

B.M. Thomason Tracts, E.168 (4), preamble; P.R.O., S.P. 18/123 
no. 2.

2. See Chapter 3 pp. 97.
3. See Chapter 8, pp.'339-34-1 *
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There is some direct evidence of an expansion in

the production of light leather during the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries. In 1592 Edward Darcy, who was
trying to obtain a patent to control the manufacture of
dressed leather, claimed that leatherdressing was “being
newly put in practise” . This was ebviously not true -
there were leatherdressers in England long before the
sixteenth century - but Darcy may have been attracted
by an expansion in output, perhaps associated with an

2increased demand for leather clothing . In 1610 two 

separate witnesses told a commission of enquiry appointed 
by the Exchequer Court that the manufacture of oil-dress§d, 
gilded and coloured leather had much increased and was 
used for leather stockings and other goods . Some 
time in the early seventeenth century leatherdressers and 
dyers petitioned Parliament that the import of small 

quantities of logwood be allowed into the country for dyeing 
leather, notwithstanding an act of 1597 prohibiting its 
import4. Later in the century the author of England’s Great 
Happiness remarked on the increase in the production of 

various luxury and semi-luxury goods including gilded leather^.

1* B *M. Lans. Ms. 74, fo.218-9.
2. Supra, p.ife
3. P.R.o. Exchequer, Special Commissions, E 178/4105.
4. "House of Lords Mss., 1625-41", Hist. Mss. Comm..

4th Report, Appendix, p.124. (The petition is undated.)
5. England’s Great Happiness (London,1677,reprinted in 3.R. 

McCulloch, Early English tracts on Commerce, Cambridge 
edition, 1954), pp. 260-1.



There are no similar direct pointers to an increasing 
production of tanned leather. However, we can examine the 
factors governing the production of tanned leather in 
order to see whether this branch of the leather industry 
was in a position to respond to an increase in demand.

One factor we can exclude at once. The methods of 
tanning - save for one or two unimportant experiments - 
remained unchanged during the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries^. Thus any increase in production had to come 
from traditional methods. Here two factors were 

particularly important: the supply of hides for tanning, 
and the supply of oak bark which was the most important 
tanning material.

Leather manufacturers had no direct influence over 

the supplies of hides and skins. These were in joint 
production with meat, dairy-products, or wool, and supplies 

became available in response to the demand for those items
Oand not as the result of the demand of leather manufacturers . 

One or two writers have suggested that the demand of the 
leather industry had an influence on the development of 
cattle raising and even on enclosure for pasture but there 
x. ¿>ee Chapter 2, .p.' ^3 '
2. For a theoretical discussion of this point see R.T.McKlnnell 

Price Determination in the Leather Industry: A. Theoretical 
Analysis” South African Journal of Economics, vol 26(1958) 
P P . 41-3.

3* T.S,Ashton, The Industrial Revolution (Home University 
Library, 1948), p.24; W.G. Hoskins, *'Proviacial T o m s  
in the Sixteenth Century” , Trans. Royal Hjatorlcal Society, 
5th series, vo l . 6 (1956), p.15.



is a good deal of evidence against this view. In the
first place the price of beef carcases was perhaps ten
times the price of cattle hides in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries^. Secondly in the 1660s and 70s
there were signs of over-production of hides as a result
of increased meat consumption. In 1665 the Privy Council
was told that Mthe continúan killing of Cattle both in
England and Ireland" had made the "Marketts ... so full 

„ 2of Hides" that prices had fallen . Ten years later it
was claimed that an increase in cattle rearing following
the draining of the Fens had so depressed the price of
hides that they were being buried instead of being

2manufactured into leather . Such statements suggest that
graziers did not pay much attsntion to the price of the
by-products. The only influence the price of hides and
skins had on supplies was that if prices were low and did

not repay the cost of careful flaying, hides and skins
were likely to be ripped carelessly from the carcases and

4so be unsuitable for tanning and dressing .

1* Rogers, op.cit., volV, p,411, quotes decennial average
prices of hides ranging from 7s.8-j§d. in 1566/70 to 16s.l^d. 
in 1631/40 (see Appendix I). The following prices of beef 
carcases have been calculated from Beveridge, op.cit.,
PP. 30, 32, 81, 83; 1550 - 60. 78s; 1567 - 62.84s.;
1612 - 99.66s.; 1618 - 116.9s.; 1627 - 126.9s.; 1665 - 172.42s 
Although these prices are not strictly comparable, they 
are adequate to show the much greater value of carcases.

2. P.R.O., P.C. 2/58, p. 71.
3. Cal.S.P.D.. 1675, pp.369-70.
4. M. A. Watson, The Economics of battle Hide Tanning (Chicago)

1950), p.38. ~
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Despite these supply conditions there is no 
evidence that hides were ever in short supply and supplies 
probably increased during the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. This was because the demand for the joint 
products - meat, wool and dairy products - increased 
during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries as the 
population grew. There were increased supplies of 
agricultural products including hides and skins in the 

expanding urban areas^. We have already seen that some 
contemporaries thought that the land reclamation work in 

the Tens increased the supply of hides for tanning.
Enclosure for pastoral purposes had the same result and 

in some parts of Midland England there may have been some 
development of the leather industry as the result of

penclosure in the sixteenth century .
It is possible that enclosure and minor improvements

in animal husbandry had some effect on the quality as well
as the quantity of hides. It has been argued that
improvements in grazing conditions increase the size of the

3fleece of the sheep and it is possible that hides and 
skins also became rather larger. In 1627 Irish hides

4weighing between 30 and 40 lbs. were on sale at Liverpool •

1* s ©9 for example, F,J.Fisher, ”The Development of the London 
Food Market, 1540-1640”, Economic History Review.vol.V. 
no,2 (1935) »pp./J^A- The relationship between the” urban 
consuming centres and the location of tanning is discussed 
in Chapter 3.

2. See Chapter 3, pp. iOS, 111.
3» P.J.Bowden,"Wool Supply and the Woollen Industry" aconomic 

History Review, 2nd series, vol.IX (1956), pp. 45-51.
4. P.R.O., Exchequer Depositions, E. 134/5 Car.I, Mich.14.
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About the middle of the century the wavy Office was
buying tanned leather backs weighing between 40 and 50
lbs,'*' The whole hide, untanned, would be considerably
heavier. At the end of the century Houghton calculated
that a good hide, complete with horns and tail might

2
weigh as much as 100 lbs, • Thus some increase in the

3size of hides is indicated , This Is not necessarily 

the same as an improvement in quality. According to 
a Parliamentary committee meeting in 1813, the development 
of heavier meat producing cattle during the eighteenth

4century had resulted in thinner and poorer quality hides ,

But any tendency in this direction during the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries must have been very small and more 
than offset by the reduced risk in enclosed fields of 
hide damage from accident and disease. Other practices 

such as castration improved the quality of cattle hides5,
g

This was well known in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

1, Beveridge, op.cit., p, 640,
2, J, Houghton, A Collection for the Improvement of Husbandry 

and Trade (ed, R. Bradley, London, 1727),vol,1, p,319.
3, This corresponds with an increase in the weight of carcases; 

in 1584/9 the average weight of carcases bought by 
Winchester College was 523 lbs,; In 1606/16 it was 533 lbs, 
(calculation from Beveridge, op.cit,, p.32)

4, Quoted by R.J. Cartridge, The Development of industries
in London South of the Thames, 1750-1850 (London University
M.Sc. (Econ.) Thesis, 1955), p, 39,

5, J.A. Wilson, Modern Practice in Leather Manufacture 
(New York, 1941), p.16.

6,It was well known for example that bull hides were far 
inferior to steer hides.
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although it is impossible to say whether the practice 

was becoming more common.
Domestic supplies of hides and skins were sometimes 

augmented by imported supplies, These were not 
important in the case of heavy hides for tanning , but 
the light leather manufacturers used imported skins more 
often. In western England,leatherdressers relied a good 
deal on sheep and lamb skins imported from Ireland ,
Large quantities of goat and kid skins were also imported 
into London and during the seventeenth century there was 
a considerable expansion in this trade. In 1621 over
2.000 goat and 57.000 kid skins came from Prance,

3Spain and the Baltic , By the end of the seventeenth 
century about the same number of goat skins and over
456.000 kid skins were imported, most of them from Germany,

4
Holland, Italy and Portugal , This increase probably 

reflects the increasing demand for light leather in

1, Luring the first forty years of the seventeenth century 
only very small quantities of hides were imported into 
London (I am grateful to Mrs, A,M,Millard for giving me 
this information from her work on the London import trade). 
In 1621 2,430 Barbary hides came from the Levant, 1,200 
cow hides from Russia, and 4,000 hides from North Africa 
(P,R.0.,E 190/244/4.) At the end of the seventeenth century 
imports of^hides were still very small(P.R,0,, Inspector 
General's Accounts, Customs 2/6,2/7), For imports of Irish 
hides into^western ports see Chapter 3, pp.97-8,

2, See Chapter 3, p,<|T
3. P.R.O., E. 190/24/4.
4. P.R.O. Customs 2/6d. Imports did not increase to all ports. 

In the case of Exeter, for example, imports of kid skins 
during the seventeenth century were as follows (all from 
Spain): 1624 - 1350; 1636 - nil; 1638 - 30 cwt.;
1647 - nil; 1666 - 1606; 1676 - nil; 1680 - nil; 1683 - nil; (W.B. Stephens, Seventeenth Century Exeter (University of 
Exeter, 1958), pp. 173, 176.
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London during the seventeenth century . On the 
whole, the English leather industry, and particularly 
the tanners, did not depend on foreign sources of 
supplies. Domestic supplies seem to have been 
sufficient in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 
and there is no sign that the industry ever had 
difficulties in obtaining sufficient quantities of hides 

and skins.
Turning to supplies of tanning materials, there is 

no evidence of any general shortage of oak bark although 
from time to time there were local shortages in particular 
areas'1’. The difficulty with bark was that it was in 
joint-supply with firewood and building timber. '̂he 
supply of oak bark, therefore, depended to some extent 

on the general level of supply of and demand for wood for 

domestic and industrial purposes. The prevalent view 
that supplies of timber - and hence of bark - diminished 
during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries must be 
modified. There were local difficulties certainly, but 
there is no evidence of a general shortage , The best

' l 5
I-* See Chapter 3, pp. 92-3.
2. G. Hammersley, "The Crown Lands and their Exploitation 

in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries", Bulletin 
of the Institute of Historical Research, XXX, no.82 
1 1 9 5 7) pp. 136 - 61.
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bark for tanning came from coppice oaks about
twenty years old^j and the cultivation of this kind of
timber for the iron industry became more common during

the seventeenth century • In the later seventeenth
century a number of persons within the leather industry
thought that there was a glut rather than a shortage

3of bark for tanning and this view is supported by - the
4admitted unsatisfactory - price statistics for the period .

There were in the later seventeenth century a few attempts
5made to tan leather without oak bark which may be 

interpreted as evidence of a shortage. However it seems 
more likely that these experiments were aimed at reducing 
the time necessary for tanning and not at conserving 
bark supplies.

In conclusion, there is evidence for believing that 
the leather industry experienced some real expansion 
during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. On the side 
of demand, there were signs of an increase associated with

1, See Chapter 2, pp.SO. ~
2, Flinn, "The Iron Industry , 1660-1760”, pp.148-9,
3, Cal ♦ S,P,D,, 1675, pp.369-70, 370-1.
4, Roger^ op.cit., vol. V, p. 414, gives the following 

prices per load of oak bark bought by Eton College:
1625 - 40s; 1636 - 60s; 1645/52 - 56,s8d; 1653/62 - 
84s.8d; 1663/72 - 103s.4d; 1673/82 - 90s. 9d; 1683/92 - 
84s.lOd; 1693/1702 - 82s. 6d.

5. See Chapter 2, pp.
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population growth, increasing incomes, industrial and 
agricultural expansion, the development of overseas 
markets, and also increasing military demand. On the 
side of supply, it appears that supply conditions were 
able to keep pace with the increase in demand for 
leather because of the accompanying increase in demand 
for meat^i wool, and dairy products, Tt is unlikely 
that all sections of the leather industry expanded 
at the same rate. Those crafts manufacturing boots and 

shoes or cheap leather clothing, for example, probably 
expanded at a different rate than those manufacturing 
fine quality clothing, upholstery, or coach harnesses 
or wall hangings, because of differences in demand 

elasticities. No doubt, too, developments in the 
leather industry could not match the contemporary growth 
of the coal, metallurgical, or even the cloth industries. 
Certainly the leather industry was not marked by any 
significant changes in techniques of organisation; 
neither were there any important developments of new 
products - although the manufacture of certain kinds of 
dressed leather and some leather goods such as coach 
harnesses became more common, The importance of the leather 
industry lay not in the degree of change it displayed 
but in its position in a pre-Industrial economy as a 
consumer of agricultural by-products, as a source of 
employment and as the supplier of a commodity which was
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used for many different purposes» This importance 

remained unchanged during the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries.
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CHAPTER 2; mug MANUFACTURE QF LEATHER, AMD LEATHER GOODS.

The manufacture of leather is one of the oldest arts 
known to man. Articles made of leather have been found in 

Germany dating from about 10,000 B.C., and. there is ample 

evidence that leather was used for many purposes in pre

historic Britain.^ It is impossible to say when man first 

conceived the idea of preserving animal skins by soaking 

them in solutions of bark or leaves and water, or by treating 

them with alum or with oil, but It is certain that the 

methods of making leather to be described her« were old long 

before the sixteenth century. Indeed, they remained in 
common use until the middle years of the nineteenth century, 

when the marriage of chemistry and industry gave to the 

leather manufacturers new and speedier ways of making 

leather.2

(i)
"Leather is animal hide so treated chemically as to make 

it permanently more resistant to decomposition, particularly 

when wet". There were many kinds of leather made in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, depending on the kind 

of hides or skins used and the methods employed in turning

1. J.A, Wilson, Modern Practice in Leather Manufacture
(New York 19411 p.272; J.W. Waterer, Leather in Life, Art 
and Industry.(London 1944), P.p. 22 -6,

2« Wilson, op.cit», p, 365.
3, Ibid, p,15.



them Into leather; but all leather fell into two 
categories.

Tanned leather was made by treating heavy cattle hides 

and sometimes lighter skins with some vegetable tanning 
agent such as oak bark. Light skins such as calf skins, 

goat skins, sheep skins or practically any other kind of 

skins could be treated in one of two ways. Either they could 

be soaked in fish oil, or they could be "tawed" with alum.

The production of light leather, whether with oil or alum, 

was known as leatherdresslng and was carried on quite 

separately from tanning, and the division of the leather 

industry into light and heavy leather producing sections has 

remained a distinctive feature of its organisation until the 

present century.
Any kind of animal hide or skin can be made into leather. 

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, however, cattle 

hides, calf skins, and the skins of sheep, deer, and goats, 

were most commonly used. There is no difference between a 

hide and a skin, save in size. A skin is smaller than a hide, 
but no clear cut distinction was made in the sixteenth 

century, and it probably depended on local practice, or the 

whim of the tanners^, In a modern tannery a cattle skin * *

44

I. For a consideration of this point, see Chapter 6,pp7S'-b.
* The distinction became important when the crown granted 

licences to merchants to export calf skins. There were 
then many complaints that cattle hides were being 
exported under cover of the licences. For convenience in 
administering these licences, a calf skin was usually 
regarded as under 2 or 3 lbs. in weight. See Chapter 8,pp

bX9-iX<l.
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weighing less than 15 lbs. is called a calf skinj between 

15 and 50 lbs. it is known as a kip, and over 30 3bs, as a 

hide-* .

Hides and skins are made up of three layers, only one 

of which is used to make leather. The outer layer, or 
epidermis, consists of hair and of a thin layer of tissues 
which are constantly being worn away and replaced by fresh 

growth. The middle layer is known as the corium. This is 

much thicker than the epidermis, and is a complex structure 

of fibres, nerves and blood vessels. The upper surface of 

the corium contains hair follicles which form a natural 

pattern - known as the grain - or the finished leather. On 
fche inside of hides and skins is a layer of fatty tissues 

and muscles, known to tanners simply as the flesh. Leather 

is made from the corium, or middle layer, and the two outer 

layers have to be removed before tanning or dressing2.

In the sixteenth century the process of removing the 

outer layers was known as working the hide and the operation 
was described in a memorandum on tanning presented to 

Lord Burghley about 1573, "Wow ther is a difference in the 
science betwixte tanninge and workinge of Leather, for the 

workinge is to take of the heare, and to open the hyde that 

it maye receive liceor. The Tanninge is to lay the hyde in 
wooses by changeinge and renewing© till it b9c one 3Leather"3; 1

1. Wilson, Le a the r Ma nufa c t ur e , P.16.
2. Ibid, pp“ l'§, ’¿0 - 58 "passim,
3. B.M., Lans, Ms, 5, no, 58.(Reproduced at length in 

Appendix 5.)
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The usual method of working hides and skins was to 

woftk them in a solution of lime and water. They were 
immersed in a series of lime solutions of increasing strength 

that destroyed the epidermal layer and loosened the hair.
'The lime also separated the fibres of the corium, which 
allowed the tanning or dressing agent to permeate throughout 

the skin. Liming took from a few dajrs to several weeks, 

depending on the kind of hide or skin being treated, on the 
strength of the lime, and on local practice"1, and it was 

important neither to under-lime nor to over-lime hides. As 

the unknown author of the memorandum already referred to, 

explained, "the Laying of the Hyde in the Lyme one daye, tene 

or twentye, after that the heare is taken away ... is one of 
the best poyntes of workemanship ... Yf they do not Lyme the 

hyde enough, they can make no leather of yt. But if it ly 

no longer then the heare maye fall of it is not lymed enough"^. 

Liming was done in a series of pits or vats. The first 

solutions were old ones that had been used several times, but 

the final solutions were strong and freshly made. As the 
solutions became weaker they were used for earlier immersions 

of the hides^.

After liming the hides or skins were scudded to remove 

loose hairs. The skins were placed hair side uppermost on a 1 * 3

1. In Ireland in the early eighteenth century, liming took 
several months, but this contrasted with the more usual 
English practice, which was shorter, (Dublin Society,
The Art of Tanning and Currying Leather (London, 1774) 
op.II, 15.

2„ B.M., Lans, Ms, 5 no, 58.
3. Waterer, Leather in Life, p. 137.
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wooden beam, about six feet long, with a convex upper 
surface (rather like part of a tree trunk split down the 

•middle), One end of the beam rested on the ground, and the 

other was propped up about waist high. In this position the 
hides or skins were scraped with a curved, double-handled 
knife, which removed the hairs and also forced dirt and 

particles of lime from the hair follicles. Beams and 

scudding knives appear frequently among inventories of 

tanners' possessions in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries and hand scudding on the beam is still employed 

today for high quality work, although for most purposes it 

has been superseded by a mechanised process. But the part 

of a modern tannery where the initial operations are carried 
out is still called the beamhouse^»

An alternative method of removing hair from skins was to 

suspend them in wood smoke until the hair was loose enough to 

pulled away. The heat caused the epidermis to putrify and 

so loosened the hair, but the danger with this method was 
that the corium might also be damaged to the detriment of the 

leather that could he made from it. The process was generally 

used for sheep skins to avoid spoiling valuable wool by 

soaking it in lime1 2. At the end of the seventeenth century the 

process took ’’from a day to a week, according to the heat of 

the weather", during which time the skins were occasionally

1. Waterer, op.cit, P»13’7 and Pla^6 XXXIII.
2, Wilson, Leather Manufacture^ pu.2Bl - 4.
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strewn with hot ashes. The hair or wool was then removed 

by scraping the skins "with an iron pin (a great piece of 

iron four square, two inches thick, and a foot and a half 
long)"1.

The next operation in preparing hides and skins for 

tanning and dressing was the removal of the fleshy layer. 

This was simply done by soaking them in water, and then 

placing the hides on the beam and scraping off the flesh in 

the way as scudding2  *.

Hides and skins were usually bated prior to tanning or 

dressing. Bating consisted of soaking the skins in a warm 

infusion of dog dung or bird droppings until they became 
sof*t and porous. Bird droppings were used for the heavy 

cattle hides; and dog manure, which had a milder action, was 

used for the lighter skins, Farmyard droppings from pigeons 

and hens were commonly used for bating in the latter oart of 

the sixteenth century,'"' It is not clear whether bating was 

a process carried out by all tanners and leatherdressers in 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries;4 5 it was probably 

more common in tanning than leatherdressing.^

1. J. Houghton, A Collection for the Improvement of 
Husbandry and'Trade (ed. fo. Bradley, 1727) vol. I,n.319

2. Ibid. ‘
B.M., Lans, Ms. 5, no. 58; 5 Eliz., cap. 8, Sect, V,

4. Bating is not mentioned in an eighteenth century account 
of tanning in Ireland, although the author refers to the 
process being carried on in England in the 1660’s. 
(Dublin Society, op.clt., p.15.)

5. It is not usually mentioned in any contemporary accounts 
of leather dressing.
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Bating greatly improved the final appearance of the 
leather, but it was a dangerous as well as an offensive 

operation because over bating could easily ruin the hides.

The bate was mixed in vats and the hides were soaked in it 
until the tanner judged that they were sufficiently treated.
The older the bate, the more effective and unsavoury it 

became ,
When these preliminary operations had been completed 

hides and skins were ready for tanning or dressing. As 

vegetable tanning was so completely different from alum or 

oil dressing, it will be necessary to describe these processes 

separately.

The contemporary accounts of tanning are not numerous nor 
always very informative. Apart from the memorandum on the 

leather act of 1563 there are a number of documents dating 

from the 1570's among the papers of Lord Burghlev. These 

are mainly letters relating to the statute regulating the 

leather industry passed In 15632. Some were written by tanners, 
and others by William Fleetwood, the Recorder of London, who 

claimed that '‘for these xiii yeres 1 haue giuen my mynde that 

weycs to vnderstand of that facultie (of tanning)"* 3, In the 

later decades of the seventeenth century and the first part 

of the eighteenth century there appeared the first of the 

treatises on tanning, usually describing tanning methods

T. Wilson, op.cit,, pp.237 - 8,
2, 5 Eliz. cap, 8,
3* B ,M ,, Lans, Ms. 20, fo. 10.
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employed in the late sevente«nth century1.

Basically tanning involved soaking hides in solutions 

of oak bark and water for any period of time between about 

six months and about two years until the hides were turned 

into leather. Oak bark was the most widely used of the 
vegetable tanning agents; it produced excellent leather (and 

is still used today for the manufacture of the highest quality 

leather) and was available in most parts of the country.
Oak bark was the only tanning agent permitted by the leather 

act of 15632 *, and was still the main tanning material used in 

the eighteenth century^, Tanners gathered their bark in the 

sPr*ing of each year4. The best bark came from young trees 

about twenty or thirty years old, although bark from older 

trees was also used5 . It is difficult to.say with certainty 

how much bark was needed t o tan a hide. Houghton recfcônea 

^ bushels for a vat of fresh solution, but in addition 

tanners sprinkled bark between piles of hides .

Houghton, op.cit., vol. I, pp.319-21; W. Maple, A Complete 
and Effectual Method of Tanning without Bark (London, LteVj-j 
EiSlin Society, op,¿it.; M.Fostlethwaite, Universal 
Plotionary of Trade & Commerce Vol.2. (4th edition. 1774j, 
article under LEATHER. A modern writer, J.A. Wilson, 
Heather Manufacture is very useful in interpre ..ing some of 
one cb s c ur i t. i e s o f t  he sixteenth and seventeenth century 
descriptions of tanning.

!;• 5. Eliz. cap. 8, sect.5.
postl.ethwait. Dictionary. ... . . „

4. W. Harrison. Description of England In Shakespeare’s Youth, 
(ed., E.J, Furnival, London 1877) Book 2, p.340.
See also, 5 Eliz. Cap, 8, sect. IX.

5* Dublin Society, op, cit, p.21; Postlethwait, op.cit.
“• Houghton, op.cit, p321.
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The tanning solutions were made by leaching crushed 

bark with cold water, which extracted the tannin together 

with some other substances known to the modern tanner as 

non-tans that could affect the properties of the leather^, 

beaching was done in vats or pits set in the tanvard near to 
a stream or river. The pits were dug in the ground. and 

lined with wood or stone» They were large enough to 

accommodate a hide in a horizontal position, which meant 

they were roughly nearly six feet long and slightly 

narrower* 2» There is little evidence to show how the pits 

were supplied with water but they must have been connected 

with the river by a system of ditches through which the flow 

of water could be controlled. There are occasional references 

to "soes" (sewers) and cisterns in tanners' inventories.

The process of tanning varied in different parts of the 
country in the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 
according to local conditions and customs. "...Bv'ie Gontrye 
in Tanning of Lether doth varie one from another. And yet 
they make or if they list can make verie good Lether...And

Caterer, Leather in Life, p,142,
2, Hides varied in size^ but a document dating from the 

1630s gives dimensions of hides varying between seven 
and eight feeft long, and slightly less in breadth.
(P.R.O., S.P, 16/431 no. 57). The hides would be 
trimmed before tanning.
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surelye one forme of Tannyng can not be vsed in all places"'. 

The kind of bark available, the quality of the hides being 

tanned, and even the chemical content of the water used in 

tanning, caused tanners to use their own recipes^. It is 
not possible, therefore, to give other than a composite 

Picture of tanning methods used in the sixteenth and seven

teenth centuries.

Before tanning the bellies and necks were trimmed from 

the backs of the hides so that they would not take up room 

in the tan pits. Also different parts of the hide required 

different treatment. The back was the thickest part of the
3hide, and needed more tanning than the thinner belly pieces . 

The hides were suspended vertically in a weak tan solution 

for about a month. They were then taken to another pit 

containing a stronger solution. Here they were moved about 

or "handled" with poles, and from time to time they were 

Ptilled out of the tan and allowed to dry by the side of the 

Pit'. This operation was repeated in two or three other pits 
with still stronger solutions for a total period of several
weeks.

During the handling stage one. of the infusions was 

generally made of ash bark, barley, or rye meal and hot 

water, which had the effect of swelling the hides and 1 * 3

1. Ians. Ms.20 fo. 10.
2a It is not suggested that tanners consciously altered their 

methods in response to these factors, but that by 
experience tanners developed methods most suited to local 
c ondit ions,

3. B.M., Lans, Ms, 20, fos. 15 - 18.
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making thicker leather <> This practice was forbidden by 

the act of 1563 although tanners claimed that it was a 

necessary nart of the nrocess'* , William Harrison, however,t j  x.

writing at the end of the sixteenth century thought that 

ash bark made poor leather, "I grant that it (leather 
treated with ash bark) seemeth outwardlye to be verie thicke 
and well donne,11 he wrote, "so if you respect the sadness 

(i.e. thickness) thereof, it dooeth prooue in the end to be 

verie hollow and not hable to hold out water"2,

'When the handling stage had been completed the 

partially tanned hides were moved to new tan solutions and 

laid horizontally in the pits with layers of ground bark 
between them. The hides were left undisturbed for several 

weeks, and sometimes months, before being moved to another 

Pit containing fresh tan. There they remained for several 

weeks more. At the end of this period the tanner tested 

the hide by cutting through one corner. If he judged it 

Properly tanned, the leather was taken from the pit to be 
washed, and dried; otherwise it was placed in a fresh tanning 

solution for a short time until the tanning was complete.

The time needed for tanning hides depended on a 

number of factors, especially on the type and thickness of 

the hide, and the strength of the tanning solutions3. The * 3

1» B.M., Lans. Ms. 20, fos. 10, 14.
2. Harrison, op.cit,, p. 340.
3* B.M., Lans. Ms, 5, no. 58,
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government, however, attempted to impose minimum periods 

of time for tanning different kinds of leather. The act 

of 1563 required that leather intended for the outer soles 

of shoes should he tanned for at least a year, and leather 

for shoe uppers for at least nine months1. Although it was 
not practicable for tanners to be bound to such precise 

limitat ions^, the provisions of the statute did recognise 

that tanning was a process that could not be hurried. Good 

leather could be made only by tanning hides slowly and 

gradually in a series of tanning solutions of gradually 

Increasing strength so that the hides were tanned throughout 
their thickness'"'; and a tanner needed skill and experience 

to make good leather. As the Recorder of London wrote to 

hurghley in 1576, "The time of the changing of the Lether 

trom on Owes to an other must be timed at proscribed howres 

0r els the lether wilbe vtterlie spoiled". He concluded with

5 Eliz. cap. 8, sect. V.
?• B.M., Lans. Ms. 5, no. 58.

Writing about a confcury affc©r th© act of 15o3> v»ll©r 
■related how a cobbler demonstrated to Lord Burghley how 
leather should be tanned slowly. Taking a piece of 
bread the cobbler slowly toasted it by a fire, until it 
was crisp throughout its thickness. In the same way 
leather should be slowly tanned so that it was not raw 
in the middle. P.A. Nuttall (ed.)
Fullers Worthies of England,vol. II (1840) o.312. London.
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the warning that, "there be an infinite member of rules 

to be observed in Tarmyng, the wch fewe Tanners did 

<5v(er) conceyve much less the p (ar) liam(en) t"1".

Tanning removed most of the natural oils from the 
hides, and newly tanned leather - generally known as 

crust leather - became hard when dried. It was the task 

of the currier toreplace the natural oil by thoroughly 

impregnating the leather with grease which made it 

supple and waterproof. More than 30% of the weight of 

tanned leather made today consists of grease added 

during currying.^

When the leather came to the currier it was soaked 

in water or urine' which helped the grease to be spread 
throughout the leather, so that every fibre was 

thoroughly impregnated* 2 3 4. After soaking the leather was 

scraped on the hair or grain side to clean the grain.

Then with a curved knife the currier shaved the leather 

on the flesh side until it was pared down to the required 
thickness. Following these operations the leather was 

rubbed with tallow or with a mixture of tallow and train 

oil until it was completely saturated with grease. This

1» B ,M., Lens, Ms.20, fo.10. Apart from references cited, 
the account of tanning given above is based upon Houghton, 
op,cit„pp.319-2}, PostIsthwait, op.cit., Dublin Socfeby, op.cit., 
pp42-3 (Wilson, op.cit. Ch.ll), passim,

2. Waterer, op.cit,, p.148.
3. The use of urine was forbidden by the statutes of 1563 

and 1603 (5Eliz. cap. 8, 1 Jac. 1, cap.22) but it is 
not clear why, nor why tanners used it.

4. Waterer, Leather in Life. p.148.
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operation was known as stuffing the leather. Finally the 
leather was beaten on the grain side and hung up to dry,
The action of the air on the grease caused some oxidization, 
which had an additional tanning effect on the leather.

As with tanning, currying was modified according to 
the use for which the leather was intended, The statute of 
1563, for example, required curriers to use only good hard 
tallow for sole leather; and it was probably as a result of 
this regulation that the London company of Curriers 
negotiated with the tallow chandlers in July 1564, to be 
Provided with ten "weighes" of rough tallow every week, as 
well as with some waste grease. .

Curriers also modified the process to give the finished 
leather a different appearance. By using lampblack and oil 

°r copperas solution leather could be stained black, Ihe 
leather could also be beaten after currying with a ribbed 
graining board which impressed a series of ridges on the 
surface of the leather, or it could be folded and beaten to 
Produce a pattern of criss-cross lines on the surface of the 
leather. But these finishing operations do not seem to have 
been in general use before the mid-seventeenth century, and, 
Apart from the staining, were not commonly performed on shoe
leather^,

1» Repertories 21, fos, 90 - 91 (b).

The account of currying is based upon Caterer,
Leather in Lif e . e t c .
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Currying was a skilled operation calling for a 

considerable degree of care for it was easy to gash the 

leather while shaving it to the required thickness and to 

burn it by applying the grease tv i g o r o u s l y 1, It was also 

an unpleasant occupation, for the processes involving the 
use of train oil gave off objectionable odours. The 

ordinances of the London Company of Curriers, made in 1587, 

forbade curriers to use workshops that had windows opening 
onto the street, "for the avoydynge of noysome savours and 

e v e n  Ayers, wch by the vse of the crafte is in work howses". 

Curriers were also required to stop work at mid-day on 

Saturdays so that they could "cleanse and make cleans them—
gsolves and theyre howses" ".

In some respects currying was similar to dressing light 

®kins with oil. The oil applied to tanned leather during 

currying as well as making the leather waterproof had an 

aĉ itional tanning effect. The similarity of the two 
Processes was probably the reason why, in 1584, the London 
com.pany of Curriers and a group of leatherdressers from 

s°uthwark made an agreement defining the limits of their 

respective crafts.'3

Skins that were to be dressed with oil were first 

Prepared by removing the hair or wool in one of the ways 
escribed above. They were then placed in a trough and * *

Curriers were forbidden by law to damage hides in ei- 
°f these ways (5 Eliz. cap. 8, sect, xiii.)

* ffgPeutories 21, fos. 375 - 379 (b)I-L 34b i or. ie a 21. fos. 90 - 91 (b).See Chapter 5, p.l5fc.
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soaked with train oil. After this they were beaten, usually 
hy hand, but occasionally with mechanically operated 

hammers, rather like the fullers' stocks. The soakings and 

heating were repeated several times and then the skins were

pile causing oxidization which tanned the leather. The pile 

was turned over from time to time so that it did not become 
too hot and damage the leather. After dressing the surface 

of the leather was often roughened with a pumice stone, or 

it might be dyed or grained in the same way as tanned 
leather .

It is difficult to say with certainty how long it took 

to make leather with train oil, but the time involved was a 

matter of weeks rather than of months. In 1593 the Privy 

Council was told by some London leathersellers that a poor 

leatherdresser could not turn his stock of skins into 

leather in under six months^, but this was probably an 

exaggeration for the leathersellers were trying to prove that 
the small producers could not stand the cost of having their 

leather searched and sealed under a licence granted to a 

certain Edward Darcy^. According to Postlethwait, the 

manufacture of Hungary leather (made by dressing skins with 1

1. Waterer, Leather in Life stc.pp.145 - 6; Postlethwait, 
l^ictionarv Lana. Ms. 74, fos, 127, 140-1.

piled up together; considerable heat was generated in the
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animal fat instead of fish oil) took three or four weeks , 
amd probably normal oil dressing took about the same time 

once the skins had been unhaired.

The simplest way of making dressed leather was to treat 
skins with alum, A paste was made with alum, common salt, 

flour, egg yolks and hot water, and this was spread on the 

H a s h  side of the skins. When this had dried another 

application was made. After the operation had been repeated 

a number of times the alum mixture combined with the fibres 

of the skins and converted them into leather. The finished 

leather was white but it was often stained with ochre. A 

nap was also usually raised on the leather with a toothed 
comb^,

The leather using crafts were for the most part manual 

operations requiring very little equipment beyond cutting 

knives and boards, lasts, and sewing needles. The manufacture 

of gloves and other leather clothing, apart from boots and 

shoes, was often done by the leatherdressers themselves'', 

and these occupations demanded little skill. There are no 

oontemoorarv accounts of these processes for operations such 

as gloving were unchanging, and attracted no attention.

There were two simple stages involved, cutting and sewing, * 8

1. Postlethwait, oo.cit,
8. Wilson, Leather ~ Manufacture p.41B; Waterer, Leather in

Life. d ,144; Postlethwait, Dictionary, B.M., Laps, Ma74, fos, 
127, 140 -1,
5ee Chapter^ pp.zoSatsa^.

1



and it is possible, although there is no proof, that the 

former operation was performed by one craftsman, and that 

the cut out parts were given out to casual labour to be 
stitched,

The most skilful of the leather using crafts was 

shoemaking, and detailed regulations for the conduct of the 
Graft were contained in the leather act of 1563. From 

these it is evident that boots and shoes were carefully 

constructed with outer and inner soles and sewn uppers.
Heavy cattle leather was used for the outer soles, and 
tanned calf skins or cow hides for the uppers. According 
to the statute different kinds of leather were not to be 
mixed in a pair of shoes, although this was sometimes done. 
Shoes were sewn together with well waxed thread^,

Boots and shoes were built up of several parts in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries^. Writing in 1694, 

Houghton described the various stages of shoemaking. The 
uppers and quarters of shoes were cut from the shoulders or 

buttocks of a well tanned hide, and the soles and heels from 

the back. The inner soles and inside pieces of the heel were 

taken from the neck or cheeks of the hide. The various parts 

were sewn together with well greased hemp thread, and the

1» 5 Kliz, cap, 8, sect, xix.
2. e.g. P.R.O., S.P. 16/89, no. 13.
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heels were fastened with wooden pegs. In Houghton's day 

these pegs in London, were made by prisoners in the King's 

Bench prison, and sold for 2-gd, to 5d, a dozen. Sometimes 

the heels were made completely of wood except for a thin 

covering of leather. The shoes were built up on lasts,
“j

which were usually made of beech riveted onto an iron base1. 

Bnt.il the early part of the seventeenth century boots and 

shoes were generally shaped to fit left and right feet, but 

with the increasing use of heavy riding boots, constructed 

with a heavy welt that made shaping difficult, boots were 

m&de to fit either foot^.

Another important leather using craft was the 

manufacture of harnesses and saddles, but there is no 
information how they were made. For the most part simple 

cutting and stitching was all that was required, but it may 

have been necessary to mould leather into shape to make 

saddles. This could be done by soaking the leather and 

holding it to the required shape under pressure until it
dried.

Although the methods of making leather and leather goods 

V0uied in detail from time to time and place to place, there 

was no important technical change in any of the leather 

* crafts in the sixteenth or seventeenth centuries. The only tftKer

Houghton, op, cit., pp, 523 - 4.
J.H, Thornton, "Left-Right-Left11 Journal of the British 
Boot & Shoe Institution.(Vol,7. no, 4, Aug.1956) PP,167-8.
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Method of making leather of any importance during the 
Period, was by using sumac leaves which were imported from 

southern Europe. Goat skins were sometimes treated in this 

way by the leatberdressers, to make "Spanish" leather and the 
Process was essentially a variation of vegetable tanning^.

There were a number of attempts to develop new 

processes and particxxlarly to shorten the time taken for oak 

bark tanning. This could be done by using hot tanning 

solutions, but the heat was liable to damage the fibres 

oi> the hides, and the practice was forbidden by the 

government in 1565 and 1604''. One of the earliest proposals 

f*or a new method of tanning came from Thomas Duckett in 1655, 
who claimed that he could make leather without oak bark more 

durable than ordinary tanned leather. He claimed that he had 

testimonials from a hundred master tanners, but no details 
°f’ the nature of the new techniques have survived'-'. A few 

years later Charles Howard obtained a patent for his "tanning 

inventions", but again there are no details to be found^. In 
the early part of 1697, a number of Irish tanners claimed to 

have developed a method tanning using aplant that was grown

1. B.M., Lans, Ms. 74, fo. 151.
2. .B.M., Lans. Ms. 20, fos . 15 - 18/ 5 Eliz. can. 8;

1 Jac.l, cap, 22.
3. Cal.S.P.D.. Piatt. 1655P n,308j- Nov,1655, p.39.
4. pal. S.P.D.. Oct.-1661. p.115, P.R.O., P.C.i/66, P.362.
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in Ireland^, This ma^ have been either cinoue foil ofw __

tormentil, both of which, were recommended by William Maple,

waiting in 172:9 . There were also some inventions designed

to improve the appearance of leather including a way of

waking leather "more bright than gold", brought by
High Robinson from Amsterdam in 1660' ; and "German Balls"

invented by George Sylvanus in 1693 "for beautifying and
ii 4

preserving any sort of leather ,
For the majority of leather craftsmen these 

inventions were no more than curiosities. There were no 

important technical changes in the industry during the 
sexteenth and seventeenth centuries. In this respect the 

leather crafts were much more representative of technical 
development in this period than the more spectacular "heavy" 

industries such as mining, metallurgy, or the embryonic 
chemical industry. Much of the industrial history of the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries has been written in terms 

di* change and it is easy to forget that the basic structure 

°f the ecortoey remained unaltered and that occupations such 

as agriculture, cloth making or the manufacture of leather 
and leather goods saw little technical development. Advances

1* pal.S.P.D.. March 1697, p.125, April 1697, p.65.
^• Maple, op.cit. passim, Maple was writing of Irish 

conditions.
Pal. S.P.D..166Q. p.388.

4* Ibid, 1693, pp.90. 98.
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in the manufacture of leather were ultimately made in two 

directions; in the mechanical handling of hides and skins 
and the mechanisation of such processes as scudding and 

shaving leather; and in the understanding of the chemistry 

of tanning and dressing which changed, the manufacture of 
leather from an empirical craft into a closely controlled 

science. Neither of these developments was possible with 

the low level of technology and science prevailing in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.



CHAPTER 3 S THE LOCATION OF THE LEATHER INDUSTRY AND 
THE TRADE IN HIDES, LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS.

The location of the crafts comprising the leather 
industry was influenced by the supply of hides and skins,
*>y the supply of tanning and leatherdressing materials, by 
water supplies, and by the presence of markets. Since 
these factors were present in most parts of the country the 

leather crafts were widespread. ”In most villages of the 
r©alme there is some one dresser or worker of leather, and 
for the supplies of such as have not there are in most of 

tbe market townss iii, iiii or v, and manie great townes and 
cities x or xx*'®"^. There were some areas where the 
^nufacture of leather or leather goods tended to be 
concentrated but these do not stand out clearly from the 
Production of leather in the same way as some regions 
specialised in the production of woollen cloth.

Because production was widespread much of the trade in 
leather and leather goods was local. Tanners and leather- 
dressers obtained their raw hides and skins from local 
butchers and farmers, and sold their leather to local 
leather using craftsmen or to local consumers. There was 
* national trade in hides and skins, leather and leather 

Products, although it probably accounted for only 
a small p r o p o r t i o n  of the o u t p u t  of t h e s e

65

1* B .M., Lans. Ms. 74, fo. 154.
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goods. Although we shall attempt to identify the more 

important producing districts and the national trade in 

leather etc., we shall also he concerned with assessing the 

importance of the leather crafts to the local economies.

A study of the petitions presented to Parliament by 
leather craftsmen in 1697 and 1698 in protest against an 

excise duty placed on English manufactured leather^, provides 

a starting point in examining the location of the leather 
crafts. Petitions came from leather manufacturers in more 

than a hundred towns and villages in various parts of the 

country. These places have been marked on the map which will 

fee found at the end of this volume. The map demonstrates the 

widespread location of the leathervcrafts. However a distinct 
concentration on the -western side of the country can be seen 

and there is a second area of concentration in the West 

Riding of Yorkshire. In two other regions - the upper 

Thames Valley and the Eden Valley in Westmorland - some 
concentration also seems apparent.

The petitions, however, provide only a partial 

Picture. They do not, for example, bring out clearly the 

importance of London as a leather manufacturing centre, nor 

does the importance of parts of Suffolk, Lincolnshire,

Sussex and Kent as leather producing districts in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, emerge clearly. In 

order to assess the importance of the leather crafts in 1

1 . See Appendix 6.
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various parts of the country a number of regions of 
England will be examined separately.

The London District.

Any regional study must start with London which was
tf
the place of greatest concourse for tradesmen dealing in

leather”'1'. A statement presented to Parliament in 1629 on
the importance of the leather industry to the nation

commented, "how London thrives by them (i.e. leather works's),

witness our fairs by the cartloads of leather brought into

Leademhall, Smithfield, and other places; and all bought up
2within three days at the most" , The London company of 

Curriers calculated that 14,859 leather backs passed through 
Eeadenhall market between August 1630 and August 1631 .

This was by no means the total amount of leather produced in 

or passing through, London; tanned leather was also bought 

and sold at Smithfield and Southwark markets and many 

transactions did not take place in the appointed markets 
at all4. There was also a large volume of dressed leather 
which did not concern the curriers.

Large numbers of people were employed in the leather 

industry in London. According to the London shoemakers in 

the early seventeenth century there were "Shoemakers aboute

■x ___________________
1. Minutes Book of the Company of Curriers, 1628-1656 CUld- 

nail Ms. 6112/1), p.77.
2. LEATHER; A Discourse tendered to the High Court of Parliament (prirted 

16 2 9; rspr ± cfced in E.Arber, An English Gamer, vdU vi (1897)), p.215
3. Curriers' Minute Book,p. 71.
4. See chapter <J, pia.1-
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this Gitie very nere three thowsande, besydes all Sadlers, 
Bodgett makers, Gotchemakers and. other Gutters of leather1 2 * , 

but only 124 curriers^, A little later it was estimated that 

there were about three thousand light leather workers in the 

city and suburbs^. There was no estimate of the number of 

tanners in the London district although at the end of the 

seventeenth century there were eighty tan yards - not all of 

them at work - in Bermondsey and Southwark alone ,

When we look at the location of the leather industry in 
London more closely we find a difference between the locat

ion of the leather making crafts and some of the leather 

using crafts, Tanners and leatherdressers were usually not 

found within the city itself but on the outskirts. The 
reason was that manufacturers needed well watered sites with 

sufficient space for their pits, troughs and sheds. These 
considerations led them to settle on the outer fringes of 

the capital, oartlv be-cause the London authorities would not 

allow them to pollute the water supplies in the densely 
Populated areas, and partly "through the dearness of the 

city rentes (manufacturers) hauinge an easie residence in 

the out-p(ar)tes"4 . The greatest concentration of tanners

1. P.R.O., S.P. 14/7, no.88. It is possible that the shoe
makers exaggerated their own numbers and under-estimated 
the number of curriers.

2. B.M., Add. Ms. 12504, fo. 112.
Gomroons’ Journals, vol. xii, p. 18.

4. 571,1., Add. Ms', 1IT504, fo. 112; Unwin, Industrial 
Organisation p. 128,
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was In the riverside district of Bermondsey . Thi3 region 
was bounded by the Thames and through it ran several small 

streams providing water for the tanneries . Supplies of 
bark could be obtained fairly easily from Kent and Surrey.

The area had a reputation for tanning as early as the 

fourteenth century", and in the late eighteenth century 
Tysons wrote of Bermondsey that "the Tanners ;•; are very 

numerous, and carry on that business to a greater extent 

than is known in any other part of the kingdom. Prom a 

natural connection between the several trades, there are also 

ma.njr woolstaplers, fellmongers, curriers and leatherdressers, 

and„ parchment makers"4. To the north of London, Enfield was 

another tanning centre of note. Its development was 

probably connected with the growing practice of London 

butchers' buying cattle st the market towns standing at 
bhe northern approaches to the city"’. In 1660 Puller 

commented that "London is the staple plsce of slaughter, and

1* It is likely that some contemporary references to tanners, 
etc., in Southwark (which was a thickly populated area) in 
fact meant Bermondsey, for the distinction between the two 
places was not often made (see for example. Camden, 
Brittania. p. 322).
I'or the topography of the district see "London South of 
the Thames", Surrey Archeological Collections.no. 28.

3« Chaucher refers to "the "tan yearaes of Bermondsie"
4. D. Lysons, The Environs of London, vol. I (London, 1792)p,547. 
-• Pisher, op. cit., pp. 61-3» ~

71.
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the hides of beasts there bought are generally tanned about 

Enfield"1, The leetherdressers, like the tanners, also 

worked in the outer metropolitan area beyond the "City Sr 

lib(er )ties"2 3 *.

By contrast, the shoemakers were situated within the 

city itself and in the densely populated inner suburbs. 

Shoemakers in the sixteenth century were located in the city 

of London, in Westminster, St. Martin's, Rolborn, Chancery 

Lane, Southwark, the Strand, and elsewhere5. The shoemakers, 

in fact, lived and worked in close contact with their markets 

rather than in close contact with the tanners. There were 

two reasons for this. In the first place shoemakers 

Probably did a good deal of bespoke work and it was necessary 

that they should be conveniently situated for their customers. 

Secondly the difference between the costs of transporting 

leather and footwear Drobably exola ins why shoemakers did 

not work alongside the tanners. By comparison with the 

leather from which they ware made, boots and shoes were bulky 

and hence more expensive to transport. 'Therefore shoemakers

1. Fuller's Worthies of England (ed. B.A, Nuttall,1840), vol,

2. B.M.PAdd!?Ms. 12504, Fo.122; P.R.O, S/P 16/386, no. 90.
3. G, TJnwin, The Gilds and Companies of London («?d ed.,19^8; 

P.250. In Westminster there were enough shoemakers to form 
a company of their own and challenge the right of 
supervision claimed over them by the London company of
Cordwainers (see Chapter 5, pp.in-fW). ln 1612 the
compamr of Cordwainers divided the city and suburbs into 
four districts for the purpose oi^upcrvising the work of 
shoemakers (The Act and Ordinance of the Co, of oordwainers, 
1572-1668. (Gildhall Ms. «033-)
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tended to have their workshops among their customers 
in order to save transport costs. Curriers tended to be 

located near the shoemakers since currying added to the 

weight of leather and hence to freight charges. It was 
probably for this reason that curriers were tol\erated 

in the city area by the authorities even though currying 

could be a danger to public health' . The situation 

regarding glovers and other light leather workers was 

rather different. Some, indeed, worked in the inner London 

area, but most were located with the leatherdressers in 

the suburbs - inlfact the occupations were often combined
p

in one man - away from the main body of customers. They 
sold their goods through the shops of retail traders such 

as haberdashers’ , The probably reason why gl&vers did not 

normally work in the same districts as the shoemakers was 

that there was little difference between the cost of 

transporting gloves and similar goods - which could be 

packed flat - and the cost of transporting leather. Also 
glovers probably did very little bespoke work and it was 1 2 3

1. See Repertories 21, fos. 575-9(b) for regulations 
requiring curriers in the city to keep their premises 
clean.

2. See Chapter 6, pp 20
3. B.M., Add. Ms. 15504, fo. 112; P.R.O., S.P. 14/31, no 

90; S.P. 16/586, no. 90.
The London company of Leathersellers, in fact, would 
not allow glovers to keep shops in the city (see 
Chapter •‘t, pplî S'-Jifb) but it is possible that this ban 
could not have been maintained had there been good 
economic reasons against it.
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wot important that they should have direct access to their 

customers. On the other hand, the lower rents of the suburbs 

encouraged glovers to settle in those districts.

The most important reason for the concentration of 

tanning and leatherdressing in London was the supply of 
hides and skins which became available as by-oroducts of 
the city's meat consumption. An ever increasing stream of 

sheep and cattle flowed into London from many parts of the 

country to satisfy its appetite for mutton and beef . At 
the end of the seventeenth century Houghton estimated that 

about 88,000 cattle were killed yearly for the London market. 

This figure can be accepted, although Houghton’s calculation 
of 600,000 sheep killed for mutton is probably an 

exaggerat ion2.

So large were the supplies of hides coming into London 

on the backs of animals, in relation to supplies of tanning 

materials, that the capital was able to supply raw hides to 

other parts of the country. In 1566/7, for example, nearly 
1,200 raw hides were taken by coastal shipping from London 

bo other ports. About 90 per cent of the total went to 

Hull and most of the remaining shipments went to the north 

Kent port of Faversham. In 1605/6 over 2,500 hides were

1.

2 ,

'̂ oe C.Skeel, "The Cattle Trade Between Wales and Eneland 
from the Fifteenth to the Nineteenth Centuries" Trans 
r % a . f y g h c a l  S o M ^ ,  4th serie,. vol. IX( 136-

he ice s ter, vol. II, p.220; F.J. Fisher ' »The 
_ -velopment of the London Food Market, 3540-1640" " * 
economic History Review.vol. V, no.2(1955), on, 61-3.
G,E.Fusse11 & C .Goodman,"Eighteenth Century Traffic 
stock",Economic History,vol,III, no,II (1936), p.214in Live-



shipped from London, of which some 86 per cent were taken 

to Hull. By 1661/2 the total had risen to more than 5,000 

hides with about 84 per cent going to Hull"' , In addition 
to the coastal trade, hides were bought in London by tanners 

from Essex, Hertfordshire and other counties near the
capital2 .

In the case of the trade with Hull and Faversham, hides 

were being taken to areas rich in oak bark . London, It 
seems did not have sufficient supplies of bark to enable 

tanners to use all the raw hides that were available. This

view is supported by the fact that supplies of leather 

flianufactured in London were supplemented by tanned leather 

"imported" from other districts4. At one time the supply 
of bark for tanning probably caused no problem for London 

tanners could draw on supplies from the oak woods close to 

the city; the oaks of Bermondsey and Southwark for example 
had supplied tanners south of the Thames . In the late 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries however there were signs 
that local supplies were inadequate. The reason was partly 
that more cattle were slaughtered for meat as the population 

grew and hence there were more hides for tanning and also 

because urban development - particularly in the main tanning

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Calculations from the London Port Books, »ee a 
®.g., P.R.O., Early Chancery Proceedings, C 1/ 
Court of Requests, Proceedings, Req. 2/126/26. 
Infra, pp 
Infra, pp
-hV-'.H.. Surrey, vol. II, p. 536.

C 1/1248
rz

c
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districts of Bermondsey and Southwark" - cut into the
nearby woodland which had previously supplied the London

tanners with the bark they needed. As a result tanners went

further afield for their bark, At the end of the seventeenth

century Richard Jones, a Southwark tanner - he was also

described as a "barkman" - had a flourishing and well

organised business bringing bark from the region of Guildford
in Surrey where he had "bark shearers" and carters working

for him^, Some bark was also brought around the coast into

London2, and possibly some also came by river from the upper
Thames valley, However, it often seems to have been cheaper

to take hides to the bark rather than the other way round

despite the fact that hides -were liable to decay. Probably
the cost of transporting oak bark long distances from often

4inaccessible woodlands was generally prohibitive .

Although supplies of cattle hid.es in London were greater 
than local tanners could use, the supply#/ sheepskins, calf

skins and other light skins from local sources appears to

X. See William Camden, Britannia (first published 1586/ 
ne published with, additions by E. Gibs on, 1695), p.160;

Defoe, A Tour Through England and Wales (1724-6,
Everyman ed,, 1928), Vol, lj Jh 51 5,

• P©R* *0,, Chancery Masters’ Exhibits. 0 107/13 ̂ •
• T.S. Willan, The English Coasting Trade (Manchester, 1938)
p. 137/ P.R'.O. 190/45/4.

4, In the late eighteenth century Southwark tanners sometimes 
sent hides to Sussex for tanning and then brought them 
back (V.G.H,, Surrey, vol. II, p* 337,).
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have been inadequate to meet the demands of the leather 

manufacturers, During the late sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries calfskins were regularly imported from the 

dairying regions of Suffolk and by the later seventeenth 

c©ntury supplies were also coming from north-east England,
It is sometimes difficult to know whether these skins were 

arriving in a. raw or dressed condition, but some of the^ at 
leasty were raw1, London was also supplied with light skins 
hy land, routes. In the mid-sixteenth century, for example, 

sheepskins were obtained from Northamptonshire^, and in the 

1660s raw goatskins were brought from Ireland and Chester'^, 

This movement of raw skins into London poses the 

question of why the supplies of skins coming to London 

attached.1 to the live animals were insufficient when supplies 
°f cattle hides were - as we have seen - more than adequate 

lor the local leather manufacturers. To take the case of 

Galf skins first, It is not likely that fewer calves were 

driven to London for slaughter than beef cattle4. The answer 

to the question perhaps really turns on the definition of 
a calfskin. In the 1640s a calfskin was officially reckoned 

to be for the purpose of export, a cattle skin weighing less 

than three pounds - and the limit was later reduced to two •

1. For references, statistics and the problems of 
interpretation see Appendix 3.
P.R.O., Early Ghancerv Proceedings, C 1/980/7 and 
C 1/980/8.

* Cal. S.P.D., 1666, p. 509.
• ho\jghton e st imated that as many calves as beef cattle 

were killed in London and an eighteenth century estimate 
puts the number of calves at double the number“of cattle 
(Fussell, Goodman, loc. cit, pp. 214-5)
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pounds1. If this definition bore any relation to the

practice in the leather industry, it is not surprising that
few calfskins came to London on the back of the anima].

A calf which produced a skin weighing two or three pounds

could hardly have been in a fit state to walk to market.
In other words an animal at the London meat markets, which

in the opinion of butchers produced veal, may, in the

opinion of tanners and leatherdressers, produced a hide

suitable for heavy leather rather than a skin suitable for

lighter work. In the case of sheep and goat skins, these

were naturally more numerous in grazing areas than in London.

A related question is why some skins came to London in

their raw state instead of being turned into leather in their

district of origin for skins were bulkier than the leather

that could be made from them and liable to decay. Possibly

the presence of leather dressing materials in London may be

an explanation although there is noevidenee of this. More
likely it seems that the general importance of London 8s a

trading centre made it a convenient clearing house for skins

of all types and from all parts of the country. In the early

seventeenth century London had the reputation for being the
2best market for sheepskins in the country j it was used not 

only by the London leatherdressers but also by leather 

manufacturers from other parts of the country . 1 2 3

1. See Chapter 7, p 3 2 g.
2. P.R.O., Exchequer, Special Commission, E 178/4105.
3. P.R.O., Exchequer Depositions, E 134/45 Eliz., Fill,II
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Closely linked tilth the supplies of hides and skins 

which originated in London as by-products of meat 

consumption, was the fact thet the metropolis was an 

important market for all kinds of leather and leather goods. 
The population that demanded meat 8Iso demanded footwear, 

leather clothing, saddles and harnesses, and many other 

kinds of leather goods. The tanners and leatherdressers of 

London and the suburbs supplied leather using craftsmen with 
much of the leather they needed but, in addition, leather 

was brought for sale into London from all parts of the 

country, far and near, Leadenhall was the market for many 
tanners living in the counties adjoining London. these 

workmen made regular weekly journeys, occupying a day or 

more, to sell leather in London and to buy hides. It is 

significant that the city authorities placed no restriction 

on country leather manufacturers trading in the London 

markets - providing they kept to the public&lly appointed 

markets - similar to those imposed by some provincial towns 
on "foreign" tanners and leatherdressers1. In fact the 

country manufacturers were regarded very favorably. The 

leather market was held on Monday in the early seventeenth 

century and tanners from outlying districts had to travel on 

Sunday to be at the market on time. In order to avoid 

endangering their chance of salvation the country tanners 

asked the c ity to alter -the market day to Tuesday or

1. See Chapter 4, pp<l22-l2 3 .



Wednesday. They pointed out that leather prices at 

Leadenhall would fall if tanners who declined to travel on 

Sunday could attend the market. The Court of Aldermen was 

impressed by the arguments of the country tanners and in 
March 1626 a bill was promoted in Parliament to change the 

market day for leather to Tuesday1. This particular 
measure was unsuccessful, but thirty years later the cnange 

was made2. Meanwhile the area from which London was drawing 
for leather was extending. Dressed leather and leather goods 

were brought regularly overland from the west of England 

during the seventeenth century / and in 1687 tanners from 
Middlesex, Surrey, Sussex, Kent, Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire, 

Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Hampshire traded at 

Headenhall4 , Midland England, too, supplied London with 
tanned leather. This particular trade was of long standing 

and it can be traced back at least to the late fourteenth

century5.

1. Repertories 29, fo. 191(b), 35, fo.165, 40 fo. 109(b),
34218, fo. 99(B), Commons' Journals,

vol. ii, p.830
2. Repertories 65, fo, 14vb,
3. infra, pjp. i02>"10if.
Si As^eariyPas*'l378*adann9r from Northamptonshire was

seH inc^ lea th e r  in  London(G.Unwin, In d u s tr ia l—ur.ga.ui^a.ti ôn 
in t-v^V i v-f-ppnth and Seventeenth  Cen tu r ies  ( Oxford , 1 ,
gu l l  The trade was still conTTnuing in the late s , * t « m  
centurv In 1570 a tanner from Northampton was prosecuted 
in the Exchequer for an offence concerned with the illegal 
aale of leather in London (P.R.O., Exchequer Memoranda 
Rolls. E 159/360, membrane 6). In 1600 a Coventry tanner 
was prosecuted for a similar offence at Islington.(P.R.O., 
E 159/418, membrane 97).
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It is impossible to know how much leather came into 
London by overland routes but is is possible to form some 

estimate of the quantity of leather coming into London 

abound the coast. During the last forty years of the 

sixteenth century shipments of leather reaching London - as 
recorded in the port books - varied widely from year to year. 
In 1579/80 nearly 2,500 tanned hides came round the coast/ 
at the beginning of the seventeenth century only 100. The 

figures continued to fluctuate throughout the seventeenth 

century. There was also some tanned leather moving out of 
London to other English ports, especially towards the end 

of the seventeenth century, hut throughout the centurjr 

London continued to be a considerable net importer of 

leather"^. Most of the leather came from the eastern ports 

°f Ipswich and Woodbridge - the same ports that supply 

London with raw and dressed calfskins. The only other 

important port supplying the capital with leather was 

I’aversham in Kent,

To sum up, London was an important centre of the 
leather industry because of the supplies of hides and skins

kJ j.

available and because of the existence of a large market for 

leather and leather goods. For the same reasons London was 

the centre of a trade that touched most parts of the country.

I* The figures will be found in Appendix



There is some evidence for believing that London did not 
Possess abundant supplies of bark and that therefore some 

hides ware sent to areas where bark was more plentiful, 

while tanned leather was brought into the city. The details 
of location were influenced bjr water supplies, rents, and 

the concentrations of population.

Yorkshire, and Kent and Sussex.
These two regions, although geographically distinct, 

had certain features in common as leather producing 

districts. In both areas supplies of oak bark were probably 

the most important reason explaining the presence of tanning, 

&oth aress obtained raw hides from London, and in both the 

leather crafts were scattered in certain districts rather 
than concentrated in one or two towns. In both, too, the 

leather industry was of more than local importance. Of the 

two regions, Yorkshire was much more important.

It can be seen from the map that most of the Yorkshire 

Petitions came from the West Riding, an area well watered 

by the river systems converging on the Humber, The region 
drew regularly on London for supplies of raw hides. After 

they arrived at Hull, the hides were carried "vpp Humber 

and the fresh Rivers there to Turribridge and Bawtrey, and 

thence by land to our seuerall dwellings within the said 

st Riding of Yorkshire” In 1626 about a sixth of the

P.R.O., S.P. 16/65, no. 45
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total number of hides passing through Hull were taken to 
Sheffield-1 2 *- - using the same route as that employed for the 

import of Swedish iron^« In the late seventeenth century 

leather workers in the town were only less numerous than 
metal, cloth, and agricultural workers'"'. At the end of 

1626 Yorkshire tanners had their supplies of hides from 

London cut off by a proclamation prohibiting the coastal 

trade in hide and leather on the grounds that "under color 

of a libertie ... for conveying of hydes and leather from 

this port of London unto Hull, for service of the Northerns 

Parts, there are very great quantities carryed away which 

never arrive at the said port of Hull* but are directly 
carryed into Scotland or other forraigne parts"4. The 

Yorkshire tanners protested against the prohibition, which 

they claimed was made because that had shipped nearly 5,000 

hides from London during 1626 which "did much exceed the 

number wch we bought in former yeares", "The reason thereof 

was the great VIsitacon wch was in London the next yeare 
before wch hindred vs from buying hides there and so made 

a great scarcity thereof, and deereness of leather amongst 

va . . . and so inforced vs to buy more the last yeare for

1. Ibid.
2. See T.S. Ashton, Iron and Steel in the Industrial 

Revolution (Manchester, 2nd ed., 195JJ, p ,'c4b. Tne River Don $ 
was not navigable in Its upper reached - hence goods went 
via the rivers Trent and Idle to Bawtrey and then by land.
R.J. .Buckatzsch, "Occupations in the Parish Registers of 
Sheffield , 1655-1719", Scon. Hist.Rev, 2nd series.,Vol.
1, nos. 2 & 3 (1949), p.145,

4° Acts of the Privy P o u n d ] , Dec. 1626, part 1, po, 401-2.
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storing and replenishing of our tan pittes and better 
serving of our Neighbours with Leather11̂ . About three years 

after the proclamation the Yorkshire tanners were successful 

in persuading the Privy Council to allow them to transoor^
4,000 hides a year from London to Hull. in the meantime the 

tanners had been bringing approximately that number from 

London by land routes^.
The importance of the West Riding as a tanning disti xct 

depended primarily on the availability of bark from oaks 

foiled, for the iron masters in the area0. Bark could be 

removed only from felled timber (to strip growing trees 

killed them) and the iron masters were a valuable source 

°f supply,4

The connection between the leather and the iron

Industries extended beyond the matter of bark supplies, The 
iron industry itself needed leather for the bellows of 

furnaces and must have used considerable quantities of 

loather5. Moreover, iron smelting was only one of a 
number of industries in the West Riding that made it one

of the most heavily industrialised and densely populated 

areas in England in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries®.

1. P.R.O.,S.P. 16/55, no.45.
?• p 0, f‘/ASi iron industry in the district see

" h ^  ^  British Iron and S t e e i M g t g
4. 117.No direct evidence has

been found of tanners buying bark from .ork. hi.
5,
6 .

masters . There Is such evidence fbr the Pbresb of Dean (thfra , o i© V • ) . 
See Chapter I. p2.lf .
See for example Defoe’s description of the West Riding (op.cit. 
LL, PP. 181, 183, 185-7, 193 et seq., especially 199, ;
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In other words there was a ready market for leather for 
both agricultural and industrial purposes as well as for 

personal wear. Some leather was exported from Hull", but 

Probably most of the leather produced in the West Riding 

was used in the district.

In other parts of Yorkshire the leather crafts were 
located in market towns and were associated with agrarian 

rather than with industrial pursuits. Beverley in the Hast 

Riding was a case in point. The importance of the leather 

crafts in the town was noticed by Edmund Gibson who added 

bo Camden’s topographical work in 1895. "The principal 

trade of the town is making Malt, Oatmeal, and Tann'd 
Leather"2. The remark was repeated by Defoe thirty years 

later who added, "(Beverley) is a large and populous town, 

though I find no considerable manufacture carried on there".' 

This gives us a clue to the place of the leather crafts in 

the economy of the town. 'The one-time source of haver ley s 

Prosperity, the cloth industry, had declined during the 
fifteenth century4 leaving it with no dominant occupation. 

However, the town was located in a rich agricultural region, * •

1. See B. Hall, The Trade of Newcaatle_ and the «prth-^ej^ 
Ports. 1600-1640 (London University fc.Sc. (EconJ thesis, 
1933), pp. RH5-y.

• Camden, Britannfa,p. 745.
• Defoe, op. cit.j II, PP» 236, ¿'-•'H.
. H. Heaton, Yorkshire Woollen and Worsted, Industry 

(Oxford, 1920), p. 49.
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well populated, and carrying a large number of cattle 
and sheep. It was also a trading centre of some importance 

and several fairs were held in the town, one of which was 

attended by London tradesmen' . The economy of the town was 

based on the exchange of the oroducts of the town with tne 

produce of the countryside, and. on the processing °f 

agricultural oroduce - for example barley, oats, and hides. 

Possibly the Beverlev tanners obtained some hides from 
London, via Hull a few miles to the south, but basically the 
leather crafts in the town were related to the regional 
aconomy of Bast Yorkshire.

Similarly with York. Like Beverley, York had lost 
its medieval prosperity based upon wool and cloth but in the 

mid-sixteenth century it was still a considerable city with 

a Population of perhaps 8 , 0 0 In the later sixteenth 
and in the seventeenth centuries the leather craftsmen 

formed an important part of the city's industrial population, 

accounting for roughly 20 per cent of new admissions to the 
freedom of the city throughout the period1-. This was a

1» Defoe, op•c i t ., I I ,  p. 258.
2, J.N.Bart le tt ,  "The Expansion and Decline of York xn the 

Late Middle Ages", Economic History Review, 2nd series,
„ Vol, XII, no. 1 (1959j, pp. 17-55.
3, The leather crafts comprised the tanners, curriers, 

shoemakers, saddlers, glovers, girdlers. The occasional 
bottle maker and cardmakers has also been classified as a 
leather craftman. The actual proportions were-
1549/50-'58 '59 •70/,80 '99/1600 *19/'20 '40/'61 '80/l

25%--- 2 U  "TO/------- 24% 15F" V7W/20% 27%
(Calculated from the Freemen of York, I (1272-1558), 
11(1559-1759), Surtees Society, vols. 96, 102),
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distinctly higher proportion than that attained by the 

textile crafts during the period when they were the 

m°st important group of industrial occupations in York\ 

and it seems that the importance of the leather crafts 

had increased from the beginning of the sixteenth century.

■*"n for example, there was a change in the methods of
sleeting the Common Council of York. i'he most important 

CRafts each elected two representatives, a group of lesser 
occupations chose one each, and a third group of crafts had 

no Representatives. There were no leather workers in the 

-‘■irst catagory, the glovers and saddlers were in the second 
gRoup, while the tanners, curriers, shoemakers, cobblers 

and girdlers were among the unrepresented^. However, 

with the passing of York's former glories the leather crafts 

became more important.

,J-‘he leather crafts at York used local materials and
3

uPpllad local markets. Hides came from the local butchers , 

there was plenty of water from the Fosse and Ouse*, and the 
Market for leather and leather goods was found in the city

1* Bartlett, loc.cit., p.25.
2. M. Sellers, "The City of York in the Sixteenth Century", 

English Historical Review, vol.IX (1894), p.280.
3* York City Records, vol.III (Yorks, Arch.Soc., 1953), p.7.
4<> In the sixteenth century there was a "Tanners ’ Moat" running 

into the Ouse to the N.W. of the city and a "Tanners'
Garden" bounded by the moat and the river (Sellers, loc. 
cifc., p.27!6). In 1576 the leather workers were prohibited 
from using the Fosse where drinking water was taken and 
were compelled to work outside the walls of the city 
(A. Raine. Medieval York (London 1955) p,282).
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®nd the surrounding countryside« There is no evidence 

°f a widespread trade in leather or leather goods, and 

the York leather manufacturers could well have joined with 

their neighbours at Knaresborough in 1698 in saying that
"they chiefly deal with poor Country people for small pieces 
0t home . , ." \

'urning to Sussex and Kent we find conditiona similar
k° ^hose in the West Riding although the evidence is rather

S4.-arse, The importance of the region as a leather producing

-strict was derived from its proximity to London and its

^Pplies of oak bark. As we have seen, hides moved from 
L
°rdon to ^aversham and other Kentish ports^ and then 

Possibly by land into the iron working districts of Kent 
&rjd east Sussex^, The Sussex oak bark was esoeciallvi. x!

Mutable for tanning as it bad a higher tannin content than
ksual4^ although this fact can hardly have been known by

'ixteenth and seventeenth century tanners. The industry has 

little record in the area. In no particular place were 
t'̂ 9 leather crafts especially numerous - except possibly in

1.
2.
6.

4.

C ommons JournaIs, vcl. XII, pp. 21-2.
Supra, p p . 3  , and Appendix 5,
See Schubert, op. cit., p. 166„ In 1548-9 “ussex tanners 
became concerned about a possible shortage of tan hark 
resulting from iron masters felling oaks out of season 
(Hist. Mss, Comm. Hatfield Mss., vol, XIII, p, 24,
pTk . Howes.W m table Tannlnv Materials (London, 1955), 
P.p. 85-6. 11
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Canterbury!, Rather, they were widely scattered through- 

ut T* *30 region , In East Sussex the industry was important 

©bough to cause the various craftsmen to combine together 

ln -^98 to present 8 joint petition to Parliament protesting 

against the damage being done to their occupations bjr the 
leather duty5.

i’he market for the leather of Kent and Sussex was not

Pfadomiroyitly local. Regular shipments of leather left the
^entish ports of London during the sixteenth and seventeenth

Gentu.r ies, Le ather was also carried overland. In 1632 a

-̂Qntish tanner left his home near* Rye and set off with a 
ho-ae load of leather on a long cross country journey to
H© ©ding. By the time he arrived the horse had - not 
surprisingly - become lame. So the tanner called at the 

local blacksmith's shop "to cure his horse" and at the local 

to quench, his thirfct. There his journey became recorded
f* or»r Posterity for he was arrested for "idling in alehouses", 

tanner claimed that he sold his leather at "Twitnam" 
twining in Sussex?) and from there went to Fareham,

Winchester and finally to Reading.“ This seems a remarkably

¿gffister of the Freemen of Canterbury (Canterbury, 19037) 
passm.

* — *C *H *r Sussex, vol.II, p. 259; V.G.H,, Kfrnfc» vol.II,p.375
* liPimion*s Journals, vol.XII, P.96
* ¿.©cords of the Borough of Reading, VOL. Ill, p.105.
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Circuitous journey and possibly it was not along a regular 
trade route, but at least shows that bulky commodities such 
as leather could be moved over land routes oerhaps to a gieater 
extent than is sometimes believed. Some leather from th 
Sussex-Kent district was also exported - mostly illegally it 
seems. The pert of Rye and a number of other east Sussex 
Ports obtained a considerable reputation for smuggling 
leather to Prance and elsewhere during the seventeenth 
century1. Rye also had a varied export trade in leather gocrL 
in the late sixteenth century2 which suggests that the 
leather crafts were numerous in the hinterland, 
pastern England.

In the region of England lying between the Humber and 
the Thames, at least one district - High Suffolk - 
Possessed fe leather industry of more than local Importance.

The Suffolk leather industry was ancillary to the
c°unty»s dairying industry^. The butter and cheese which 

ieft the East Anglian ports for London“1 were accompanied 
hy large quantities of raw and dressed calfskins and 
tinned leather^, In 1594 the bailiffs and customs officials 

Ipswich claimed that Suffolk leather was better and
Wronger than- any other leather and. was preferred by

1.
2 .
3.
4.
5.

Foreign Trade
See Chapter 7, pp.352- 
T.S. Willan. Studies 3n Elizabe tha._
pVianchester’lUf . nc’dritish Livestock HusbandrySee R .Tr»nw-Smi th.A H is to ry  ox — -■
to 1700 (London, 1957), pp.196-7; Defoe, op.cit.I, p.53. 
Pjfher, "Food Market", PP. k&>S6 
Supra, p and appendix 5.
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the London shoemakers .
Despite the importance of the industry in the county 

it is difficult to pick upon particular places as centres 

cf production. The pattern of location seems to have been 

mainly rural. The only petition from Suffolk to rea^h 

Parliament in 1697/8 came from Bury St. Edmunds and other 

country Towns"2. Earlier in 1636, an enterprising character 

named. Nicholas Manning had been selling bogus licence., 

tanners which purported to allow them to dispense with the 

tanning regulations of 1563 and 1604. He operated in the 

hortheast corner of the county and tanners f^om sever 

villages - Vrostenden, Sibton, Wenhaston, Middleton, 
Halesworth and Walpole - complained about him . Of the town. 
IPSwich was a leather market of some importance. It was 

attended by tanners and butchers from the surrounding 
countryside^ and, with Woodbridge, it handled most cf the 

leather destined for London.

Outside Suffolk the leather industry was a useful 
although subsidiary - part of the economy based on local 

materials and meeting local demands. In Norwich, the second 

° U y  in the country, the cloth industry was the basis of the 
town's prosperity, but the leather crafts employed a * * 3 4

Pal, S.P.D.. Eliz., COL, P. 561.
2* Commons' Journals, Vol, Xii, p.119»
3, F,R, o. , Exchequer Depositions, E 134/ I I  -<ar, l ,  frinityll.

4. P.R.O., Exchequer Depositions, E 134/ 43 iliz,, Hil, 18.
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considerable mmiber of workmen, Between 1548 and 1R19? 
l,t>79 leather workers were made freemen of the city - that 

is little over 10 per cent of the total new enrolments.
The leather craftsmen and the worsted weavers between them 

formed about 40 per cent of the industrial and commercial 

Population of Norwich1. Of the leather workers, 641 were 
shoemakers, 96 were cobblers, and 107 were tanners. There 

were 151 glovers and leatherdressers. The rest were 

curriers and leather using craftsmen of one sort or another. 

Judging from the ratio of leather manufacturers to leather 

using crafts most of the leather produced in the city went 

to meet the demands of the local population. Tne 

concentration of the leather crafts in Norwich was - as in 

the case of London - the result of the large population 

which formed the market for leather goods and provided the 

hides as a by-oroduct of meat consumption .

There is little information about the other parts of 

Eastern England. In Lincolnshire the leather crafts - 
especially tanning - were widely scattered throughout the 

country1 * 3 4 although no estimate can he made of their relativer
importance. The crafts were doubtless linked with the

4business of fattening cattle in many parts of the country .

1. Calculation from P.MIllican (ed.), Register of the Preemen 
of Norwich, 1548-1715, passim.
There was no shortage of hides, Defoe commented on the 
"prodigious number of black cattle" fattened in the 
meadows between the Yare and the iifaveney for the Norwich 
and London markets (Defoe, op.cit., II, pp.64-5).

3. See the evidence of location from the inventories 
presented in Appendix 7.

4. Defoe, op.cit, II, pp. 94-5,



In Essex leather manufacturers felt the influence of the 

London market' but the industry does not appear to have 

been very imoortant in the countv as a whole, Only in 

Colchester was there any sign that the leather crafts 

were at all numerous. A fairly high proportion of the 

aliens in the town during the 1570s were shoemakers and
pother leather workers ; in 1698 the light leather craftsmen 

in Colchester complained that "great numbers of poor 

people" would be impoverished by the duty placed upon 

leather^.

Northern England.

The northern counties of England - Northumberland,

Durham, Cumberland, and Westmorland - were not a major

leather manufacturing region of England. In the words of

the leather craftsmen of Alnwick in Northumberland It was

"the remotest part of the Kingdom"^ and apart from

Newcastle and its hinterland the region did not figure in

a national leather trade. The leather crafts were generally

of local importance only.

In the town of Newcastle leather craftsmen were a
5

significant proportion of the working population' . As in 1

1, P.R.O., Early Chancery Proceedings, C I/I248/8.
2, "List of Strangers at Colchester, 1571", printed in R.H. 

Tawney & E, Power, Tudor Economic Documents (1924), 
vol. I, pp. 310-314.

3, Commons * Journa1s, vol. xiii, p. 35.
4, Ibid, vol. xii, p. 48.
5, See Register of Freemen of Newcastle-on-Tyne ’ (Record 

Series, III), passim.
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the cases of Norwich and York, s large population" 

provided the market for all kinds of leather goods, 

fact the demand for leather seems to have outrun the local 

supplies of hides and berk. At the end of 1626 the 

shoemakers of Newcastle sent a petition to the Privy Council 

protesting against the ban that had been placed on coastal
pshipments of leather . They complained that they did not 

have "good and sufficient Hydes & leather in those p(ar)tes 

(and) haue heen inforced and for many yeres past vsed to 

supply themselves wth tanned & curried leather from the 

Citty of London and other Coast I'ov/nes and have from thence 

conveyed the same by sea vnto the said towne of New C a s t l e , , "3 

The London coastal books indicate that the shipments did not 

start before the end of the sixteenth century and they 

appear to have petered out by the end of the seventeenth 

century, although this may merely reflect a deficiency in 

the records^. However it is possible that local supplies 

of hides had been inadequate for leather manufacturers from 

quite early in the sixteenth century. As early as 1552 the 

Newcastle tanner’s gild ordered that its members should buy

1. See W.G. Hoskins, Elizabethan provincial Towns in the 
early Sixteenth Century", Trans. Royal Hist, Soc., 5th 
series, vol. 6(1956), pp, 3-4 for Newcastles position 
among English Towns.

2. Supra, p.fll.
5. P.R.O., S.P. 16/52, no. 38.
4, See Appendix §A.
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hides from only one butcher each. This sounds very much 

like some kind of rationing arrangement. The supply of 

oak bark also caused difficulty at the same time and tanners 

were instructed to buy no more than eight loads or forty 

trees of bark (presumably in one season)} they were also required, 
to supply one another with bark”* . It appears, in fact, that 

the Newcastle district did not possess many natural 

advantages for tanning and the allied leather crafts, but that 

the existence of a large population requiring leather goods 

provided the main reason for the presence of the industry.

To the south of Newcastle, the leather crafts v/ere an
2important group of occupations in the city of Durham . The 

city possessed twelve industrial gilds in the early 

seventeenth century and four of them - the tanners, the 

cordwainers, the saddlers and the glovers and skinners - 

represented groups of leather craftsmen^. There was no 

single reason explaining the location of the leather crafts 

in Durham but a combination of several factors - local 

markets and local supplies of hides and skins, and adequate 

supplies of hater and tanning and dressing materials. At one 1 2 3

1. E,Mackenzie, A Descriptive and Historical Account of 
Newcastle-on-Tyne (Newcastle, 1827), pT 674.

2. According to the V.O.H. Durham, vol. II, p. 276, Durham 
leather had a "worId-wide reputation" at the beginning 
of the nineteenth century.

3. Durham Civic mortals (ed. C.E.Whiting, Surtees Society, 
1945), pp. xiv-xv.



time the country around Durham had been well wooded, oaks

has been plentiful and tanners had no difficulties in

obtaining the bark they needed. By the early seventeenth

century, however, serious inroads had been made upon the 
' 1supply of oak timber and the Durham tanners found some 

difficulty in getting supplies. The Durham Company of 

Tanners was continually occupied with tbe problem of bark 

supplies during the first half of the seventeenth century 

and. made a number of regulations in an attempt to allocate 

available supplies fairly among all the tanners of the 

city2 .

In other parts of Northumberland and County Durham the 

leather crafts were related to other economic activities. Defoe 

noted the presence of tanning at Barnard Castle in county 

Durham, where there was a double connection with the horse 

breeding carried on in the district for the tanners worked 

with horse hides and much of the leather was manufactured
7Z

into horse harnesses'- . At Hexham, in Northumberland, tanning 

glovemaking, and other crafts grew up in the seventeenth 

century and a leather market was established in 1662, 

apparently because enclosure for pasture - which had been 

taking place in the surrounding countryside in the preceding

1. V.C.H., Durham, vol. II, pp. 374, 380. See also J.U, Nef, 
The rtjse of the British Coal Industry (London, 1932), 
vol. 1, p. 194,

2. Book of the Tanners1 Company, Durham, 1612-1655 (Surtees 
Society^ 1945), Passim, and especially pp.77-8, 87-8

3. Defoe, op. cit,, II, pp. 223-4.
4. A.B, Hinds_ "Hexbamshire", part i, in A History of

Northumberland, vol.Ill (1896), pp< 268-70.---“---



century - had increased the supply of hides .

Moving to the north-west of England, it will he

observed from the map that there was a knot of small towns

in Westmorland standing at the southern end of the Eden

Valle y where the leather crafts were of sufficient importance
2to protest against the leather duty of 1697 . Nothing is

known of the crafts in these places but they were doubtless

based upon the supplies of skins and hides from the

neighbouring pastures and hill sides, and fulfilled only

local needs. To the south of the county, Kendal was a

leather manufacturing centre of some importance. The leather

craft possibly vied with the cloth trade in importance to
the town economy'-'. Of the twelve companies in Kendal in

the late sixteenth century, six of them were directly
4connected with the leather crafts . The town was an 

important local market for hides, skins and leather and was 

attended by craftsmen from the surrounding c o u n t r y s i d e I n  

Cumberland , to the north, Carlisle was in a similar position. 

Three of the eight gilds of the town represented leather 

workers; hides, calf, sheen and goat skins came from the 1

1. A,6. Hinds "Hexhamshire", part i, in A History of Northinter
land , vol. Ill (1896), pp. 268-70.

2. Commons' Journals, vol. xii, p, 152.
3. See Camden, Britannia, p. 805, and Defoe, op.cit., II, 

d .270 for the cloth industry in Kendal.
4. fr'lst. Mss, Comm., 10th Report, Appendix 4, p. 312.
5. Vla Boke of Recorde of the Burgh of Kirkby Kendal",
Cumb. & Westmorland antiq, & Arch. Society,Extpa series 7 
“ (1892), pp. 145, 148.
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surrounding countrysidej and the leather craftsmen supplied 

footwear and other goods to the local population, not only 

in Carlisle but in the neighbouring towns and villages. The 

shoemakers, for example, had a regular trade with Brampton 

about nine miles away and at the end of the sixteenth 

Century the Carlisle shoemakers were divided into two groups, 

each group going to Brampton on alternate weeks to sell 

shoes1.

Western England,
In Western England between the Mersey and the Bristol 

Channel the various leather crafts were probably more 

numerous in relation to other occupations than in any 

other part of the country. The majority of the petitions 

received bv parliarnent in 1697 and 1698 came from this 

part of the country and this was a reasonably accurate 

reflection of the relative importance of the region. A 

number of factors explains this importance but in the main 

the concentration of the leather crafts in the western side 
of the country was connected with the grazing of sheep and 

cattle, although in some districts - notably Shropshire - 

there was also a connection with the iron industry.
One of the most important centres of leather maTuffecture 

- particularly of light leather made from calf skins and

1. "Municipal Records of the City of Carlisle", Cumb. £
Westmorland Antiq. Arch, Soc., vol, 4, pp. 82^ 85,177-8,180
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sheepskins - was Chester, Prom the middle of the 

sixteenth to the middle of the seventeenth centuries about 

a fifth of the new admissions to the freedom of the city 

every year were leather workers', In addition to the direct 

employment, afforded by the manufacture of leather, the 

industry also provided an important commodity for export,

"the countrejr adjoyneinge not affordinge anie other 

comodities transportable"^.

The basis of the Chester leather Indus try was the

supply of skins coming from the surrounding countryside where

cattle were grazed in lange numbers. But the industry

was given further impetus by supplies of sheepskins and

lambskins imported from Ireland*^. Large quantities of Irish
askins were also imported into Bristol* and other western

1» The nrooortions were:
15507l-59./60 70/1-79/80 90/I-99/I600 1610/I-I9/20 34/5-43/4 

22.4% 22.5% 20.6% 20.4% 20.3%
60/1-69/70 80/1-89/90 90/l-99/l700 

19.44/ T6.0% 11.1%
(Calculations from the Rolls of the Freemen of the City 
of Chester, Part I, 1392-1700 (Lancs, & Cheshire Records 
Socfety, vol. LI, 1906) ),

2, Acts of the Privy Council, 1616, vol, II, p.651
3, In 1558/(? 106,000 Irish sheepskins and lambskins were 

imported to Chester (A.K, Longfield, Anglo-Irish Trade in 
Sixteenth Century (1929), p.222). In 1576/7 the figure was 
about 105,000, and In 1619/20 about 64,000 (P.R.O., E 
190/1324/17, E 190/1332/1),

4, e,g., 1612/3 400 Skins; 1654/5 19,300 skins; 1685/6 
1],900 skins (P, McGrath (ed,;, Merchants and Merchandise 
in Seventeenth Century Bristol (Bristol Records Society 
Publications, voi. XIX, 1955), d o .282-5, 286-7, 289-90".



ports^, Both the Chester and the Bristol leatherdressers

claimed they could not do without them. The whit.fe&wjfers of
2 _Bristol told Parliament in 1698 that Irish skins were

"more fit for gloves than those of England"'', A similar

story was told by the Chester leather workers who added

that the excise duty imposed on leather in 1697 would
4result in Irish skins being sent to other countries ,

The superior quality of Irish sheepskins and lambskins 

for the manufacture of gloves can hardly be a complete 

explanation of their Import since other towns in England
5using native skins were well known as glovemaking centres . 

We should therefore like to know why it was necessary to 

import sheepskins into a grazing area of England, and also 

why the skins were not dressed in Ireland. The second 

point is really beyond the scope of this study0; but to the * •

1. Willan, Elizabethan Foreign Trade, pp. 83, 86.
2. Leather workers formed a fairly large group in sixteenth 

century Bristol. Early in the century 17 per cent of the
• city's apprentices were leather w orkers (Calendar of the 
Bristol Apprenticeship Book,part I, 1532-42 (B.R.S.P., 
vol, XIV, 1949 j, op. 199-200).

3. Common's Journals,vol. XII, d . 37.
4. Ibid, p.II.
5. Infra, p_
6. A possible explanation is that raw skins paid customs 

of 5 shillings a hundred but dressed skins 20 s. a 
hundred (B.M., Harleian Ms. 9996, fo. 245),
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first question we can suggest at least a partial answer.
Chester was situated In a rich grazing area, but the 

district was particularly well suited to cattle and 

relatively few sheep were kept . Hence leather manufacturers 

had to import sheep skins from Ireland to supplement local 

supplies, However this explanation can hardly apply to 

Bristol with the sheep country of the Cotswolds to the 

north-east. Possibly in that district leatherdressing 

was carried out on such a scale that the demand for sheep

skins and lambskins exceeded local supplies.

There was also some import of hides and calfskins into
p

Chester, Bristol and other western ports , On at, least 

one occasion, in 1527, a tanner sent especially to Ireland 

for the hides he need«cj rather than buy them in the local 

English markets', Whether Irish hides were of a different 

quality to English hides or whether they were needed merely 

to augment native supplies is not char. Without knowing 

the proportion of imports to domestic supplies it is not 
possible to assess the importance of Irish hides to the 

tanners of western England, 1

1. Trow-Smith, Livestock Husbandry, p, 211,
2. e.g. Chester^ 1558/9 - calfskins 7,800; hides 175,

(Longfield op.cit., p, 222). 1576/7 - calfskins 1050,
hides 639; 1619/20 - calfskins 1,600, hides 1620 (P.R.O.,
E 190/1324/17, E 190/1332/1). Bristol, 1612/3 - hides 
390; 1654/5, hides 550; 1685/6 - hides 685 (Bristol 
Merchants, pp, 284-5, 286-7, 289-90), Also Willan,
E1i zahethan IV ade, pp. 86 - 7,

3. p , 0., Exchequer Depositions, E 134/5 Gar. 1, Mich. 14«
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Away from the ports the leather crafts, especially 
leatherdressers and glovers, were prominent in many towns.

In 1697 the glovers of Leominster claimed that "many 

thousands" of people were employed on glovemaking'1'; at
QHereford there were "many hundred families" supported by the

same occupation; at Kington, Weobley and Pembridge in

Herefordshire "the Gloving trade employed (an) abundance of

poor people while the glovers of Nantwich in Cheshire

stated "that the Trade of Making Gloves (is) a manufacture

of the English Nation and maintains a great number of poor"^.

It was in the interests of the glovers of the places

mentioned to exaggerate their own importance when complaining
about government action that affected their occupations.

Nevertheless there is no need to doubt that the light

leather crafts were very important in these towns where

leatherdressing was based upon local supplies of skins and
5possibly also on local salt supplies ,

l«ia|The heavy leather crafts, also used/supplies of hides» 

Tanners and curriers from the Worcestershire towns of 

Bewdlev, Tenbury, Kidderminster and Stourbridge protested, 

that the leather duty would damage their trades "and be a 1

1. Commons' Journals, vol. xii, p. 18.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid, xii, p. 20.
4. Ibid, xi, pp. 766-7.
5. There were a number of complaints from towns in western 

England about the duty on salt as well as the one on 
leather (Ibid, xi}., pp. 16, 441, 463).
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great disadvantage to the Country Tanners and Farmers who

often have great quantities of skins and leather lying
dead in their Hands'1̂ , For worcestershire, the detailed

influences at work on the location of the leather crafts
2have been examined by Mr, K, Mc.P. Buchanan , Buchanan 

found that in the seventeenth century there was a concen

tration of tanning in riverside parishes along the Avon 

and Severn (including the town of Worcester where part of 

the Severn was reserved for tanners), but the streams of 

the south-east of the county were too hard for tanning.

There was also some correlation between the location of 

tanning and woodlands. The location of shoemaking was 

influenced mainly by the distribution of population. These 

findings conform to the conclusions reached in other sections 

of the present chapter.

In some parts of western England the connection between 

the leather and the iron industries was evident, Tanners 

from Bristol and Gloucester bought oak bark from iron 

masters in the Forest of Dean'"', There were sixty-two leather 

workers in the city of Gloucester In 1607, or about 31 per 

cent of the total working population. In the county the 1 * 3

1, Ibid, xi, pp, 758-9,
20 K. Me. P, Buchanan, "Studies in the Localisation of

Seventeenth Century Worcestershire Industries, 1600-1650", 
Trans, Wores. Arch, Society, vol, 17, pp. 42-8.

3. Pi.7,0,, Exchequer, Soecial Commisions, E 178/929,
E 178/5304. T owe these references to Mr,G.Hammersley of 
Queen's University, Belfast,
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proportion was lower , In the west Midlands there was 

a two-fold connection between the leather industry and the 

iron industry. Not only was there a feint supply of 

coppice oak and bark for the icon furnaces and tanneries 

but there was a joint demand for leather and metal parts 

for saddles and harnesses, In the Birmingham - Walsall - 

Wolverhampton district the manufacture of small metal goods 

was widespread and it was probably encouraged by the presence 

of the leather crafts in the district. In the sixteenth 

century tanning was one of the leading occupations in 

Birmingham although its importance diminished in the seven

teenth century with the continued, growth of the metal trades. 

However the relationship between the leather and the metal 

crafts in the West Midlands continued; and Walsall today is 

still the main centre of production of harnesses and saddles
Q

in England . A connection between the leather industry and 

the iron industry may also be suspected in the region of 

Shropshire bounded by the rivers Severn and Teme, Both 

occupations were present in the area3 but there is no proof 1

1, A.J.& R,H. Tawney,"An Occupational Census of the Seventeenth 
Century", Economic History Review,vol. V (1934-5), pp36-8, 
59-62, The aiithors do not classify shoemakers and glovers as 
leather workers. According to their definition 4,8 per cent 
of the male population of Gloucester, Tawkesbutv and Ciren
cester were leather workers; and 1,2 per cent in the rest of 
the county. If glover sand shoemakers are included in the 
classification, however, the proportions rise to 11 per cent 
(for Gloucester only) and 4,3 per cent for the county.

2, W.H.B.Court, The Rise of the Midland Industries (Oxford, 
1938) ,pp.31-2, 34-5; C.Gill, History of Birmingham,vol. 1 (1952), 
p, 45; Ashton, Iron and SteeT  ̂ p. 19,

3, See map at end of volum§«and Schubert,British Iron andSteel pp. 179-180. -----------------
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of a definite relationship between the two.

The leather trade of western England was both local 

and national. Most towns bad hide and leather markets which 

acted as trading centres for the district. A good deal of 

dressed leather was sent to Chester for export under licences 

held by merchants of the city. Leather for e xport came from 

as far distant as Derbyshire"1 . There was also an inter

regional trade. Tanners from Shrewsbury, for example, bought
,ghides at Chester and Liverpool; shoemakers from Monmouth and 

Cardiff crossed St, George's Channel to buy leather at 

Bristol0 , But the eyes of many leather craftsmen were 

turned towards London in search of markets.

Large quantities of light leather and light leather 

goods moved to London during the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries by overland routes. For this reason it is not 

possible to give an estimate of quantity. Leather was 

bought in Bristol and Chester by the London Leathersellers 

"in the crust . , . that is hard dried as it comes from the 

weather", and was packed into bundles and taken to London*, 

Towns such as Rosse-on-Wve, Hereford, and others had 

a "wholesale trade to London" in gloves in the late

1. P.R.O,, Exchequer, Special Commission, E 178/7224.
2. P.R.O,, Exchequer Depositions, E 134./5 Car, I, Mich.14,
3. S.A, Lewis, Welsh Port Books. 1.550-1603 (Cvromr odor ion 

Record SeriesTJ no. XII) p, 3CL
4. P.R.O., S.P. 16/377, no. 38; S.P. 14/31.
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seventeenth century1' end there is no reason to believe 

that it was a recent development. There does not seem to 

have been such a vigorous trade in heavy tanned leather.

It may have taken place unrecorded, but it is more likely 

that western England, with its abundant supplies of sheep 

and calf skins, tended to specialise in the production of 

light leather for the Lond_on market, and that the heavy 
tanned leather manufactured in the area was mainly for 

local use.

M id la nd Engla nd.

A number of Midland towns were prominent in the six

teenth centuries as leather manufacturing centres. In this 

section the leather industry in three towns, Northampton, 

Leicester, and Nottingham, will be examined.

During the early sixteenth century in Northampton - 

a town of perhaps three or four thousand people - nearly a 

quarter of the working population was employed in the
2leather industry, and shoemaking was the leading occupation. 

More than a century later Fuller remarked that "the town 

of Northampton may be said to stand chiefly on other men's 

legs/ where (if not the best) the most and cheapest boots 

and stockings are bought in England"'"'. This specialisation 
in sboemaking is not easy to explain. The supply of leather

1, Commons' Journals, vol. xii, pp. 20, 482, 547.
2, Hoskins, "Provincial Towns", pp. 13-14,
3, Fuller's Worthies, vol. 11, p, 498.
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itself was no problem. The "mani notable sheep pastures 

(and) rich feedings for cattle . , .,f̂ supplied the 

materials for tanning and dressing, oak bark was available
pfrom the surrounding countryside and the region was well- 

watered, but Northampton was not the only town to possess 

these advantages and they do nab altogether explain the 

predominance of shoemaking. Fuller's remarks suggest a 

connection with the manufacture of stockings; but if this 

were the case we might wonder why shoemaking did not develop 

to the same extent in Nottinghamshire, for example, where 

the manufacture of knitted stockings was much more important . 

Fuller also suggests that the Northampton footwear was not 

of the highest quality which leads us to wonder whether 

the Northampton craftsmen had developed the manufacture of 

a cheap standardised product at a time when shoemakers in 

other places were content to make shoes to meet local oraers.
If so, why? It cannot be because Northampton shoemakers 

received large military orders for footwear in the second 

half of the seventeenth century, since specialisation had 

developed before then.4'

Leather manufacturers were sufficiently - numerous in 1

1. Diary of Rev. J, Ward, 1648-79,quoted by G.E.Fussell,
nFarming Methods in the early Stuart Period", Journal of 
Modern History, vol. VII, no, I, p.15.

2. V.C.H., Northamptonshire, vol. II, n. 310,
3. See J,D.Chambers, Nottinghamshire in the Eighteenth Centxry 

(London, 1932), pp, 89-90.
4. See Chapter I,p 2?. , In any case other towns-esoecially

London-also received military orders.Probably the production 
of footwear in London was greater than Northampton's but 
because of the diversity of economic activity in London,
it did not seem remarkable to contemporaries.
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Northampton to constitute a threat to the health of* the 

town and on a number of occasions the civic authorities were 

forced to take action against tanners and leatherdressers. 

Thus in 1566 the tanners and whittawers (i.e, leatherdressers) 

were instructed to remove all animal carcases and bones from 

the town once a year and not to kill diseased animals in 

the town. On another occasion tanners and whittawers were 

ordered not to slaughter animals in the streets of the town/1» 

Action was also taken to prevent leather manufacturers 

polluting water supplies. An attempt was made to keep the 

tanners and leatherdressers away from the river Nene where 

it flowed through the meadows to the south and south-west 

of the town, and from the wells in the same vicinity. In 

1550 it was ordered that "no glover washe noe skynes in the 

hyghe Ryver nor without the west brydge nor drye any woll 

upon the grasse in the Fote medow, but shall washe ther 

Skynnes in the pyt under the brydge next unto Dalington 

(I.e, outside the north-west walls of the town)". In 1619 

leather manufacturer's who left leather and hides in the 

Cow Meadow or the river rTinning• through it south of 

Northampton wer>e threatened with prosecution and ten years 

later the glovers were told not to have skins or leather by
Qa well outside the south-east wall . 1 2

1. J.C. Cox (ed.;* The Records of the Borough of Northampton, 
vol. 2, 1550-1835 ("Northampton, 1898), op. 264, 297-8",

2. Ibid, pp. 217, 262, 289.
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Northampton bad a weekly hide and leather market 
which was attended by the town and country craftsmen, and 

one part of the central market - the glovery - was reserved 

for the light leather workersJ. However, Northampton 

leather crafts produced for other than merely local needs.

We have already seen when discussing London, that skins
pand leather from Northampton were sold in the capital'0. 

Possibly boots and shoes were also sold there. At the 

beginning of the seventeenth century the hosiers - with 

whom Fiiller later associated the shoemakers - sold their
'Zproducts in London and it is tempting to think that footwear

■accompanied the stockings. Later in the seventeenth century -
Northampton shoemakers sent boots and shoes to Ireland for

the armies4. However nothing is known of the more normal

outlets of the Northampton boot and shoe industry during the

seventeenth century. Possibly the shoemakers disposed of

some of their products at Stourbridge fair at Cambridge
5where the Northampton tanners also traded ,

In many ways the town of Leicester was rather similar 

to Northampton. The population - 3,000 in the 9arly sixteenth 1

1, Ibid, pp, 293, 296-7, 298.
2, Supra, p15.
3, Cox, Northampton Records, pp. 289-90
4, Ibid, "pp, 294-b; See Chapter 1, p
5, Northants., vol. II, p. 310,
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century, rising to 5,000 by the later seventeenth century -
was roughly the same. Like Northampton, Leicester was a

market rather than an industrial town. Nevertheless the

leather crafts were the largest single group of occupations.

They formed 19 per cent of the working population in the

sixteenth and first half of the seventeenth century although
2thereafter the proportion declined , One difference 

between Northampton and Leicester, however, was that shoe

making was less important in the latter. By the end of 

the sixteenth century the tanners of Leicester had become, 

if not the most numerous, at least among the wealthiest of 

the town craftsmen and had almost a monopoly of the mayoral 

chair1 2 3 *.
The Leicester leather workers used hides from local 

pastures and bark from local woodlands. The importance of 

tanning and the related crafts in the Leicester economy in 

the sixteenth century and first half of the seventeenth 

cesntury was probably connected with the progress of enclosure 

for cattle pastures in the neighbouring countryside^. The 

large number of butchers in the town5 * * * * meant that there was

1, V.C.H., Leicestershire, \t-q 1, i v , p. 76,
2, Ibid, pp, 76,78,158; Hoskins, "Provincial Towns", pp.13,14,

D.Gbarman, Wealth and 'Trade In Leicester in tie early Sixteenth Century 
(Liecs.Arch.Soc.,no.25), passim; n.Hartopp (ed). Registered
Freemen of the Borough of leicesten 1196-1759 (iLelcs, 1927;, passim,

5, H.Hartopp, (ed), Rolls of the Mayors and Lord Mayors of
Leicester, 1209-1935, Passim.

40 //, G.tioskins, *'A n Elizabethan Butcher of Leicester" iFsgays
in Leicestershire History, (Liverpool, 1950), p,114.

5, Idem, Provincial Towns11, p.13.
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no shortage of hides for tanners. Indeed Dr. HosMns 
has suggested that butchers and graziers produced mainly 

for the tanners and not primarily for the meat market.

This suggestion was made because the local demand for meat 

hardly justified so many butchers and there is no evidence 

to show that butchers were trading with London or some other 

distant market^. However this merely pushes the problem 

one stage further, for it implies that the tanners themselves 

were conducting a trade sufficiently large to encourage 

butchers to kill animals for hides rather than meat. In the
olight of the usual carcase - hide price ratio this seems 

most unlike3.y, Further there is no evidence that Leicester 

tanners had an extensive trade with London or any other 

distant area. Like the leather craftsmen in many parts of 

the country, the tanners of Leicester were probably 

producing mainly for the local market - providing the 

citizens of Leicester with the leather they needed for foot

wear, clothing, harnesses and saddles, and the farmers of 

the surrounding countryside with the leather they required 

for agricultural purposes. The Leicester leather industry,

In fact, was very much linked with the local agrarian 

economy; the farmers and butchers provided the hides, the

1. Ibid, p, 15.
2. .See Chapter 1, p35
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tanners made it into leather and leather using craftsmen 

made it into leather goods which were sold to the farmers.

Moving north, from Leicester to Nottingham we find a 

town a shade larger than Leicester"*' with an economy based' 

upon a general trade between town and country, mining,

.and - by the later seventeenth century - framework knitting.

. ~ fanning was one of the "minor" industries of
2the town . Nevertheless tanning and the related leather 

crafts seem to h.8ve been a valuable part of the economy of 

the town up to the late seventeenth century. Writing in 

1790 John Throsby stated that "The Tanning business was 

carried on here formerly, also, with great advantage to the 

place; but now in a comparative point of view, that business 

is of little importance"^. In 1667 there were 47 tanneries 

situated bj*- the river Leen (compared with eighty in

Bermondsey end Southwark at the end of the century^) but in
5

1707 there were only 21* . A decline in the number of 

tanners in the town between 1643. and 1739 was also shewn 

by Deering^,
The manufacture of leather depended upon local supplies 

of hides. Like Leicester, Nottingham possessed a large 

number of butchers in proportion to the population. Cattle 

were grazed on pastures near the town and enclosure during

1. Chambers, Nottinghamshire p.83, mentions a population of
5,000 to 6,000 for 1674.

2. Ibid, p. 99.
3* Thoroton* History of Nottinghamshire (republished with 

additions by J.Throsby, lugo), vol. II, p. 131,
4. Supra, p.
I* V.C.ff., Notts.,vol. II, p.328.

---- 4   —   -  ̂  '  < 4-_______Q ^ - i l ____________________________________________
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the sixteenth and seventeenth century helped to increase 

the -supply of cattle. There is at least one case of a

town of Newark the develboment of cattle raising in 

neighbouring pastures in the later sixteenth century was 

-responsible for the rising Importance of tanning in the town 

and by 1577 the tanners were the only craftsmen to possess

The decline of tanning i** the later seventeenth 

century in Nottingham is difficult to explain. In part the 

decline was relative for - as at Ieicester - newer

But there was an absolute decline in numbers as well, Gould 

it be connected with the leather duty of 1697? Perhaps the 

despondent note of the Nottingham tanners’ petition of early 

1698 - "That it is too tedious to relate the many Calamities 

their distressed Families are groaning under occasioned by 

the late Duty upon Leather, which has so reduced their Trades 

that the Petitioners cannot live thereby"- - echoed their 

true position and was not induced merely to melt the heart 

of Parliament.

The Thames Valley.

There was a string of towns and villages along the

1. Ibid,pp.152-3. See also, M.W.Beresford, The Lost Villages 
of England (1954), p. 189.

2. C.Brown,Hlstory of Newark (Newark,1904),Vol,1,p,190, 
Chambers, on,cit.,pp. 83-4; V.C ,H,, Leicester, vol. IV, p, 158.

4. Commons’ Journals,vol. xii, p,63.

a hall of their own

occupations were developing in the later seventeenth century'5
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Thames end its tributaries where the leather workers 

organised petitions protesting against the leather duty of 

1697. Information about this region is not plentiful.

However it seems that three factors accounted for the 

presence of the leather crafts - local hides or skins, 

local tanning or dressing materials, and water supplies.

There is some evidence from this region to suggest that 

the quality of water as well as its quantity played some 

part in the location of the Industry«.

In the west of the region glovemaking and other light 

leather crafts flourished. The fellmongers, leatherdressers, 

and glovers of Whitney in Oxfordshire told Parliament in 

1698 that they "have always been famous for dressing Alum 

Leather and making gloves"'1 2, while the glovers and leather- 

dressers of both Oxford and Hampton told Parliament that 

their trade of making oil and alum leather would be damaged 

by the excise of 1697 , Oxford and Woodstock were two 

centres of glove manufacturing. There were ample supplies 

of skins from the surrounding countryside, but contemporaries 

were inclined to attribute the existence of the industry to 

the quality of the water. Anthony Wood writing in the later 

seventeenth century thought that the river Gherwell "has so 

gfeat vertue therin that all skins of a more delicate kind

1. Gommons’ Journa1s, vol, xii, p. 30,

2. Ibid, xii, 20, 22.
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(as it hath bin generally observed) are so well seasoned
with it for the making of white leather, that none whiter,
softer nor better is hardly found«1. At about the same
time Thomas Blount compiling his Glossographer wrote in
the same way: "(the river cherwell) is most famous for tawing
of dressing of leather", and he explained tnat the river
gave its name to high quality "cheveril" leather^.

It is difficult to assess the importance of the quality
of water in influencing location; for leather manufacturers
were able to modify the basic processes to suit local conditions^
possibly the nature of tne water in the Oxford district dia
play some part in the location of glovemaxing, but probably
the supplies of skins - ana even the presence of a danandfor
good quality gloves from the university and the court at 

4Woodstock - were more important.
The heavy leather crafts were not obviously important 

around oxford although there seems to have been some
concentration of tanning further down-stream with Reaaing

5as the main centre . The two major reasons were the amplet 
supplies of oak bark - Berkshire and Oxfordshire were well

1. A.Wood, survey of the Antiquities of the City of Oxford 
(1661-2, ea. A.Clark, oxford Historical society, 1889), 
p. 395.

2. T.Blount, Glossographer (1656), article under «cheveril".
The true derivation was prbbably from tne prench word for 
a goat.

3. See J.A.Wilson, Modern practice in feather manufacture 
(New York, 1941), p. 187.

4. T.E.Schulz, "The Woodstock Glove Industry", pxoniensia, 
vol. H i ,  p. 142.

5. V.C.H., Berkshire, vol, 1, p. 397. Between 1623-8 27% of 
the new freemen of Reading were leather workers; in 1630-7 
the proportion was 13% (Records of the Borough of Reading, 
vol. II, pp. 422-32; vol. Ill, pp. 372-8iy7



wooded counties'* - and possibly the supply of water. In 

1575 Fleetwood commented that "The Chalkie waters of
p

Chilton hills hath no fellowe (for tanning)"'. Hides came 

from local farmers a],though if Robert Loder was a typical 

Berkshire farmer, cattle raising was a subsidiary part 

-of their business . Reading tanners also bought skins and 

hides from London^. Most of the leather appears to have

been made for local use. Reading market was attended by
5leather workers from the surrounding countryside and - was 

sometimes visited by craftsmen from further afield,® It is 

possible, too, that the London market, easily accessible bjr 

river, absorbed some of the production of this district. 

Conclusion.

This survey of the location of the leather crafts in 

England and of the trade in hides, leather and leather goods, 

can hardly claim to be complete. Some areas - notably 

the South-west and Wales - have not been examined, and in 

others a more detailed study would be desirable. Neverthe

less it is possible to draw some general conclusions. * 5

1. V.C.H., Berks,I, p. 597.
2, B .M ,, Lans, Ms, 20, fo., 10.
5. G,F, Fussell (ed,), Robert Loder’s Farm Accounts, 1610-20.
4. P.R.O,, Early Chancery "'Proceedings, C 1/1059/70,
5. Reading Borough Records, II, pp. 173, 439, III, pp. 35-6.
6. Supra, p.g7.
P. Leather workers formed 8 per cent of the admissions to 

the freedom of Exeter between 1620 and 1640. They were 
the third most important industrial group (after textiles 
and building) hut wholesale and retell trading was much 
more important in Exeter than industry (W.T,MacCaffrey, 
Exeter,'1540-1640 (Harvard U.P., 1958), p. 163).



The leather Industry was found in every part of the 

country and in man3r places it played an important part in 

the local economy. Probably the most striking result of 

this study is that in practically all the towns subjected 

to statistical examination, the leather crafts accounted 

for 10 or 20 per cent of the working population, which means 

that leather working was one of the leading industrial 

occupations in England.

Broadly speaking supplies of raw materials (including 

water) had a greater influence on the location of tanning 

and leatherdressing than the presence of markets, although 

the fact that the larger towns were themselves sources of 

hides and skins often brought about an identity of 

production centres and markets, ^here were, in fact, three 

kinds of areas where tanning and leatherdressing were 

concentrated. First, there were the large towns such as 

London, York, Norwich, or Newcastle where there were abundant 

supplies of hides. Water supplies were important in 

determining the part of the town where the leather 

manufacturers were found. ",,,Glouers and letter dressers 

Ihhabitt onely neer to Riu(er)s and. in Lowe growndes k

Markett towns and common thorowfare townes-- where they

may© haue water in Brookes and Riu(er)s to dresse ther 

lether"\ Because of the need for water tanners and 1

1. B.M., Lans. ms 20, fo. 10



leatherdresserB were usually found on the outskirts of

towns. Secondly there were the iron working districts 

which were rich in bark supplies. Bark was too costly 

to transport except over short distances. Hence there 

was a movement of hides to the West Riding, the Weald.

.and possibly to other iron working regions as well.

Thirdly there were certain country regions specialising 

in pastoral farming for meat, dairying or wool and where 

there were plentiful supplies of hides and skins, or 

possibly where the supplies were of a quality particularly fitted 

for tanning or dressing1'.

The location of the leather using crafts depended on 

supplies of tanned and dressed leather, the nearness of 

markets, and - occasionally - on the presence of some 

other products needed for the manufacture of leather goods.

In shoemaking, the market was the decisive influence for 

it was cheaper to carry the leather to the shoemaker 

than it was shoes to the market. Even though there tended 

to be an identity between leather manufacturing centres 

and the towns, there was still often a difference between 

the location of tanning and the location of shoemaking, 

for the latter usuallv worked in the town centre and the 1

1. Some contemporary opinion suggests that there were
regional variations in quality; "The Som(er)settshire hyde 
being of a red heare will neu(er) make half so good lether 
as will the Derbishire hide. The Middlesex hyde Is not so 
good as the Vale hide The wch vale is wthin XX^i miles of 
Midlesex (the Vale of St.Albans?) B.K bans, Ms.20, fo, 10) 
See al ks about the quality of Irish hides ands
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former on the outskirts. Glovers were usually situated 

together with the leatherdressers. Probably the difference 

between the costs of transporting leather and gloves and 

similar goods was insignifleantf while lower rents attracted 

manufacturers to country and suburban areas. However, the 
influence of the market was also marked as can be seen by the 
presence of glovers on the outskirts of London using skins 
imported from other districts. Occupations such as saddle and 
harness making were found in most places, but the concentration 

in the west Midlands seoms to have been connected with the 

manufacture of small metal goods in the district.
The pattern of trade was determined by the location of 

the leather crafts. The leather crafts of most towns existed 

to meet the needs of the oiban population and of the surrounding 
rural population^. Movements of commodities over longer dist

ances took place between areas rich in hides, skins or bark, 

and between these areas and the markets. Thus hides went from 

London to Yorkshire and the Weald, and leather and leather goods 

came from Kent, Suffolk, and West to London. No doubt the 
evidence tends to emphasise the importance of London at the 
expense of other towns which acted in a similar way as centres 

of trade in hides and skins, leather and leather goods. It is 

also possible to exaggerate the total importance of these 
national movements of goods. Because the leather crafts 1

1. See Tawney, ’'Occupational Census", p.38j W.G. Hoskins, An 
Elizabethan Provincial fown: Leicester", in Studies in 
Social History (ed. J.H, Plumb, 1955), pp. 47-48.
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were scattered throughout the country in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries and areas of regional specialisation 

were not clearly defined, much trade was inevitably local. 

The leather workers who got a "bare snbsistance", "having 

only a Trade amongst their Neighbours" ̂ were probably more 

common even at the end of the seventeenth century than 

those who obtained their raw materials from distant sources 

or who produced for distant markets.

I. Commons1 journals, vol. xii, p. 52
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CHAPTER 4t THE ORGANIZATION OF THE INTERNAL TRAPS IN 
HIDES, LEATHER AND LEATHER GOODS.

The trade in hides, leather and leather goods 

consisted of the movement of hides and skins from 
butchers and farmers to leather manufacturers, the 

movement of leather to the leather using craftsmen, 
and the sale of leather goods to the final consumers.
Often these transactions all took place in the same 
locality but sometimes - as we have seen in the previous 

chapter - supplies of hides and skins, leather 
manufacturers and customers were separated by long 
distances. Sometimes, too one of the stages was omotitted; 

for example tanners might keep their own animals and supply 
their own raw hides, or one workman might be both leather- 

dresser and glove m a k & r *  The purpose of this chapter is 
to examine the way in which leather manufacturers 

obtained their raw materials and how the final products 
were sold to the customers.

The first stage to be examined is the way in which 

tanners and leatherdressars obtained supplies of hides 

and skins. There were, in fact, a number of way£ They 
could keep their own animals and kill them to obtain the 
hides they required. They could buy their supplies direct 
from butchers or fam e r s .  Or they could buy hides and 
skins from a middleman.



Tanners and leatherdressers often kept a few
farm animals^" which must have supplied them with at least

some of the hides they needed. However, it is doubtful
whether they were an important source of supplies. When

tanners kept^cattle and sheep, they probably did so for

the milk or meat or wool they yielded rather than the

skin. They would not kill the animals just to keep the
tan pits supplied. Tanners, however, sometimes killed

other kinds of animals for their skins. For example,
in 1582 tanners and whittawers at Northampton were
ordered not to ’’cast any dead horse, mare, or gelding,
or any dog, hog, or other such carrion on the streets,
ways, ditches, or any ground of the town save in the

Marehold", and once a year they had to clean up and bury
/ .2the bones in the Marehold (part of the horse market) .

The animals mentioned were not those normally killed for 

meat and consequently their skins could not be brought 

from the butchers. Probably tanners and leatherdressers 
bought carcases of horses and dogs, removed the skins and 
discarded the rest.

By far the most common way in which leather 
manufacturers obtained supplies of hides and skins was to 
buy them from butchers or from middlemen dealing in hides and

1. See inventories, Appendix 7.
2. J.S. Cox (ed.), The Records of the Borough of Northampton, 

vol.II (Northampton, 1898), pp. 297-8.



skins. Tanners generally dealt directly with butchers 

in the public markets or by some private arrangement. 
Leatherdressers also bought skins from the butchers, 

but in addition they obtained supplies from middlemen.
Practically every market town possessed a market 

where leather manufacturers could buy hides and skins 

and in most towns some attempt was made by the municipal 
authorities to confine all transactions to the public 

market. In the city of London the appointed market 

for hides - and also for leather - was at Leadenhall and 

there was another market at Southwark. The presence of a 

market for raw hides in a densely populated area caused 
the city authorities some anxiety in the seventeenth 

century. In 1603 the market was removed to a more open 
3ite at Aldgate, but the experiment was not a success and 
within three weeks the market was restored to Leadenhall'*". 

Thirty years later persons living near Leadenhall complained 
that "in this tyme of visitation the stenches arising from 
them (the raw hides) must endanger the health of the City”., 

The Court of Alderman considered transferring the market
g

for hides to Smithfield but no action was taken . Probably 
the tanners did not wish to lose the convenience of having 
the hide and leather market at the same place. At

1. Repertories, 26 (i), fos. 104, III (b)
2. Ibid, 51, fos. 136 (b) et. seq.
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Nottingham the butchers had their stalls in the shambles

adjacent to the place where tanners sold leather after
1

they bought the hides they needed . In many other
places the limits of the hide markets were determined by

2the municipal authorities .
What proportion of the trade in hides and skins 

flowed through the public markets it is impossible to 

know. For many, the markets were no doubt convenient 
centres of trade and much local trade was done in them. 

However there was also a number of inconveniences in 

attending public markets and much trade was done elsewhere. 

At markets there were regulations to be obeyed and 

charges to be met. Some towns placed restrictions on 
non-freemen dealing in the markets. At Northampton, for 

example, "foreign" tanners were not allowed to buy 

hides in the town unless "he or they shall bring in 

quanititie as muche lether readie tanned into this markett 

to sell the same daye as he or they shall buye roughe 
hydes" . At Kendal in the late sixteenth century, non- * II,

1* Thoroton's History of Nottinghamshire (edited J. Throsby, 
1790), vol.II, pp.134-5.

2. e.g. "The Boke of Records of the Burgh of Kirkby Kendal" 
Cumb. & Westmorland Ant. & Arch.Soc. (extra series 7, 
1892), passim; Beverley Borough Records (Yorks.Arch.Sec., 
Record series 84), pp.76-7 Reading Borough Records,vol.
II, p. 168; W. Bazeley "The Guilds of Gloucester", Trans. 
Bristol and Glouc, Arch. Soc., vol. xiii (1888-9), 
p.267. Northampton Borough Records, II, pp. 296-7." e£c.

3. Northampton Hecords, II, p.296



freemen glovers were allowed to buy hides and skins
1only at certain specified times , and at Oswestry in

the late seventeenth century there was an attempt to
2exclude non-freemen completely • In the small Cornish

town of Helstone a charge of one halfpenny was levied
on every hide bought by non-freemen in the mid-sixteenth 

3century . At Ipswich in the late sixteenth century
tanners and leatherdressers (including apparently freemen)

paid a fine of 2d. per hide and lid. a dozen for calfskins

bought in the market. Freemen butchers traded in the
market without charge but non-freemen paid a "forren fyne" i

At the end of the seventeenth century, Leadenhall market
ifa London was administered by farmers, who, according to

5the tanners, levied excessive fees .

Butchers and tanners were not the only groups of 

craftsmen who suffered various inconveniences when 

attending markets; they were common to most tradesmen. But 
there were reasons peculiar to the trade in hides and 
skins that encouraged extra-market dealings. Unlike many 
other craftsmen, tanners and leatherdressers had no 
influence over the supplies of their raw materials.

1. "Boke of Records”, p.148
2. "Oswestry Corporation Records", no. XXXVII, ‘̂'rang.Shrops. 

Arch. & Nat.Hist.Society, series I, vol. 4, ( 1 8 8 0 - 1 p.52
3. P.R.O., -Early Chancery Proceedings, C 1/1361,nos. 22-5.
4. P.R.O. Exchequer Depositions, E. 134/43 Eliz.,Hill,18«
5. P.R.O., P.C. 2/72, p.453; Repertories 92, fos. 221, 225 

et. seq., 234, 260, et. esq.; 93, fo.12.



Hides and skins were not produced in response to the
demands of leather manufacturers but as by-products of

meat, dairy and wool production. This point is
1

discussed elsewhere . However supply conditions 
affected the kind of transactions taking place between 

leather manufacturers and butchers. There was a 

tendency on the part of tanners and leatherdressers 

not to rely on what the market would offer but to make 

private arrangements with butchers to secure adequate 

supplies of hides; for the butchers, too, the market 
might not have much attraction, if, for example, prices 

were not high enough to cover the cost of careful flaying 
and transportation.

The kind of arrangement made by tanners to 

guarantee a regular supply of hides is illustrated 
by the agreement made between Hichatd Tebbes a tanner of 

Hoddeston (Hertfordshire) and Gregory Becke, a Middlesex 
butcher, in 1558, Tebbes contracted to buy a quantity of 

hides from Becke who agreed to deliver at the rate of 
two a week. If aecke "fortuned to kill but only one 

beste in the weke, so that (he) could deliver only one 
hide", he was to supply three hides the following week.
The agreement was a verbal one and after seventeen hides 

had been delivered the parties could not agree on the number 
of hides Tebbes said he would take. Aftes protected

124

1. See Chapter I.fp-
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arguments the matter went to the Court of Requests .
A rather similar arrangement was made between Phyllipp
Haleshded a tanner, also of Hertfordshire, and Peter

Helthe a London butcher. Haleshede bought 40 cattle
hides before the animals had been killed, paying £8

for them but he asked for delivery in so short a time
2that the butcher did not have time to sell the flesh .

Practices such as these were evidently common. In April,
1579, the civic authorities of York ruled that "no

bochers shall . . . make any bargayne or put to sale
any oxskynnes or cowe skynnes before the beast wherapon
the saide skynnes were growyng shalbe killed, to any

tanner, nor yet that any tanner shall buye any of the:

said hides or skynnes beforehand of the said bocher, but

to buye the same a3 the oxen or kyne shalbe killed . . .

A similar regulation was made for glovers buying skins
4at Carlisle in 1665 .

Butchers were very willing to make arrangements to 
dispose of hides and skins without bringing them to market.
On some occasions - perhaps in the Autumn and early winter 
when animals were killed for lack of fodder - butchers

1. P.R.O., Court of Requests, Proceedings, Req.2/126/26.
2. P.R.O., Early Chancery Proceedings, C 1/1003/28.
3. York City Records (Yorks.Arch. 5oc., vol.iii,1953), p.7 .
4. ^Municipal Records of the City of Carlisle", Cumb. & West. 

Antiq. & Arch.Soc., vol.4, p. 203.

1
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probably had large supplies of skins on their hands
which would glut the market if sold all at once. In such
conditions butchers were tempted either to throw the

skins away, or else to salt and store them until the

market price rose. Salting ("bqconing") was
1

specifically forbidden at Carlisle in 1561 and there
is a good deal of other evidence to show that butchers
frequently held back hides and skins for the public
markets. At Leicester in 1605 country butchers bringing

meat into the town, market were ordered to "bringe his
2hydes, skynnes and fells and tallows with him” . A

Similar order had been made at Liverpool in 1541/2 where
"every bowcher and bowchers that doyth bryng eny oxe cowe
or other beffe to the towne shall bring the hydes

thereof to the market with the homes and ears (attached)".
It was necessary to repeat the instruction on a number of

3subsequent occasions . Identical regulations existed in
4a number of other towns . In an attempt to make butchers 

bring hides and skins into the public markets the London

1. "Carlisle Recordsy p,123.
2. Records of the Borough of Leicester, vol. IV (192^), p.41.
3. J.A. 'Iwemlow (ed. ), Liverpool Town Books, vol. t (1918) 

pp.20 - 1, 145, 194.
4. e,g, Records of the Borough of Nottingham, vol.Ill, p.133 

vol. IV, p.l81; Records of the Borough of Oxfogrd, p.133, 
144; Kendal, Hist.Ms3 ,Comm., 10th report, Appendix 4,
p. 145.
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authorities proposed to the Privy Council in 1625 that
bonds should be taken from all butchers living within
three miles of London compelling them to bring hides to

Leadenhall . However there Is no evidence to show that
local authorities were successful in confining the trade
in hides and skins to the public markets.

Tanners usually bought hides directly from butchers
and there is little sign that middlemen were very active
in the trade in heavy cattle hides. Even when long
distances separated tanners and butchers, tanners
preferred to travel to buy hides in person. In the
Yorkshire - London hide trade, for example , the West
Riding tanners came to London for the hides they wanted.
The petition of the West Riding tanners complaining against
the prohibition of the coastal tradewas signed by forty-

3two persons who had been buying hides in London • Although

their occupations were not given the names of some of them

also appeared in the London coastal Port books where they
4were described as tanners « Possibly not all the master

1. P.R.O., S.P., 14/31, no. 89.
2. See Chapter pp.72-73, ?0-gl.
3. P.R.O., S.P. 16/65, no.45. See Chapter 3, p.8|.
4. e.g., P.R.O., E 190/25/8; E 190/41/2.



tenners came to London in person but sent an employee or 
»else relied on another tanner to buy the hides they

1needed? for the round journey might take three months . 
Hides belonging to several tanners were loaded together 
on the ships and the master "vsually names one man (to the 

customs officers) for all the rest that have hides on that 

Shipp"1 2, Possibly the "one man" had bought hides for the 

other tanners, and if so he was obviously performing sane 
of the functions of a middleman although he could hardly 
be regarded as such in the normal meaning of the term.

There was no obvious reason for the absence of 

middlemen in the trade in raw hides. Since the majority of 
hides were probably bought and sold locally direct contact 
between tanners and butchers was not difficult and the 

middleman therefore was not essential. It is also likely 
that tanners preferred to buy direct from the butchers• 

hands in order to see exactly the kind and quality of the 
hides they were getting. It was no easy business
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1. In 1620-1, seventeenth shipments of hides left tiondon for 
Hull, Pour separate cargoes went in the "Diamond” and three 
in the "Anne Rose", both of Hull, The round journey from Hull 
to london and back to Hull took about three months, including 
time taken loading and unloading. Certain ships plied a 
regular trade in hides between the two ports. So far as the 
number of shipments made by individual tanners is concerned 
Thomas Brooks brought cargoes from London to Hull in 
Pebruary, April, June, September and December 1637, although 
it is doubtful if he made all the trips in person (P.R.O.
E 190/41/2, E. 190/42/5.

2. P.R.O. ’i S.P., 16.65, no. 45.



distinguishing between a cow, ox or bull hide or - in
the case of cut hides - between the bellies and the backs -
unless it could be seen from which animals hides c a m e \
The purchase of hides was a skilled business not to be trusted 
to novices. At Durham in thpfearly seventeenth century-
apprentices were not allowed to buy hides except in special

2circumstances , while at Maidstone in 1563 the ’’market man”
3

commanded a higher wage than less skilful tanners . The
employment of a skilled man to buy hides was probably
fairly common. In Beverley in 1609 tanners were prohibited
from having more than one ’’buyer of hides” unless they

4were sick or old when they might have two •
Like the tanners, many leatherdressers also dealt 

directly with the producers of their raw materials. Sometimes 

they bought sheepskins from graziers and we find glovers 

possessing stocks of wool which they sold to wool dealers and 

clothiers . Sometimes leatherdressers travelled long

1* This was probably an additional reason for tanners making 
private arrangements with butchers. Supra, p .115

2. Book of Tanners1 Company, 1612-1655 (Surtees Society,1945) 
p.76.

3. O.E. Woodruff, ’’Wages Paid in Maidstone in Queen ElizabetH‘s 
reign”, Archaeologia Cantiana, vol.22, pp.316-9.

4. Beverley Borough Records, pp. 76-77. William Thomson, a 
tanner of York had two employees buying ’’beastes hydes” for 
him in 1560 at neighbouring markets (P.O.R., Chancery 
Proceedings, E. 3/178/77).

5. B.M., Add. Ms. * 36170, fos. 87 (b) - 88. See also Chapter
6, jp.diq. ; and P.J. Bowden, The Internal Wool Trade
in England During the Sixteenth and ¿Seventeenth Centuries 
(Leed University Ph.D. thesis, 1952), pp.26 et. seq.



distances to get the skins they needed. In 1666, for
example, William Jackson a Southwark leatherdresser
travelled to the west of England and to Dublin "conversing
with men of his own trade, and going about his own business'*
and eventually bought £100 worth of goat skins at Chester-*-.

However middlemen were active in the trade in skins,

at least in the London region and probably elsewhere. London
leatherdressers bought skins from "their mediat Chapmen"

who wereprobably general dealers who got their skins from
farmers in the countryside. The London leathersellers also

dealt in skins and according to the light leather

manufacturers "put their griping hands betwixt the Grower
»2

& Merchant & any of the said Trades (of leatherdressing) .
In addition to the leather sellers a good many other persons

dabbled in the skin tfade. In particular, the fellmongers
handled sheepskins although according to the London glovers

they "neither doe nor knowe how to dresse skinnes into
leather, but if they durst would cast the pelt vpon the
dung hill hauing before suckt ou theire p(ro)ffit by pulling

*» 4of, sorting,& selling the wooll . Fellmongers brought large 

numbers of skins into London and Southwark where they were 

sold to leatherdressers and exporting merchants. Others

17 Cal. S.P.D., 1666, p. 509
2. B.M., Add.Ms. 12504, f0.112. For the relationship between 

the leathersellers, glovers, and leatherdressers, see 
Chapter 6, pp.22lf-22>4-

3. Bowden, op.oit., p.126,
4. B?M. Add.Ms. 12504, fo.112.
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dealing in skins included inn-keepers. In the mid-sixteenth 
century an inn-keeper in Southwark sold 4,000 "Bazel" skins 
(i.e., sheepskins tanned to make thin leather for linings 

etc.) to a Berkshire tanner for £20^ and there is no reason 
to suppose that this was in any way a unique transaction. In 
1637 it was claimed that all the goat and kid skins in London 

passed through the hands of three men - a leatherseller and
p

two stationers - “Buying, sorting, and selling as one man" .
The reasons explaining the presence of middlemen in the 

light skin trade are the converse of those accounting for 
their absence in the hide trade. There was not &o much close 

contact between producers and users of sheep and goat skins 
as there was between butchers and tanners. This does not 
mean that butchers did not kill sheep for meat and bring their 
skins to market/ but probably only a small proportion of the 
supply of sheep skins became available in this way. The bulk 
of sheep skins must have originated from animals dying 
naturally or by accident in the countryside rather than in the 

meat markets. The pelts were bought either by glovers In the 
countryside who were mainly interested in the skin, or by 

fellmongers who were more Interested in the wool, or by 

the leathersellers and other traders who supplied large

1. P.R.O. Early Chancery Proceedings, C 1/1059/70.
2. P.R.O., S.P. 16/377, no. 38.
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consuming areas such as London with raw skins* Goat
1skins were either imported - in which case their 

distribution was naturally in the hands of merchants - 
or they came from country areas often remote from the 
markets. There is little mention of calfskins being 
handled by middlemen. Supplies of these skins were 

available both in the metropolitan markets and in 
dairying area, and leatherdressers could easily buy 
calfskins from butchers without having to rely on 

middlemen.
Once hides and skins had been converted into 

leather the next set of transactions took place. In 

general one of three things happened to the finished leather. 

It might remain in the hfcnd3 of the leather manufacturer 

who himself shaped it into leather goods; this was quite 

common in the case of light leather but unusual with 
heavy tanned leather , Otherwise leather was sold, either 

to persons who wanted uncut leather for their own purposes, 
or to the leather using craftsmen who made various kinds 
of leather products.

As with hides and skins, many sales of leather took 

place in municipal markets. Throughout the sixteenth 1

1. See Chapter I, p.38.



and seventeenth centuries, in fact, it was illegal to
sell tanned leather anywhere but in public markets'1'.
There were no statutory regulations regarding the sale

of light leather but local authorities usually tried
oto keep this tr$de in the iparkets, too , The leather

markets, however possessed the usual disadvantages common

to public markets. They limited the freedom of craftsmen

to trade when and how they wished and they added to the
costs of distribution. In 1698 for example tanners at

¿Uantwich in Cbedaire complained that "carrying their
Leather to Market, reckoning with the officer, and Damage

by Carriage, is so chargeable and troublesome that they
„3must be brought to great Porverty in a little time .

Tanners dealing at public market also had to suffer an inspect 
ion of their leather under the leather acts of 1553 and 
1604.

It is not surprising, therefore, that the 
government and municipal authorities fought a losing 
battle trying to confine the leather trade to public

4
markets . Many tanners and leather users in the countryside 1

1. See Chapter 8, pj>.aO0-30l.
2. See e.g. Northampton Records, II, p.297; "Carlisle Records” 

p. 220; etc.
3. Commons' Journals, vol.xii, p.92. The leatherdressers of 

Southwark in the same year lamented that "the Obligation 
they lie under of carrying their goods to Market is not 
only a great grievance . , ., but a damage to their 
Goods",( vol xii, p .41.).



found it more convenient to trade directly with one 
another rather than travel to the market. As early 
as 1575 when government opinion was generally wedded to 

the belief that all dealings should take place in public,

John Popham, the Solicitor-General, thought that rthyt is 
very necessary for the Contry People to bye Clout Lether 

(i.e. shoe leather) at the Tanners handes without to be 

dreven to go to the market for suche tryffles”\  More 
than a century later leather manufacturers in the town of 

Towcester in Northamptonshire pointed out to the government 

that, eny attempt to restrict the leather trade to public 

markets would harm the country manufacturers: ’’...such of 
the Petitioners as dwell in Villages are debarred of 

selling ther wares at home; whereby they have lost a great 
part of their Trades...”2 .

Many tanners sold leather from market stalls or from 

their own shops'-*, but sales to leather users direct from 

the tannery were evidently common. Thus in the early sixteenth 
century a shoemaker ordered a large quantity of leather

1. P.R.O., S.p. 14/105, no. 5
2. Commons1 Journals, vol. XII, pp.43-4.
3. The tanners of Gloucester decided in 1628 that no tanner 

could ”keepe a shopp and a standing bothe (i.e. booth) 
in the markett in Gloucester to sell Clowte leather” (Bazeley,A'*ffhetiGuil£is. of-Gloucester j p.' 267). ■ ’-The tanners 
S n d  skinners of Rippon complaineu in 1698 that^-the govern^- 
intent »s attempt to confine sales of leather to the .¡laiyteta
«hindered them from sales in their shops" (commons1 Journals
vol. xii, p. 4o.
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1because insufficient care had been taken during tanning . 
In 1565 the Exchequer Court was enquiring into allegations 
that shoemakers at T Netntwich (Cheshire)^ directly from the 

tanners' yards2 . At 'Carlisle at the end of the sixteenth 

century shoemakers were specifically prohibited from 
buying leather while it was still in the tanpits .

A good deal of the trade in leather was in the hands 

of middlemen. This was true even of the trade in tanned 
leather where the p^rfchase of leather for re-sale uncut

4was forbidden by statute until 1689 . Middlemen, served 
two main purposes. As in the trade in raw skins, they 

linked distant producers and consumers, but their more 
important function was to supply leather in small 
quantities to craftsmen who could not afford to buy large 

supplies to last them from one weekly market to another, 

nA retailer of leather", Parliament was told in 1675, "as 
well as one of cloth and other commodities is necessary, 

especially for supplying the poorer traders and artificers, 
by furnishing them with leather curried and dressed and 
proper for their use, who otherwise could not provide for 
supplies to last till the return of the market and the 

weeks time that must be spent in currying after the market 1

1. P.R. 0. Court of-Requests, Proceedings, Req. 2/12/108.
2. P.R.O., Exchequer Depositions, E 134/5 Eliz., Trin.I.
3. "Carlisle Records", p.174.
4.See Chapter 8, p.3)H- »



The same point wasday before it be fit for use1' . 
made more succinctly by several groups of leather 
craftsmen in 1698 when they stated that they could 
not ’’afford to inlay a stock (of leather) for the 

whole week” •
In the tanned leather trade the two most 

important groups of middlemen were to be found among 
the shoemakers and the curriers. Some of these craftsmen 
found the profits of trade more attractive than the 

profits of making footwear or of currying leather; and 
in London the two companies of cordwainers and curriers 

spent much of their time and money during the late 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries trying to exclude 
one another from the trade in leather^. This in itself 

was evidence of the interest of these two groups in 
buying and selling leather. In the 362Os four working shoe

makers in London complained that "many Cordwayners in 
and about this Gitty are factors for Marchants buyinge 
leather at Leadenhall and elsewhere ... and procureth 
the same to be carryed and then to deliver it to the 

Marchantes whoe transporte the same to partes heyonde the

1. Gal. S.P.D., 1675, p.88. See also Chapter 8, pp»3H-£
for arguments justifying the activities of middlemen.

2, Gommons1 JournaL  vol. XII, p. 463.

3. See Chapter 8, pp.302.-30b.
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aeas^"» About the same time two shoemakers, Simon 
Payne and John Holmes, were questioned by the City 

authorities about these activities and also about 

buying leather and re-selling it in small pl&es ready 
cut to be made into shoes. Both denied the charges but 
had heard of shoemakers who had done so . Another 

shoemaker, however, who a little earlier had been accused 
of buying leather and re-selling it contrary to the leather 
acts, was less reticent about his activities. He freely 

admitted to them and produced a petition from "sondry 

poore shoemakers arid cobblers" who had bought leather from 
him and "worke or convert the same into made wares by small 

quantities and peeces". They stated that they depended on 

Gurry for small supplies of leather - and that without 

him and others like him, they would not be able to get the 
small quantities they could afford . The petition 

convinced the Court of Aldermen, which thought, however 

that it was not the duty of individuals to act as middlemen

1* P.R.O., 3.P. 16/89, no.13.
2. P.R.B., S.P. 16/50, no.64.
3. Repertories, 36, fos, 5-6. The lament of the poor shoe

makers echoes the cries of the poor cloth workers of 
Halifax who were "dryven to Beggery" when the government 
attempted to eliminate the "Wooldryver" om whom the 
cloth workers relied for small supplies of wool ("An 
Acte for Thinhabitantes of Halifax touching the Byeing 
of Woolles", 1555, printed in R.H. Tawney & E. Power, 
Tudor Economic Documents (1924), pp,187-188.



but that the company of Cordwainers should Itself buy

up a stock of leather for re-sale in small quantities

to poor shoemakers, ^he company did not qct upon the
recommendation at the time, but later - in March - 1639 -
the master and wardens of the company decided to obtain
the Privy Council’s approval of an ordinance allowing

them to "vtter and sell leather by small parcells to

poore men, old workers in & about the Citie of London

to supplie their wantes & necessities who are not able

to buy leather by whole backs and hides at Leadenhall
markett...n « The curriers, too, were active as
middlemen. At the beginning of the seventeenth century,
it was claimed that twenty-one of the 124 curriers in

2London "doo vse to buy and sell tanned leather" despite 

the leather act.
Although the evidence cited relates to London,

middlemen in the tanned leather trade were not confined to
that part of the country. A Birmingham shoemaker appeared
before the Warwickshire Quarter Sessions in 1658 accused

3of buying and re-selling tanned leather . A tanner at 

Chertsey in Surrey was accused of the same offence in * &

1. Court Book of the Company of Cordwainer  ̂ 1622-53, (Gild 
Hall, Ms.7353), 9th March, 1638/9".

2. P.R.O., S.P., 14/7, no.88.
3. Warwickshire Country Records, vol.IV (ed. S.C. ^adcliff

& H.C. Johnson, Warwick, 1941), p.128.
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1662 , and in 1675 it was alleged that "rich London

shoemakers and curriers" were endeavouring to control
2

the leather trade throughout the whole country . In 
1698 the leather manufacturers of Coventry claimed that 
"two of Three Curriers buy up the Leather (in the market) 
and sell it, at their own Rates to Sheomakers, etc., 
who used to buy it of the Petitioners, in small parcells,

'Z
as they could get the Money" . In the early eighteenth

century the shoemakers of Carlisle complained of curriers
buying and selling leather, alleging that they completely

4monopolised the leather trade . Indeed, by then the 

currier often seems to have been a dealer in leather. 
Postlethwait described how the currier also became a 

"cutter" of leather and conducted a wholesale and retail 
trade in pieces of cut leather^.

In the light leather trade the most important group 

0f Middlemen were the London leathersellers. We have 

already seen that the leathersellers traded in skins, but -

1. Surrey Quarter Sessions Records, 1661-3 (Surrey Records) 
¿Society, no. XXXVII), P. 212.

2. Cal.S.P.D., 1675, pp.371-3.
3. Common’s Journals, vol XII, p.16.
4. "Carlisle Records", pp.187-191.
5. M, Postlethwait, Universal Bictionary of Trade and Commerce 

(4th.ed., 1774), article under "Leather".

1
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as their name implied - they also dealt in dressed leather, 
"The lethersellers send ther factors into all p(ar)tes of 

this Realme to buy & engrosse vp all the skins and white 

leather. They handled much of the light leather produced 

in the Bristol - Chester region which was sent to London 
for the use of the suburban glovers2 . About 1619/20 it was 

said that "None might buy leather in grosse but Leatherseller" 

although the leathersellers themselves stated innocently 
that they "are not ingrosserà, but ordinary buyers time

7
out of memory of men" . The glovers who were dependent

on the leathersellers for supplies of leather, thought

otherwise. To them the leathersellers were "hucksters"
and "interposers" who ingrossed"all the leather that is

4
dressed" and sold it to them at excessive prices , According
to the glovers, the leathersellers supplied them with

leather done up in bundles in which wer® concealed quantities
5of inadequately dressed leather , It was this situation 

that caused the suburban glovers to break away from the 
Company of Leathersellers and form their own company in

1 * B «M . Lana, Ms, 74, fos. 134-5 (1593)
2. P.R.O., S.P,: 16/377, no,38.
3. g,M,, Additional Ms., 12504, fo.102.
4. P.R.O., S.P. 12/386, no.90.
5. P.R.O., S.P. 16/377, no.38.
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1638 In an attempt to establish a search of leather 
brought into London"^. Outside London the leathersellers - 

and middlemen generally-were less important than in the 

London trade for the simple reason that leatherdressing

and the manufactureof light leather goods were occupations
2usually combined in one man •

The trade in leather was not the exclusive concern
of craftsmen directly engaged in the industry. Supplies

of leather were also handled by the general merchants who
3traded in all kind3 of commodities . For example, an 

upholsterer living in Bristol in the 1630s conducted a 
profitable business supplying merchants with leather tanned

4by his brother, a tanner in Cardiff , A. London scrivener
5deal& in imported goat skins in 1638 and among the 

traders in dressed leather in London in the early 

seventeenth century were a haymaker, a cloth worker, and a 
stationer .

1# See Chapter 6, pp. 226-2.33.
2. See Chapter 6, p.iofc <£t
3. For general dealers in the wool trade see Bowden, Internal 

Wool Trade, p.120; for general merchants in the export 
trade see N.S.B. Gras, Evolution of the English Corn 
Market (Harvard, 1926), 189-193.

4. P.R.O., Exchequer, E 178/5319, Special Commissions.
5. Cal» S.P.D.. 1638, p.245.
6. P.R.O., S.P. 16/377, no.38.
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The final set of transactions we are concerned with 

was the sale of leather goods to the final consumers. The 

majority of leather using craftsmen sold their goods from 

their own shops or market stalls direct to their 
customers. In some cases, however, they sold their 

wares in bulk to middlemen who in turn supplied the 

Consumers. This system was more common among glovers 

than shoemakers.
Shops appeared frequently on the inventories of 

leather craftsmen and in many towns gilds or municipal 
authorities made regulations to control the trade from 
shops. For example, a series of regulations were made at 

Northampton in 1552: "Every shoemaker that is disposed 

sete upe Shoppe within this town and hathe not ben prentys 

wtyn the same shall paye at his Setting upe xxx3 ". ¿hoe- 
makers who haà been apprenticed in the town paid 16s. 8d., 

and craftsmen born in Northampton paid 3s. 4d. for establishing 
a shop. It was also ordered that "no shoemaker withyn 
this town at any tyrae set forth shall in the market place 
or before his shope to showe and sell any shoes or botes...

At Shrewsbury glovers were not permitted to have more than

1« Northampton Records, II, p.293.
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one shop and "no freemen shall retail any other mans

wares'1̂ . The shoemakers at Lincoln were limited to
2two shops each . At Beverley, by an order made in the

late fifteenth century and which apparently survived into

the sixteenth century, shoemakers were allowed to keep

stalls in Shoeraarket Lane, but they could sell shoes
3

nowhere else except in the shops at their own homes .

At Nottingham the shoemakers also had booths in the
4

market shich they rented from the town authorities , but

the booths were used only on market days and were shut for
5the re3t of the week ,

For the shoemakers and glovers who found their 

market among their neighbours, shops and stalls in the 

market place were the most convenient means of doing 

business and it is likely that the bulk of the leather 

goods passed from manufacturers to consumers in this 

manner. Shoemakers, htwitever, found another way of 

getting in close contact with their customers - by trading 

in church doorways on Sundays. Thispractice was evidently 

very common. It was restricted by the leather act of 

15636 and in many towns it was forbidden altogether7,

W .A. Leighton ¡fed.”) '*The Glovers of Shrewsbury*1 Shrop. 
Arch. & Nat. Hist, Society, series I, vol.7 , p.433.

2 . Hist,Mss.Comm. . 141th report, Appendix 8 (1895), p.5 3 .
3, List.Mss.Comm., Beverley (1900), p.92.
4. Records of the Borough of Nottingham, vol.V, p.132.
5, Thoroton's History of Nottinghamshire, vol.II, p.135.
6 . 5 Eliz, cap.8 .
7, e.g. Hist,Mss,Comm,, Beverley, p.93; "Boke of Records, 

Kendal'v, P.115; Lincoln, Hist.Mss,Comm,, 14th report. 
Appendix 8 , p.53; etc.
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According to an informer at Guildford in 1566 

shoemakers "do make shoes not serched and sell them 

at Church Dores on the Sondayes and carry them whome 

to their houses and make them in ther houses which I 

thinke all the worlde dothe knowe"1 2 3 4. Shoemakers also 

sold their goods in the countryside. At Lincoln shoe

makers were forbidden to carry their wares around the 

countryside except when going to fairs "or to any
„2gentleman or other honest persons in time of necessity .

Sometimes the wandering shoemakers came along way from

home.. For example one was arrested at Reading in 1631

for stealing two shirts and a smock from a hedge. His

home was in Dorset but he had been at Southampton before

going to Reading5. In the early part of the seventeenth

century there were two bills promoted unsuccessfully in
4

Parliament designed to stop these wandering shoemakers .

One point on which it is difficult to find any 

evidence is whether shoemakers made stocks of shoes for sale

1* Hist.MSs.Comm., 7th Report, Appendix, p.619.
2. Hist.Mss.Comm.» 14th report, Appendix 8 , p.53.
3. Reading Borough Records, vol. 4, p049.
4. Commons' Journals t vol.i, pp.207, 952.
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to casual customers or whether they made shoes to meet

orders. Probably shoemakers did both, but on the whole

it appears from a study of inventories that many of them

did not carry large stocks of finished footwearl. It seem3

likely that a good deal of production was to meet specific

orders of customers although shoemakers in the larger

market towns probably also provided for the casual trade.
Only in the case of shoemakers manufacturing for a distant

2market - the Northampton shoemakers for example - was the 

middleman needed to link producers and consumers. However 

there is no evidence to show who these middlemen were. 

Possibly such national trade as there was in footxvear - 

and also in other heavy leather commodities such as 

saddlery - was handled by the shoemakers and curriers 

who dealt in tanned leather and by the general dealers1 2. 

Middlemen were more prominent in the trade in light leather 

goods, at least in the London district. The London glovers 

and leatherdressers, were, as we have seen, located in the 

suburbs and they complained that the Company of Leather- 

sellers would not allow them to keep shops in the

1. See Chapter 5,j>p, Ig5 -ig6 , and Appendix 7.

2, See Chapter 3, p.lo7
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City. Consequently the London light leather workers

disposed of their goods in shops owned by the

leathersellers, or possibly more frequently through
1haberdashers shops. The haberdashers probably also

sold the produce of the glovers of western England

who sent their goods to London. These gloves were bought

in the first place by "chapmen" who allowed the manufacturers

credit, presumably by making advance payments for the
2

gloves, and carried them to London .

There remains a series of questions concerned with 

the technical details of trade to be considered. Just 

how were the hides and leather bought? Were payments 

made in cash? Did butchers and tanners, or tanners and 

shoemakers draw up oontracts covering conditions of sale 

of hides and leather?

Until the seventeenth century hides, skins and 

leather were usually sold by the piece. Hides tand 

tanned leather were reckoned in dickers of ten raw or 

tanned hides and skins and light leather by dozens, or

Î* P.R.O., S.P. 16.377, no.38; B.M., Additional Ms.12504, 
fo.112. 2

2. Commons » Hournals t vol.xii, p.20.
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dickers containing ten dozen skins. The last, 

containing twenty dickers, which was used as a 

measurement in the early sixteenth century , was not in 

common use by the end of the century. Sales by the 

piece, were sometimes combined with, or replaced by, 

sales of hides and leather by weight. When, for example, 

a west of England tanner ordered 240 hides from Ireland

in 1627 he specified that 200 of them should be above
2a certain weight • Obviously this method was useful 

in preventing calfskins being sold to tanners as hides. 

Sales by the piece, however, remained the usual way of 

selling hides. In 1694 Houghton observed that "at market 

the hide is bought sometimes by weight but oftener by 

hand" . But sales by weight became increasingly common 

in the case of tanned leather in the late seventeenth 

century. According to the London shoemakers this method 

became more common after the export of tanned leather 

was permitted. "The reason is because transporters of 

leather buy in another way than the manufacturer did 

before the act (allowing the export of leather), for they 

bought by the score ot dicker in the open fair or market...

1« See G. Schanz, Bnglische Handelspolitik Gegen finde DBS 
Mittelalters (Leipsig, 1881), vol.2, table 6 .

2. P.R.O., Exchequer Depositions, E 134/5 Car. I, Mich.14.
3. J. Houghton, A Collegtlon for the Improvement of 

Husbandry and 'l'rade (ed. R. Bradley. 1727). vol.I. p.319.
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Now the transporter imploys factors...buying leather

out of the tanners yards, agreeing for so many hides at

so much a pound, and the tanners give them nothalf the

time he ought by the statute because the less tanned the
„1heavier they weigh...' •

Sales of hides, leather and leather goods were

often on a credit basis. How extensive credit transactions

were may be seen from the many complaints of leather
2craftsmen in 1697 and 1698 that the leather duty had to

be paid when the sale was made, although the money for

the goods was often not received until some time later.

Leather ¿raftsmen at Bodinin, for example, stated that

their ’’Trades are generally carried on by credit, but the

excèssive duty on Leather, which is paid with ready

money, obstructs the general Credit with which their

trade were formerly carried on” . There was no standard

time granted for payment. When Ralph Hind, a tanner of

Chester, bought fifty dickers of hides at Liverpool for
8s. 3d. a hide he was given ”three months daie ffor 

4
payment . This was no doubt a common arrangement although 

the time allowed for settlement varied according to the 

financial standing of the parties concerned and also * 2 * 4

l7~Cal. S.P.D.,-1675. pp.370-1 ' ~
2. See Appendix 6 , p.
3» Commons1 Journals, vol. xii, p.61j see also pp.42, 57-8, 

450, 520, etc.
4. P.R.O., Exchequer Depositions, E 154/5 Car. I, Mich. 14.
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according to the price of the commodity. Tanners at 

Shafton in Dorset, for example found in 1698 that they 

had to extend the period of credit they normally gave 

to purchasers because the excise duty made their leather 

dearer\
In some cases a written contract was drawn up 

and the sum owed was secured by bonds. As an example, 

in February 1593 Francis Capper a London leatherdresser, 

bought six dozen dressed goat skins from Margaret Gore 

the widow of a Bristol merchant. The price was £6 which 

Capper agreed to pay at the end of the month and for which 

he gave Mrs, Gore a bill of debt. At the end of the 

month Capper offered to buy another twenty-four dozen 

skins that were still in Mrs. Gore’s possession. She 

then returned the original bill of debt and Capper 

offered £30 for all the skins to be paid in six months 

and produced two sureties for £50. At the end of the six 

months Capper did not have the money so the sureties were 

approached. These however proved to be very poor men 

who were themselves heavily indebted to Capper . Bills of W

1 * Commons1 Journals, ii, p.30.
2. P.R.O. Coufct of Requests, Proceedings, Req. 2/63/43.



and bonds wore normal instruments of internal trade

generally in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries'*-

and we may assume that they were used frequently in

the leather trade as well although not much evidence
2of them has been found „ In addition to these

written contracts there were many verbal agreements

for the sale of hides and leather. Naturally enough

it was this kind of arrangement which was most likely

to result in disputes between the parties involved .

When hides or skins were bought they were baled

up and taken to the purchasers' homes or shops. In

the majority of cases the purchaser arranged his own

transport although one case has been found where the
4seller of skins also arranged for delivery . Raw hides

and skins, if they had to be carried any distance or

kept for any length of time, were usually salted to 
5preserve them . Northampton shoemakers supplying 1 2 3 4 5

1. For an account of the operation of bonds see P.J.3owden
’’The Homo Market on Wool'*, Yorkshire Bulletin,vol7 , no. 
(Nov. 1956), pp.143-8. “

2. For another example in the leather trade see P.R.0 ., Early 
Chancery Proceedings, Cl/1233/49.

3. For examples see P.*1,0., Court of Requests, Proceedings, 
Req. 2/126/26; Early Chancery Proceedings Cl/1099/20;
C1/1482/68.

4. P.R.O. Early Chancery Proceedings, Cl/980/7 and 8 .
5. Customs officials at Bristol in 1636 distinguished 

Irish from English hides by the fnct that the former 
were salted (P.R.O., Exchequer, Special Commission,
E 178/5319).

to
-
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footwear for the Irish army packed them in barrels 
1

for transport . Fin^ally when all details of the sales 

were completed hides, skins, leather and leather 

products were transported by pack horse, wagon, barge 

and ship, joining the miscellaneous collection of 

agricultural and industrial products that entered the 

stream of inte^hal trade in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries. 1

1. Gal. S.P.D., 1690, p.484(
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CHATTER 5 : THE STRUCTURE OF THE LEATHER INDUSTRY 
I. THE HEAVY LEATHER GRAPTSKSN

(0
The division between the heavy and light leather crafta

The leather industry in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 
■was composed of several different occupations concerned with the manufacture 
of leather or leather products. These occupations can be grouped into 
two categories, A distinction must be made between craftsmen making or 
Using heavy tanned leather and those making and using light dressed leather. 
In practice these two groups of occupations were quite independent of one 
another; in fact there were ~ not one - but two distinct branches of the 
leather industry to discuss,

>1The heavy leather branch of the industry consisted of tanners
■who made leather, curriers who treated it after tanning, and shoemakers
who used tanned leather in the manufacture of footwear, Saddlers used
both tanned and dressed leather although they probably tended to use more
of the former and we shall follow the contemporary practice and regard

2them as heavy leather craftsmen. The light leather industry was composed 1

1o For the sake of brevity we shall refer to the "heavy leather industry" 
and the "light leather industry,"

2, The saddlers* gild was one of the companies appointed by the leather
act of 1563 (5 Eliz., cap, 8) to administer the search of tanned leather 
in London,
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of the leatherdressers (alternatively known as whittawers or alum-tawers) 

and. ¿Lovers. The name glover, in fact, was applied, to a craftsman who 

performed a variety of operations including the manufacture of leather 

gloves and also many other kinds of goods from light leather.

The division of the leather industry into two distinct parts was

implicit in much of the government's regulation of the industry in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The leather acts of 1563 and 1604

were concerned only with the manufacture and sale of tanned leather and

footwear made of tanned leather. Attempts to control the manufacture and

sale of dressed leather were made by letters patent and it was clearly

recognised that this section of the industry was quite distinct from tanning,
1ourrying, and shoemaking. Late in the seventeenth century when legislation

relating to the trade in tanned leather was being discussed, and the

leathersellers - whose concern was the sale of dressed leather - attempted

to intervene, they were told sharply by the London shoemakers that the trade
2was none of their business. Almost a century before, when the government 

had been considering granting a patent to control the production of dressed 

leather, Lord Burghley had been informed of Mthe two kinds of tanned and 

tawed Leather." The former, he was told, was used mainly by the shoemakers 

and was regulated by statute; the latter "partyneth to the lethersellers 
trade."^

See Chapter 7, pp. 2G5 Seq-
2. See Chapter 8, p-J|f
3. B.M., Lans. Ms. 74, fos. 140-1.
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The probate inventories of leather -workers also reflected the

division of the industry into two parts. Sometimes tanners and leather-

dressers worked the same kind of hides or skins - particularly calf and
2sheep skins and horse hides - but tanners used mainly cattle hides and 

leatherdressers mainly lighter skins. But whatever kinds of hides or skins 

they were working, tanners and leatherdressers did not mix the methods of 

making leather. As far as can be told from an examination of the inventories 

tanners practised only oak-bark tanning and the leatherdressers used either 

oil or alum and other salts. In the case of the leather using crafts there 

was a clear distinction between the shoemakers and the rest. Shoemakers 

used tanned cattle leather and concentrated on the manufacture of footwear. 

Saddlers used both kinds of leather though they probably tended to use more 

tanned leather, made from bull and horse hides rather than cow hide. The 

glovers used dressed skins of various sorts, especially calf and sheepskins.^ 

Although glovers made a variety of products the inventories have not shown 

that glovers made goods such as boots and shoes or saddles and harnesses 

usually made by heavy leather workers.

The development of gild control of the manufacture and trade in 

leather and leather goods in London also demonstrated the fact that the 

industry was split into two separate parts. The heavy leather gilds of 

shoemakers (known as the Company of Cordwainers), curriers, saddlers, and

1« For a discussion of these sources, see Appendix 7 .
2. e.g. Lines. A.O., Inv. 76/294; Kent A.O., P.R.C. 10/47, no. 165c
3« The uses of various types of leather are discussed in Chapter 1,

W S S Im .

1
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, -jgirdlers - the tanners had no gild in London - were concerned with the
2supervision of tanned leather whereas the Company of Leatherseilers 

regulated the light leather trade in the metropolitan area. The respective 

fields of the two groups had been implicitly defined as early as 1111 when 

the London authorities ordered that tanned leather brought into the city 

for sale should be inspected by representatives of the shoemakers, curriers, 

girdlers, bottlemakers and malemakers. The leatherseilers were not included. 

Some years later, in 1110 the leatherseilers obtained a right of search over 

raw and tawed "fells" sold in the city and over light leather made of calf, 

lamb and sheepskins. Three years later the rights of the cordwainers, 

curriers and girdlers (not the bottlemakers or maleraakers) to search tanned 

leather was confirmed.^

The reasons why different companies were appointed to inspect 

different kinds of leather in the fifteenth century were not stated, but 

they undoubtedly stemmed from the fact that tanned and dressed leather were 

essentially different materials suitable for different purposes. It is 

quite dear from the ordinances of their company that in the late fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries the leathersellers were mainly manufacturers of
, 1points (i.e. laces) made of dressed sheep, calf and deer skins. Heavy

tanned leather was hardly suitable for these articles and the leatherseilers

1. Per some account of these gilds see below, pp# tt SC<J*
2« See Chapter 6, pp.22ti.tft seq̂
3. W. H. Black, History and Antiquities of the Worshipful Company of 

Leathersellers of the City of London, (London, 1871), pp. 23-25»
4. Ibid., pp. 19-21, 2b-•
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consequently were not interested in it. Had they been, we can be reason

ably sure that they would have attempted to obtain some right of search 

over tanned leather.

In the period covered by this study there were only two instances 

of the jurisdiction of the light and the heavy leather gilds overlapping 

and these examples do not indicate any serious conflict between the two 

groups. The first concerned the curriers and leatherdressers. In October 

1582f an agreement was made between the Company of Curriers and nine leather- 

dressers living in Southwark and one living in the parish of St. Bride near 

Fleet St., by which the leatherdressers placed themselves under the super

vision of the curriers who searched their goods and regulated conditions of 

apprenticeship. However the limits of the two occupations were defined.

It was declared unlawful for leatherdressers "using leather dressed in oil, 

sumac, gall, to dresse any leather tanned with bark and water; nor shall

currier curjrying tanned leather, curry or dress any leather made with sumac,
1gall, nor make oiled leather..." It might be expected that this agreement 

Would lead to some dispute between the Company of Curriers and the Company 

of Leathersellers since the latter claimed the right to search dressed 

leather. In fact there is no further trace of the matter and it seems to 
have been an isolated arrangement between the company and the leatherdressers

1« Repertories. 21, fos. 90-9l(b).
2. See Chapter 6, p i 31
3» The ordinances of the curriers of January 1588 refer to a search of the 

premises of "every ourrier and dresser", but it cannot be accepted that 
the latter word referred to a leatherdresser (Repertories. 21, fos. 
375-379(b).



concerned. Why the agreement should have been made at all is a mystery.

Oil-dressed and curried leather no doubt had certain features in common' 

but it does not follow that the craft of the currying and leatherdressing 

overlapped. Only ten leatherdressers were involved which suggests the 

arrangement was not general.

The second occasion on which the paths of the heavy and light 

leather gilds crossed was more than a century later in 1689. This case has 

already been mentioned and it will be described more fully in a later 

chapter. It occurred when the restrictions on middlemen in the tanned 

leather trade were being lifted and the leathersellers tried unsuccessfully 

to obtain a part of this trade. The fact that the leathersellers should 

in the late seventeenth century have attempted to enter the tanned leather 

trade is itself evidence that this trade was not their usual sphere of 

enterprise. It also suggests that the government restriction on the trade 

in tanned leather itself may have been instrumental in keeping the leather- 

sellers away from this branch of trade. Throughout the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries leathersellers had bought and sold dressed leather 

virtually without restriction by the central government. Had they attempted 

bo deal in tanned leather they would have come within the scope of the 

regulations against middlemen in the tanned leather trade and unlike the 

shoemakers and curriers who dominated this branch of the trade, they could 

not pose as craftsmen working in tanned leather.

1. See Chapter 2, p Si.
2. See Chapter 8, p 317.
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With these exceptions the two groups of gilds in London existed 

side by side without much contact or conflict with one another.

There were three reasons for the division between the two sections 

of the industry. Basically it was the result of the different techniques 

used by tanners and leatherdressers. Technically there was no reason at 

all why tanners should also be leatherdressers or vice versa. Secondly 

tanners and leatherdressers to some extent used different raw materials.

The former used oak bark and the latter used alum and oil. Although calf

skins, horse hides and other kinds of skins were common to both occupations, 

tanners used mainly cattle hides and leatherdressers used mainly sheepskins 

and other light skins. This point was closely connected with the differences 

in techniques. Thirdly, tanning and leatherdressing produced different 

kinds of leather suitable for different purposes. The fact that the

government treated the two branches of the industry in different ways
1emphasised the division brought about by technical factors.

(ii)

The separation of the heavy leather crafts

For the rest of this chapter we shall discuss the heavy leather 

crafts. We shall consider first the relationship between tanners, curriers 

and leather using craftsmen. We shall then turn to an examination of the 

size of the manufacturing unit in these occupations. Finally we shall be 

concerned with some problems of gild control of the industry.

1. See Chapter 7, passim.
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The crafts comprising the heavy leather industry -were generally

separate occupations. Tanners did not normally make leather goods, nor did

they curry leather. Shoemakers, saddlers and curriers did not normally
1engage in one another's occupations, and they did not make leather. The

only exception to this statement -was that shoemakers sometimes did their

ov;n currying. We may note at this stage that the organization of the heavy

leather industry was quite different from the organization of the light

leather craftsmen. In that branch of the leather industry the occupations
2were often combined in one man.

The separation of the heavy leather crafts is clear from the 

probate inventories that will be studied in more detail below. Of all the 

inventories of tanners examined not one case has been found where a tanner 

was also carrying out the manufacture of leather goods or who was currying 

leather. Among the inventories of leather using craftsmen there was no 

example of shoemakers, curriers or saddlers making tanned leather. This 

Is negative evidence but it cannot be dismissed for that reason. We should 

expect that if tanners also made leather goods or shoemakers and others

1. There is some reason to believe that shoemaking and the manufacture of 
leather jerkins was sometimes combined. The ordinances of the Company 
of Cordwainers dated 1572 also controlled the activities of jerkin 
makers who were allowed under licence to make and sell "cordwainers 
wares" (Act and Ordinance Book of the Company of Cordwainers (Gild Hall 
Ms. 8035))• A Gateshead jerkin maker who died in 1569 owned a stock 
of footwear and lasts as well as jerkins ("Wills and Inventories" I, 
Surtees Society no. 2, 1835, p. 3 0̂.) No other evidence of a connection 
between these occupations has been found.

2. See Chapter 6, pp. 20fl et Seq •



generally made leather, more than a hundred inventories would refleot the 

fact. It must also be borne in mind that the inventories of light leather
■jcraftsmen do show that those crafts were frequently integrated.

One exception to the separation of the heavy leather crafts was

that shoemakers sometimes did their own currying. For example among the

trade goods of Edward Eodgskinson in 1588 there was three gallons of oil

which was evidently used for currying leather. A Newcastle shoemaker who

died in 1595 possessed four tubs, some tallow and two gallons of oil, which
3seem to he currying equipment, Morgan Borman, a shoemaker of Cranbrook,

Kent, also owned oil, tallow and vats in 1620.̂ " Other shoemakers who 

Probably did their own currying included Thomas Thompson whose trade goods 

included a "shoppetub" in 1619^ and Henry Page of Great Chart in Kent who 

owned a "carring pane" (currying pan?) in 1616.̂

From these examples it is not possible to say how general was the

Practice of shoemakers currying their own leather. It was illegal under the

leather acts of 1565 and 1604» but even in the 1660s a currier was prosecuted
8for currying leather. Possibly the combination of currying and shoemaking 

Was not unusual. Certainly there were good reasons why shoemakers may have * 2 3 4 5 6 7

"l* See Chapter 6, pp.2Hct
2. Lines. A.O., Inventories, 1588«,
3. "Wills and Inventories," II, Surtees Society, vol. 38 (i860), p. 299.
4. Kent A.O., P.R.C., 10/47, no. 217.
5. Lines. A.O., Inv. 121/44.
6. Kent A.O., P.R.C., 10/48, no. 201.
7. See Chapter 7, p 3-1+̂ -
8» Surrey Quarter Sessions Records, 1659“’!661 (ed. D.L. Powell &

H. Jenkinson, Surrey Records Society, no. XXXV, 1954), p. 154.
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■wished to carry their own leather. The curriers were not a particularly 

numerous group of craftsmen especially outside the larger towns and several
•j

shoemakers had to rely on one currier. Shoemakers in urban areas might 

have to wait for some time before the currier treated their leather - the 

Provision in the act of 1563 that currying should be done within ten days 

at the most suggests that delays were common - while in some country areas 

there might not be a currier available. The leather acts notwithstanding, 

therefore, shoemakers may sometimes have been compelled to curry their own 

leather.

With this exception probate inventories of heavy leather crafts- 

men suggest that those occupations were usually carried on separately from 

one another. To some extent this evidence is confirmed by the pattern of 

gild organization. The evidence is clearest in the case of London where 

"the heavy leather workers each possessed their own gilds. The most 

important of the gilds concerned with heavy leather in London in the six

teenth and seventeenth centuries were the Company of Cordwainers and the 

Company of Curriers. Two other companies - the Saddlers and the Cirdlers - 

■were directed by the leather act of 1563 to appoint searchers of tanned 

leather but they did not take a very active interest in the leather trade 

or industry during the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.^ The

Infra, pp. n*f-ns
2« See Chapter 7, p.lfcO-
3« Possibly because their main interests lay elsewhere. The saddlers early 

developed as a body of traders concerned with the sale of saddlery etc. 
(Unwin, Cilds and Companies, p. lb-’, see also the saddlers1 inventories 
in Appendix 7), and hence were less interested in the manufacture and 
sale of leather. Similarly the girdlers became associated with the 
pinners and wiresellers and their interest in leather was probably 
subsidiary to their interest in the sale of small metal goods (ibid., 
p. 168).
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tanners had no gild during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries although 

they v/ere included in a list of companies in 1376 and again in 1422,

'What happened to the tanners’ organization is not clear, but probably it 

collapsed as the tanners gradually settled in the (then) outer suburbs in
'7.

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. During the seventeenth century

the "tanners using leadenhall" occasionally combined together in an ad hoc

fashion for some specific purposê " and in March 1702/3 the tanners in the

Parish of St, Mary Magdelene, Bermondsey obtained a charter incorporating

all the tanners in the parish and for thirty miles around. The main pur~

pose of the new company was to regulate the number of master tanners and

to eliminate all persons not qualified to "use and exercise the art and
5mystery of tanning leather." The emergence of this belated company may 

have been not unconnected with the depressed state of tanning in the 

district at the end of the seventeenth century.^

Prom the activities of the London heavy leather gilds it is clear 

■that the occupations were not integrated. The gilds confined their 

activities to controlling the affairs of the crafts they represented. The 

heavy leather gilds in London were organizations of different groups of 

craftsmen who had no connection with one another except that they worked * 2 3 * * 6

• Black, Leathersellers Company, p. 17»
2. Unwin, Gilds and Companies, p. 167»
3, See Chapter 3,

See for example, Repertories 40, fo. 109(b),
5* °al* S.P.D.. 1702-3, P. 609.
6. In December 1697 it was claimed that of the 80 tan yards in Bermondsey, 

only 16 or 17 were at work (Commons* Journals, vol, XII, p. 18).



with tanned leather. The two most important companies, for example - the
carriers and cordwainers - cade an agreement in 1590 defining the limits of

their trades and occupations. The London shoemakers agreed to let the

curriers have all the currying work in London providing the curriers did

not enter the leather markets to buy leather in competition with the shoe- 
2niakers. The curriers and cordwainers were also involved in a perpetual 

battle - fought in Parliament, before the Privy Council and the Court of 

Aldermen - with one another over the trade in tanned leather. However this 

was not because the occupations of currying and shoemaking were normally 

combined in one man or because one gild was trying to dominate the affairs 

of another, but because the law did not allow curriers to buy leather on 

the grounds that they were not leather working craftsmen. The curriers 

wanted this position changed; the shoemakers - who benefited from it - did 

not.̂

Away from London separate gilds of heavy leather workers existed 

in several towns. At Durham, for example, separate gilds of tanners, shoe-

1 • Professor G-. Unwin chooses the London heavy leather crafts as "one of 
the best examples" of the amalgamation of the crafts (Industrial 
Organization in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (Oxford. 190^), 
pp. 19-20), and cites a case in the late fourteenth century when a jury 
of leather using craftsmen condemned a quantity of tanned leather 
brought from Rothwell to London by a tanner as evidence of amalgamation. 
We can agree with Unwin that the case shows the crafts possessing "a 
large degree of independence," but to suggest that it also demonstrates 
the beginning of the separation of "the trading function and the handi
craft function" seems to be straining the evidence. And it certainly 
cannot be inferred - as professor Unwin does - that the trading master 
"tended to become an employer of members of the other crafts,"

2» B.M., Lans, Ms. 63, fo. 18.
3. See Chapter 8, pp. 302 — ̂ 0 3



•jmakers and saddlers existed in the seventeenth century, and separate

gilds of various heavy leather workers were found at Norwich, Chester,
2Carlisle and Beverley and elsewhere. It is true that in many places there

3Were amalgamations of heavy leather workers into a single gild, but gild 

amalgamation cannot - by itself - be taken as evidence that there was 

economic integration of the crafts involved.

Here it is necessary to digress a little in order to explain this 

last point. By ’'amalgamation" we mean the combination of the crafts in a 

single gild. By "integration" we mean the combination of occupations in 

one man. The former did not necessarily imply the latter for there were 

several reasons why crafts might amalgamate in one gild.
i

Let us, however, discuss first the case where amalgamation of the 

orafts did reflect economic integration of the occupations represented in 

"the amalgamated gild. Amalgamation of the crafts could take place when the 

occupations were already integrated or where the processes involved in two 

or more occupations were so nearly similar that they were to all intents 

identical. A striking example of this kind occurred among the light leather 

Grafts in London and elsewhere. "During the fifteenth and early sixteenth

Lb4

C.E. Whiting, Durham Civic Memorials (Surtees Society, 194-5), p. xv.
2« F. Blomefield, History of Norfolk, vol. Ill (1806), p. 206; Hist. Mss. 

Comm.. 8th Report, part 1, pp. 4-02-3; "Municipal Records of the City 
of Carlisle," Cumb, & West. Antiq. <& Arch. Society, vol. 4-, p. 84-;
W, Bazeley, "The Gilds of Gloucester," Trans. Bristol & Gloucs. Arch. 
Society, vol. xiii, p. 264-; Hist. Mas. Comm., Beverley (1900‘). pp. 
100-106.

3. See the examples cited by S. Kramer, The English Craft Gilds (New York,
1927), pp. 8-10,



century a number of crafts in London ~ glovers, pouchmakers, pointmakers 

and others - combined with the Company of Leathersellers whose members had 

been concerned with making light leather. Amalgamation came about because 

the several occupations overlapped to such an extent that it was practically 

inpossible to distinguish between them and there was no economic or■
-j

technical basis for separate craft organizations. Similar examples can be

found among the bowyers and fletchers, among the victualling crafts, among
2the woodworking occupations, and others.

In other instances, however, amalgamation occurred for different

reasons. In the first place, crafts might amalgamate because there were

insufficient members to support separate gilds. This, indeed, might be

because the occupations were integrated and craftsmen were eligible to join

°ne of a number of gilds with the result that one flourished while others

languished for lack of members. This happened among the London light

leather crafts.^ But it could be simply that the industrial population of

many areas was small. Thus instead of separate gilds, craftsmen were

grouped into larger organizations representing all the workers in related
Aoccupations, or sometimes all the industrial workers in the town.

Secondly amalgamation might occur among related occupations in 

order to protect the interests of the individual craftsmen. For example 

oraftsmen in a town might combine in order to meet the competition of

 ̂• For a full discussion see Chapter 6, pp.22.5~6 

2. See Kramer, op. cit., pp, 52-9*
3« See Chapter 6, pp.2.2.5 - 2.2b •

Kramer, op. cit., pp. 65» 68-9» 74.
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foreign traders or craftsmen„ Or - to take another example - tanners, 

curriers and shoemakers might join in one gild in order to prevent complaints 

of had -workmanship by one group of craftsmen against another. If a shoe- 

roaker had a complaint about the standard of the tanning or currying it 

could be settled easily by a gild representing the interests of all groups 

of leather craftsmen, It might also be easier for the various leather 

crafts to collude in order to conceal defective workmanship - which could 

be to the advantage of all craftsmen - if they were members of a joint 

gild. It is likely that the clauses in the leather act of 156,5 stipulating 

that tanning, currying and shoemakers should be separate occupations and 

Placing the workmen under the jurisdiction of their respective leather 

gilds, were designed to prevent this sort of collusion."*

According to Miss Kramer many of the amalgamations that took 

Place among the heavy leather crafts, did so ”to safeguard the business 

interests of their members."^ In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 

ike heavy leather crafts were sometimes amalgamated in one gild., not because 

the occupations were integrated, but for some other reason. As we shall 

tny to show below there were good economic reasons why the heavy leather 

°rafts were not generally combined in one man. The fact that there were 

far more separate gilds of craftsmen among the heavy leather workers than 

there were among the light leather crafts - which were often integrated

”* • Ibid., pp. 63-4.
2» Inferior workmanship to the tanner normally meant under-tanning by

shortening the manufacturing process which gave him a faster turnover on 
capital. The shoemaker could benefit by obtaining his leather cheaper. 
The currier was probably indifferent whether he curried good or bad 
leather and currying obscured the defects in tanned leather.

3. See Chapter 7, pp. 2-1+^-ASO •



tends to confirm the belief that separation of the occupations of tanning,

currying and shoemaking was common in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
-1centuries«

The evidence of the gild_s - like that of the probate inventories

is negative evidence in the sense that it does not prove that the heavy

leather crafts were integrated. It might well be asked whether there was

0ny positive evidence pointing to the separation of these occupations.

Certainly no contemporary description of the organisation of this branch of

the leather industry has been found which states definitely that the crafts

■were not combined; rather there was an assunçtion by contemporaries that

this was the case. For example when the light leather v̂ orkers of London

^ere describing the organization of their own branch of the industry, they

contrasted the integration of the light leather crafts with the opposite
2situation which prevailed in tanning and shoemaking. The division between 

banning and shoemaking (and to some extent currying) has survived as a 

Mature of the organization of the industry until the present time.

There is however some evidence which seems at first sight to 

Süggest that the heavy leather crafts were not always separate occupations.

^• The statement that separate gilds of leather craftsmen were more common 
in heavy than the light leather industry cannot be proved statistically 
However the examination of local records and the many examples given 
in Miss Kramer's study of the English gilds leaves no doubt that this 
'was the case.

2* P.R.O., S.P. 16/386, no. 90.
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One of the provisions of the leather sets of the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries was that craftsmen should follow no more than one occupation 

comprising the leather industry. On the assumption that legislation was 

wade to prevent practices actually in existence, it seems that the heavy 

leather crafts were integrated. However it will be argued in a later chapter 

that these provisions were a survival of earlier legislation and that the 

Reason for including them in the legislation of the sixteenth and seven

teenth centuries was connected with the gild control of the heavy leather
1crafts and not with the actual organisation of the industry.

However this poses a further problem. The regulations preventing 

the combination of tanning, currying and shoemaking were first made in the 

late fourteenth century when evidence is not lacking that the crafts in 

question were sometimes combined in one man. Thus if we accept that the 

heavy leather crafts were not integrated in the late sixteenth century we 

are implying that a change in the organisation of this branch of the 

■̂hdustry occurred between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries - that is 

if the evidence of integration in the fourteenth century is typical. Any 

exPlanations of the separation of the heavy leather crafts during the period 

°f this study therefore must take account of this change. •

• See Chapter 7, PP.2. lf-9- 2 SO . See also above, p.
2» The first act was that of 13 Rich. II, sect, i, cap, 12. The subsequent 

legislation is listed in Unwin, Industrial Organisation, p. 22, note 1, 
Examples of integration in the fourteenth century will be found in 
Kramer, op. cit., pp. 60-1 , 65; C.H. Brickwater, '•Petition of the 
Cordwainers of the Town of Salop, 1323-4," Shrops. Arch. & Nat. Hist. 
Soc., Series 2, vol. 6 (1894), p. 289; A.E. Bland, P.A. Brown, R.H. 
Tawney, English Economic History: Select Documents (London, 1914), P.7Q.
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Of the possible explanations we may consider first the technical. 

In one respect this is the most plausible. There v?as a natural break in 

the manufacturing processes.between tanning and the manufacturing of leather 

goods. At the finish of tanning the leather was in a convenient state to 

tie transported. The manufacture of leather and the manufacture of footwear 

required different techniques and different equipment and there was no good 

technical reason why they should he combined. The division between tanning 

and the leather using crafts was similar to the division between the manu

facture of cloth and tailoring, or between the production of iron and the 

n&nufaoturs of iron products - or even between growing grain and making 

Bread. Plausible though this explanation is however, it cannot he 

accepted alone. We should expect it to apply to the light leather crafts, 

and also to the heavy leather crafts in the fourteenth century. The 

natural break in the manufacturing processes certainly provided the 

conditions for separation of the leather making from the leather using 

crafts, but other factors must also have played, a part.

Secondly there are what might be termed "market" explanations.

■̂n its simplest form, we can argue that the widening of the market between 

"the fourteenth and the sixteenth centuries brought about a division of 

labour between tanning, currying and shoemaking. In the fourteenth century 

craftsmen produced to meet the demand of the local town or manor and they 

tended to make their own leather, curry it, and make it into leather goods. 

By the sixteenth century, faced with a national market, there was a 

3pecialisation of functions. In this form the argument is unacceptable.

In the first place, although the widening of the market from the fourteenth 

to the sixteenth century is advanced by Professor Unwin as the factor which



forced the independent medieval craftsmen into a state of dependence on a
-j

trading class, there is no conclusive evidence of the existence of the 

phenomenon. Discussing the alleged growth of trade and industry in the 

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries Professor Postan has written that "it is 

surprising how little it owes to established historical facts and how much 

it derives from ancient presuppositions of Victorian historiography0"̂

“1. Unwin, Industrial Organisation, p. 19.
2. M, Postan, "Some Economic Evidence of Declining Population in the later 

Middle Ages," Scon, Hist, Rev., 2nd series, vol. II (1950), p. 230, 
Professor Postan continues: "Medieval trade ... was expected to grow 
through centuries of history; and the general impression that England had 
been poor and small in 1086 and became great and famous in the modem 
era, lent conviction to the doctrine of growth,., The course of English 
trade and industry in the later middle ages may perhaps have been too 
uneven to be represented by a simple and smooth curve... Yet... a 
falling curve would fit into facts of English industry between 1350 and 
14-70 much better than a rising one." It is arguable that Professor 
Postan overstates his case; but given the absence of population growth 
one of the major factors in the widening of the market was missing. It 
is true that the level of incomes could have risen and that an expansion 
of trade would come about in this way. But the importance of this 
factor (if it existed) would be minimised in the case of heavy leather 
if our assumption that the income elasticity of demand was lowwsre true 
(see Chapter 1, p U. ).
It is worth noting that Miss Kramer invokes, by implication, the 
widening of the market as the factor bringing about separation of tanning 
and shoemaking. After describing clashes between tanners and shoemakers 
at Shrewsbury and Bristol in the 1360s, she writes (Craft Gilds, p. 102): 
"we have... been following division of labour in the making between the 
Grafts of tanning and shoemaking... In all probability the cordwainers 
of Shrewsbury and Bristol who tanned their own leather as a matter of 
course established gilds long before the art of tanning had developed 
sufficiently to justify its being separated from the other branches of 
the leather business."
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Even if a widening of the market were true of industry and trade generally 

it is doubtful if it was particularly true of the heavy leather crafts«

The typical trade in leather and leather goods in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth century was - a3 we have seen - local in character. Possibly 

the national trade in leather had increased but the bulk of trade was still 

local. Lastly, even if we allow the effect of a widening market in bring

ing about specialisation of functions, it is just as likely to have taken 

the form of a division of labour within an enterprise rather than between 

enterprises. However market factors may have been influential in other 

ways. It is arguable that sales of leather and footwear in public markets 

influenced the standard of workmanship. For example, it was explained to 

the government in 1575 that tanners took care to see that leather was not 

damaged by frost during tanning, "otherwyse their is spoile and (it is) 

not saleable at the markett. The shoumakeres all being skillfull to 

p(er)ceave the same." In other words it might be difficult to sell very

Poor quality leather or footwear. In addition, there were also certain
2statutory standards of quality established by the leather acts that 

leather and footwear had. to meet. Since tanning, currying and shoemaking 

required different kinds of skill the emphasis on ’’quality" imposed by the 

market and government regulation might conceivably lead to a separation of
"7

functions bitWtcnthese occupations.

1• B.K., Lans. Ms. 5, no. 58.
2. See Chapter 7, p2Sl.
3. See A. Marshall, Principles of Economics (8th ed., 1920), p. 253»
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How does this hypothesis fit the facts? In order to explain the 

move from apparent combination in the fourteenth to separation in the six

teenth centuries, we would have to assume that sales in the market increased
iover the period. There is no way of testing this assumption. We would

also need to assume that purchasers of footwear in particular could afford

to be discriminating and refuse to buy inferior footwear. The possibility
2oannot be discounted, but neither can it be proved. A third assumption 

that would have to be made is that government supervision of quality was 

to some degree effective. We shall see in a later chapter that we cannot 

regard attempts by the Tudor and Stuart governments to regulate the manu

facture of tanned leather and footwear as very successful. Yet we cannot

^eny their success completely; for as long as these commodities were sold
3public markets some supervision of quality was possible.

In short the hypothesis remains not proven. However in another 

direction market factors played a more definite role in bringing about the 

separation of tanning from the crafts using tanned leather. In Chapter 3

 ̂• Increased sales in the market are not quite the same as the widening 
of the market discussed above which implies that producers and 
consumers are separated by distance. What is being considered here 
is the possibility of more sales taking place within a given locality 
as a result - say - of increasing income per head, or increasing 
population, or both.

2. The question hinges on the level of incomes and elasticities of demand.
3. See Chapter 7, pp.2."l*> -2/7If -
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we saw that the location of tanning was determined mainly by the avail

ability of hides and bark because of the high cost of transporting these 

n&terials. Tanners tended to work in rural areas (where there were supplies 

of hides and/or bark) or on the outskirts of towns (where hides were 

available from the nearby meat markets, where rents were low, and where 

water could be obtained without polluting the town’s water supplies)« 

Shoemakers on the other hand required close contact with their customers 

and hence were located in the town centre. Curriers were located near 

shoemakers rather than tanners because currying added to the weight of 

leather.

The relative pulls of markets and supplies of raw materials, 

therefore, caused a geographical separation of the leather using from the 

leather manufacturing occupations. Even though the distance between tanners 

and shoemakers must often have been small (the distance between the town 

centre and the outskirts) it was sufficient to bring about separation of 

the crafts in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, particularly as 

there was no good technical reason why tanning, currying and shoemaking 

should be combined.

This explanation does not conflict with the fact that the heavy 

leather crafts were sometimes integrated in an earlier period - nor is it 

invalidated by the fact that there may have been some occasional survivals 

of integration in the sixteenth century. In the first place, Hiss Kramer's 

examples of integration of the heavy leather crafts in the fourteenth 

century have all came to light because integration was coming to an end,

1. Chapter 3» passim, and especially pp.|VS~"|.
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with consequent disturbances in gild organisation. Secondly it is

possible that the geographical separation of the crafts in some urban

areas became more marked with urban expansion between later fourteenth and
2the later sixteenth century. The most obvious case was London but urban 

growth was not confined to London.

To sum up, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries there was 

a separation between tanning and the leather using crafts, and also between 

one craft using tanned leather and another, with the exception that shoe

makers sometimes did currying work. The reasons were first, there 'sere no 

technical advantages to be gained from integration of the crafts and, 

secondly, there were distinct economic advantages involved in separation.

A question that remains to be discussed is the ratio between 

tanners, curriers and. shoemakers. Shoemakers were generally the most 

humerous of the heavy leather workers and curriers the least numerous. In 

Norwich for example, between 1548 and 1713 there were 107 tanners admitted
■Z

to the freedom of the city, 641 shoemakers and 24 curriers. If we leave 

°ot of account the workmen who never took out freedoms and workers in the 

suburbs, we have six shoemakers at work for every tanner and roughly one 

currier for every twenty-seven shoemakers. At York in the mid-irXteenth

Kramer, Graft Gilds, pp. 60-1, 101-3. See also Drinkwater, "Salop 
Cordwainers* Petition," p. 285, 289; H.H. Morris, Chester during 
Plantapenet and Tudor Times (no date), pp.410-11.

2. The location of the leather crafts in the London suburbs dated from the 
fourteenth century (see Chapter pp.bJf-M ; Unwin, Industrial 
Organization. p. 128).

3. Calculated from P. Millican (ed.) Register of the Freemen of Norwich.
1548-1715. ' ~~ ~ ~ ’ ... .



century the ratio between shoemakers and tanners was only about 2:1 and
-j

between shoemakers and curriers 5:1» At Leicester, also, the number of 

tanners to shoemakers was much closer than at Norwich. Between 1560/1 - 

1569/70 ten tanners and eleven shoemakers received their freedoms; between 

1600/1 - 1609/10 there were actually more tanners (18) admitted than shoe

makers (15), hut later in the century something nearer a 2:1 relationship 

existed. Similarly at Chester; between 1559 and 1700 there were on an

average 18 tanners a year admitted to the freedom of the city, 28 shoemakers
"2

but only one currier,'' A calculation 'from the apprentices rolls at Bristol 

for a single decade, 1532-1541 also suggests a ratio between tanners and 

shoemakers of the order of 2:1 although the number of curriers to shoemakers 

(about 1:4) was higher than in other places.^

Such calculations must be treated with caution. Figures of 

freemen and apprenticeships are an inadequate reflection on the actual 

numbers of craftsmen at work in a given area, and inron-urban districts 

the proportions might well be different from that in the towns. Neverthe

less, as a rough guide, the figures given above may not be misleading.

The Freemen of York. 1272-1558 (Surtees Sooiety, vol. 96, 1897), pp. 270 
et seq. For the later sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the number 
of tanners admitted was only slightly less than the number of shoemakers 
(Surtees Soc. vol. 102, passim).

2» Calculation fromH. Hartopp (ed.) Freemen of the Borough of Leicester. 
1196-1739 fLeics.. 1927), passim.

3. Calculation from The Rolls of the Freemen of the City of Chester, part 1, 
1392-1700 (Lancs. & Cheshire Record Series, vol. LI (1906)). "

-̂» Calculation from Calendar of Bristol Apprenticeship Book, Part I, 1532- 
1541 (Bristol Record Society Publications, vol. XIV (1949), PP. 199“2Q0o



We should in feet expect there to be more shoemakers than tanners from our 

knowledge of the cost structure of the various crafts."' Compared with the 

leather using crafts, tanning required more capital, and tanners, as a 

group, worked on a larger scale than shoemakers. It is not unreasonable 

to assume that one tanner could on an average keep a couple of shoemakers, 

and perhaps a saddler or two, supplied with leather. The small number 

of curriers in relation to shoemakers can be explained by the limited 

demand for their services. Their livelihoods as curriers depended on the 

number of shoemakers and other leather using craftsmen who wanted curried 

leather and one currier could supply several shoemakers without difficulty. 

And - as we have seen - it was not unknown for shoemakers to dispense with 

the services of curriers and do their own currying.

(iii)

The Manufacturing Unit

In this section we shall attempt to analyse the cost structure 

°f the crafts comprising the heavy leather industry. We shall carry out 

a similar examination into the light leather crafts in the next chapter.

■̂ or this purpose we shall make use of probate inventories of leather crafts 

men, a sample of which will be found analysed in Appendix 7. This class 

of evidence provides a valuable insight into the businesses of leather 

Workers although there are some problems associated with the use of 

inventories which must be kept in mind. These problems are discussed in 
Appendix 7„

in fra , pp«i7fect 5ecj.



The manufacturing unit in the heavy leather industry - measured 

in terms of capital invested - was generally small, although larger in 

tanning than in the leather using crafts. None of the occupations required 

e*pensive equipment but tanning could, absorb a large amount of circulating 

°apital because of the slow nature of the process. All crafts made use of 

¡manual labour and labour costs were an important factor limiting the size of 

the unit, particularly in the leather using crafts. The incomes that could 

he obtained from manufacturing leather and leather goods varied according 

to the size of the business but in general tanners made larger incomes than 

the leather using craftsmen unless the latter added 3ome trading activity 

to their manual occupations.

Tables I, II, and III in Appendix 7 summarise the information 

°ontained in 1 inventories of tanners and other heavy leather workers.

It can be seen from these tables that the value of the stock-in-trade of 

leather workers was usually small, although noticably larger in tanning 

than in the other occupations. One or two cases stand out from the rest, 

Perhaps the most striking was John Keall a tanner from Lincolnshire who 

^led in 1 5 6 7 . Neall left a total estate of more than £1,500 and had over 

£770 invested in his tanning business. Such a scale of operations was very 

unusual in the heavy leather industry, although possibly Neall was not 

unique. He may have been matched, for example, by William House of

'• This remark was true of the light leather crafts also; see Chapter 6, 
P P . Z j b c t S C ^ -

2. Detailed references of inventories will not be cited in the body of the 
chapter. Pull references will be found in Appendix 7, where an 
inventory may be identified by the name of the testator, his occupation, 
and the date of the inventory.



Buckinghamshire who was described in 1575 as "a man bothe of greate welthe 
verie wise and most skillfull in his arte and such a one as made the beste

A
lether in the Lande."

Among the leather using craftsmen it will be noticed that there 

Were a number of craftsmen in London in the late seventeenth century who 

Possessed considerable personal wealth or whose inventories were character

ised by evidence of other activities* There was for example, John Eastwood 

a shoemaker who died in 1675 leaving an estate worth £491, with further 

£117 owing to him. His leather and shoes were worth nearly £22 and he 

^ied owing his journeyman £1 9s. for wages. His other business interests 

Were considerable. He owned the leases of three houses valued at £280, 

received an income from rent, and held £100 worth of shares in several 

ships. Another shoemaker, Edward White held, a stock of footwear worth £51 

and leather worth £15 in 1670; he died leaving debts of £139» Of the 

saddlers, James Burre had £100 worth of harnesses, saddles, stirrups and 

other articles in his shop in 1673» But the most striking feature of his 

inventory was the £1,900 owing to him which can hardly represent the credit 

sales of his saddlery business. Even larger debts were accumulated by 

snother London saddler, John Francis, who died in 1674. He had £913 owing 

to him and himself owed more than £2,000«,

These men cannot be regarded as typical of craftsmen in other 

Parts of the country, nor, indeed, of other leather using craftsmen in London.

"* • B.M., Lans. Ms. 20, fo. 10
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They were freemen of London companies who died leaving children under age 

and whose estates were administered by the City of London authorities which 

made inventories of their possessions. Against these men we should set 

a poor London shoemaker like Thomas Herne of St. Michael’s, Cornhill, who 

died in 1666 leaving goods worth only £10 5s and whose stock-in-trade was 

^orth only £2. It is doubtfull, too, whether these men were master crafts

men actually making leather goods. Rather they appear to be merchant 

employers, perhaps employing a few journeymen to make saddles or shoes; 

hut who were more interested in retail trade and other business activities 

hot associated with the manufacture of leather goods.

These traders apart, it is possible to make a distinction between 

the master craftsmen and workmen who had not set up business on their own 

scoount but who were employed by other people. Dr, Kerridge, in his study 

°f inventories of Leicester leather workers has pointed out that shoemakers 

died owning merely a few tools but no leather probably worked with 

leather put out to them by master craftsmen. In this class was Matthew 

Harvey, a shoemaker who died at Holbech (Lines.) in 1634. His stock-in- 

trade was composed only of his working tools valued at 13s 4d. Another 

example was Francis Coulson a shoemaker of Boston, who died in 1595 leaving 
ab estate valued at £5 11s. His "shop" goods were worth only 8s. and 

there was no leather or footwear among them. Possibly one or two of the

1. For an account of this source of inventories see A.M.G. Le Mesurier, 
"The Orphans’ Inventories at the London City Guildhall," Econ. Hist. 
Rev., vol. V (1934-5), pp. 98-103.

2* V.C.H.. Leicester. IV, p. 83.



tanners - Robert Robertes of Leicester (died 1614) and Thomas Poore of 

Essex (died 1667) for example - were also employees rather than master 

craftsmen. In terms of wealth employees were sometimes indistinguishable 

from craftsmen who worked on their own account.

It can be seen from Appendix 7 that the heavy leather crafts were

sometimes combined with agriculture. Tanning in particular combined well

v;ith agriculture. In the first place hides of farm animals could be tanned

when they died: "when the Husbandman hath a horse killed by mischaunce or

otherwise he tanneth his lyde it easeth his losse..." Secondly, tanning

was a slow process; there were long periods when the hides did not require

attention and so there were opportunities for tanners to attend to farming

Work. Thirdly, because of the slow nature of the process, a large invest-
2ment in hides was necessary if tanning was to return a steady income. 

Small.-scaie tanners normally required some by-employment such as agriculture 

iw order to augment the income obtained from tanning.

A closer examination of the probate inventories of heavy leather 

craftsmen reveals something of the cost structure of these occupations in 

"the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

In common with many other occupations, the heavy leather crafts 

^id not require expensive equipment. The basic equipment of tanners con

sisted of tan vats and pits, wooden beams, knives, wooden poles for moving

B.M., Lans. Ms. 5, no. 58. 
2. Infra, p



the hides about in the pits, odds and ends such as buckets and wheel
-1barrows, and possibly a device for grinding oak bark. The cost of these

items - as con be seen from Table V of Appendix 7 - was usually very small
2especially in relation to the value of hides being tanned. For example 

five vats, one "sewsterne" and four "handlers in the grounde" (i.e. pits 

used for the handling stage of tanning) belonging to Henry Tanpion of 

Bourne in 1588 were worth less than £2; while in 1616 John Doddington 

died leaving eight vats, two cisterns, six handlers, three troughs, two 

Beams for scudding hides and a beam knife, a wheel barrow and other items 

worth £3 13s. Ad. With this equipment he tanned over £A0 worth of leather. 

Possibly about half a dozen to a dozen pits was fairly normal. The amount 

of equipment owned by John Neall (1567) and Nicholas Lawes (died 1569) was 
exceptional. "All the vessells belonging to the yard" belonging to Neall 

were valued at £13 13s. Ad.; but this was less than two per cent of the 

value of his hides in various stages of tanning. The number of pits Neall 

Possessed was not given on the inventory; but Nicholas Lawes owned forty 

vats also valued at over £13 and Neall possibly had about the same. Lawes, 

like Neall, was a large-scale tanner; and although he was tanning no hides 

at the time of his death he had a stock of finished leather worth £52.

A soecial word needs to be said about bark mills which were used 

crushing oak bark. Dr. Kerridge has suggested that bark mills were

^• Infraf
2. No doubt the valuation of equipment on inventories was depressed by age 

and wear and tear; but even allowing for depreciation it is difficult 
to believe that equipment was very expensive.
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expensive and for this reason not many tanners owned them but relied on 
‘ 1

supplies of crushed bark from other tanners. Professor Nef has also 

implied that "tanning mills" (by which he must mean bark mills) were 

expensive pieces of equipment. It is true that many tanners did not 

Possess hark mills, but neither Dr. Kerridge nor Professor Nef supply any 

evidence of their cost. Only two references have been found to bark mills 

in the inventories examined. One was the property of Richard Newman who 

died in 1614. He kept it in his orchard at Staplehurst in Kent and it was 

Valued at 3s. 4d. The other was owned by another Kentish tanner, Samuel 

Lucas of Elham near Hythe and in 1620 it was valued at 18s. together with 

a sieve. Even when new such equipment can hardly have been very expensive. 

These references suggest that bark mills were probably fairly small pieces 

of equipment worked by hand - perhaps similar to a grindstone for sharpen

ing knives - rather than large mills powered by water or horses. If this.

is so there must be some reason other than the expense why many tanners
3&id not own hsrk mills; a reason will be suggested later.

The value of the equipment belonging to leather using craftsmen 

*as, if anything, lower than that of the tanners. This can be seen from 

Tables VI and VII of Appendix 7. Shoemakers needed lasts, cutting hoards 

and knives; curriers knives and a tub or two; the most expensive equip

ment of saddlers was probably a press for moulding leather into the shape

1• Kerridge, in V.C.H, Leicester, vol.IV, pp. 84-5»
2. J.U. Nef, "Industrial Europe at the Time of the Reformation," Journal 

of Political Economy, vol. 49 0941), pp. 20-21.
3. Infra,pp.t8i—tg8-
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required, but these were not dear.

The cost of equipment was only one part of the fixed cost of 

leather workers who also needed workshops or somewhere to put their tan 

Pits and vats. From the references to leases on many inventories it appears 

likely that leather craftsmen often rented premises for a modest sum.

Tanners, for example, could rent tanneries complete with a dwelling house 

Without great cost; leather users required less space than tanners so 

their rent charges were probably lower.

Details of leases entered into by one or two tanners have survived, 

^or example John Peake a tanner at Beccles in Suffolk rented a tannery - 

with all equipment - and a dwelling house in 1387 for £6 a year. The land

lord and his wife, however, were "persons of a verie miserable and 

vpoonscionable disposicon" and- the tenancy was punctuated by a number of 

°ourt cases.^ In 1588 an Essex tanner leased a tannery and house for £3 a 

year. The landlord also supplied "a stock of fyve poundes in money to be 

••• imployed in the trade of Tanning" and £1 of the rent was "... reserved 

Tor the saide Stock and Tannfatts.,,if A rather similar arrangement was made 

iw Cheshire in the mid-sixteenth century where the landlord provided thirty

dickers of leather together with the tannery on the understanding that an
58quivalent amount of leather was returned at the end of the lease,

^• Three presses belonging to George Rochester of Newcastle who died in 
1592 were valued at 6s. 8d,

2» See Kerridge, loc. cit., p. 84.
2« P.R.O., Court of Requests, Proceedings, Req. 2/90/30«

Req. 2/66/2+4.
5. P.R.O., Early Chancery Depositions, C1/999/3-2.
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The practice of landlords contributing towards stocks of hides 

Probably arose from the need for large circulating capital in tanning.

nature of the techniques made a large amount of circulating capital 

desirable in tanning. Tanning with oak bark took any time between about 

six months and two years to turn a hide into a piece of leather. The 

turnover of capital invested in hides was very slow and if tanners wanted 

a regular income they needed a large stock of hides evenly balanced through

out all stages of production so that there was leather always becoming 

ready for the market. Furthermore, the long wait that elapsed between the 

Purchase of a hide and its sale as leather made tanners susceptible to 

fluctuations in prices. There was always the possibility that leather 

Prices would fall during tanning. If this happened tanners would have to 

k© prepared to hold stocks of leather until prices rose again. In short 

banners had to have large stocks of hides and partly tanned leather, and 

ĥey might also have to hold stocks of finished leather. This situation 

Can be seen by an examination of tanners' inventories. The most striking 

°ase of course was John Neall with 340 hides and "hotherns" in lime pits, 

730 hides and pieces in the tan vats and 355 tanned hides and hotherns.

Neall in fact had achieved a balance with roughly the same quantity of 

hides ¿ust starting the process as there was tanned leather ready for sale. 

Another large-scale tanner was William Dawson of Grantham who died in 1616.

 ̂* See Chapter 2, pso*
I have not been able to identify a hothern which appears frequently in 
Lincolnshire inventories. It seems to have been some kind of cattle 
hide and possibly it was a regional name for a kip.
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He was then tanning 350 hides valued at £175 and had 80 tanned hides and 

some leather pieces awaiting sale worth £80. On a slightly smaller scale 

was Thomas Clarke of Kimbalton (Huntingtunshire) who died in 1611 leaving 

hides and leather worth £120 including some raw hides and skins, 10 hides 

in the lime pits, 30 hides "in the handlers" and 37 hides and 5 kips "in 

hare’' (i.e. in the layer pits where the hides were placed after being 

taken from the handlers). Clarke also owned nine tanned hides suitable 

for sole leather and some oddments of leather,,

Although large-scale production was desirable in tanning it was

Possible for tanners to work with little capital. They could shorten the

time taken for tanning although this produced poor quality leather. Tanners

°ould also use cheap low-grade sheepskins and hull and horse hides or

decaying hides instead of the more expensive cattle hides. "It is the

labor of the porer sorts of Tanners who mayntayne themselves and theire

howses by tanning of them, the bigger worke beinge to chargeable for them

to Deale wthall." Also, if tanning were combined with farming or some 
2other occupation, the irregular income resulting from a small number of 

hides being tanned could be supplemented by earnings from by-employment.

A number of small-scale tanners can be readily identified from Tables I 

and V of Appendix 7»

By contrast with tanning, the technical processes in the leather 

using crafts were quick - five to ten days in currying,"' a day or two in

1 • B.M., Lans. Ms. 5, no. 58} see Appendix5 .
2. Supra, piflO-
3. The time fixed by the leather act of 1563»
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shoeraaking and probably no more in saddlemaking - so there was no need 

for manufacturers to hold large stocks of goods in production» This can 

be seen from Tables VI and VII. The leather being worked by saddlers and 

shoemakers was generally of very small value and where the total stock- 

in-trade was more than about £5 or £6, the bulk normally consisted of 

finished goods waiting sale. It is noticable that the largest stocks of 

finished goods were owned by the London craftsmen who were faced with a 

Potentially much larger market than craftsmen in smaller towns»

Apart from hides or leather, a further item in the variable 

°oats of the leather craftsmen Yfas the cost of other materials needed for 

banning and. the manufacture of leather goods. Tanners needed oak bark and 

lime, curriers oil and tallow, shoemakers and saddlers thread and perhaps 

a little tallow. The cost of materials used by shoemakers and saddlers was 

Very low and was not usually valued separately on inventories. 8 lbs. of 

ballow belonging to Hugh Burdit a shoemaker in Grantham cost only 1s. 9d. 

lri 1633, and W1 parcell of Rosin weighing 5 stone" belonging to a shoemaker 

in Boston was worth 6s. in 1636. Curriers had to meet heavier charges.

The "tallow and Stuffe" belonging to Andrew Baggett of London was valued 

ab £10 in 1669 and three barrels of oil, the property of Thomas Bates of 

Boston, was worth £8 in 1672. However both of these were craftsmen on a 

fairly large scale and their stocks of currying materials were probably 

unusually large. * 2

 ̂* See V.C.H, Forthants, vol. II, p. 321.
2. Two exceptions were White (died 1670) and Anderson (died 1700), who 

were both prosperous London craftsmen and retailers.
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Tanners faced higher charges when obtaining supplies of lime 

and oak bark. Little is known about the cost of lime and means of obtaining 

to Judge from the inventories it was not a very significant item. 

Supplies of bark were more costly. It can be seen from Table V that the 

amount of baric in the hands of tanners varied greatly and not always in 

proportion to the quantity of hides being tanned. One reason for this was 

that bark was collected in the spring and supplies gradually" diminished 

during the rest of the year. Bark gathering was restricted to April, May 

and June by the leather acts of 1563 and 160h-f hut even without govern

ment regulation tanners would have confined collection to those months; 

for only then was bark suitable for tanning leather. In the 154-Os, for 

example, Simon Potter a tanner of Great Burstead in Essex, agreed to buy 

the bark of oaks and ashes, felled by William and Edward Groxton of Ramsden 

-ellhouse, for £11 10s. But when the bark was delivered Potter refused to 

Pay more than £2 because the Croxtons had "causyd a greate parte of the 

saide woddes to he fellyd in the wynter at an vnseasonabull tyme of the 

yere by reason whereof the Barke of the same was vtterly spoilyd lost and 

<Hstroyed."3

The cost of laying in a stock of bark could be high. "All the 

^ark at home & at Bording" belonging to John Neall was worth £4-0. His

1• Only two separate references to lime have been found among tanners1 
inventories. William Jarman owned a load of lime valued at 6s. in 
1592; and Samuel Lucas had ten bushels of lime worth 3s. 4d. in 1620.

2» 5 Eliz., cap. 8; 1 Jac. I, cap. 22.
3* P.R.O., Early Chancery Proceedings, C1/970/77 and 78.
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stocks of bark were very large and even a man of his resources could not 

find room to store it all on his own premises. The collection of bark could 

be a oostly and time consuming business. First tanners had to find someone 

■who was felling trees (or else they had to buy standing timber and arrange 

to sell the wood). Then there was the expense of carting the bark from 

the woods to the tanneries. There were good reasons, therefore, why 

tanners often preferred to buy their hark from someone who specialised in 

the collection of oak bark.

In an earlier chapter we met Richard. -Jones of Bermondsey, a 

tanner - otherwise known as a "barkroan" - whose business at the end of the 

seventeenth and the beginning of the eighteenth century consisted of 

gathering bark around Guildford and bringing it to London. Richard 

Newnam of Staplehurst, who owned a bark mill but practically no leather in 

"'616, may have been engaged in a similar activity. Another tanner who 

seems to fit into this category of a collector and supplier of hark was 

Nicholas Lawes of Gateshead who owned 80 loads of bark in 1569, valued at 

2̂0, Lowes lived in a district where oak hark was in short supply'* and 

bis stocks suggest that he was cornering supplies. There was a similar 

shortage at Durham in the early seventeenth century and the tanners’ company 

"tried to curb the activities of dealers who bought up all the supplies.

Even so, in 1613 a tanner Thomas Heath sold bark to another tanner, 

Christopher Simpson contrary to the regulations of the gild; a f ew months 

later Thomas Hutcheson attempted to sell bark to George Foster "above the * 2 3

1o Lines. A.O., Inv. 85/147.
2. P.R.O., Chancery Masters’ Exhibits, C107/110. See Chapter 3,
3. See Chapter 3, p . ^
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Rate of xxxs a lode." The Hutcheson family were evidently actively engaged 

in buying up supplies of bark and in the following year two of them, Hugh 

and William, together with George Herrinson were ordered by the company 

not to "bringe any more barcke into their howse then they have alredie 

brought home..." A few years later on the other side of the country 

William Gilbert a tanner of Lydney in Gloucestershire was buying bark in 

the Forest of Deam on behalf of other tanners. In Lincoln Thomas Whytwell 

died in 1537 owing a sum of money for oak bark to another tanner, and in 

1541 Robert Wyllerton died at Boston owing a small sum of money to an 

unspecified person for "making bark,"

A third component of the variable costs of the heavy leather 

craftsmen was the cost of labour. On this point the inventory material is 

almost entirely unhelpful. Only one tanner - William Parker (died 1388) - 

was shown as having an employee to whom he owed £4 13s 4d. in wages. The 

best information on employment comes from the valuable occupational census 

Gloucestershire for 1607 compiled by R.H. and A.J. Tawney, who have shown 

that the one man enterprise was usual in the leather crafts, and that if 

faster craftsmen did employ additional labour they rarely had more than one 

or two journeymen.^ Presumably large-scale tanners like Neall (1567),

^• The Book of the Company of Tanners, Durham, 1612-1655. (Surtees Society, 
1945), pp. 84, 87.
P.R.O., Exchequer, Special Commissions, E 178/5504»

3* A.J. & R.H. Tawney, "An Occupational Census of the Seventeenth Century," 
Roon. Hist. Rev.. Vol. V (1954-5), pp. 54, 59-60. Of 142 tanners in the 
county, 113 were master craftsmen and 28 were employees. 11 tanners had 
one employee each, 5 had 2, one had 3 and one had 4« 95 tanners used no
labour but their own. The predominance of one man businesses was even 
greater in the case of other leather using crafts.
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Chapman (l6jl)and TYaylett (1689) needed more0 And Thomas Dekker in the 

early seventeenth century drew a picture of a prosperous London shoemaker 

who employed three journeymen and later employed a fourth.

There is a similar lack of definite evidence about wages. Some 

wage rates culled from justices’ assessments at various times in the late 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries are shown in Appendix 8. If these 

statutory rates reflected the economic wage, it seems that wages of leather 

craftsmen ranged from about £2 to about £0 a year, varying from time to 

time and place to place, with possibly tanners’ wages tending to be slightly 

higher than wages of other leather craftsmen.

Despite the uncertainty of our knowledge about labour costs, we 

°an be fairly sure that labour was a higher proportion of total costs in 

currying and the leather using crafts than in tanning. This follows from 

what we have said about the larger stocks necessary in tanning than the 

other occupations. Hence labour was a more important factor limiting the 

size of the manufacturing unit in the leather using crafts than tanning.

the latter, the number of hides being tanned at any one time could 

Probably often be increased without employing extra labour because tanning 

Was a long process and labour - and equipment - would be left idle unless 

a fairly large number of hides were tanned. This did not apply to the 

crafts using tanned leather where output depended largely on the speed 

with which craftsmen could work and not on the time taken by various

Thomas Dekker, Shoemaker’s Holiday, Act 1, Scene 1. The journeymen 
worked a simple division of labour. When one of them, Ralph, left 
for the viars he presented his wife with a pair of shoes, "cut out by 
Hodge, stitched by my fellow Firk, and. seamed by myself."
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chemical processes. In these occupations, therefore, an increase in 

Production depended on the employment of extra labour and rising labour 

costs limited the size of the manufacturing unit.

It is likely that production in shoemaking - and possibly in

other crafts using heavy leather - was sometimes organised on a putting-

out basis. Vie have already seen that there was a class of shoemakers who
1Probably worked only on leather supplied by other craftsmen. The putting- 

out system was a means of keeping down labour costs by making use of part- 

time labourj the master craftsman could expand production, not by engaging 

cdditional journeymen who might not be kept fully employed, but by using 

casual labour as extra output was needed. There is no evidence, however, 

to suggest that the putting-out system was widespread among the heavy 

leather using crafts. It was not present in tanning where it was technically 

Unfeasible.

It is practically impossible to calculate the profits that oould 

be made from tanning or the other heavy leather orafts, A Shrewsbury tanner 

In 1627 indicated that he could buy a hide for 10s, and sell the leather 

®ade from it for 14s. or 15s, From the difference would have to be met 

the cost of bark and labour and overheads. Possibly this was not untypical 

of> the situation for many tanners. Judged in terms of personal goods, the 

"tanners appear to have been rather more prosperous than other heavy leather 

craftsmen,^ with the exception that some of the London craftsmen in the

1 * Supra, p.n9
2« P.R.O., Exchequer Depositions, E Gar. 1, Mich, 14.
3. See Tables I, II, III.,in Appendix 7»
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late seventeenth century with their varied business interests, were wealthy 

men. However, among those who were strictly leather craftsmen only, the 

tanners were probably the wealthiest group, providing they could afford 

to make large investments in stocks of hides.

The typical leather craftsman, then, was a man who had only a 

small amount of capital tied up in his business - although tanners needed 

rcore than shoemakers or curriers or saddlers - and who employed no more than 

one or two journeymen at most. Normally he did not rise to the heights of 

Personal wealth. The cost structure of these crafts was similar to many 

other occupations in the sixteenth century outside the few cases where 

exPensive capital equipment was necessary. Fixed costs were low and the 

®ain need was for circulating capital - particularly in tanning. Labour 

Was an important cost of production in the leather using crafts where output 

depended very much on the amount of labour employed. In tanning there were 

Sweater opportunities for economies of scale with the result that average 

labour costs were lower. •

• This may seem only just in view of the unpleasant nature of tanning 
although a sense of vocation might be sufficient compensation. There 
Is an engaging story of a Puritan minister in the seventeenth century 
who, going about his Suffolk parish, called upon a tanner, "a very 
godly man... This man as he was verie busie tawing of a hide with 
all his might, not so much as turning aside his head in any way; ny 
father coming up accidentally, came behind him and merrily gave him 
a little clap upon the back; hee started, and looking behind him 
suddenly blushed. Sir, saith he, I am ashamed you should find me 
thus. To whom my father said again, Let Christ when he comes finde 
me so doing. What, says the man, doing thus? Yes saith ny father to 
him, Faithful in the duties of my Calling.,, (The Tombstone or a 
Broken and imperfect Monument of that worthy man Mr. John Carter, by 
his son J. Carter (London, 1653;, P-
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Gilds and Control

We have already seen that there were gilds of heavy leather 

craftsmen in many parts of the country; in some places each craft 

possessed its own gild, whereas to other cases there was an amalgamated
A

gild. The main function of these gilds was to control the particular 

craft or crafts which they represented; and in the final section of this 

chapter we shall examine some of the aspects of this control, particularly 

in relation to the heavy leather gilds in London.

One of the major problems facing gilds in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries in their task of supervising industrial activity 

^as that industrial centres were developing in regions outside gild 

control. The London heavy leather gilds - in oommon with others 

experienced this problem. As examples, we may look at the difficulties 

experienced by the Company of Cordwainers and the Company of Curriers with 

bon-freem3n leather workers.

The Company of Cordwainers had considerable trouble with non

freemen shoemakers in the later sixteenth century. By an act of parliament 

in 1522+. - which was clarified by a decree in the Star Chamber in 1528 -

1* SuPra,pp.ibt,ib3-lb4-
2. G-. Unwin, The Gilds and Companies of London (3r& ed., London, 1938),

P. 251.

( iv )
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and a further act in 1529, all alien craftsmen in the suburbs were placed

under the supervision of the appropriate city company and were compelled

"k° Pay quarterage to the company. In August 1562 the Company of Cord-

Gainers obtained letters patent from the Crown which - inter alia - gave

the Company certain rights over non-freemen shoemakers, both English and.

alien born. "All foren showemakers" were required to make the same pay-

ments to the company as the freemen. There was also a clause limiting

the number of freemen who could attend markets outside London to buy

leather; and certain freemen were to buy leather on behalf of the whole 
2company. This provision seems to have been used to prevent shoemakers

who were free of some other company from buying leather. Finally by the

leather act of 1563 the Company of Cordwainers were given the right of
3search of all footwear produced in London and three miles distant.

The non-freemen shoemakers did not submit quietly to supervision 
In 1567 the Company of Cordwainers presented a bill of complaint to the 
Queen on the subjeot of non-freemen craftsmen which was passed to the 

Court of Aldermen of the City for consideration. In May the aldermen 
aPpointed a committee of six - including a Mr. Roger Martin who was to 
become Lord Mayor in the following November - to examine the matter. The 

cordwainers' complaints have not survived., but their general nature is 
clear from the report of the committee which was presented to the Court •

• Unwin, Gilds and Companies, pp. 2A9-50.
 ̂• Acts and Ordinance Book of the Company of Oordwaineifr 1572-1688 (Gild- 

hall Ms. 8033), Letter» patent, A Eliz., fos. 1-7»
3» 5 Eliz., cap. 8.
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of Aldermen in October0 First, the committee found that alien non-freemen
should pay quarterage but that it should be collected at theirhomes and

they should not be forced to attend the Cordwainers' Hall for payment.
English non-freemen and shoemakers who were members of other companies of
London should not be compelled to pay quarterage. Secondly it was
recommended that when the company was inspecting the goods of aliens,

searohers should be accompanied by an alien as required by the act of

1524. Similarly when searching the goods of English non-freemen, searohers
should be accompanied by two of this group. Thirdly, the company should

infliot no penalty for inferior work other than those laid down in the

leather aot of 1563. Fourthly it was decided that the provision in the

oordwainers' letters patent restricting the number of freemen who might
attend leather markets outside the city of London was contrary to rights

of oity freemen to trade where they wished. Fifthly it was recommended
"that non-freemen should not be compelled to attend the meetings of the

company except to take the oath of obedience; and it was unlawful of the

company to administer any oath on aliens contrary to that contained in the

statute of 1524. Finally the company was to stop levying certain other
charges on non-freemen for which there was no justification. However as
the wardens of the Company of Cordwainers were liable to a penalty of £5
under the leather aot of 1563 for every offence under that aot not cheoked,
all non-freemen shoemakers were to lodge a bond of £10 with the oity

1chamberlain that they would not infringe the acto

1 Repertories 16, fos. 294-5(b).



It is obvious that the cordwainers had been putting excessive
burdens on the non-freemen. It is also obvious that the company’s complaints
mis-fired; for the committee’s report was on the whole much mare

sympathetic to non-freemen, possibly because the claims of the Company of
Cordwainers infringed the right of other city freemen. The cordwainers

•)Protested about the report and found an ally in Martin who became Lord.

^ayor soon after the report was made. Martin refused to inclement the

oommittee's recommendations with the result that the non-freemen shoemakers
2appealed to the Court of Requests. For the next five or six months Martin 

countered every attempt by the Court of Requests to obtain information with 
flimsy exouses for delay^ and no satisfactory settlement of the problem was 
made.

A year later in 1569 the dispute took a new turn when the Company
of Cordwainers sued a foreign shoemaker, Peter Peterson - who had been

involved in the oase in the Court of Requestŝ *" - in the Exchequer for non-
5Payment of quarterage. The exchequer judgement virtually followed the 

findings of the aldermanic committee - except that no distinction was made 
between ¿liens and English non-freemen - and confirmed the company's right 
°f quarterage.^ Following this deoision the company drew up new

Ibid., fo. 316(b).
P.R.O., Court of Requests, Proceedings, Req. 2/54/56.
Repertories 16, fos. 324, 327 , 342 , 3W(b).
Ibid., fo. 342(b).
B.M., Lans. Ms. 22, fo. 104-7«
Cordwainers' Ordinance Book, fos. 9—19« No record of the case has been 
found in the Exchequer. A copy of the judgement has been entered in the 
Ordinance Book of the Cordwainer's Company.



ordinances whioh were ratified in 1571» All shoemakers in London and the 

suburbs - freemen and non-freemen - were to pay quarterage of 6d. for a 
“aster and 3d. for a journeyman. There were also fees for searching goods, 
and non-freemen were required to attend the meeting of the company every

•jquarter day to hear the ordinances read«

There was no more trouble between the company and non-freemen 
for about five years when the dispute broke out again. In 1576 the West
minster shoemakers complained to Burghley that the Company of Cordwainers 

was taking bonds of £5 from non-freemen to ensure that they paid quarterage. 
-®1® oompany was also trying to get an act of parliament to prevent non- 

freemen buying leather in the oity markets.^ The Company of Cordwainers 
was itself having difficulty in maintaining the statutory quality of 

footwear because London shoemakers were using defective leather made under 

a dispensation granted to Sir Edward Dyer in 1595*^ In reply to the 

complaints of the Westminster shoemakers, the company reoited the legal 

grounds for their right of quarterage from non-freemen.^"

In 1577 the dispute was taken to the Exchequer Court where the 
Company of Cordwainers commenced a suit against the Westminster shoemakers. 
At the same time the Westminster men started an action in the Star Chamber

^• Ordinance Book, fos. 21-45»
2» B.M., Lans. Ms. 21, fos. 60-1•
3» Ibid., 24, fo. 182; 26, fo. 189. For Dyer's patent see Chapter 7,

PP» 2 55at
■̂» B.M., Lans. Ms. 22, fos. 104-7»



against the cordwainers. By now feeling was running high. The non-free- 

men banded together to meet their legal costs and the Company of Cordwainers 
indicted them before the Middlesex justices for "an unlaufull Rowte & 

assemblie." The company also had a non-freeman arrested for breach of the 
Peace. Further trouble was to come. "And whereas yo said orateres (i.e. 
ihe Westminster shoemakers) said Solioiter was s(er)ving a subpena ad rejoin- 

.®n£ vppon one John Lench to come to the Star Chamber there came runnyng 

vppon him one Abraham lench his sonne & beinge behinde him yoT said 

Orateres Soliciter did with a dagar stricke him downe to the grounde And 

had slayne him had not other p(er)sons savid him..." The Westminster men. 

also alleged that the free oordwainers were "saieng yt if... my L. highe 

Treasourer were a showemaker they wold shutt upp his window vnless yt he
•j

wold paye quarteredge vnto them."

The next moves are not clear. Professor Unwin thought that the 
Matter was probably settled in 1576; but that the dispute was again before 
"the Star Chamber in 1580.^ It seems more likely, however, that the same 

°ase dragged on from 1576 to 1580. In October 1579 the Court of Star 
Chamber met to consider the matter between the parties "touching Ryotts 
®xtoroon & other mysdomeanors wherewith they severally charged eache 
other." The court referred the case to a committee composed of Sir Roger 

Manwood, the Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer and two judges of the Court

B.M., Lans. Ms. 24, fos. 183-184.
2» Unwin, Gilds and Companies, p. 253*



of Common Pleas. The committee reported at the end of November. The most 

important matter they considered -was the question of quarterage; but it 

was found that none of the appropriate statutes "dooe... fullye and clearly 

¿etermyne the saide (matter)." However on considering the report of the 
Lord Mayor’s oommittee of 1567, the Exchequer judgement of 1569, and the 
oi’dinances of the Company of Cordwainers approved in 1571, the committee 
concluded that these should be observed. In short the company's right to 
levy quarterage on non-freemen was confirmed. It was further ordered that 

ftll charges between the parties should be "releasd & dyschardgyd And so 

the p(ar)tyes mutually quyetted." A similar judgement favourable to the 
Company of Cordwainers appears to have been reached in the Exchequer in 

”*580« This judgement appears to have settled the matter although the 
granting of a charter to Westminster in 1585^ probably prevented further 

tension between the shoemakers in the two cities. Of the 131 non-freemen 
°h whom quarterage was levied in 1599, only two were living in Westminster.^

The shoemakers were not the only group of city leather craftsmen 

to be troubled by non-freemen working in the suburbs. The curriers had 
similar troubles. Although of long standing the Company of Curriers had 
bot received a charter of incorporation in the sixteenth century. About

1* P.R.O., Sta. Cha. 5/C 59/58.
2. Among the records of the Co. of Cordwainers there is a badly mutilated 

and almost illegible document dated 18th Dec.1580, which appears to be 
a copy of a judgement in the Exchequer confirming the Company’s right 
to charge quarterage (Gildhall Ms. 7368).

3» Unwin, Gilds and Companies, p. 253*
Ibid., p„ 250.
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1566 an act was drafted which would have brought all the "foreign" curriers 

ih the suburbs together with the members of the existing organization into
-ja new Company of Curriers but the proposal got no further. Some years 

later, in 1587, the city curriers complained of competition from foreign 

curriers in the suburbs who worked for suburban shoemakers and for some 
of the city shoemakers as well. The oity curriers also complained without 

Justification that the non-freemen curriers were not bound by the act of 
1563 preventing curriers from buying tanned leather. In fact this act 

was supposed to apply to all curriers and the curriers gild had a right 

of searoh over workmen extending three miles into the London suburbs.^
In the early seventeenth century the non-freemen curriers alleged that the 

Company of Curriers was trying to exclude them from currying completely, 
^hey claimed that the company "craftily inserted into a long act of 5 

rolls of parchement" a clause giving them a monopoly of all currying work 
around London. However the Attorney-General "found a way" to restore work 

the non-freemen curriers.^ What seems to have happened was that the 
leather act of 1604 gave the Company of Curriers the right to all currying 
work in the city and for three miles into the suburbs - a right the 
oompany had possessed under the earlier legislation of 1563. The Company 
then laid informations against shoemakers who had supplied leather to non

freemen curriers, whereupon the latter protested to the Privy Council and

1* P jR.O., S.P. 12/41, no. 23.
Acts of the Privy Council, 1587, pp. 200, 265.

3. See Chapter 8, p.3oO.
Hist. Mss. Comm. Hatfield Mss. XVIII, p. 146.
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the Attorney General stopped the informations by an order in the Exchequer 

^ated 20th April, 1607» Seven years later the Company of Curriers 

complained that the order was damaging their livelihoods. An enquiry was 
made by Sir Francis Bacon who found in favour of the Company. The Privy 
Counoil then agreed that the original clause in the statute of 1604 should 
stand and that the city curriers should have a monopoly of currying work*"*

In the meantime the Company of Curriers had obtained a royal oharter of 
incorporation in 1606 giving it control over freemen and foreign curriers 
3-n the city and for three miles into the suburbs.

Disputes between freemen and non-freemen workers were not of 
course confined to London. In the 1630s, for example, groups of leather 
Workers in several Lancashire and Cheshire towns suffered competition from 
other leather craftsmen who worked without gild restriction in the country.

Ihe country leather workers, for their part, claimed that they were hindered 

"the leather gilds who attempted to stop them from following their 

occupations.^ Similar evidence comes from places as far apart as Reading 
and Oswestry. In the former town the freemen tanners complained in 1624 

"straungers (that) doe use to sell leather in the markett on markett 
'layes to the great hurt of the freemen of the towne" ;**" in Oswestry in 1689

 ̂• Acts of the Privy Council, 1614, I, PP. 477, 562-4.
Charter and Byelaws of the Company of Curriers (Gild Hall Mss. 6117), 
fos. 59-100.

3» P.R.O., Privy Council Registers, P.C. 2/41, pp. 373, 377; 2/43, P* 26, 339
- 40; 2/44, P. 292; 2/45, PP. 288-9. I .
Records of the Borough of Reading, voi. II. p. 168.
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Company of Tanners decided to take legal action against "Wm. Rogers, 
a foreigner to the said Conpany, who buys hides and skins within the said 
borough, infringing the company's rights, contrary to the letters patent 
°f Charles II."1

Another difficulty that restricted the ability of gilds in
London to control the occupations they represented in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, was that there was sometimes a differentiation of

classes within the gilds. The ruling group was often engaged in trade

r&ther than in manufacture and was out of sympathy with the industrial
2oraftsmen who resented the control they exercised over them0 In the light 

leather industry this situation led to a split in the Company of Leather- 

sellers in 1638;^ in the oase of the Companies of Curriers and Cordwainers 
■the distinction never became pronounced.

We have seen that many London curriers were traders in tanned 
leather. Such men tended to govern the company. In 1563 "thelders and 
^elthye men of the saide Company licensid to by lether to sell again" 

controlled "the pore of the Company" and were extracting excessive sums 
°f money from them as part of the Company's contribution towards equipping 
ah army. The trading curriers were ordered by the Court of Aldermen to

^• "Oswestry Corporation Records," no. XXXVII, Trans. Shrops. Arch. & 
Natural History Soc.. Series I, vol. 4 (1800-1), p. 52. ™ ~ ” ~

2. Unwin, Gilds and Companies, p. 251.
3*’ s«e Chapter 6,_p. '
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” shewe and doo vnto them (the poor members) all the frendeship yt they by
1eny wayes or meanes may doo" Some twenty years later the master and 

wardens of the company were still imposing heavy financial burdens on the 

yeomanry by compelling them to attend weddings and burials of members and 
similar assemblies. The Court of Aldermen ordered that the practice should 

stop. Both these incidents show that the working curriers were not 

Powerless to resist the wealthier trading members of the company. This can 
be seen even more clearly from a third incident that took place in 1597«
The court of the company tried to change the manner of electing the 

officers of the yeomanry in order to get greater control over the election, 
but the body of the company was successful in opposing this move.^ The 

company’s charter of 1606 with its detailed regulation of the actual 
Process of ourrying shows that the company was still at that date very 
much a body of manufacturing craftsmen despite the presence of the trading 

group0* 2‘' in October 1646 the company made an order that persons "who shall 
Pot be of the manuall trade of a Currier and vse the same," could not be 

elected to any of the official posts of the company. Obviously the 
commercial element had not become dominant. Late in the century however 
the latter group had considerable influence on the policy of the company0

^• Repertories 15, fo. 108(b).
2* Ibid., 20, fos. 190(b)-191.
3* Charter and Byelaws of the Curriers' Co., fo. 19(b), 21. 

Ibid., fos. 59-100.
Curriers' Minutes Book. 1628-1658, p. 226.
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In 1688 the company decided to place its whole power in defence of one of 
its number who had been accused of buying and selling tanned leather.

Even so the manufacturing curriers were not neglected. As late as 1699, 
sixty-nine journeymen curriers petitioned the master and wardens asking 
that the company might regain the curriers’ former right to all the currying 
work in London; the request was agreed to and it was decided to raise a 

Ievy to pay for a bill in Parliament.^

There was a similar division of interests within the Company

of Cordwainers, although - as with the Company of Curriers - the trading

element did not dominate the company. About 1560 a dispute occurred between

the "elders and assistants" and the rest of the company regarding the

eleotion of officers for the former were attempting to tighten their grip

the control of the company.^ To judge from the activity of the company

Ih influencing legislation**" we may safely assume that the rulers of the
°ompany were primarily interested in trade. In 1641 there was a further

development in the e lection  o f o f f ic e r s .  Instead o f the yeomanry wardens

feeing elected by members of the company as they had been in the past, the
°ourt of the company decided to appoint these officers in future from
Members of thejeomanry. At the end of their term of office the wardens

5
were made members o f the l iv e r y .  In the fo llow in g  year the journeymen * 2

^• Minutes Book of the Company of Curriers, 1689-1750 (Gildhall Ms. 6113), 
P . 21.

2* Ibid., p. 146, 147.
3» Repertories 14, fos. 151(b), 325(b)“326.

See Chapter 8,pp.3o2-30fa
5* Court Book of the Company of Cordwainers, 1622-1653 (Gild Hall 7353/0, 

31st August, 1641.



shoemakers oombined together "touching thir wages & times of working."
The conpany opposed the journeymen's olaims. Tet in spite of the

undoubted distinction between the ruling group in the company and the

working craftsmen, a major dispute never arose. Throughout the seventeenth
oentury the oompany remained representative of the shoemakers although

1admittedly of the trading masters rather than the journeymen. This state

continued into the eighteenth oenturyj and in 1756 of the 81 members of
,, 2 the company, 61 were actually shoemakers.

A rather different line of cleavage existed in the Cordwainers'
Company between the shoemakers and the cobb lers . The la t t e r ,  repaired  o ld

shoes and constituted a threat to shoemakers who therefore attempted to
control th e ir  numbers and a c t iv it ie s .  In  the early  fifte e n th  century the

Company o f Cordwainers and the cobblers drew up a d e ta iled  schedule

defining the limits of the two occupations. In 1476 the number of cobblers
ih London was limited to 44 who were under the control of the Cordwainers'

xCompany, A new agreement was made in 1504. The Company's letters patent 

of 1562 said nothing about cobblers but the matter was dealt with by the 
Exchequer judgement of 1569 which ruled that no-one should set up as a 
cobbler in London and the suburbs without permission of the master and 

hardens of the company.* 2*' In 1616 the company became concerned at the

1» See Cordwainers* Court Books, 1622-53» 1665-88, 1689-1717, (Gild Hall 
Mss. 7353/1, 7353/2, 7353/3), passim.

2. J.R. Kellet, "The Breakdown of Gild and Corporation Control over the 
Handicraft and Retail Trades in London," Eoon. Hist. Rev., vol. X 
(1958), p. 390, note 3.

3« C.H.W. Mander, A Descriptive and Historical Aooount of the Cordwainers 
of the City of London (London, 1931), PP* 55, 59, 60.
Cordwainers Ordinance Book, fo. 16«
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increase in the number of cobblers working in London» It was reokoned 
that there were 351 freemen cobblers in London and also 250 freemen shoe
makers who carried out "ould workinge." There were 101 members of other 

companies who were cobblers, and 109 foreigners. The Court of Aldermen 
"hich considered the matter ruled that no person should cobble unless he 
had served a seven year apprenticeship with a shoemaker or cobbler and
that no more should be admitted to the "nomber of the Jacobs Dozen" which

1"as the cobblers organization within the Cordwainers' Company. During
the subsequent years the numbers of cobblers in the suburbs apparently

increased while the numbers under the control of the company of Cordwainers
declined. In 1650 those cobblers belonging to the company complained to

the oity authorities of the unskilled workers who were setting up as
cobblers. An enquiry revealed that the number of cobblers allowed in the

Jacobs Dozen was 48 but that only 13 persons were in fact members.
Permission was given by the Court of Aldermen for the oompany to prosecute

2non-freemen cobblers.

In other towns besides London shoemakers' gilds attempted to 
regulate the activities of cobblers.^ There is evidenoe from towns such 
&s Lincoln, Oxford, Reading and Leicester of regulations intended to 

control oobblers.^ The normal practice seems to have been that shoemakers' 1 2

1* Repertories 32. fos. 335(b)-336(b).
2* Repertories. fos. 121(b), 135(b), 205-206.

Unwin, Industrial Organisation. p. 64.
^inooln, Hist, Mss. Comm., Report 14, Appendix 8, p. 53; j. Wilson,
'The Guild of the Corvesers of Oxford," Archaeological Journal, vol. VI, 
(1849), p. 271; Records of the Boroufja of Reading, vol. II, p. 173; 
Kramer, Craft Gilds, p. 201.



organizations allowed the cobblers to become members. In this way their 
numbers could be controlled and their premises could be inspected to see 
that they did not start manufacturing new shoes. But the line of 

demarcation between the two crafts was suoh that it was difficult to keep 
them separate.

It is well known that during the seventeenth century the power 

°f the gilds in regulating industrial activity waned as industry developed 
outside the areas of their oontrol and as the gilds became less represent- 
&tive of the occupations they controlled. Yet this was perhaps less true 
of the London Companies of Cordwainers and Curriers than of some others* 

Although there were developing groups of workmen outside the jurisdiction 
of these companies and although both companies tended to become controlled
by persons more interested in trade than manufacture, neither of these 
tendencies completely divorced these companies from the heavy leather 
industry. This will be seen most clearly as we turn to an examination of 

government policy towards the industry. In the determination of industrial 

&nd commercial regulations for the leather industry the Company of Cord- 

diners and the Company of Curriers had an influence out of all proportion 
to the numbers of leather craftsmen they represented.

• The tendency was noticable however even in the case of these two companies 
viz. the curriers’ petition of 1699 that they should once again have the 
night of all currying work in London (supra, p.iOif ), and the decline 
in the number of cobblers under "the control of the Company of Cordwainers 
(supra, p.iofe )•
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CHAPTER 6 : THE STRUCTURE OF TOE LEATHER INDUSTRY 
II. THE LIGHT LEATHER CRAFTS

(i)
The integration of the light leather crafts

The organization of the light leather industry -was in some ways 
similar to the organization of the heavy leather crafts. In both groups 

orafts, for example, the unit of production was usually small. However 
there was a major difference between the two branches of the leather 

industry. The various light leather crafts of leatherdressing and the 

^nufacture of products of light leather were often combined in one man - 

that is integration was common in this branch of the leather industry.

The evidence of integration of the light leather crafts is of 
three kinds. In the first place inventories of leather craftsmen that will 
t>e examined below demonstrate clearly that craftsmen described as glovers 

leather and many kinds of leather goods besides gloves. Frequently a 
Workman had in his possession skins, dressed leather and finished leather 
goods.1.

Secondly amalgamated gilds of light leather workers often provide 
e-vidence that the occupations were integrated. It will be remembered from

1 Infra, pp. 1 16 t\r S9J\ •
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the previous chapter that amalgamation did not necessarily reflect

integration. On the other hand amalgamation might come about because the

occupations involved were already integrated,. This was the case with the

light leather crafts. Prom the regulations made by light leather gilds it

is obvious that craftsmen often followed more than one occupation. At

Northampton, for example, in the late sixteenth century the joint gild of

tanners and whittawers ordered that glovers should not foul the town’s
water supply with the skins they were dressing.^ At Kendal in YTestmorland
the gjovers’ gild made regulations governing the purchase of sheepskins by

gloversA Both examples indicate that the glovers were making leather as
well as gloves. Similar regulations were made by the glovers’ gild of

Carlisle in the mid-seventeenth century where the glovers were instructed
5not to re-sell skins until they had been made into leather or gloves.

The glovers' company of Shrewsbury also regulated the sale of raw skins in
£

'the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. However the clearest 
ovidence provided by the gilds of integration probably comes from the early 

history of the London Company of Leathersellers which was an amalgamation 
of crafts representing several integrated occupations; the Company of

See Chapter 5, PPolblf — IbS
2» This joint gild of heavy and light leather workers seems to have been 

a convenient arrangement in a fairly small town .- ' .

5* J.C. Cox, Records of the Borough of Northampton, vol. II (1898), p. 289o
"A Boke of Recorde of the Burgh of Kirkby Kendal,” Cumb, & Westmorland 
Antiq. & Arch. Soo.. extra series 7, p. 145»

5« "Municipal Reoords of the City of Carlisle," idem, vol. 4, p. 213«
6» W.A. Leighton, "The Glovers of Shrewsbury," Shrop. Arch. & Nat. Hist. 

Soc.. series 1, vol. 7, pp. 432, 434.
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Leathersellers will be discussed below.1

Thirdly, there were contemporary descriptions of the light 
leather industry which show that integration was common. In 1593 there 
was drawn up for the government an acoount of the organization of the 
manufacture of dressed leather and leather goods. "All workers of hydes 
or skynnes into any of the said sortes of lether for the most part live 
by their hand labors." They were "sett... on worke in the Countrye" by 
the "glovers being men who retayle the same to artificers labourers & 
husbandry servantes, & sell in grosse to the lethersellers." The descript
ion continued:

"It (leather) passethe in no handes then the poor workmen... : 
for being wrought in oyle or in Alom, and oker, or whytetawed 
onely in Allome without oker, it ifiay not be vttered in grosse 
or by retayle to serve the gentlman, yoman, artificer, or 
labourers for apparell, or the Sadlers, Girdlers, Cofermakers, 
Budgetmakers, stationers, poyntmakers, pursmakers or glouers, 
nor may be converted into wares by the glovers who in the 
oountrie is oommonly the worker of all lether yt is whyt'tawed 
or wrought wth oker (sic oil?) vntill the seale be affixed." 2

Later, in 1621, the light leather industry was described in a bill

Presented in Parliament. It was explained how glovers and leatherdressers

bought skins of various kinds "soe manie... as they and there servantes
°ann dresse into Leather and make uppe into made wares of gloves and other

Manuffactures and vent in their severall shoppes or places of Residence..."^

1 • See pp. 22lf et" sctf *
2» B.M., Lans. Ms. 74, fo. 138» Italics mine. The seal mentioned in the 

last sentence refers to the proposed search of dressed leather under a 
patent granted to Edward Daroy in 1593 (see Chapter 7, pp.26S’-270. )

3» ¥. Notestein, F.H. Relf, H. Simpson, Commons Debates. 1621 (Yale U.P. 
1935), vol. 7, p. 145.
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A similar situation was implied in a Kent wage assessment of 1563 in which

two categories of journeymen glovers were distinguished. They were the

"waterman" and the "shopman." The former was paid more than the latter and
2w&s evidently the workman who turned the skins into leather. The shopman 

^as probably the craftsman who actually made leather goods in the glover's 

shop for sale to the customers.

We are safe in concluding on the basis of the evidence of 

inventories, gilds and contemporary description that integration of the 

light leather crafts was common in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 

There is some other evidence, however, relating mainly to London to show 

ihat there was sometimes a separation of leatherdressing from the craftsmen 

making leather goods. For example in 1615 the glovers of London stated 

that "the Glouers and Leatherdressers" made leather that was sold in fairs 

and markets "for garments, saddles, gloves and other necessaryes."^ This 

statement - perhaps - does not conflict seriously with the evidenoe 

examined earlier that leather manufacture and the manufacture of leather 

goods were integrated; for we should expect that there was some demand 

for ligjit leather in its uncut state from consumers and from craftsmen 

such as saddlers who worked mainly with tanned leather but used a little 

Pressed leather as well.^ Also it is noticable that both "Glouers and

1 • B.H. Putman, "A Kent Wage Assessment of 1563," English Historical Review, 
vol. XLI (1926), p. 271o

2» At Chester the leatherdressers were known as wet glovers. See below,
’P » 212

3. B.M., Additional Ms. 38170, fos. 87(b)-88.
4. See Chapter 5, p. I S 2.
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leatherdressers" were described as making leather which indicates that

the former at least also made - or had made - gloves as well. However,

some years later, in 1638, the glovers made a more definite statement that

"Gloves (are) now not usually made by the dressers," but that instead

there was a differentiation of functions between glovers and leatherdressers
1similar to that which existed between shoemakers and tanners.

This last piece of evidence is supported by the fact that in the 

seventeenth century dressed leather manufactured in the west of England was 

transported to London where it was made into leather goods by the suburban 

glovers. We should therefore expect to find some separation of the li$it 

leather crafts in the west of England for there would be leatherdressers 

ttanufacturing leather for the London market. In fact such a separation 

exist. In Chester the Ancient Company of Glovers was composed of the 

*et and the dry glovers. The former bought skins - many of them in Ireland - 

and manufactured them into leather.^ Some of this leather was sent to 

London and some was bought by the dry glovers who made leather goods - 

Presumably mostly for local consumption.^-

The statement of the London glovers referred to above inferred 

that the separation of leatherdressing and glovemaking was a fairly recent

1* P.R.O., S.P. 16/386, no. 90.
2. See Chapter 3, P. IOJ
3» The evidence does not support Unwin's interpretation (industrial Organ

ization . p. 72) that the wet glovers were traders in skins which were 
worked up by the dry glovers. The wet glovers were alternatively des
cribed as leatherdressers. They also complained that they oould not 
afford to pay a proposed levy on dressed leather that would hardly have 
worried them had they been only dealers in skins.
B.M., Harleian Ms. 1996, fos. 258-9o
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development. Possibly it was of longer standing than the glovers believed. 

But the faot that they thought that a ohange in the organization of the 

°rafts had occurred is itself evidence that the integration of the leather 

orafts was regarded as the normal situation and that separation was a 

departure from the normal. The fact that leatherdressing and glovemaking 

'were sometimes separate occupations in some areas does not conflict with 

the view that the light leather crafts were often combined in one man.

We now have to explain the organization of the light leather 

°rafts. In some respeots it is easier to explain the separation of 

leatherdressing from glovemaking than it is to find reasons for the 

integration of the light leather crafts. As in tanning and shoemaking 

there was a natural break in the manufacturing processes between the 

production of dressed leather and the manufacture of gloves and similar 

articles. There was oertainly no technical reason why light leather should 

Quickly be made into leather goods. The division between leatherdressing 

and glovemaking can then be explained in geographical terms in much the 

same way as the division between tanning and shoemaking. We saw when 

discussing trade and location that the leatherdressers of the western 

districts of England were favoured with ample supplies of skins and 

Possibly also with water particularly suitable for leatherdressing, and 

^at these districts found an outlet for their leather in London. The 

west of England possessed oertain advantages for leatherdressing by virtue
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of its supplies of raw materials and London was the largest single market 

for leather goods in the country. Since there were no technical or 

soonomio reasons for transporting leather goods rather than leather, 

leatherdressing and glovemaking sometimes became separate occupations.

But as we have seen, integration was probably more common than 

separation. The explanation for this seems to be that there were no 

Particular reasons why the orafts should not be integrated. In the first 

Place it is easy to understand why oraftsmen using light leather made 

Several types of light leather goods. The basic operation of cutting and 

stitching gloves or purses or other articles were the same; and there were 

Pot the same problems of fitting and shaping that occurred in shoemaking. 

Secondly, although there was a break in the manufacturing processes between 

ĥe manufacture of leather and light leather goods, this break did not 

oonstitute an impassible barrier. Neither leatherdressing nor glovemaking 

required a high degree of skill as compared with the heavy leather crafts"* 

ari& there seems to have been no great difficulty in one man learning both 

orafts. More important, the advantages of separating the manufacture of 

light leather from the manufacture of leather goods were small. In the case 

°f the heavy leather crafts, it was suggested that it was cheaper to trans

port leather than footwear since the former was less bulky than boots and

• See Chapter 2, pp.57-5^ • In 1638 it was claimed that women and
boys were being employed in glovemaking in the London area (P.R.O.,
S.P. 16/386, no. 90). In 1697 glovers at Worcester described their 
employees as "decrepit (and) unfit for any other Employment" (Commons* 
Journals, vol. xx±, p. 16).
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shoes. Hence the heavy branch of the industry split between tanning and 

the manufacture of tanned leather products. However in the light leather 

°rafts any difference in transport costs between leather and leather goods 

w&s slight. Gloves, purses, laces and similar items were scarcely less 

bulky than an equivalent weight of leather, for they could be packed flat 

like uncut leather. Possibly it was slightly cheaper to transport leather 

than an equivalent weight of leather goods, but the saving was not always 

sufficient to compensate for the disadvantages of manufacturers of leather 

goods being separated from their supplies of leather. When separation 

ocourred the makers of leather goods had to rely for their supplies on 

middlemen who added to the cost of leather, who might not make regular 

deliveries and who might supply bad leather mixed with good. It was 

Precisely complaints of this kind that the London glovers made against 

leathersellers on whom they depended for supplies of leather.

The relative eoonomic advantages of separation and integration 

"therefore determined whether or not the light leather crafts were combined 

in one man. It may well be that separation was associated with production 

for a distant market. For example when it was a choice of transporting 

leather or leather goods long distances from the west of England to London, 

"the probable saving in transport costs may have been sufficient to favour 

"the former rather than the latter, although not in all cases. When leather- 

dressers and glovers were producing mainly for local markets, however, the 

eoonoraies of separation were probably outweighed by the economies of

1 • See Chapter 4, >p. I if 0
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integration. For these reasons the general pattern of organization of the 

light leather crafts was one of integration of the crafts, althou^i in 

certain circumstances separation oould occur.

(Ü )
The manufacturing unit

By making use of probate inventories of light leather craftsmen 

it is possible to examine the cost structure of these occupations in the 

same way as we have done for the heavy leather crafts. The remarks made 

in Appendix 7 about the shortcomings of probate inventories for this kind 

°f study apply equally to the inventories of light leather craftsmen as 

*«11 as those of tanners, shoemakers and curriers.

In Table IV of Appendix 7 there will be found a summary of
1inventories of a number of light leather workers of various kinds. Since 

the occupations were often combined in one man, the craftsmen have not 

been separated into glovers, leatherdressers or whittawers. However a 

Bumber of dealers in leather and leather goods - either leathersellers or 

haberdashers - have been placed in a separate category for they obviously 

stand apart from the leather craftsmen proper. The dealers' inventories 

all date from the later seventeenth century and belonged to London freemen. 

Like similar inventories of a number of saddlers and other heavy leather 

Workers,* 2 they were probably not typical of traders in other places.

^• The practice adopted in the previous chapter of not giving detailed 
references to inventories mentioned in the text will be followed here. 
Full references will be found in Appendix 7»

2* See Chapter 5, PP. 118-ljq.
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In this ohapter we are concerned with the manufacturer rather 

than the trader but it is instructive to examine briefly the businesses of 

some of these leather dealers in London on whom the light leather workers 

ih the suburbs depended for the sale of their goods. Table IJ£ of 

Appendix 7 indicates the varied nature of their activities. In this class 

was Thomas Smith a member of the Haberdashers' Company who died in 1670 

^saving an estate valued at £344, excluding the £152 which was owing to 

him. In his shop he had £115 worth of leather and leather goods. Most 

his leather consisted of alum dressed sheep and lamb skins but he also 

had a considerable quantity of coloured skins and leather goods such as 

"4 pair of oil lamb drawers at 2/6 a pair." There were no working tools 

listed on the inventory and Smith was apparently a retailer only and not 

a Manufacturer. Henry Pike, a leatherseller, who died in 1695 was a shop 

keeper on an even larger scale and carried a stock of £330 worth of 

leather and leather goods, including alum and oil dressed calf, deer, 

sheep and hog skins, bags, satchels and spatterdashes. His total estate 

Was worth £454 and after his death debts worth £828 were collected. Whether 

these were trade debts or the results of some other business was not 

indicated. Another leatherseller, Thomas Pope, conducted a rather different 

kind of business in 1672. The bulk of his stock-in-trade valued at £220 

consisted of trunks, portmanteaus and buckets - presumably made of leather.

Turning to the inventories of the manufacturing craftsmen,

Tables IV and VIU suggest that the manufacturing unit was generally small 

m  the light leather industry. On the whole, light leather craftsmen 

seem to have required less capital than tanners but rather more than most
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°f the oraftsmen using tanned leather. However the small number of 

inventories available makes it impossible to be definite on this matter.

Some of the oraftsmen represented in Tables IV and VIII were 
Probably employees working on material put out to them by master oraftsmen. 
There was for example Thomas Pigbone, a rather pathetic figure, who died 
at Wye in Kent in 1610 leaving 54s. in cash, a Bible worth 4s., olothes 
valued at 13s. 4d. and Ha payer of sheares and other smaule toules to 
Worcke with all in the shope” worth one shilling. He owned no leather. 
Edward Wassh§ a glover of Boston who died in 1582, was apparently in the 

same class. According to his inventory his only possessions were some 

olothes and the contents of his purse worth 5 shillings; but he had £11 
owing to him. A third example was probably William Thompson a Grantham 

glover whose goods and chattells were worth just over £11 in 1599 and 
whose stock-in-trade consisted of Han allaming tubbe & a great fatte," a 

wheelbarrow and other items worth £1o Thompson owned no leather or hides 
at the time of his death.

These men were employed by master glovers and leatherdressers0 
"The worker or dresser of leather is set on work either by the Country 
Glover who for the most part doth employ his own prentices, or such 

iourneymen as having served in that trade are not hable to occupie any 
stock of their own... Also the Leatherdresser, Leatherseller, and fell- 

conger vse to set men to work for tawing of lether... some being theire 
own meniall servauntes and some hyred by dayworke as ioumeymen.”

1. B.M., Lans. M3. 74, fo. 162
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The majority of the leather craftsmen shown on Table IV were 
Probably "Country Glovers:" that is master craftsmen who engaged in the 

“anufacture of light leather and leather goods. Most of them were small- 
scale producers and - as Table VII shoWs - they made both leather and 

leather goods. It can be seen that the value of the stock-in-trade of most 
°f these craftsmen was small although in some instances the total value was 

inflated by the value of stocks of wool. Leonard Gyfforthe of Grantham 
(died 1599)» for example, owned wool worth £14, while Robert Chapman of 
Kent (1621) had a quantity of wool valued at almost £25. The wool was 

Plucked from sheepskins. "The Glouers & Leatherdressers doe first buy 
rawe hides and Skinnes either in haire or in wooll as many glovers doe 

throughout the Realme, then they take of the wooll & the haire the wooll 
they sorte and sell to Spinsters and Clothiers & the hair they sell to

•j
saddlers, plaisterers & such like." The fact that wool and skins were in 
joint-supply also provided the opportunity for fellmongers - who bought 
skins for the wool - to engage in the manufacture of light leather and 

iight leather goods. For example Edward Hurst of Hinckley in Leicestershire 
Messed skins valued at £36 in 1638 and had a stock of finished leather and 
filoves worth £6. His stock of wool, however, was much larger and was 
Valued at £100. A debt book recorded debts of £1,007 which may have been 

associated with wool dealing.

Leatherdressing and glovemaking was sometimes combined with  

farming. However, i t  i s  noticable from Table IV that a sm aller proportion

B.M., Additional Ms. 38170, fos. 87(b)-88.
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°f these craftsmen engaged in farming as well as the manufacture of 
leather than did the tanners. Possibly the number of inventories of 
light leather workers available was unrepresentative; but it is also 

Possible that leatherdressing combined less easily than tanning with 

farming. One reason why tanners were also able to be farmers was that the 
Process of tanning was very slow and they had time to fit in other activities. 
There was less time spent waiting about in leatherdressing and glovemaking 
aPd so there was less time to spare for other occupations.

The cost structure of the light leather crafts was basically 
similar to the crafts concerned with tanned leather. Fixed costs were 
small and low in relation to the value of work in progress. This may be 
seen readily by reference to Table VTH. On one or two inventories a 

distinction was made between equipment used in leatherdressing and that 

Used for the manufacture of gloves. For example the shop tools of 
Thomas Pouter of Writtle in Essex - cutting boards and knives - were valued 

at 10s., and the "yeard" equipment - troughs and tubs - were worth 12s.

There is no information about the rents that light leather
2Workers paid but probably - as in the case of heavy leather workers - 

working premises could be rented together with a dwelling house. It is 

worth noting that although rents were only a small proportion of total 
costs, the lower rents in the London suburbs as compared to the city centre

1. See Chapter 5, PjgO
2. See Chapter 5, P*I8 3
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-JWas one factor why the light leather workers settled on the outskirts.

The value of stock held by light leather workers varied a good
deal. It was low in glovemaking because the turnover on capital was quick.

Ih 1593 it was said that glovers in London could cut 20 dozen dressed skins 
2a week; at Chester glovers bought leather frequently in small quantities 

and "never had more than 20s. together at one time."^

Craftsmen who made leather as well as leather goods carried 

larger stocks than those who made gloves alone. It can be seen from Table 

VIH that an investment of £10 or £20 was apparently not unusual in leather- 
dressing. This was because several weeks elapsed before a skin was dressed 

into leather and became ready for sale or manufacture into gloves or 
similar articles. The London leathersellers claimed in 1593 that a
leatherdresser who spent £3 on skins had to wait six months before his
4 4■•■nvestment would "yield him £3 more to maintain his family..." Possibly
ihe time stated was an exaggeration;'* but essentially leatherdressers 

faced a similar problem to the tanners: that of having a sufficient 
number of skins balanced throughout the leatherdressing process in order 

0̂ secure a supply of leather and leather goods regularly becoming avail
able for sale. Some leatherdressers possessed large quantities of skins

"*• See Chapter 3, pp
2« B.M., Lans. Ms. 74, fo. 143»
3. B.M., Harleian Ms. 1996, fos. 248-9«

B.M., Lans. Ms. 74, fo. 144.
5. Leatherdressing usually took a few weeks; see Chapter 2, p y g
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an& le a th e r. For example Avery Brougham o f H orncastle (1599) had a stock  

° f  1,400 c a lf  le a th e rs  and 5,000 sheep leathers  in various stages o f 

nanufacture; Thomas Hareby in 1638 dressed 200 ca lfsk in s  and 1,000 sheep

skins and had another 250 ca lfsk in s  and 20 sheepskins already dressed. 

However leatherd ressers  usually had le s s  invested in skins than tanners 

^■id in hides fo r  two reasons. F i r s t ,  tanning was a much longer process  

■than leatherd ress ing . Secondly skins were generally  much cheaper than 

ca ttle  h ides.

Un like tanners who sometimes spent la rg e  sums on bark , le a th e r -  

dressers and g lovers apparently spent very l i t t l e  on alum and o i l .  These 

items were not usually  l i s t e d  separately on inven tories , and when they were 

their value was very low.^

Probate inventories provide no information about the labour  

I'eq.uirements o f l ig h t  lea th e r craftsmen. Contemporary statements that 

fa s te r  glovers employed " i i i i ,  v , v i ,  v i i i ,  or x in work in making g loves, 

Purses, bagges, pointes" may be treated  with the scepticism  due to most 

la te  sixteenth century s t a t is t ic a l  ca lcu la tion s . There cannot have been 

^ h y  employers on that sca le  among the l ig h t  leather craftsmen. According  

tc> the study made by A .J . and R.H. Tawney^ G loucestershire g lovers conducted 

^ i h ly  one man businesses in the early  seventeenth century. Of 133 g love rs , 

six  had one employee, and two had two eachj the others had none. As we 

Have seen, g lovers sometimes had regu la r employees and sometimes employed

1 • See Table VIH,

B.M ., Lans. Ms. 74, fo. 162.
3. A .J . & R.H. Tawney, "An Occupational Census o f  the Seventeenth Century,!* 

Econ. H is t . Rev. ,  v o l. V (1934-5), P» 54»
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labour on a day to day basis. In other words there was a putting-out
system whereby the glovers employed outworkers "others then their own

2servants and apprentizes." The light leather crafts were well suited to 
"this form of production for the manufacturing processes were simple and 

equipment cheap. This system had the advantage of keeping down labour 
oosts by making use of part-time workers paid by the piece.

When discussing the heavy leather crafts we suggested that 
labour costs had the effect of limiting the size of the manufacturing 

unit in shoemaking; but that in tanning it was sometimes possible to 
employ labour more efficiently by engaging in large-scale production.^ 

keatherdressing was in an intermediate position. Output was less dependent 
°h the amount of labour at work than shoemaking (or of course glovemaking, 
if that occupation were carried on independently of leatherdressing); but 
since the technical processes were quicker in leatherdressing than in 
tanning, labour was less likely to be left idle waiting for chemical 
Processes to be completed. Hence there was less opportunity for lowering 

average labour costs by increasing the quantity of skins being dressed,,

Light leather craftsmen were not likely to grow very rich if 
they confined their activities to making leather and leather goods; 

although Table IV suggests that some of them enjoyed modest incomes. In

1 • Supra, p.2.18.
2» Notestein, Relph, Simpson, Commons1 Debates, 1621, vol. 7, p. 146.
3. See Chapter 5,pp. iQo-iqi.
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the early  seventeenth oentury the wet g lovers o f Chester lamented that

they could not earn more than 4s. a week; but as a c lass  the g lovers

2
were not the poorest o f the craftsmen o f Chester. However the men who 

amassed considerable personal wealth were not the manufacturing craftsmen 

but the le a th e rs e lle r s  and dealers in leath er goods^ on whom so many 

craftsmen -  in London at le a s t  -  depended fo r  th e ir  raw m aterials and fo r  

the d isposal o f  th e ir  products.

L igh t leath er craftsmen, there fo re , were in some ways not very 

d iffe ren t to workmen in the heavy leather branch o f the industry . Both 

groups o f craftsmen needed l i t t l e  investment in fixed  equipment. In both 

groups o f occupations, too, variab le  costs accounted fo r  almost a l l  o f 

tota l costs. The costs o f raw m aterials were p a rt ic u la r ly  important in  

tanning and to a le s s e r  extent in leatherd ressing ; in the occupations 

Using tanned leather and glovemaking labour costs were more important in  

determining the size o f the manufacturing un it . The d iffe ren ces  in  

organization between the two branohes o f the leath er industry lay  not in 

the s ize  o f the manufacturing un it, but in the re la tion sh ip  between one 

occupation and another.

( i i i )

G ild s , in tegration  and control

When d iscussing  the London heavy leath er g i ld s  in the sixteenth  

and seventeenth centuries we saw that both the Company o f Cordwainers and

^• B.M., H arle ian  Ms. 1996, fos. 248-9»
2. See Unwin, In d u s tr ia l O rgan isation , p. 72.
3. See Table IV.
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■the Company of Curriers continued to exeroise some control over their 
Respective occupations even though they experienced difficulties with 
■workmen in the suburban areas and despite the fact that the ruling bodies 
°f the companies were possibly more interested in the trade in leather 
■than the manufacture of leather goods. The situation was different among 
the light leather crafts where by the late sixteenth century the controlling 

Sild had become an organization of merchants unrepresentative of craftsmen 
°f whom the gild had once been composed.

There was only one gild in London conoemed with light leather

during most of the sixteenth and the first four decades of the seventeenth
centuries. This was the Company of Leathersellers. The company had a

continuous history from at least the fourteenth century but by the early

sixteenth century it consisted of an amalgamation of a number of gilds of
light leather craftsmen that, during the fifteenth century, had all been
concerned with the same kind of commodities. In the early part of the

fifteenth century the leathersellers (who were originally manufacturers of

Points) and the glovers gilds had clashed over their respective rights of
search; since members of both gilds used the same kind of leather and
“acle the same kind of goods. In 1451 the two groups made an agreement to
conduct a jo in t  search o f th e ir  members. Nevertheless in 1479 the records

°f the Company of Leathersellers contained the statement that

"...in this (year) we had much trouble and labor with the Purserus 
and also with the Gloverus; ... And also the Craft of Taweyeerus 
came to us, in the same year, to be of the craft of Lethersellerus, 
and brougjht in their Book."

1 .See Chapter 5, pp. 195 - X05, passi'tn
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^t was explained that there were insufficient members in the V/hittawers 
°rganization to support a separate gild. At the same time the leather- 
sllers and glovers attempted to come to a new agreement on the problems 
°f search in order "to avoid strifes and dissentions." But by 1498 both 

the pursers and glovers joined with the leathersellers, because "both the 
said Fellowships of late be sore decayed." Finally another group - the

•j
Pouohmakers - amalgamated with the Company of Leathersellers in 1517»

By the early sixteenth century, therefore, the company was an 

amalgamation of "... Micanicks Glouers, Pursers, and Longe Cutters (that 

ls Pointmakers) And for unityes sake called Leather Sellers." The 
amalgamation had come about because the boundaries between the several 
°ocupations were so indistinct that one craftsman might follow a number of 
occupations and an individual craftsman in the fifteenth century might well 
belong to one of a number of gilds. In fact most of them seem to have 
JoinXed the Company of Leathersellers - probably because it was the 
strongest - with the result that the others were short of members and were 

eventually absorbed by the leathersellers.

The development of the Company of Leathersellers was a classic 
sxample of amalgamation of the crafts being accompanied by the rise of the 

trading class into a position of dominance over those who remained craftsmen.^

Black, Leathersellers * Company, pp. JO, 37-9, 421-3, 47.
2» P.R.O., S.P. 16/377, no. 38.
3» Unwin, Industrial Organisation, p. 19.
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^hat had happened was that the manufacturing craftsmen for the most part 

Worked in the suburbs beyond the liberties of the city of London, away from 
^he skin and leather markets, and remote from their customers. This meant 

that the leather workers were dependent on the leathersellers for supplies 

°* raw materials and for the sale of their products; and also that the 

Raftsmen lost control of the company. As the leather workers complained 

ln 1619 the leathersellers have "in p(ro)ces of time wormed them out of 
thiere freedome allowing none of the breede & posteritie of those workmen 
to be free ... there not being this daye a Leatherdressor free of the 

Leathersellors company."^

The change that had come about within the Company of Leather- 
sellers after the amalgamations of the fifteenth and early sixteenth 
centuries were described by the light leather workers of the suburbs in 
the early seventeenth century:

"... For those that now are of the Leathersello body by way 
of trade they are of one of these three sortes (viz) Eyther 
meere sellors of Leather woh is dressed & made for them by the 
Leatherdress°rs> & those are not aboue 20. Masters whereof 
about 8 remarkeable, or else men of a poor condicon & and 
theire workemen whome they hire & use to die their leather, to 
withe it, pare it ... Or else Trunkes & Bougett makers such as 
for their materials vse only one kind of tanned sheepes 
leather called Basills from whom may be had many testimonies 
of the Leathersellors oppressions; So as from their ancient 
united trade whereof they were anciently incorporated being 
Leathersello13, wch indeed were Pointes & Lace makers Glouers 
Pursers & Y/hite Tawiers, they are become a body of another 
complexion & nature." 2

"* • Unwin, Industrial Organisation. pl28; Chapter 4, p Jif-o, W,  B.M., 
Additional Ms. 12501$, fo s . 107-8, 112.

2» B.M., Additional Ms. 12504, fo. 112.
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Later, in 1 6 3 8 , the light leather workers claimed that the company no
longer represented even the leather traders: "But as the manner of London
is, The same being Free by the Fathers Copy, This Company is longe since
changed to those that know not leather, For generally the Mr & wardens

snd Body of the said Company are Men of other trades, As Braziers, hosiers,
Faulconers, Gruell sellers (?) etc." It was further alleged that there

a small group of three or four merchants that monopolised the trade
ih certain types of skins. Only one of the group belonged to the Company

Leathersellers, but through him - and his apprentices who took out
iheir freedoms with the leathersellers - the traders used the company to

1oppose the light leather workers.

It is not surprising that the light leather craftsmen in the

London suburbs looked elsewhere than the Company of Leathersellers for the
2Regulation of their occupations. The glovers and leatherdressers had two 

“sin complaints against the company. The first was that it was - as we 
Lave seen - unrepresentative of the occupations involved in the manufacture 

and use of dressed leather. Secondly, leather merchants provided them with 
Poor quality raw materials at high prices and refused to allow leather 
Workers to keep shops in London.^ To remedy these complaints the glovers 
and leatherdressers first supported a number of projects to place the

1» P.B.O., S.P. 16/377, no. 38; S.P. 16/386, no. 90; Unwin, Industrial 
Organisation, pp. 129-30.

2. It is significant that even the working craftsmen accepted the 
principle that their occupations should be regulated.

3. See Chapter A, pj^g J Unwin, Industrial Organisation, p. 129.
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Production of light leather under the supervision of a patentee; and 
later sought to establish their own chartered company»

Professor Unwin has stated that the light leather workers started
-j"their agitation ajgainst the leathersellers about 1612. In fact it can be 

^ated baok to the patent granted to Sir Edward Darcy in 1592. Darcy was 
empowered to supervise the production of ligjit leather in England. The 

scheme was supported by the London leatherdressers and bitterly opposed 
hy the Company of Leathersellers and eventually it was dropped. Two 

further proposals to regulate the production of light leather by means of 
letters patent - one in lélif and the other in 1619 - were both supported 
hy the leather workers and opposed by the leathersellers. The leather- 
^essers and glovers commented on the 1612»- proposal that if the government 
*ere aware of the abuses in the manufacture of dressed leather, it would 

regulate the industry by act of parliament in the same way as tanning.^

Between 1619 and 1621 the suburban glovers and leatherdressers 
“fccle determined efforts to obtain incorporation. In 1619 (or possibly 
e&rly 1620) the glovers and leatherdressers of Westminster and district 
P®titioned the government for incorporation of light leather workers within 
an area of 5 miles around London. They claimed they had made many similar 

^egnests during the previous seven years and that they had the support of

• Unwin, Industrial Organisation, p. 130.
2* See Chapter 7, pp.265~ 2.73
3° B.M., Additional Ms. 3^170, fos. 87(b)-88.
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the Lord Chancellor» According to the account of the leather workers the 
King gave instructions to the Attorney-General "for draweing penning and 
Passinge the said Incorporacions;" and all went well until "by the 
Interposition of the Lord Mayor of the Cittie of London on the behalfe of 

the said Cittie and the Company of Leathersellors thereof..,, the same 
(incorporation) was hindred and the further consideración thereof referred 
to the... Lord Chancelor of England... whoe causing either partie to 

°onceave and sett forth divers reasons and Answers touching the same 
(incorporation).„

3Several of the "divers reasons and Answers?' have survived.
Ihe leather workers had two declared motives for incorporations. "The 

Principan aime of the incorporación is to see that everie housekeeper or 
faster keeps but a competent number of Apprentizes and Jomeymenn, that noe 
®an dare to sett uppe his trade that hath not served seaven yeares as an 
aPprentize, that noe man worke privatelie that is not allowed a Master, 

and manie other restriccions which are evident meanes to repelí a multitude, 

■where now through want of such a government and visitación everie Runnagate 
and misdeameaning followe posteth hither (i.e. to the London suburbs) to 
e&te uppe the livelyhood of the poore house keepers." Secondly the light 
leather workers hoped that by obtaining a charter of incorporation they

• B.M., Lans. Ms. 12504, fo. 104.
2* Notestein, Relf, Simpson, Commons' Debates, 1é21, vol. 7, p. 147.

See ibid, pp. 153-6; B.M., Additional Ms. 12504, fos. 105-8, 111-2, 
114-6. These documents differ mainly in points of detail. The 
information and quotations that follow are drawn from all these 
sources.
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Would be able to inspect supplies of raw materials and perhaps wrest the 

trade in skins and leather away from the leathersellers, although they 

were rather vague about how this would be achieved,,

The Company of Leathersellers opposed the leather workers 

claim on several points. First the company argued that leather workers 

were already inoluded in its membership, which the leather workers denied. 

Seoondly the leathersellers claimed that many leather workers did not want 

an incorporation. Thirdly the company pointed out that by its own charter 

it had the right of searching light leather throughout the country. The 

leather workers did not deny this but retorted that the search could not 

"correct the disorderlie Multitude in pointe of Jomeymen Apprentizes ... 

and divers other Materiall Circumstances of theire livelihood...'’ Fourthly 

the leathersellers thought that incorporation of the leatherdressers and 

glovers would be an unfortunate precedent for other "manuall trades" in 

the suburbs. Fifthly, the company claimed the new incorporation would be 

a monopoly. Lastly, it was argued that the establishment of corporations 

in the suburbs would lead to "the excessive confluence of all sorts (of 

Workmen) unto the Subberbes of the Cittie..."

The enquiries of the Lord Chancellor did not come to "anie 

°erteine opinion"1 and in 1621 the light leather workers attempted to 

achieve their purpose in parliament. They sponsored a bill which made a 

double attack on the leathersellers. The first part of the bill would have

1. Commons Debates, vol. 7, p. 147.
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made the buying and selling of skins illegal under an aot of 1555 dealing 

with forestalling and also under an aot of 1563 concerning the export of 

sheep skins and pelts. The second part of the bill sought an incorporation 

light leather workers in the suburbs five miles around London but not 

including the city. The new company would be subject to the control of 

the Lord Mayor and aldermen of the city and the bill included detailed 

regulations for the company. The leather workers had little success.

Three times the bill was introduced in the Commons and three times it was 

thrown out without debate. The opposition of the city of London and the 

Company of Leathersellers was too strong.^

The leatherdressers and glovers had to wait another seventeen 

years before they obtained their new company. In the meantime the Company 

Leathersellers made an attempt to regain some control of the light 

leather crafts that had obviously been slipping from them. In 1631 and 

ag&in in the following year the Court of Aldermen of the city of London 

^ere asked to approve a plan whereby apprentices of non-freemen glovers 

°ould be bound to the Company of Leathersellers and returned to their 

masters at the end of their apprenticeships. The plan was proposed by 

the small number of glovers who were free of the Company of Leathersellers. 

It was pointed out that if the plan were approved "in process of time their 

*Ul be sufficient number of freemen to dispense with foreign glovers.

Ibid., vol. 7, pp. 144-153«
2. Ibid., vol. 2, p. 206; 4, p. 145; 5, p. 288.
3. In October 1622 two leathersellers claimed £380 from the city for their 

expenses in opposing the incorporation (Repertories 36, fo. 271(b)).
**•<> Repertories 45. fo. 277(b); 46, fos. 300(b)«302(b).
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Although the Court of Aldermen approved the proposal it did not 

succeed in re-establishing the control of the company and in 1638 the 

light leather workers returned to the attack and obtained a charter of 

incorporation. In a petition to the privy council the leather workers 

repeated the points made earlier laying particular emphasis on the charge 

ĥat leathersellers were no more than middlemen who defrauded working 

craftsmen and that the Company of Leathersellers was completely unrepres

entative of manufacturers and even - for the most part - of leather 

dealers. A corporation was therefore granted to a new Company of Glovers 

having authority over the light leather crafts in an area three miles

eround London and with the right to search and seal all light leather
1coming in to the city.

By contrast with the struggles of 1619-21 the leather workers 

found their task easy in 1638. Professor Unwin claims that they were able 

t0 exercise some influence at oourt, but it is likely that they merely 

took advantage of a favourable situation. Several other groups of crafts

men obtained incorporation in the same year. During his period of personal 

rcle Charles I was inclined to view the interests of manufacturing crafts

men sympathetically} and grants of incorporation were also a means of 
3Rising money.

1• P.R.O., S.P. 16/377, no. 38; 16/386, nos. 90, 91.
2. Unwin, Industrial Organisation, p. 130.
3. Ibid., pp. 142-7} E. Lipson, Economic History of England, vol. 3 

(6th ed. 1956), pp. 332-3» See Chapters 7 and 8 for a full discussion 
of the motives of government policy.
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The new company did not solve the glovers' difficulties. Many

leather workers belonged to other companies and the new incorporation had

bo power to translate them. More important the Leathersellers' Company

continued to claim its right of search over dressed leather in addition

ô the power of search of the new company. Hence members of the Glovers'

Company were subjeot to a double s e a r c h I t  is also unlikely that the

bew incorporation remained for very long representative of the working

braftsmen. By the middle of the eighteenth century its membership
2°onsisted mainly of persons who were not leather workers.-

It is instructive to compare the developments in the Leather- 

sellers' Company with the experiences of the heavy leather companies of 

ourriers and cordwainers. In one respect both the light and the heavy 

leather companies in London had to deal with a similar problem: the 

sstablishment of groups of leather workers in suburban areas beyond the 

0’urisdiotion of the city companies. However the manner of dealing with 

"foe problem differed. The curriers and the cordwainers both endeavoured 

■fco regulate the activities of the suburban workmen. The leathersellers 

no attempt to control the light leather workers in the suburbs; 

instead, those workers agitated for a control of their own. The difference 

ib attitudes between the Company of Curriers and the Company of Cordwainers **•

**• Repertories 55. fos. 225“6(b); 57, fos. 239“9(t>); 59, fos. 104(b)-7(b).
J.R. Kellet, "The Breakdown of Gild and Corporation Control over the 
Handicraft and Retail Trade in London," Eoon. Hist, Rev.. 2nd series, 
vol. x (1958), p. 390, note 3. ......
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on the one hand, and the Company of Leathersellers on the other, reflected 

a difference in the character of the companies. Both the curriers’ and 

the cordwainers’ organizations remained representative of working crafts- 

men even though commercial interests were not absent from the administration 

°f the companies. The Company of Leathersellers .however, passed completely 

into the hands of traders and not always of traders in leather. Hence it 

took no interest in the light leather crafts except when leather workers 

tried to obtain an organization of their own that might have infringed the 

Privileges of the leathersellers.

What accounts for the differences in the development of the 

heavy and light leather companies? There seem to be two possible reasons, 

^irst, the Companies of Cordwainers and Curriers were both required by act 

of> parliament to inspect footwear and ourried leather.1 The leathersellers 

experienced no similar legal compulsion. In other words the curriers and 

ĥe cordwainers were both compelled to remain interested in manufacturing. 

Seoondly - and more important - shoemaking and currying were occupations 

°arried on in the city of London as well as in the suburbs. The craftsmen 

°ontinued to be members of the companies, and to take part in their 

affairs. The light leather workers, by contrast, were almost entirely 

°htside the city area and beyond the area of control of the Company of 

heathersellers. Only the dealers in leather and skins remained in the 

°ity and in the course of time the administration of the company passed 

ontirely out of the hands of manufacturing craftsmen.

1 * See Chapter 7, P.2-14-
See Chapter 5, PP® 2.02- 2o5
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Perhaps the oloseitanalogy to the experience of the Company of 

Leathersellers from the heavy leather crafts was the history of the London 

"tanners’ organization» As we have noted in the previous chapter there was 

a tanners’ gild in London in the fifteenth century that apparently collapsed 

as tanners settled in the suburbs,, Unlike the leather sellers’ company,

"the tanners organization did not survive as a traders’ organization,

Possibly because dealers in tanned leather belonged to the curriers’ or 

oordwainers’ gilds.

Without making a detailed examination of light leather gilds in

other parts of the country, we cannot olaim that the history of the

London Company of Leathersellers was typical of developments elsewhere.
2

Amalgamated gilds of light leather craftsmen were common in many towns
3abd the examples mentioned early in this chapter suggest that these gilds 

exercised a control over leatherdressing and the manufacture of light 

leather products. It is well known that by the early eighteenth century 

gild authority over trade and industry was on the wane.**" In one sense the 

failure of the London Company of Leathersellers to represent and regulate 

i&e light leather workers in London in the early seventeenth century - or 

Possibly before - was a particularly early example of the loss of control. 1

1 • See Chapter 5, p 162.

2« See S. Kramer, English Craft Gilds (New York, 1927), PP. 8-10.

3« Supra, p 20Q.

A. See Kramer, op. cit., pp. 176-7o
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(iv)
Conclusion

In these two chapters we have attempted to examine the 

organization of the leather industry. We have seen how the industry was 

sPlit into two branches; and how, within the two branches of the industry, 

"there were differences in organization.

Two factors had a direct influence on the way in which the 

industry was organized. The first was technical. Differences in techniques 

accounted for the division between the heavy and light leather branches of 

"the industry. Tanning and leatherdressing were two quite different ways 

of making leather and they produced different kinds of materials. The 

division between the two branches of the industry was akin to the division 

between one branch of the textile industry and another.

Technical factors also had an important influence on the size 

°f the manufacturing unit. The cost of fixed equipment virtually set the 

lower limit to the scale of production. Since none of the leather crafts 

Used expensive fixed equipment very little capital was needed to set up 

Ifi business. The amount of circulating capital required was also dictated 

by technical factors. Tanning took a long time, leatherdressing rather 

less time, and currying and the manufacture of leather goods were quick 

Processes. Hence tanners usually needed a fairly large stock of hxbs in 

Production in order to achieve a steady flow of leather becoming ready for 

"the market. Leatherdressers needed to hold somewhat smaller stocks of 

skins in various stages of production. Leather using craftsmen could
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work with very small stooks because of the rapid turnover on capital, 

aotual stock of materials in production held by leather workers 

depended on the amount of capital they oould raise, whether leather working 

Was a by-occupation, and the size of the market they were serving. Hence 

■there were considerable variations in the size of the manufacturing unit 

the leather industry although it tended to be largest in tanning and 

sn>allest in the occupations producing leather goods.

The relationships existing between the crafts in the two branches 

of the leather industry were also determined to some extent by technical 

considerations. Between the manufacture of leather and leather products 

there was a distinct break in the chain of production. There were no 

technical reasons why leather should be immediately made into leather goods, 

^his being so, the leather manufacturing and the leather using crafts might 

°f might not be combined in one man according to the influence of other

factors.

This brings us to the second influence on the organization of 

ĥe leather industry - that of markets. The market played a part in 

determining the size of the manufacturing unit and the relationship between 

one occupation and another. The first point is obvious; for production 

^ould not be undertaken unless the product could be sold. The second point 

®Ust be considered in relationship with technical influences on organization. 

As we have seen a geographical separation of the heavy leather crafts came 

About because of the need of shoemakers to live in close proximity to their 

Markets, whereas tanners were more concerned with the availability of raw 

^terials. Among the light leather crafts, there was less need for manu-
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faoturers of leather goods to have personal contaot with their customers* 

Hence the manufacture of leather goods was often carried on together with 

the production of light leather and the occupations were consequently 

frequently combined in one man*

There is also a possibility that government policy had an 

influence on the organization of the leather industry, or rather the 

differences in organization between the two branches of the industry*

Among the heavy leather crafts the government insisted on the principle 

that the various occupations should not be combined in one roan; there were 

150 such provisions for the light leather crafts. The effect of legislation 

°n the structure of the industry cannot be properly assessed until we have
-j®ade a study of government policy. However we may doubt whether the 

differences in organization between the heavy leather and the light leather 

crafts can be attributed to government policy. As we have tried to show 

"the government was swimming with the tide when stating that tanning, 

ourrying and shoemaking should not be combined. It is doubtful whether 

government policy would have been successful if there had not been good 

"technical and economic reasons leading to the separation of the heavy 

leather crafts. This can be seen from the fact that despite government 

legislation shoemaking and currying were sometimes combined in one man 

^Hen it was in the interests of craftsmen to do so*

This is not to say that government interference in the leather 

industry was entirely without effect. The government, for example,

1 • See Chapters 7 and 8, passim.
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regulated the trade in heavy leather; and we have suggested that this 
“ay have been a contributory factor in keeping the dealers in light leather 
°ut of the trade in tanned leather. When leathersellers could buy and 
sell dressed leather without interference from the government there was 
little incentive for them to move into the tanned leather trade where they 

“ight be prosecuted as middlemen. Similarly the fact that the government 
Used the heavy leather companies in London to implement statutory polioy 
“ay have helped to keep those companies interested in the leather industry. 

However economic and technical forces were much more potent influences on 

the structure of the leather industry than government policy and it was 
these forces that determined the way in which the industry was organized.
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Chapter 7 : The Government and the Leather Industry 

The Technical Regulation of Industry, 1563 - 1700c

(i)
Introduction

During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the leather 

industry enjoyed with the textile crafts the doubtful distinction of 
being one of the most closely regulated activities in the econoiqy, In 

fa°t, tanning, currying, and shoemaking were probably subject to a more 
rigorous control than the manufacture of cloth. The regulation of the 
industry formed one of the major branches of Tudor and Stuart industrial 
Policy and a study of the motives underlying this regulation provides an 
interesting insight into the wider aspects of government economic control,
*n this chapter only the technical regulation of the leather industry 

*111 be discussed; consideration of the control of the trade in leather 
and leather goods is reserved for the next chapter. But it must be 
Remembered that the manufacturing and the trading regulations were 
essentially part of the same policy and they are separated here only for 

ihe purpose of analysis#

Industrial policy in the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 

°f which the regulation of the leather industry was a part, was an 

inqportant aspect of the general economic policy of the time that has been 

labelled "mercantilism," The term is slightly unfortunate since it
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iuqplies a consistency that sixteenth and seventeenth century regulation 
^id not possess.^ The content of economic policy varied so much from 

time to time that it is doubtful whether it is possible to speak of a 
Policy at all. Tudor and Stuart economic regulations were often little 

“ore than a series of expedients thrown up by the pressure of vested 
interests and events beyond the control of the government. However the 

aims of economic regulation were usually more stable than the means of 
achieving them. In general the purpose of the economic policy followed 
by Elizabethan and Stuart governments was to strengthen the nation 

Politically and economically. The way in which this was done varied 
from time to time according to changing political and economic conditions, 
the manouvering of pressure groups and, not infrequently, the Crown's 
beed for money.

A national industrial polioy that survived for more than a 
century was established in the 1550's and »60's. The keystone was the 

Statute of Artificers of 1563 whioh contained general regulations for 
industry and agriculture. The statute was buttressed by other acts 
passed about the same time providing detailed control of the cloth and 
leather industries. None of this legislation was completely new, nor 

was it free from the influences of vested interests; but there can be 

little doubt that the over-riding motive of the government in framing 
this legislation was to avoid economic and social disturbances and to

The literature on Mercantilism is extensive. See particularly E. 
Hecksoher, Mercantilism. 2 volA (2nd ed., London, 1955); E. Lipson, 
jconomio History of England, vol. ii, iii (6th ed., 1956), especially vol. 
ii, introduction, passim; A.V. Judges, "The Idea of a Mercantile State," 
yrans. Roy. Hist. Soo.. 4th series, vol. xxi (1939), pp. 41, et seq..; C.H. 
Wilson, "Mercantilism: Some Vicissitudes of an Idea," Econ. Hist. Rev., 
_2nd series, vol. x, no. 2 (1957), pp. 181-188.
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Maintain political security. The expansion of the oloth industry - 
dependent upon foreign markets - during the first half of the sixteenth 
century, followed by depression and unemployment; enclosure for sheep 

grazing accompanied by depopulation; rising prices: all these contained 
the threat of social unrest which the Grown, threatened by enemies from 
within and without, could not afford to ignore»"* Over the next century 
this policy was modified and enforced with varying degrees of vigour, but 
tn general economic regulations looked much the same in the 1660s as they 

had done in the 1560s. In the last forty years of the seventeenth century 

economic policy underwent more significant modification although the 

general framework of sixteenth century regulation was still recognisable.

Before undertaking a detailed examination of the technical 

control of the leather industry, it will be as well to outline briefly 

"the development of the government’s regulation of the industry generally 

Coring the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.^ There were three 

main periods of development, although the boundaries between the periods 

Were not rigid. The first was the formative period of polioy commencing 

"hth the leather aot of 1563, and ending with the modified act of 1604;
^he second period extended to the 1660s during which there was no further 
development of policy; finally, the third period extended from the ’60s

^• See G. Unwin, Industrial Organisation in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth 
Centuries (Oxford, 1904), pp. 139-140; L. Stone, "State Control in 
Sixteenth Century England,” Econ. Hist. Rev., vol. XVII, no. 2 (1947), 
PP. 110-111, 115; F.J. Fisher, "Commercial Trends and Policy in the 
Sixteenth Century," Econ. Hist. Rev., vol. X (1940), pp. 95-117.

2* No references will be given in this section. For detailed references 
see the main body of the chapter.



to the end of the seventeenth century and saw considerable modification 

earlier regulation, particularly in relation to the leather trade.

The leather act of 1563 provided detailed regulations for 
tanning, currying, and shoemaking, and for the sale of hides, leather and 
goods made of leather. It also contained some provisions restricting the 
export of these commodities and governing employment in the leather crafts.

light leather crafts were not controlled by this statute, and, in 
faot, were never subjected to detailed statutory regulation. During the 

forty years after the passage of the leather aot there were continual 
attempts on the part of leather manufacturers to remove certain anomalies 

the tanning regulations, but without success until I601f. In these years 
the control of the leather industry was determined by the vested interests 
of a number of conflicting groups. The large but inarticulate interests 

the mass of consumers who wanted cheap, good quality leather was 
hatched over by the Crown which provided the initiative in regulating the 

industry as part of a wider economic and social policy. But there was 

another side to the Crown’s interest in the leather industry, as is shown 

its refusal to modify the act of 1563, although it knew the tanning 
Fegulation to be unworkable. A bad statute was profitable to the Crown, 
either through the erratic flow of fines inflicted on craftsmen who were 

unable to make leather according to the law, or via the more steady incomes 
received from holders of enforcing and dispensing patents. The leather 
Using craftsmen, particularly the shoemakers and curriers, also had a 
voice in determining the content of economic policy. These craftsmen 

desired supplies of cheap leather and were successful in preventing the 

export of hides and leather. They also had a close interest in the
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roarketing of tanned leather and the Crown's regulation of the leather 
trade in 1563 and subsequent years was determined by the leather using 
craftsmen. The interests of the leather manufacturers, on the other hand, 
seem to have been largely disregarded during the later sixteenth century* 

They wished to make leather without government interference - or at least 
without the clumsy meddling that characterised government interference in 

the late sixteenth century* Presumably — although little is heard of 
this point before the seventeenth century - they also wished to dispose 

of their leather wherever they liked, at home or overseas.

During the second period, between 1604 and the Restoration, 
little attention was given in Parliament to the leather industry. For 

"the most part the history of this period was the story of enforcing the 
legislation developed in the previous forty years, but the pressure groups 
evident in the late sixteenth century can still be discerned.

It would probably not be true to say that the wishes of the 
Consumers were entirely neglected} nevertheless in this period it seems 

though the Crown regarded the leather legislation more as a source of 
revenue rather than an industrial oode regulating the quality and price of 
leather. The most active pressure group interested in the control of the 

industry was the leather using craftsmen led by the London shoemakers.
On a number of occasions they were successful in tightening up the 

restrictions on the export of hides and leather. They were opposed by 
three groups that wished to transport these commodities overseas; graziers 

who were seeking outlets for cattle hides and sheep skins, tanners who 

wanted the widest possible market for their leather and who also acted as
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faotors for merchants exporting hides and skins, and finally exporting 
“erchants dealing in hides, skins, and leather. Little had been heard 

these groups in the late sixteenth century, but they became more 
Vociferous in the seventeenth century. Before the 1660s they were 
generally unsuccessful in removing the restrictions on the export of hides 

and leather; but they were more successful in regard to calfskins and 
large quantities of calfskins were exported under licence. Unlike the 
Period before 1604, there were no developments relating to the purely 

technical control of the leather industry in the period up to 1660. The 

evidence suggests that tanners made leather without too much worry by the 
government.

During the final forty years of the seventeenth century there 
were marked changes in the government's policy towards the leather industry. 
The export restrictions were reversed and the export of leather was allowed 

without restriction; the regulations applying to the sale of leather were 
Modified so that the internal leather trade was virtually unrestricted; 

and the technical regulation of the leather crafts were quietly forgotten 
until 1697. These changes are to be explained partly by changed political 
conditions, hut more especially by changing economic conditions. The 
same vested interests that had influenced policy in the previous hundred 

years were still at work in the late seventeenth century but their 

relative positions had changed. Palling agricultural and leather prices, 
coupled with expanding demand for leather in the colonies, strengthened 

the arguments of the pro-export groups, and weakened the claim of the 

consumers and the leather using craftsmen for government action to secure
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°heap leather. The government itself still regarded the leather industry 

as a source of revenue and in 1697 placed an excise duty on leather and 

revived all the old technical and marketing regulations to aid in its 

°ollection. The interests of all sections of the leather industry and 

the consumers were thereby ignored.

The regulation of the leather industry in the period 1563 - 
"*700, therefore, is largely the story of conflicting pressure groups 
manipuiating policy for their own ends. Nevertheless, it may still be 
&rgued that the government attempted to use economic policy to achieve 

a strong state politically and economically. Whether or not the proposals 

°f a particular vested interest were successful depended ultimately on 
■whether the government could be convinced that they were in the national 
interest. Even the Crown's use of economio regulation for financial 
Purposes could be justified on this basis for no doubt the Crown identified 
its own wellbeing with the best interests of the country as a whole. To 
this extent there was a certain unity in industrial policy in the late 

Sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. But the unity was superficial only; 
beneath the surface was a maze of conflicting interests which gave lie to 
the idea of a strong central government wisely shaping economio policy.

(ii)
Establishment of regulations for the heavy leather crafts. 1563-1604

With the background of the development of government regulation 
the leather industry in mind, we can now study in more detail the 

technical regulations covering the manufacture of leather and leather goods.
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Detailed regulations controlling tanning, currying, and shoe- 
®aking were contained in the leather act passed in 1563,^ the same year as 

■the famous Statute of Artificers. Legislation for the industry had been 

envisaged by Burghley in his industrial programme of 1559 that was largely 
fulfilled during Elizabeth's second parliament. This programme came at the 

end of a decade of rising prices and after the depression in the cloth 

'trade. Leather, unlike cloth, was not an important article of export and 
employment in the industry was not directly affected by the trade depression.^ 

The government's interest, instead, resulted from the importance of leather 
in the internal economy. The price and quality of leather concerned all 

sections of the community, because, in the words of an earlier Edwardian 
statute, "everie sort of people of necessitye must use and have leather."^
The government thought that the price of leather and footwear was rising^
&nd in the disturbed social and political conditions of the mid-sixteenth 
Qentury it could not afford to ignore the mass of people who desired cheap, 
good, leather. The problem had been present for at least a decade before 

1559 and a series of acts between 1548 and 1558 had dealt with various 

sspects of the leather trade and industry.^ In 1563 these various pieces 
°f legislation were brought together into a single codifying statute.

 ̂• 5 Eliz., cap. 8.
R.H. Tawney, E. Power, Tudor Eoonomic Documents. (1924), vol. I, pp.325-30.

3» The industry may of course have been affected indirectly by a fall in 
purchasing power in the economy. Also any reduction in the output of 
oloth was likely to reduce the demand for leather for the backs of wool 
oombs and cards.
2 & 3 Edw. VI, cap. 9, preamble.
Tawney & Power, op. oit., p. 329*
2 & 3 Edw. VI, caps. 9, 11J 3 & 4 Edw. VI, caps. 6, 9; 5 & 6 Edw. VI, 
cap. 15; 1 Mar. st. 3, cap. 8; 1 Eliz., caps. 8, 9, 10.
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The technical clauses comprised the greater part of the act of 
^563. As a first step in controlling tanning, currying, and shoemaking, 
the government insisted that these occupations should he carried on 

separately from one another. This regulation had first been enacted as 
early as 1389 when it was not uncommon for the heavy leather crafts to be 

Combined in one man, and it was afterwards embodied in most subsequent 
legislation. We have seen in an earlier chapter that by the mid-sixteenth 
century the heavy leather crafts were in fact usually separate occupations. 
The presence of clauses in the act of 1563, therefore, demanding the 

SeParation of the heavy leather crafts from one another is slightly puzzling.

The leather act did not explain the purpose of the separation 
°lauses but there were a number of possible reasons for them. In the 

**irst place, the clauses may have been aimed at the few cases where the 

"Occupations were still combined. Secondly, it is possible that the 
government inoluded the provisions demanding separation of the crafts in 

^he leather act of 1563 without any accurate knowledge of the true conditions 

listing in the industry. We shall see later that when attempting to 
regulate tanning the government displayed a faulty knowledge of the 
techniques of the industry, and there is no good reason why it should have 
keen better informed about its organisation. It was a general principle of 
economic policy - contained for example in the Statute of Artificers —

5Eliz., cap. 8, sects. 7, 16.
13 Rich. II, sects, i, cap. 12.
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that one man should follow only one craft. The same principle had been 

embodied in previous legislation for the leather industry dating back to 

the fourteenth century. It would not be surprising therefore to find the 

separation clauses included in the leather act of 1563 as a matter of 

course regardless of the actual organisation of the industry.

However, there is a third possibility which seems to be the most 

likely explanation of the separation clauses in the act of 1563» The 

government appears to have desired that tanning, currying and shoemaking 

should be separate occupations in order to supervise technical standards 

in each of these crafts. This was the view taken by the London leather 

crafts more than a century after the act. Explaining the leather act of 

1604 (which was substantially the same as the act of 1563) to a committee 

°i> the House of Lords in 1689, a representative of the shoemakers pointed 

°ht that the act had been designed so that "one trade should be a check on 

Mother." This was done in London by giving the leather gilds powers of 

Inspection over leather and leather goods made in London and the suburbs. 

Hie separation clauses were intended to assist this check.

The leather act contained separate provisions for tanning, 

currying and shoemaking. Tanning especially was regulated in great detail. 

®arlier aots had been concerned with the quality of leather^ and detailed

 ̂• Hist. Mss. Comm.. 12th report, Appendix VI, "House of Lords Mss, 1689," 
P* 112. obo Chapter 5 , p.

2* Infra, plllf.
5» 3 Hen. VIII, cap. 10; 24 Hen. VIII, cap. 1; 2 & 3 Edw. VI, cap. S,
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/J
banning regulations had been enacted in 1548 , but many of them had been 

Repealed in 1558 , possibly because tanners could not abide by them. In 

1563 the government re-adopted the 1548 regulations -with a few modifications.

The act laid down rules for all stages of tanning. Hides were 

"to remain in the lime solutions for no longer than was necessary to 

loosen the hair. Only lime and bird droppings could be used for this 

°Peration. Tanning liquors could be made only with oalc bark and water 

aT)d the use of any other MThinge or Stuffe" (by which was meant ash bark 

and barley meal) was forbidden. Leather intended for the outer soles of 

shoes had to be tanned for at least a year and leather for other parts of 

shoes for at least nine months. During that time the solutions had tò be 

^ePt fresh, tanners had to take care that the hides were not damaged by 

frost or the sun and they were forbidden to heat the tan solutions in an 

attempt to speed up the tanning processes. Hides had to be tanned whole; 

fhe bellies were to be cut from the back of the hides after tanning by 

fhe leather searchers at the public markets. This regulation was intended 

prevent tanners selling upper shoe leather as outer sole leather, but 

it conflicted with the other clause requiring different kinds of leather 

*0 be tanned for different periods of time. The tanning of horse and bull 

hides, decayed hides, and sheep skins, all of which produced leather
7

^suitable for footwear, was forbidden. To ensure that tanners could

1* 2 & 3 Edw. VI, cap. 11.
2. 1 Eliz. cap. 9, sect. 10.

5 Eliz., cap. 8, sects. 5, 8.
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obtain supplies of oak bark, it was enacted that trees could be barked only 

the months of April, May, and June."* There was also a clause designed 

to prevent butchers gashing hides when removing them from the carcases of

animals.

The act attempted to impose uniform working methods on tanners

throughout the country. The manufacture of heavy leather, therefore, was
mu°h more rigorously controlled than the manufacture of cloth. Before the

great cloth act of 1552, clothiers in some parts of the country had been

exempted from the provisions of the various acts establishing technical

standards, and the legislation of 1552 contained regulations for the
2

^nufaoture of several different types of cloth. Tanned leather wa3 a 

mUch more uniform commodity than woollen cloth; nevertheless - as the 

banners were quick to point out - tanning methods varied according to 

local conditions.

Apart from difficulties arising from the uniformity of workman

ship demanded by the act, tanners found it impossible to abide by the 

banning regulations, mainly because of the prohibition on the use of any 

tanning material other than oak bark and lime. The provisions relating 

1° liming were also unworkable, and the act confused the two stages of 

liming and tanning, making nonsense of some of the regulations. The 

Prohibition on the tanning of bull and horse hides, decayed hides, and 

sheep skins was also impracticable for although it was true that leather

 ̂* I b i d . ,  sect. 11.

H. Heaton, The Yorkshire Woollen & Worsted Industry. (Oxford, 1920),
PP. 133, 135-6.
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ffiade from these materials was of poor quality and unsuitable for boots and 

shoes, it was quite suitable for other purposes. All these criticisms 

were presented to the government in a detailed memorandum written about 

1575.1 The writer recognised that a few of the provisions of the act were 

reasonable, but on the whole the act was condemned because it was badly 

worded and displayed a faulty knowledge of the technique of tanning, while 

attempting to force all tanners to make leather in the same way«

This memorandum was not the only evidence the government 

Possessed of the shortcomings of its tanning regulations. In March 1567, 

ĥe Court of Aldermen of the City of London had agreed to ask Lord Burghley 

to relax the leather act on behalf of the tanners supplying the City,

"for that they are not able as they say to obserue and keep the contents 

°f the sayde act.”2 However it was not until 1575 when the Crown was 

°onsidering the possibility of granting a dispensing licence^ that there 

were many complaints from tanners« In that year tanners from several

 ̂* There are two extant copies of this memorandum, B.M., Lans. Ms. 5, no. 
58* and P.R.D., S.P. 12/90, no. 22. The first has been dated in a 
later hand, 1562, which is obviously wrong, since it would mean that 
the document was written before the act was passed. The second is 
dated 1572(?). This copy also contains a reference to a patent the 
author had petitioned for, giving him power to dispense with the 
provisions of the Statute. This suggests the author was Sir Edward 
Dyer who obtained such a patent in 1575 (infra). According to the 
Dictionary of National Biography Dyer was out of favour at Court until 
1573, and it is unlikely that the memorandum dates before early 1575 
when Dyer was negotiating for his grant. There is no need here to 
recite the detailed criticisms of the memorandum since it would involve 
a discussion of tanning methods. The B.M. copy is reproduced in 
Appendix 5.

2» Repertories 16, fo. 182.
5» Infra, p-2.5fa.
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°ounties wrote to the Privy Council stating that it was impossible to tan
•i

according to the act of 1563« Burghley consulted William Fleetwood, the 

Reoorder of London, who claimed some personal knowledge of tanning.

Fleetwood thought the government had been badly advised when the statute 

VJas drawn up and recommended that "a Tolleracon might be made” because 

"there be an infinite nomber of rules to be observed in tennyng, the wch 

few Tanners did ever conceyve much lesse the Parliament...”^

In addition to these protests, tanners made more direct efforts 

remedy the situation by promoting amending bills in Parliament. In 

November 1566 a bill was introduced in the House of Commons, probably on 

behalf of the London tanners; it reached the Lords but got no further.^ 

Eight years later the Court of Aldermen again approached the Privy Council
r

°h behalf of the London tanners for ”a good order for tanning,” -̂ but without 

success. The nearest the tanners came to changing the law was in March 

1576 when a bill relaxing many of the regulations in the 1563 act passed 

successfully through the Commons and reached its first reading in the 

k°rds. Its most important provisions were that it allowed the use of 

decayed hides and permitted tanners to use barley meal and ash bark in 

fanning as well as oak bark. In the House of Lords the bill was opposed 

Burghley on the grounds that it amended nothing ”wch. from the said 

firste (sic, fifth) yere hathe byn amysse...”  ̂ In fact the Crown had

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

B.M., Lans. Mss. 19» fo. 52; 20, fo. 14.
B.M., Lans. Ms. 20, fo. 10.
Commons* Journals, vol. I, p. 76.
Repertories 18, fos. 154(b), 197(b), 214.
P.R.O., S.P. 12/107, no. 58; Commons' Journals, vol. I, p.110; 
Lords' Journals, vol. I, p.473«
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already decided that the remedy for defective legislation was not a new

statute, hut a dispensing patent. Some eight months earlier, on 12th

July, 1575, a patent had been granted to Sir Edward Dyer, courtier and

minor poet,^ empowering him to enforce the tanning provisions of the act

of 1563 or otherwise to sell dispensations to tanners to make leather
2contrary to the act.

The system of issuing patents for economic enterprises was used 

for a variety of purposes in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

Many of those granted by Elizabeth were designed to control and encourage 

industrial development of the time which was outgrowing traditional 

industrial regulations.^ Such patents were essential antidotes to the 

statutory controls of industry that were mainly re-enactments of local 

medieval economic regulations on a national scale.21- Patents were also 

Useful for relaxing legislation found to be onerous or to have unwanted 

Results in operation. They were useful, too, for granting privileges to 

a Particular person or group, and for filling in gaps in statutory 

legislation. Above all, letters patent were a convenient means of raising 

revenue for the Crown. Frequently all these motives were combined in a 

single grant.

~  _____________  ___________ii i ______  - - —  —  — ----- ■ ' - ■

^• Considering the meroensry nature of Dyer’s patent, he must have written 
the following lines tongue in cheek:

"Some have too much, yet still they crave;
I little have, and seek no more."

(From, "My mind to me a kingdom is...")
B.M., Lans. Ms. 20, fo. 19»
W.H. Price, English Patents of Monopoly, (Harvard, 1906), p. 6. 
Heckscher, Mercantilism, I, pp. 226-7«
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The patent granted to Sir Edward Dyer is a blatent example of a

grant being made for financial motives. There is no other reason for the
1Patent except to provide revenue for the Crown. The government was well

aware of the defects in the act of 1563 and had several opportunities to

replace it with fresh legislation had it really been concerned with
2relieving tanners of the burden of unworkable legislation. Instead the 

Grown chose to keep defective regulations in existence and license a 

Patentee to make dispensations.

Dyer seems to have started negotiations for the patent early in 

1575.^ He submitted his proposals to a privy councillor, John Popham.2*"

Gh 4th July Fopham approved of Dyer's plan with some slight modifications 

and recommended that "hyt ys very necessary that these matters be
5P(ro)vyded for in tyme for very lytle lether cometh to the miar^ket." 

Sixteen days later the patent was granted, and the Privy Council gave 

Gyer and his deputies active assistance in enforcing it. On several

^• There is no record of what the Crown stood to gain by the grant. It 
is possible that instead of being a revenue producing patent, the 
grant may have been made in discharge of a debt owed to Dyer, in 
which case it would be just as much to the Crown's financial advantage. 
See R. Ashton, "Deficit Finance in the Reign of James I," Econ. Hist. 
Rev., vol. X, no. 1 (1956), p. 15»
W.H. Price (op cit., pp. 13-14) has written with reference to Dyer's 
patent that "the theory upon which the Crown then acted prevented it 
from shifting the responsibility (of repealing the act) upon Parliament." 
because legislation should stem from the executive. But in fact the 
Crown could use Parliament in the late sixteenth century to enact its 
own policy through the influence of the Privy Councillors who were also 
M.Ps. See J.E. Neale, The Elizabethan House of Commons (1949), pp.393-4.

3* Supra, p.253, not« l.
Successively Solicitor-General, Attorney-General, and Lord Chief Justice. 
He helped to draft bills in the 1576 session of Parliament (D.N.B.).

• P.R.O., S.P. 12/105, no. 5.5
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occasions local leather searchers were instructed to seal leather that had
1been made under Dyer's dispensations, and in July 1593» ^hen the grant 

*as nearing its end, municipal officers were ordered to take bonds of £40 

from all leather searchers and sealers to approve of such leather if 

requested to do so by Dyer or his deputies. Dyer himself had the power 

"to take bonds from leather searchers and sealers for the same purpose.
The reason why these arrangements were necessary was that shoemakers were 

oritical of the quality of the leather being made under the licences and 

Market officers appointed by the act of 1565 were refusing to seal such 

leather.^ The London Conpany of Cordwainers, for example, was confronted 

by this problem in September 1577. Under the act of 1563 the company was 

responsible for seeing that all shoemakers in London and the suburbs used 

only leather tanned according to the regulations in the leather act. How

ever many shoemakers bought leather made under Dyer's dispensations and 

the company was liable to be fined as long as shoemakers used this kind of 

father. The master and wardens, therefore, asked the government - without
4suocess - to stop the issue of the dispensations.

The patent was administered in different parts of the country 

by deputies appointed by Dyer. There is little information about these 

officers, except for two of them, Thomas Wallis and George Silver, deputies

1. Acts of the Privy Council, 1576-7, vol. 9, PP* 80, 267.
2. Ibid., 1593, vol. 24, p. 357.
3. Ibid., 1597, vol. 27, P. 260; M.G. Davies, The Enforcement of English 

Apprenticeship. 1563-1642, (Harvard, 1956), p. 21.
B.M,, Lans. Ms. 24, fo. 182.
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in Derbyshire, Hertfordshire, Northumberland, Staffordshire, Warwickshire, 

and Westmorland. In 1577 a group of tanners in Derbyshire and Stafford

shire complained to the Privy Council that the dispensations sold by 

Wallis and Silver were so expensive that they could not make "anye 

^esonable peneworthes of ther wares." If they did not buy the dispen

sations the leather searchers would not seal their leather since it was 

-̂mpossible to make leather according to the act; and if they sold leather 

unsealed they were liable to penalties under the act. Other tanners 

complained that the two deputies charged between £3 and £5 for the 

dispensations; John Hawthorn of Litchfield paid £4 4s. 1d. when "for his 

<luietnes sake" he bought a dispensation. At first he protested that he 

°ould not afford so much, and instead offered Wallis and Silver one third 

uf his goods and stock, "whiche they refused and saide he should paye 

Ullu  whether or no he were able or not, And yf he would not agree with 

"them, hyt would cost him twentie nobles."^

We do not know whether similar problems arose in other parts of 

ihe country or at other times; the complaints received by the Privy 

Council all centred around Wallis and Silver. However, one thing is 

0ertain: Dyer's patent did not solve the basic problem of defective 

•^gislation. The tanners made a further unsuccessful attempt to change 

the law in 1584/5, but it was not until 1604 that they obtained relief 

from the unsatisfactory tanning regulations. In that year the Elizabethan 

statute was re-enacted with significant modification of the clauses

"*• B.M., Lans. Ms. 24, fos. 179, 180, 185, 188-9.
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affeoting tanners. The new act allowed tanners to use ash bark, tap- 

Wort, and barley meal In tanning, in addition to oak bark and line. One 

the main grievances of the tanners was thus removed.

The pressure for a change in the law seems to have come from

aH  kinds of leather workers and various leather interests were consulted

during the preparation of the bill. After one false start, the bill
2Passed without difficulty through both Houses. It is not altogether 

clear why the government should have decided to modify the act of 1563 

after many years of refusal. The preamble of the new statute stated that 

the former regulations had "bene too sharpe and rigourous," and "impossible 

them (the tanners) to performe," which was what the tanners had been 

saying for forty years. Dyer's grant had expired some years earlier and 

Possibly the Crown decided that a further patent along the same lines 

would be unwise in view of the opposition of Parliament to such devices.^ 

■̂he revised regulations remained on the statute book for another two 

°®nturies and no further complaints were heard about them; presumably 

ĥey •were either satisfactory or ignored. Not until after the Restoration

1• 1 Jac. I, cap. 22. The act is always oited thus, although the bill was
not introduced into Parliament until April 1604 which was in James's 
second regnal year. However the Parliament had commenced five days 
before the end of James's first year, and the statutes were enrolled 
as 1 James I, chapters 1-33 (Statutes of the Realm, vol. 4, p. 1015, 
n.1.)
Commons' Journals, vol. I, pp. 190, 222, 240-1, 246; Lords' Journals 
24th May, 1st July, 1604.
Elizabeth's proclamation of November 1601 concerning monopolies 
admitted that a grant for search and sealing leather (probably Dyer's 
patent) had been "to the hurt and prejudice of her loving subjects." 
(Price, Patents of Monopoly, p. 157).



*as there any new suggestion that new legislation was needed and then no
■jaction was taken.

By contrast with the tanning regulations, the clauses in the act 

°f 1563 relating to currying and shoeraaking were straightforward and 

excited little attention. The act stipulated the materials curriers should 

Ose and the precautions to be taken to avoid damaging the leather. No 
ourrying was to be done on the premises of shoemakers, and curriers were 

obliged to accept all work that the shoemakers brought them and to curry 

their lather ”wth. as convenient spede as maye bee, not exceeding fyve 

d&ys in the Somer and Tenne dayes in the winter.” The purpose of this 

regulation was to ensure that the shoemakers could get their leather 

ourried with the minimum of delay. Shoemakers were instructed to choose 

leather for footwear carefully. Outer sole leather could be cut only from 

the backs of tanned ox or steer hides and the inner soles from the bellies 

°f hides. It was illegal to mix different kinds of leather in the upper 

Parts of shoes.^ Most of these regulations could be found scattered among 

earlier statutes for the leather industry but they were brought together 

for the first time in 1563 into one comprehensive act. The currying and 

shoemaking regulations were re-issued in 1604 and remained unchanged on 
"the statute book throughout the seventeenth century.

The technical regulations formed the backbone of the leather 

act of 1 5 6 3 and also of the revised version of 1604. In addition, there

 ̂• Infra, p. 2<\ I .
2» 5 Eliz., cap. 8, sect. 13«
3. Ibid„, sect. 19»

¿¿6 o
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’'ere in both statutes, a number of other clauses of varying importance. 

Both acts contained important regulations concerning the trade in hides, 

leather and leather goods; these will be discussed in the next chapter.

An important group of clauses - to be considered below — dealt with the 

enforcement of the leather regulations. And there was also a clause 

dealing with the location of tanneries and with apprenticeship.

This clause in the act of 1563 stated that, in general, 

tanneries should be located only in ”a Citie Bourgjie Towne Corporate or 

Market Towne, where Searchers and Sealers of Leather hath been and shalbe
pUsually appointed...” However, there were so many exceptions to the 

general rule - for landowners worth more than £40 a year, for existing 

tanneries, for persons who were apprenticed to, or were going to be 

aPprenticed to, a tanner, for sundry relations of tanners - that the 

clause was quite meaningless. The same clause — rather less qualified — 

had appeared in earlier legislation^ and it calls to mind similar 

Provisions in the legislation for the cloth industry. It poses the 

question of whether tanning, like the manufacture of cloth, was tending to 

m°ve away from urban areas. This does not seem to have been the general 
°ase, for tanneries were usually located near to towns where hides were 

av&liable, although possibly there may have been a few cases where tanners 

Were migrating to country areas to be near supplies of oak bark. But 

there is no- evidence that this ever worried the government and the clause

1* Infra, pp. ZT5-2Vt-
5 Eliz., cap. 8, sect. 4« 

3. e.g., 1 Eliz., cap. 9.
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in the act limiting location seems to have been a rather feeble attempt 

io ensure that the leather searchers appointed by other sections of the 

a°t had jurisdiction over all leather manufacturers. Neither is there a 

scrap of evidence to suggest that the regulation had the slightest effect 

uPon the location of tanning.

The same clause mentioned that there should be a seven year 

aPprenticeship for tanners except for children of tanners brought up in 

the "Mysterye of Tanning of Leather by the Space of Fowre yeres,” but 

otherwise the question of technical training in the leather industry was 

■*-eft untouched. However apprenticeship in the leather crafts was controlled 

by the Statute of Artificers passed shortly before the leather act. 

father workers were subject to the same conditions as other industrial 

Workers except that shoemakers - together with workers in the woollen and 

°lothing trades - were required to en^loy a journeyman for the first three 

aPprentices kept and thereafter another journeyman for every additional 

aPprentice.1 2

The leather acts of 1563 and 1604 provided the foundation of the

government’s control of the heavy leather crafts. After 1604 there was no
2

ne* statute affecting the leather industry for almost sixty years.

Exactly the same situation can be seen in other branches of industrial 

^egislation; the reason was mainly a political one. Parliament met less

1* 5 Eliz., cap. 4, sect, xxvi (Reprinted in Tawney & Power, op cit.,
vol. i, pp. 338-350).

2* The act of 1604 was slightly modified in 1606 (4 Jac. I, cap. 6) to 
correct a minor error in the original act, and it was continued in 
1623 (21 Jao. I, cap. 28).
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frequently in the first half of the seventeenth century than it did in the 

second half of the sixteenth century and -when it did meet its time was 

devoted mainly to constitutional affairs.1 Since Parliament was the most 

important instrument for developing economic policy the Crovra was con

siderably handicapped in the development of new legislation. Thus the 

sixteenth oentury legislation for the leather industry survived unchanged 

trough the seventeenth century until after the Restoration.

The leather acts formed the third - and least well known - part 

of the statutory regulation of industry in the late sixteenth century, 

fhe Statute of Artificers provided the basis for the Crown's supervision 

°f industry and agriculture. A series of acts contained detailed 

regulations for the cloth industry, while the acts of 1563 and 1604 did 

ihe same for the leather industry. This statutory framework was 

8upplemented by prerogative grants to establish new industries or to 

interfere with existing ones; and technical regulations were complemented 

hy legislation controlling the internal and overseas trade in manufactured 

goods and industrial raw materials. The leather acts were a most important 

Part of this network of industrial control, and any serious study of 
eoonomic policy during the late sixteenth century should take account of 
it.

The leather industry figured so largely in industrial policy 

^ooause of the importance of leather in the economy. In the first place

1 • G-.D. Ramsay, "Industrial Laisser-Faire and the Policy of Cromwell,"
Boon, Hist. Rev., voi. XVI (1946), p. 94.

.
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the Crown was interested that the consumer should he able to get good

quality leather and footwear at reasonable prices; the technical

regulations were concerned with quality, while the marketing regulations

were concerned with price. In this respect leather was rather like corn

and bread; everybody needed it, therefore the Crown controlled its

quality and sale. But the Crown quickly turned its concern for the

Consumers to its own financial profit. The leather act of 1563 was, as

we have seen, badly worded and mis-informed. No doubt the government

cannot be blamed entirely for this; on technical matters it was very much

dependent upon its advisors, and as far as tanning was concerned these

Were badly chosen. In 1559 Lord Burghley declared his intention of
2consulting "the most skilful tanners" to prepare legislation, but 

according to Fleetwood, "the P(ar)liam(en)t... conceyved theire informacon 

from whom nowe I do by experience knowe not to be skillfulle."^ But the 

^rivy Council, if not Parliament, must have been fully aware of the 

deficiency of the statute by 1575 when Dyer was granted his patent.

However the defective legislation was too profitable to be abandoned

immediately

 ̂• See Chapter 8, p.301.
Tawney & Power, op cit., vol. I, p. 329*

3» B.M., Lans. Ms. 20, fo. 10.
Before Dyer's patent the Clerk of the Signet apparently licensed 
tanners to ignore the act. This source of revenue was lost when Dyer 
got his grant, but no doubt the Crown obtained a net gain from the 
rent paid by Dyer. (See "A note of the decayes of the proffitt of 
the Synet & privy Seale," (1580), S.P. 12/151, no. 60).
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Control of the light leather crafta

The leather act of 1563 applied only to leather made by 

vegetable tanning; it was not concerned with leather produced with oil
•j°r alum, despite an ambiguous clause defining leather. The reason for 

this can only be speculated. Probably the government did not regard 

Messed leather as very important. Although leatherdressing was by no 

®eans a new occupation in the sixteenth century, it is possible tnat it 

Was only beginning to assume importance as a material widely used by the 

Poor in the middle of the century.^ This section of the leather industry, 

therefore, remained outside the scope of statutory control.^ Before the 

end of the sixteenth century, however, leatherdressing attracted some 

attention, notably from Edward Darcy, Esquire, who successfully persuaded 

the government to grant him a licence to supervise the manufacture of this 

kind of leather throughout England.

( i i i )

Darcy was a minor official of the Royal Household, and at 

Various times the holder of several industrial patents, including the 

famous licence for the manufacture of playing cards . To Darcy the light

• "... for thavoyding of all Ambyguities and Doubtes wch. may and doo
grow upon the Definition and Interpretation of this woorde Leather, 
it ys enacted... That the Hydes and Skinnes of Oxe Steere Bull Cowe 
Calfe, Deere Redd and Pallowe, Goates and Sheep, being tanned or tawed, 
and every Salt Hyde, ys, shalbe and ever hath been reputed and taken 
for Leather.” (5 Eliz., cap. 8, seot. 36).

2* See Chapter I,fp. Ib-I  ̂, 33-
3» On March 1st 1580/1 a bill was introduced into the Commons concerning 

the manufacture of Spanish and Buff leather, but it did not prooeed 
beyond the first reading (Commons' Journals, vol. I, p. 130).
Prioe, Patents of Monopoly, p. 148.
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leather crafts appeared as an uncontrolled industrial field offering a

Profitable return to the possessor of a supervisory patent.1 Possibly he

*as influenced by the example of the new draperies, for in 1578 the Crown

had granted letters patent appointing aulnagers to control this new and
2expanding - and hitherto uncontrolled - branch of the cloth industry. 

Daroy’s patent controlling the light leather crafts was a somewhat similar 
case.

Darcy made the first moves for the grant in 1588 when he wrote 

■to Burghley requesting a licence for twenty-one years for, "the making & 

forking of the skinnes and peltes of sheepe, Lambe, goate, kyd, deare, 

hull and horse and other sondrie sortes of leather, as is most vsually 

and profittablye (thoughe vnlawfully) made of the saide skinnes and peltes; 

Vl2 into Counterfeit Buffe, Shamwaies, and other sondrie sortes of coloured 

heather of small value." He also asked for a licence to export this kind 

°f leather. Darcy anticipated possible criticism that such a patent would 

he monopolistic by claiming that leatherdressing was illegal under the 

Statute of 1563.^ This was indeed a possible interpretation of the aot, 

hut it was not the view of the government.^ Darcy's proposal was rejected 

and for a few years the matter rested but Darcy was finally successful 

^th a more modest plan to search and seal all dressed leather made 

throughout the country.

1 * The London Leathersellers alleged that Darcy would make £80,000 from the 
grant. He himself estimated that he would make £10,000, but later 
reduced this to £2,000. (B.M., Lans. Ms. 74, fos. 136-7, 145-6, 152).
N.j. Williams, "Two Documents Concerning the New Draperies," Econ. Hist. 
Rev.. 2nd series, vol. Ill (1952), pp. 353-5.
B.M., Lans. Ms. 56, fo. 212.

**-• B.M., Lans. Ms. 65, fo. 141.
w



Darcy’s revised project was before the Privy Council in 1591, 

and^July of that year Burghley sent a copy of Darcy's plan to the Keeper 

the Privy Purse, Peter Osborne, for his opinion. Osborne seems to have 

been something of an industrial expert and in the same year we find him
-j

commenting on the Tyne-side coal industry. Apart from lowering the 

scale of charges that Darcy intended to levy for searching leather,

Osborne approved of the patent beoause he thought it would assist consumers 

bo distinguish between different types and quality of dressed leather.^

Ibis suggests that the Crown's original motive in granting the patent was 

bo protect the interests of the consumer although in the subsequent history 

the patent this intention became submerged by financial considerations 

ar>d the conflicting interests of different groups within the industry.

Letters patent were granted to Darcy in January 1592 empowering 

him to search and seal all leather not regulated by statute. The grant 

Was for t’senty-one years, but the Crown - anticipating trouble - included 

a Provision that it could be suspended at any time upon the application 

any six privy councillors to the Court of the Exchequer if it could be 

Proved that the grant was inconvenient to Her Majesty's subjeots. 

distinguishing seals were to be fixed on different kinds of leather, and 

Penalties were laid down for leather workers who forged these seals or who 

sold leather unsealed. Darcy was empowered to take bonds from light 

leather workers that they would bring their leather to be sealed and any

 ̂• See J.U. Nef, The Rise of the British Coal Industry. (1952), vol. I,
P. 114. See also Dictionary of National Biography«
B.M., Lans. Ms. 67, fo. 206.
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Worker refusing to ender into a bond could be debarred from his trade.

There were no legal standards of workmanship to which dressed

leather had to conform and Darcy therefore had a virtual monopoly of the

Production of this kind of leather since leather that did not meet with his

aPproval could not legally be sold or made into leather goods. No doubt

patent, if properly administered, would have had beneficial results

because it was not unknown for cheap alum dressed leather to be passed off
2

as the more expensive oil dressed leather. But the monopolistic nature 
of the grant caused trouble.

The patent aroused great opposition in London where the Company 

Leathersellers claimed that they already possessed the right to search 

Messed leather dating from the reign of Henry VII. The Crown's law officers 

°onfirmed this claim, but thought the right had become void by long neglect, 

^arcy was advised to obtain a writ of soire facias to revoke the leather- 

sellers' powers of search, which he did, "by law at great expence.The 

-'■eathersellers kept up their opposition for a year supported by the City 

a,Jthorities and early in 1593 'the patent was suspended by the Exchequer. 
BPrghley then appointed a commission of enquiry to examine the matter. * *

4
* P.R.O., C 66/1384. There is an undated copy of the patent in Lans. Ms. 

74, foa. 167-9.
B.M., Lans. Ms. 74, fo. 114.
Remembranoia. I, nos. 647, 649, 652; B.M., Lans. Ms. 74, fos. 145-6;
J. Stow, Survey of London, (ed. J. Strype, 1720), voi. 2, book V, p. 
207. P.R.Q. Chancery Court, Register Books (A series) C 33/85, fos.
176, 183.
Remembranciar I, no. 651; Journals of the Court of Common Council. 23, 
fo. 17(b); B.M., Lans. Mss. 73, fo. 55; 74, fo. 124; Acts of the 
Privy Council, voi. 24, p. 123«
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The commission -was composed of representatives of the Privy 
Council, Parliament, and the City of London, and it took evidence from 

all interested parties. The London leathersellers claimed that the patent 

was unnecessary, that the fees Darcy charged for searching were too high;

that he was not qualified to carry out an inspection of dressed leather. 

On the other hand many working leatherdressers and glovers were in favour 

the grant because they thought it might prevent the leathersellers 

supplying them with poor quality leather. The commission found in favour 

Darcy, except that it recommended that the fees for searching leather 

should be lowered. Accordingly Darcy was given a new patent in March 1594."* *

The Company of Leathersellers immediately renewed its opposition 

ĥe patent and eventually the masters and wardens were committed to 

Priaon for opposing the Crown's prerogative.4. This failed to silence 

ĥem and they sent a defiant petition to Burghley attacking the "Idle 

^ones" who supported Darcy.^ They remained in prison for well over a 

year despite the efforts of the oity authorities to obtain their release.**' 

Eventually, in December 1595, the officials of the leathersellers' were 
ôld that they would be released providing they would accept Darcy's patent, 

that they could then commence an action at law against Darcy to test

1* B*M., Lans. Ms. 74, fos. 127, 129-151, 132, 134-5, 136-7, 138, 140-1, 
143, 151, 154, 158, 165; P.R.O., Patent Rolls, C 66/1418.

* Rgmembrancia. I, no. 643; II, nos. 14, 70; Stow, op cit., p. 207.
B.m ., Lans. Ms. 74, fo. 118. The major part of this petition is 
Reprinted in G. Unwin, Gilds and Companies of London. (1908), pp. 257-8. 
The original has been dated in a later hand, "23 July 1593.” This is 
too early as at that date the commission had not presented its report.
A more likely date is after the issue of the new patent in March 1594. 
Remembrancia. II, nos. 82-3, 126. Unwin, Gilds and Companies, p. 258 
is wrong when he states that the leathersellers were released within 
a year.
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ttie validity of the grant.̂  In fact the government was tiring of the

whole business; probably the grant was not proving so financially

rewarding as had been hoped. In January 1596 the Privy Council offered

to revoke the patent on the payment of £4,000 by the city and the Company

°** Leathersellers» Despite protests from the city authorities some money

was probably paid - although there is no record of the payment - and the
2grant withdrawn for all information on the subject comes to an end.

The opposition to Darcy's patent was part of the wider protest 

against prerogative grants that had come to a head in the Parliament of 

^01. Robert Cecil listed twenty-three industrial monopolies granted 

between 1592 and November 1593^ and many of these affected the City crafts- 

men in some way. In the case of Darcy's leather patent opposition was 

Particularly violent because of the strained relationships existing 

between the London leathersellers who opposed the grant, and the suburban 

leatherdressers and glovers who, for the most, supported it.^

It is at this point that the mixed motives of the Crown in 

taking the original grant can be clearly seen. The financial aspeot of 

patent was apparent in the Crown's offer to withdraw it. But in the 

®arly stages of the grant the Crown had probably also been concerned to 

Sive some assistance to the light leather workers living around London 

■who relied on the leathersellers for supplies of raw materials. One of

 ̂* Acts of the Privy Council. 1595, p. 106.
2* IMS, ,1595, - B.M., paxleian Ms. 8650, fo. 272.
3* Price, Patents of Monopoly, p. 149*

Unwin, Industrial OrganiKation. p. 142.
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the problems of industrial development in the later sixteenth century was 

the growth of a class of small producers dependent on merchant capitalists 

**or their materials and for marketing their finished products."* In such 

8ituations the Crown was inclined to protect the interests of the 

^pendent craftsmen in order to achieve economic and social stability. 

However, the Crown chose an unfortunate way of trying to protect the 

suburban light leather craftsmen. The leathersellers and the city 

suthorities were able to claim that Darcy's grant was monopolistic. Their 

aHiance, taking advantage of the prevailing hostility towards this kind 

grant, forced the government to capitulate.

It is convenient at this stage to follow the history of the 

government's concern with the light leather crafts into the seventeenth 

°entury. Although Darcy's patent had caused so much trouble the Crown 

not abandon the idea of a supervisory patent. Some years later, in 

^14, Lord Aubigney commenced negotiations for a grant similar to Darcy's 

like Darcy, he received support from the suburban leatherdressers and 

glovers. In fact it was not intended that Aubigney's authority should 

extend to the London area - probably because it was realized that the 

leathersellers and the city would again oppose suoh a grant. However the 

Proposed patent came to nothing although the Crown considered it favourably. 

Ip 1619 a similar patent was granted to the Earl of March. The patentee 

^as empowered to supervise the manufacture of dressed leather but only 

with the permission of the London leathersellers. Despite this sop and

A
• Eor the relationship between the London leathersellers and leather- 

dressers, see Chapter 6, pp.22.ty. «t
2» B.M., 'Additional Ms. 38170, fos. 87(b)~88, 142-3»
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in spite of the fact that the Earl had no authority in London, the 

leathersellers opposed the patent because it "Implicitle contenethe" an 

incorporation of the light leather workers« In the following year part 

°f the patent was abandoned, no doubt, because without the support of the
•jleathersellers it was impossible to enforce.

The leathersellers' allegations that the Grown was trying to 

incorporate the light leather workers was not without foundation. We 

have seen that the Crown was concerned with assisting the light leather 

oraftsmen, partly because of their economic dependence on the leather- 

sellers, and also because of the financial gain to be derived from the 

interference with the industry. Both these aims could be achieved with 

a Patent that successfully supervised the manufacture of dressed leather: 

the Crown would enjoy the rent from the patentee, while the leather users 

*ouia have some guarantee of the quality of the leather they were buying, 

because of the opposition to patents of monopoly in the early seventeenth 

°entury the Crown was frustrated in its aims. The early Stuart government 

therefore turned to an alternative means of interfering with industry and 

sidered giving to the London light leather workers a charter of 

incorporation. A charter oould give the leatherdressers and glovers the 

Protection they needed in their dealings with the London leathersellers. 

Charters had the added advantage that they were not so unpopular as 

Patents of monopoly in the city of London and in Parliament - they were

1* B.M., Additional Ms. 12504, fo. 102; Repertories 34, fos. 258(b), 
266(b), 297(b) -298, 427, 466, 492(b)-493; Index Remembrancia, p.101.
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sPeoifioaiiy excluded from the strictures of the Statute of Monopolies of 

1624 - and they were thus an alternative means of raising revenue. In 1638 

leatherdressers and glovers of London were incorporated following 

ea*lier unsuccessful attempts on their part to obtain incorporation by 

barter in 1619 and by act of parliament in 1621. The history of the new 

c°mpany has been traced elsewhere.”' The incorporation marked the virtual

the government's attempt to interfere with the manufacture of dressed
father.

(iv)

The enforcement of technical regulation

So far we have traced the establishment of a body of regulations 

Strolling the manufacture of tanned leather and footwear; and we have 

Seea how the Crown attempted unsuccessfully to control the production of 

■̂ ght leather by means of a licence. We must now turn to an examination 

°** the way in which the leather acts were enforced throughout the country 

^  the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

The leather acts of 1563 and 1604 contained provisions for the 

ei5forceraent of the technical and trading regulations they contained. All 

f̂iioipal authorities were obliged to appoint annually searchers and 

aealers of tanned and curried leather and footwear. These officers - who

1 . See Chapter 6, pp. X'bb-
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Were usually chosen from the nominees of the leather gilds — inspected
1leather and footwear brought for sale in public markets« The leather

aot of 1563 gave to the London heavy leather gilds the right to supervise

the quality of work produced by heavy leather workers in and within three
2miles of London, whether or not the craftsmen were members of gilds. It 

*as unusual in English industrial policy for the gilds to be used to 

implement economic regulations'̂  and it seems likely that this particular 

°lause was obtained by the London gilds, especially the cordwainers and 

the curriers, as a means of extending their influence over all leather 

craftsmen. Finally, under the leather act local justices were instructed 

to seek out oersons who contravened the regulations. This was in accord

ance with the usual practice of the time for the justices played an
4important part in administering many aspects of economic regulation. In 

Edition to the justices and the regularly appointed officers, the leather 

&ots were also enforced by informers or private individuals acting under 

the authority of an enforcing patent.^

The Privy Council was the essential part of this mechanism of 

enforcement and the implementation of regulations on a local level depended 

v®ry much on the drive it supplied. There were two ways in which the 

Council supervised the activities of the local officials: by instructions

1* 5 Eliz., cap. 8, sects, xx, xxi, xxii.
Ibid., sect, xxxvii.

3* See Heckscher, Mercantilism I, pp. 233~4, 24-1-3»
Heckscher, op. cit., I, pp. 248-9.

5» Infra,pp. 2.77^251.
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given to assize judges going on circuit, and by letters and direct 

instructions to local officials,^ According to Mrs. Davies’s valuable 

study of the enforcement of apprenticeship regulations, instructions given 

to assize judges did not usually include orders to enforce industrial 

legislation.^ However, such orders were occasionally given. In February 

5̂90, for example, the Council wrote to the judges of the county of 

Norfolk "... signifying that there hath bene... a complaint inclosed 

against the abuse of tanners... for the deceiptfull making and working 

of leather" and requiring the judges to "take order for suffiecient 

itiquirye to be made of the saide abuses, and to see the same reformed 

according to the lawes..  ̂ However the main channels through which the 

^rivy Council supervised local administration were letters written to 

local officials.

Throughout the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the 

intervention of the Privy Council in the enforcement of the leather aots 

Was sporadic rather than systematic; in general the Council intervened 

°nly when some specific matter came to its notice. In the 1570s - before 

%er was given his dispensing patent - the privy Council instructed 

^nicipal officers on several occasions to take bonds from tanners to 

ensure that they abided by the statutory regulations for making leather.^ 

Once Dyer had his patent the Council saw that he was aided in its enforce-

 ̂• Davies, Apprenticeship. p. 230.
2* Ibid., pp. 235-6.

Acts of the Privy Council. 1598-90, p. 378.
Acts of the Privy Council, 1574-5, PP. 235, 251, 314, 337, 356, 360, 367, 
372, 388.



®ent by municipal searchers and sealers of leather. During the seven

teenth century there were only a few occasions when Privy Council concerned 

itself with implementing the technical regulations for the industry. And 

even then it did not always insist that the letter of the lav? be kept. In 

May 1627, for example, the Council became involved in a dispute regarding 

currying in the London suburbs. A number of workmen who were not freemen 

the London Company of Curriers had been currying leather for shoemakers 

and other leather craftsmen, whereas by law only freemen of the company 

°ould do this work. Some of the leather craftsmen who had been providing 

"khe non-freemen curriers with work were therefore presented to the 

Middlesex Justices by the freemen curriers. Following a petition by the 

hon-freemen, the Privy Council wrote to the justices recommending that 

"that branch of the law (be) forborne..." because the non-freemen had 

been currying "for the space of manie yeares... without anye trouble or 

iflnpeachment..." The Privy Council took much the same attitude a few 

years later when freemen and unapprenticed leather workers were in conflict 

^  a number of Lancashire and Cheshire towns. At first the Privy Council 

instructed the local justices to support the freemen leather workers, but 
later, when it had heard the case of the non-freemen, it ordered some 

Compromise to be arranged on the grounds that the non-freemen had followed 

bheir crafts for a long time.^ In both these cases the Privy Council

1 • Supra, p 257.
Acts of the Privy Council. May 1627, p. 269. See also Chapter 5, fP-Uft-

x o \ .

3- P.R.O., P.C. 2/41, pp. 373, 377; 2/43, PP. 26, 339-400; 2/44, P. 292;
2/45, pp. 288-9. See also Davies, op. cit., pp. 327-8.
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seems to have been anxious not to cause hardship to a considerable group 

°f industrial workers by insisting that the law be rigorously applied.

Apart from reprimanding the London authorities in 1630 about
■jthe laxity of the leather searchers in the city, the cases just mentioned

comprised all the Privy Council's direct intervention in the enforcement

of technical regulations in the period before the Civil War. There were

in addition a few cases where the Privy Council intervened in the enforce-
2Went of the trading regulations but these were not many. It seems,

therefore that Mrs. Davies' comment regarding the enforcement of

aPprenticeship regulations in the same period - " the lack of effort by
3the central government to chart a consistent policy" - was equally valid 

in the case of the leather regulations. The potential threat to local 

officials that the Privy Council might intervene was no doubt considerable, 

hut the threat only infrequently became embodied in concrete action.

It was left to private enterprise to enforce the leather acts. 

Private agencies were responsible for 95 per cent, of the presentments in 

Apprenticeship cases before the Civil War;^ it is not possible to make a 

similar calculation for offences under the leather acts but it is certain 

that informers and individuals acting under the authority of enforcing 

Patents were very important in administering both the technical and 

trading regulations regarding leather.

1* P.R.O., P.C. 2/39, p . 725.
2. See Chapter 8, p. 332..
3. Davies, op cit., p. 239.

Ibid, p. 17.
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Enforcing patents were common throughout the whole field of 

economic regulation and the leather industry was no exception. Sir 

Edward Dyer’s grant was in one sense an enforcing patent since any tanner 

made leather illegally and who had not bought a dispensation was
2Prosecuted; but Dyer's main function was to condone breaches of the law. 

^here were, however, other patents relating to the leather regulations.

■hi the late sixteenth century a grant was made to William Smith to enforce 

°Qrtain of the technical regulations,^ The leather act was also included 

a dispensing patent granted in the 1560s or '70s covering many different 

aspects of economic regulation; this grant was revoked in 1575» It is 
9bite possible that there were similar patents granted which have not come 

light.

In the first half of the seventeenth century enforcing patents 

Were bunched in the 1630s. Earlier, in 1618 Sir William Bronker had asked 

the Privy Council for a grant to prevent breaches of regulations in the 

father industry, "whereby God (no doubt) is offended,"^ but there was too 

much opposition at the time tu this kind of grant and the pious request 

%as unsuccessful. But later in July 1637 a group of men were eajpowered 

prosecute butchers who damaged hides by bad flaying^ and less than two

1 .

2 .
3.
4.
5.
6. 
7.

See ibid, op. 31 et seq. Also M.W. Beresford, "The Common Informer, 
the Penal Statues, and Economic Regulation," Scon. Hist. Rev., 2nd 
series, vol. X, no. 2 (1957), p. 233.
Supra,pp. 2.55 -258
Cal. S.P.P.. Dec. 1594, p. 569.
Davies, op. cit,, p. 32, n. 34.
P.R.O., S.P. 15/add. 41, no. 77.
Beresford, loc. cit., pp. 234-5»
Cal. S.P.D.. 1637, P. 325.
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years later four men were given letters patent to search out all offences 

concerned with the sale of tanned leather in twelve counties and eight 

cities of England. At the end of 1638 the London Company of Cordwainers 

Was granted a patent to enforce the regulations relating to the sale of 

tanned leather. The grant was bitterly opposed by the curriers and it 

Was one of the many patents revoked by the Crown in April 1639 as a sop 

to Parliament. These last two patents were concerned with the enforce- 

m®nt of the marketing and not the technical regulations, but the 

distinction becomes a little unreal at this stage because one reason why 

6 tanner might sell his leather outside the public market was that he knew 

it would not satisfy the technical requirements of the leather acts. It 

is possible that there were other more strictly technical patents in 

®xistence at this time. Certainly tanners in Berkshire and Suffolk were 

*amiliar enough with this kind of grant in the 1630s to be deceived into 

keying bogus dispensations from enterprising persons who pretended that 

k̂ey held patents to enforce the leather act.^

The reason for this burst of government activity in the 1630s 

is not clear but it may be surmised. There is no particular evidence that 

ie&ther workers suddenly took to breaking the law in the 1630s. Neither 

is there reason to believe that the Crown suddenly became more concerned 

*ith the price and quality of leather. It is more likely that the 

Patents relating to the leather industry were simply part of the Crown&s

1* lbid., 1639, P. 624.
See Chapter 8, pp. 301-310 •

3. P.R.O., P.C. 2/50, pp. 578, 603, 650; Exchequer Depositions, E 134/11
Car. I, Trinity II. For the Suffolk case, see Chapter 3, p.S9

l
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attempt to raise money from any possible source to meet its increasing

expenditure.

Of greater importance than patentees were informers. They were 

a valuable, though dfcspised, part of the machinery for enforcing economic 

regulations. In the leather industry they were especially valuable since 

the regularly appointed inspectors could only supervise leather brought 

to the publio markets in the towns. Outside these areas the enforcement 

of' the leather acts was very much the responsibility of private individuals 

aotivated by the prospect of receiving a proportion of the penalty. Little 

ts known of the leather informers as a class although one may suspect that 

they were men themselves connected with the leather industry and familiar 

Wlth the techniques of leather manufacture.

To examine in detail the activities of informers in the leather 

industry would require a separate study in itself; however the following 

table indicates the trend of their activities in a number of selected

counties:
Table I

The Number of Informations laid by informers in the Court of the 
Exchequer at Westminster of alleged offences concerning the manu
facture and sale of leather and leather goods in selected areas 2

15705 158(A 16005 16106 16207 1630/18 1640/19
21 18 21 13 1 0 0

i« On the origins of informers generally, see Davies, English Apprentice- 
shî , pp. 40-62, passim. The one informer in the leather industry 
mentioned by Mrs. Davies was Thomas Lugg of Barnstable, Devon, a shoe
maker, "experienced in the working and tanning of leather." (ibid.,
P. 21, note 6).
London, Middlesex, Surrey, Northamptonshire, Nottinghamshire, 
Leicestershire, Chester, Bristol«

3» P.R.O., Exchequer Memoranda Rolls, E 159/359« 4. P.R.O., Index, 17057« 
P.R.O. , E 159/418; 419. 6. P.R.O., E 159/438,439 « 7JB.0. E159/458,459«
■n t> o -v A co/i.-yn q__P.R.O.. E 159/480.
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There were no recorded presentments for offences of the type in the 

Exchequer for any subsequent years in the seventeenth century.

Although 'the figures presented here are only a sample of the 

total offences under the leather act the trend is much the same as that 

shown by Mr. Beresford in his detailed study of the enforcement of general
-j

economic regulations by informers. To the prosecutions of craftsmen under

the leather acts must be added apprenticeship prosecutions under the

Statute of Artificers; according to Mrs Davies’ study of this subject the
2number in this category was small in the period before the Civil War,

It is clear that the enforcement of the leather acts in the 

Exchequer Court declined sharply in the early seventeenth century. How- 

ever, this decline reflected an administrative change rather than any 

change in the attitude towards industrial legislation. In 1589, and more 

effectively in 1624, Parliament enacted legislation to keep informers out 

the courts at Westminster. In part this was to ease the pressure of 

^ork on the central courts, but Parliament was also inspired by a strong 

hostility to informers arising from the unfriendly nature of their work 

abd the illegal practices in which they often indulged. Informers after 

''624 were restricted to the local courts of quarter sessions and to assess 

whether there was any decline in the enforcement of the leather acts, we 

^eed to examine the activities of the local courts.

Beresford, loo. cit., pp. 233“4.
Davies, op. cit., pp. 83-4 , 265. Mrs. Davies’ suggestion that there 
were few apprenticeship prosecutions under the Statute of Artificers 
because they may have been dealt with under the leather acts, is un
likely since the leather acts were not really concerned with 
apprenticeship.
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A full-scale examination of local quai'ter sessions records is

beyond the scope of this study1 and even if such an examination were

feasible it is doubtful whether the nature of the records would allow any

firm conclusion about the trend in the enforcement of the leather acts to 
b 2De reached. However two points can be made which, it is suggested, can 

be accepted, even on the slender basis of evidence examined here.

In the first place, it seems likely that the exclusion of 

informers from the Y/estminster courts resulted in a growing laxity in the 

enforcement of industrial legislation because local courts were less 

ef,ficient than the central courts. The weakness of local justice in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries is well known. Unpaid justices, unpaid 

°onstables, unpaid juries, needed for the efficient administration of law, 

a sense of duty that was perhaps rare. On these voluntary shoulders rested 

a buge burden of administration and justice - from bastardy to recusancy, 

fiom poor relief to maintenance of roads, from prevention of riots to the 

inspection of weights and measures, as well as the administration of the 

Criminal code and the enforcement of industrial legislation of which the 

leather acts were only a part. The faot that local officials were 

identified with local affairs and were therefore not disinterested parties, 

that the machinery of the courts was cumbersome and sometiaes ineffect

1 • Such a study would involve the examination of sessions rolls kept in all 
Parts of the country. All that has been possible here is an examination 
of a number of printed sessions rolls (and since most of this part of 
the work has been done in Australia the number of such sources available 
is limited). Areas examined include Surrey, Warwick, Yfiltshire, Worces
tershire, Kesteven, Lancashire, Hampshire, Chester, Middlesex, Carnarvon, 
Leicestershire. For full references see bibliography.
For the defects of the sources see Davies, English Apprenticeship,
PP. 82-3.
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ive also lessened the ability of local courts to administer justice» The

situation was even morse after the Restoration when the local justices
2lacked the guidance - or goad - of the Privy Council. For all these 

reasons the local courts do not appear as very efficient agents in 

administering economic policy.

In the second place, it is clear that - despite their inefficiency 

the local sessions did sometimes deal with legislation concerned with the 

leather industry and that the leather acts were not dead, even in the later 

Part of the seventeenth century. Thus after presentments ceased in the 

central courts, transgressors of the leather legislation were still 

ôccasionally presented before the lower courts either by constables or 

leather searchers, or more usually by informers,̂ 1"

The answers to two related questions are more doubtful. First 

We do not know how common presentments at quarter sessions were. And 

Secondlyf there is no way of knowing whether such cases became less common 

du*ing the seventeenth century.

On the first of these doubtful points it seems fairly reasonable

assume that the enforcement of the industrial code in general and the

Ibid., pp. 244-251} see also E. Heckscher, Mercantilism (2nd ed., 1955), 
vol. It pp. 246-253»
See, for example, E.G. Dowdell, A Hundred Years of Quarter Sessions. 
(C.U.P., 1932), p. 190.

-5» Davies, op cit., pp. 83-4, Tables 1 & 2, provide some evidence of pre
sentments relating to the manufacture of leather in the quarter sessions 
of a number of counties between 1563 and 1642. For the later seventeenth 
century, the Surrey quarter sessions were dealing with leather craftsmen 
in the 1660s (Surrey Quarter Sessions Records, 1659-1666 (Surrey Records 
Society, nos. XXXV, XXXVI, XXXIX, 1934-8), no. XXXV, pp.105-6, 134; 
no. XXXVI, p.212, 216; no. XXXIX, pp. 82, 125, 170.)
In the 1660s one informer working in the Middlesex sessions specialised 
in leather cases (Dowdell, op cit., p. 174).
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leather acts in particular was never more than a minor part of the

activities of the local sessions. The hard-pressed justices were too busy

^ith local matters to give much time to the administration of national

legislation unless some case was forced before them by an informer. The
1works of Mrs. Davies and Dr. Dowdell support this view. An examination

°f the frequency of cases concerned with the leather industry occuring in

°ertain areas points in the same direction. In this respect the Surrey

sessions records are probably the most instructive for the jurisdiction

of the Surrey courts covered such important leather manufacturing areas

as Southwark, Bermondsey and Guildford. Yet in the eight years 1659-1666,

the Surrey justices dealt with only fourteen cases related to the leather

trade or crafts. Of these, eight were apprenticeship offences arising from
the Statute of Artificers and not from the leather acts. There were three

offences concerned with the sale of hides or leather and two cases of

leather searchers not carrying out their duties properly. The remaining

°ase arose, not under the leather acts, but concerned a tanner polluting

Water supplies contrary to local health regulations. There was no case of
2leather or footwear being made contrary to the statutory provisions. 

por another county, Warwickshire, that included the leather manufacturing 

area of Birmingham and the surrounding district, there is an unbroken 

Series of quarter sessions records running from 1625 to 1690. During this 

Period the justices dealt with ten apprenticeship cases involving leather 

Workers (mostly breaches of indentures), one case of an illegal sale of

 ̂• Dowdell, op. cit., Chapter VI, passim; Davies, op. cit., pp. 254-6.
2. Surrey Quarter Sessions Records, no. XXXV, pp. 105-6, 124; no. XXXVI, 

pp. 212, 216, 256; no. XXXIX, pp. 82, 125, 170, 213-4, 232.
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leather, and two cases of pollution of v/ater supplies by leather manu

facturers. The manufacturing clauses of the leather acts never concerned 

the justices.' In other regions including Lancashire between 1590 and 

1606, and Kesteven (Lincolnshire) between 1674- and 1695 - both areas where

the leather crafts were fairly num^erous — the sessions records contain no
. 2mention of offences arising from the leather acts. Thus we may not be far 

wrong in thinking that cases under the leather acts never appeared very 

frequently in the local courts during the seventeenth centuries»

The other doubtful matter was the trend of presentments during 

the seventeenth century. Dr. Dowdell in his study of the work of the 

Middlesex quarter sessions observed the justices in that county withdrawing 

from many fields of administration after 1660 and particularly in the case 

of the enforcement of economic regulations.^ This accords with the general 

View of the fate of Tudor and Stuart economic regulation in the later 

Seventeenth century^  and it may well be that - if the evidence were at 

hand - the enforcement of the leather acts at a local level would show the

Warwick County Records. 1625-1690 (8 vols., ed. S.C. Radcliffe, & H.-.C;’, 
Johnson, Warwick, 1935-1953)» vol. I, p. 157; vol. Ill, op. 297, 309, 
330; vol. IV, pp. 21, 121, 222; vcl. VI, pc. 61, 128, 133; vol. VII, 
pp. 127, 251, 256; vol. VIII, pp. 64, 165, 191, 201.
J. Tait (ed.), Lancashire Quarter Sessions Records, vol. I (Chetham 
Society, n.s., vol. 77, 1917), passim; S.A. Peyton (ed.), Minutes of 
proceedings in Quarter Sessions... Kesteven, 1674-1695)(Lines. Record 
Society, vols. 25-^, 1931), passim.

3% Dowdell, op. cit., p. 191.
See for example, Heckscher, Mercantilism, pp. 294, 310.
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same trend. However, it may be thought that since presentments were never 

very frequent this trend was not very significant.

It appears, therefore, that the removal of informers from 

Westminster in 16224- meant a decline in the enforcement of the leather acts 

because, although informers did use the local courts, the quarter sessions 

were not an efficient means of implementing economic regulations. On the 

basis of the available evidence we can say that at a local level, the 

Regulations governing the manufacture of leather were no more than an 

occasional nuisance during much of the seventeenth century. The absence 

of regular guidance to local authorities from the Privy Council, the 

inefficiency of the local system of administration, and the mounting 

hostility towards informers all brought about a loosening of the 

Restrictions on the leather industry.

There were, in addition, a number of other reasons leading to a 

^eoline in enforcement of the leather acts during the seventeenth century, 

in the first dace a good deal depended on the efficiency and honesty of 

local leather searchers and sealers. In the London area there were 

°omplaints throughout the century that these officers were both inefficient 

find dishonest. For example in 1605 John Bromley a leather searcher at the 

Southwark leather market was charged before the pie-powder court with 

having tried to get £12 from Peter Pattison a tanner in return for sealing 

bis leather. Bromley was convicted of the offence but he claimed in the 

Star Chamber that Pattison's oharge was false and was made maliciously 
when Bromley had refused to seal Pattison's leather which was not properly
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tannedLater, in the 1620s and 1630s, the oity authorities were concerned 

with the inefficiency of the leather searchers which the Company of Curriers 

attributed to the "often exchangeing" of these officials,^ In 1676 the 

Court of Aldermen dealt with complaints that leather searchers were not 

confiscating badly tanned leather and that the Company of Cordwainers was 

n°t inspecting the quality of footwear made in the city.^ A similar 

Problem occurred again in 1681.̂  Finally in 1698 - after the leather 

r®gulations had been revived in connection with an excise duty imposed 

013 leather^ - it was necessary to print and publish copies of the leather 

act of 1604 to remind the searchers and sealers of their duty. The Court 

Aldermen also set up a committee to inquire into abuses committed by 

father searchers and the city authorities took bonds of £100 from the 

searchers that they would carry out their duties properly. London was 

ĉt the only place where the inspecting officials were causing difficulty:

*■0 Reading, for example, the leather searchers and sealers were dismissed 

1647 for having "abused themselves in their office by sealing greene 

leather"^ and at Farnham in Surrey, two leather searchers were charged in 

^62 with fraudulent dealings.^

 ̂* P.R.O., Star Chamber, S.C. 8/61/48,,
2* Repertories 41. fos. 140(b)-141, 299-299(b), 312(b)~313; 48, fo. 338(b); 

Index Reaembranoia. p. 183; Curriers* Minute Book, p. 77.
Repertories 81, fo. 62(b) et seq., 80(b) et seq.
Ibid., 86, fo. 220.

5* Infra, p.
Repertories 102, fos. 446(b), 447, 429.

'• Records of the Borough of Reading, vol. IV, p. 239.
Surrey Quarter Sessions Records. 1659-61, p. 212.
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Closely connected with the imperfections of the leather searchers 

ar>d sealers was the gradual decline of the power of the gilds during the 

seventeenth century. The leather searchers were normally appointed from 

ranks of the gilds and in London the leather gilds had been given 

considerable powers of supervision over the leather workers. However the 

Power of the gilds was weakened during the seventeenth century by the 

development of industries in areas beyond gild oontrol and by common law 

'fo&gements limiting the powers of gilds over non-freemen.^

The weakening of gild control was part of a wider philosophy

developing from the end of the sixteenth century which stressed the import-

ance of individual rights and liberties. It was manifest in the parliament-

ary attaoks on monopolies and in the tendency on the part of lawyers to

interpret restrictive legislation as liberally as possible as well as in

changing attitude towards gilds.^ On at least one occasion the imple-
»

^htation of the leather acts was affected by this growing individualism.'

The changing attitude towards restrictions on economic activity

A
• See Heckscher, Mercantilism I, pp. 305-7; J.R. Kellett, "The Breakdown 

of Gild and Corporation Control over the Handicrafts and Retail Trade 
in London." Econ. Hist. Rev., 2nd ser., vol. X, no. 3 ("1958), pp.
383-2,; see Chapter 5", pp. |Q3p

• See J.U. Nef, Industry and Government in Prance and England. 1540-162,0 
(Philadelphia, 1940), p. 58; Price. Patents of Monopoly, pp. 20-22; 
Heokscher, Mercantilism, vol. I, pp. 282-295; D.O. Wagner, "Coke and 
the Rise of Economic Liberalism," Econ. Hist. Rev., vol. VII (1955-6), 
PP» 50, 31-2. But for a somewhat different view see Davies, English 
Apprenticeship. pp. 239-243»
See Unwin, Industrial Organization, pp. 212-3; Lipson, Econ. Hist., 
vol. in, pp. 347-8.

• See Chapter 8, p.iofl.4
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was itself the result of changing economic conditions. During the seven

teenth century the development of new techniques in old industries and new 

occupations outside the framework of existing government regulations tended 

to make much of the industrial code irrelevant or inadequate,' Although the 

leather industry was not greatly affected by such developments it is likely 

that the weakening of general economic legislation tended to undermine the 

leather acts. More important, the leather acts had been developed in the 

later sixteenth century in an atmosphere of rising prices and social 

tension. Both problems gradually eased in the seventeenth century: in 

Perticular the long rise in prices petered out by the 1630s. Thus there 

*as less urgency to control the manufacture of leather as part of a policy 

social security.

Thus there are a number of reasons which indicate that the enforce

ment of the leather acts was declining from quite early in the seventeenth 

°entury. Contemporary opinion believed the leather acts were falling into 

Misuse. As early as 1608 the government was told of several ways in which 

ĥe law yjqs being broken02 In 1618 Sir William Bronker asked for his 

®hforcing patent on the grounds that many regulations were being disregarded.^ 

lb 1627 the Privy Council was told that shoemakers in London were ignoring 

the statutory regulations for the manufacture of footwear̂ " and a year later

1 Cl* See Nef, op. cit., p. 36; Ramsay, "Industrial Laisser-faire," pp. 94-5»
2* P.R.O., S.P. 14/31, no. 89.

Supra, p. 1~\% .

Pal. S.P.D.. 1627, P. 493.
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ihe Court of Aldermen appointed a committee to examine the leather statutes
-1following allegations that they were not being enforced. The regulations

continued to be ignored however and in 1634 the London Company of Curriers

oomplained to the Lord Mayor that the tanning provisions of the statute of
21604 "seemith altogether to be forgotten and very much neglected.”

The extent to which the leather acts fell into disuse must not 

6s exaggerated. There was no change in the attitude of the early Stuart
3governments towards the leather industry, nor during Hie Protectorate.

the Restoration the leather legislation vías still in existence, the

“fcchinery of enforcement remained, and the regulations were still enforced
*

from time to time. The first sixty years of the seventeenth century had 

certainly seen a slackening of control as compared with the last forty 

years of the sixteenth century, but the virtual abandonment of the 

technical regulations of the leather industry did not take place until 
late in the seventeenth century.

(v)
Government policy after 1660

In the last four decades of the seventeenth century there were 

a number of modifications in existing government policy towards the leather 

industry. These changes were more noticable in the government's attitude * 2

'• Repertories. 43, fo. 31*
2« Minute Book of the Company of Cordwainers, 1628-1658 (Gild Hall Ms.

6112/1), p. 77. ~
3* See Ramsay, loc. cit., pp. 96-107, passim.
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towards the sale and export of leather than towards its manufacture. 

Nevertheless it is probably true to say that in this period until the end 

°f the seventeenth century the government had no interest in regulating the 

manufacture of leather. The old laws remained on the statute book expiring 

lUietly until in 1697 they were given a new lease of life for a purpose 

father different from those in the minds of the persons who had originally 

Earned them.

After the Restoration, Parliament was again an agent for enacting 

e°onomic legislation, yet no new legislation was forthcoming to control 

ĥe manufacture of leather and footwear. In 1661 Parliament considered a 

bill "for the more speedy way for Tanning, Tawing and Dressing all sorts 

°f leather," but it was rejected by the House of Commons. The bill was 

Promoted by Charles Howard, a son of the Earl of Arundel, who claimed that 

he had a new method of tanning without bark which was much quicker than 

ĥe old ways and the bill would have given him sole use of the process for 

fourteen years,"* Possibly the monopolistic nature of the project led to 

failure.

2The absence of fresh legislation for the manufacture of leather

 ̂• Commons' Journals, vol. VIII, pp. 262, 277, 289; Lords' Journals, vol. 
XI, 26th Nov., 1st Deo. 1660; Hist. Mss. Comm., 7th Report, Appendix, 
"House of Lords Mss, 16A1-1665,'' p. 135.
In 1662 a bill concerned with the leather trade was extended - as an 
afterthought - to cover abuses in tanning and leatherdressing, but this 
amounted to no more than insisting that leather be sold in public 
markets where it could be inspected (see Chapter 8, p.3fc-V )• In 1689 
and 1693 there were two unsuccessful attempts on the part of London 
leather workers to obtain an act against bad flaying (Minute Book of 
the Company of Curriers (Gild Hall Ms. 6113») P* 71»
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and leather goods contrasted sharply -with the government's regulation of 

"foe textile industry. In the late sixteenth century the manufacture of 

both woollen cloth and leather had been closely controlled by the govern

ment - cloth because it was an important export commodity and also because 

was needed by English consumers; and leather because it was an essential 

^terial for clothing and for agricultural and industrial purposes. In a 

Period of rising prices it had been important to give the domestic consumer 

some protection by attempting to regulate the quality and price of the 

Product. But in the late seventeenth century the government showed little 

interest in the technical regulation of the leather industry. True the 

regulations of 160h- still remained, local authorities continued to appoint 

leather searchers and sealers,”' and some cases under the leather acts were 

still dealt with by local quarter sessions,^ but there was no attempt to 

bring the leather acts up to date. By contrast, in 1662 the government 

introduced new legislation for the textile industry that established new 

"technical standards for the manufacture of cloth.

The continued interest shown by the government in the quality 

°f cloth was explained by the importance of cloth in the export

e.g. in London. The records of the Court of Aldermen contain regular 
entries noting the appointment of the leather officers throughout the 
later seventeenth century. (Repertories, passim). A similar situation 
can be found in many provincial centres.

2. Supra, p.2.83 . As late as 1710 an unapprenticed tanners were prosec
uted before the Lancashire sessions (Davies, Apprenticeship,p.21.note 5).
Heckscher, Mercantilism. I, p. 297; H. Heaton, History of the Yorkshire 
Woollen and Worsted Industry. (1920), pp. W>5~411, passim.
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trade. The depression in the cloth trade in the later seventeenth century 

drove government and manufacturers alike to pay attention to the quality 

cloth sent overseas. Leather, on the other hand, was not important as 

an export although the exports of leather and leather goods did increase 

considerably after 1663.^ But there was no need to supervise the quality 

leather to retain export markets. Neither did the government feel 

bound to act in the interests of the home consumer. From the mid-l660s 

leather prices fell steadily^ bringing about a reversal of the old policy 

banning exports and the removal of the restrictions on middlemen.^

Also, following the Restoration settlement the government of Charles II 

much more secure than the government of Elizabeth and there was less 

tteed to supervise the quality of leather and footwear as part of a policy 

of avoiding social unrest.

Changing economic conditions in the years after the Restoration 

therefore removed, the raison d’etre of the technical control of the leather 

■'•bdustry. The constitutional changes, too, undermined the old technical 

legislation. Although the local machinery for the enforcement of the 

Regulations for the leather industry remained, the power of the central

 ̂• Although the importance of cloth in the export trade had declined 
relatively in the second half of the seventeenth century, it still 
accounted for about 1+0 per cent, of total exports at the end of the 
century. (R. Davis, "English Foreign Trade, 1660-1pOO," Econ. Hist. 
Rev.. 2nd ser., vol. VII, no 2 (195A-), P* “150.
Heaton, op. cit., p. 251o
See Chapter 1,pp. 30-31 •
See Appendix I
See Chapter 8,fp- 33k» dt SĈ *
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^ministration was considerably weakened after 1660. With its prerogative

Power limited and its right to meddle in financial affairs challenged by

the rising power of Parliament, the Privy Council was no longer in a

Position to see that local authorities were administering legislation

Properly. Since Parliament did not develop administrative functions in

Place of the Privy Council the ability of the central government to
2

enforce legislation at a local level was restricted.

Changing economic conditions in the late seventeenth century 

and decaying institutions for enforcing the leather acts turned the 

sixteenth century regulations into archaic survivals in which the govern- 

^ht had little or no interest. In one respect, however, the government 

did Pot lose interest in the manufacture of leather - the industry 

oontinued to be regarded as a possible source of revenue. Before the 

Civil War the government continually turned the technical regulations to 

Sood account although the intention of using the industry as a source of 

Avenue was never openly declared. After the Restoration the purse strings 

Passed from the Crown to Parliament and the use of the industry for money 

r&ising purposes became more open - or blatent. By 1697 the government 
was sorely pressed for money. The wars of William III were a serious 

^Pain on revenue and the existing sources of income - especially the salt 

dyty ~ did not come up to expectations. Therefore in 1697 the government 

Placed a 15 per cent, excise duty on all home manufactured leather for an

"* • E.R. Turner, The Privy Council of England, 1607-1784. vol. I (Baltimore, 
1927), pp. 153~4; 380-1; Heclcscher, Mercantilism, pp. 394-5«
Heckscher, Mercantilism. I, pp. 295-6«
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initial period of three years.^

To administer the duty the excise commissioners appointed a small 

array of collectors some of whom -were leather craftsmen.The statute 

imposing the duty also contained a clause insisting that the leather act 

°f 1604 should be observed. The main purpose of this provision was to 

°onfine the leather trade to public markets where leather could be valued 

ari<i the duty charged but it also meant that attention was once again 

focussed on the technical regulations for manufacturing leather. Two 

hundred copies of the leather act were printed and distributed throughout 

ĥe country.^ Whether the revival of the technical regulations had any 

effect on the leather industry is hard to say; most of the complaints 

ab°ut the new duty were concerned with the leather trade and the problems 

°f collecting the duty, rather than with its effects upon the technical 

state of the industry. However, it is worth noting that as late as 1824 

leather manufacturers attributed the continued separation of the heavy 

■father crafts to the continuation of the leather duty with the accompany

ing technical regulations.̂ "

8 & 9 Will. Ill, cap. 21. The duty was later extended and survived into 
ihe nineteenth century. The leather duty is part of the financial 
history of the period, and rather out of the scope of this present 
study. The financial background of the duty and its administration is 
summarised in Appendix 6.
Cal, of Treasury Books, vol. XII, pp. 136-7, 292.
Cal, of Treasury Books, vol. XII, p. 125.
Select Committee on the Leather Duties (1824), p. 25; quoted by J.H. 
Clapham, Economic History of Modem Britain, vol. I, (2nd ed., C.U.P.,
1930), p. 324.
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Thus at the end of the seventeenth century regulations for the 

Manufacture of leather and leather goods were substantially the same as 

■those enacted in 1563. But there the similarity ends. The first purpose 

the Elizabethan regulations was to provide the consumer with good 

quality leather and leather goods. The leather act was part of Elizabethan 

social policy. This is not to say that Elizabeth and her ministers acted 

**rom strong altruistic motives; rather they realised that the stability 

°f the throne depended upon a firm foundation of social peace. But - as 

the early Stuarts learnt - the stability of the throne equally depended 

uPon sound finance. Thus from 1563 until the Civil War we find industrial 

Policy being used to raise revenue. At the same time various groups 

within the leather industry attempted to press their own interests and 

shape policy for their own ends. Even before the Civil War gradually 

changing economic and political conditions brought about a decline in the 

enforcement of the technical regulations of the leather industry; and 

after the Restoration the old legislation became largely neglected except 

in a few local cases. When the leather act was again revived in 1697, 

the sole reason was to assist in raising revenue.
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Chapter 8 : The Government and the Leather Industry 

II: Trading Regulations, 1563 ~ 1700

(i)
Introduction

The regulation of technical standards in the leather industry 

by the government was complemented by an equally comprehensive body of 

R̂egulations governing the internal and external trade in hides and skins, 

•father and leather products. In most cases both technical and commercial 

clauses were contained in the same statutes. We have separated them 

Merely for convenience of analysis but it should be remembered that they 

''"ere integral parts of a single body of legislation.

The foundations of commercial policy were laid in the mid

sixteenth century. In the internal trade, the sale of hides, leather end 

father goods was generally confined to public markets and middlemen were 

exoluded from dealing in these products. In the external trade, the - a 
exPort of hides and skins, leather and footwear was prohibited except 

u&der licence. This policy continued unchanged in essentials until the 

last forty years of the seventeenth century. Then, in the external trade, 

I'irst the restrictions on the export of calf skins and later the 

R̂estrictions on the export of leather were removed while the prohibition 

or> the export of footwear lapsed. In the internal trade, the ban on 

middlemen was lifted and the restrictions limiting trade to public
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Markets were forgotten.

The same sectional interests that shaped the technical control 

°f the leather industry were responsible for the trading regulations. To 

the Grown in the sixteenth century the regulations were a means of price 

°0Ptrol'J for middlemen were held to raise prices and export led to dearth 

lTl the home market. Hence middlemen should be prohibited and exports 

banned. The regulations were also a useful source of revenue which came 

from fines or from grants permitting a breach of statutory legislation.

The leather industry itself was by no means a united pressure 

8r°up. Little was heard of the leather manufacturers in the sixteenth 

°entury. We saw in the previous chapter that the interests of the tanners 

Were ignored between 1563 and 1604- when the tanning regulations were under' 

discussion. Much the same was true in the case of the commercial regul- 

aÜcns. Tanners - in general - wished to sell their leather in whatever 

^rket they pleased; the restrictions on exports were not in their 

interests » Possibly because there was no tanners* gild in London to push 

fbe interests of leather manufacturers, their views were not heard until 

after the Restoration when - in different economic conditions - the 

banners in alliance with graziers and exporting merchants were successful 

f13 obtaining a change in the law. The leatherdressers, like the tanners, 

1Sere presumably interested in exporting leather if they wished to. However
4-h.
aey were able to do so, despite statutory prohibition, under the terms of 

a humiber of licences granted to merchants in the late sixteenth and seven

teenth oenturies permitting the export of large quantities of raw and 

dressed calfskins.
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The most influential of all the pressure groups before the 

Restoration Tías the London Company of Cordwainers. Its influence may be 

suspected in the development of the technical control of tanning and 

currying (it was certainly in the interests of shoemakers to try to control 

the quality of their raw material), but it was in the field of commercial 

regulation that the company played a decisive part. It was responsible for 

the restrictions against middlemen and for the government’s refusal to 

Recognise curriers as leather using craftsmen. In this way the company 

endeavoured to keep the trade in tanned leather in London in its own hands, 

■̂he Company of Cordwainers was also largely responsible for the ban on the 

e*port of leather, although in this it was supported by other leather 
using craftsmen.

After the Restoration the position of the Company of Cordwainers 

Vabed. on the matter of exports it lost a hard battle with the tanners, 

S^aziers an¿ exporters. The company also eventually lost the control of 

ĥe tanned leather trade. In the late sixteenth and early seventeenth 

0entury the London Company of Curriers had tried to secure a revision of 

the law relating to middlemen and particularly obtain the right for 

°urriers to buy leather from tannersj the Company of Cordwainers had 

alv?ays been able to block these moves. In the different economic conditions 

^ter the Restoration the curriers were able to obtain a modification of 

the law that allowed middlemen to deal in leather.

, The regulation of the internal trade in leather and leather 

Soods was essential to the enforcement of manufacturing regulations. The



only practical way of trying to maintain technical standards was to inspect 

ifte quality of leather and leather goods when they were bought and sold.

this extent the trading regulations were merely another aspect of the

“snufacturing regulations. However, both the control of the internal 

trade and the overseas trade had purposes other than the maintenance of 

technical standards. It is to a detailed study of the trading regulations 
that we now turn.

(ii)
Emulation nf the internal trade in hides, leather, and leather goods

The basis of the regulation of the internal trade was established 

%  the comprehensive leather act of 1563 although its compilers drew on 

e&rlier regulations for the details of their policy."' The act of 1563 

endeavoured to confine the leather trade to public markets and tried to

stop middlemen from dealing in hides and leather. Only tanners were allowed

to buy raw hides (nothing was said about the purchase of skins for dressing) 

although there was no provision about where purchases should take place, 

banned leather could be bought only by leather using craftsmen. This was 

a Particularly important clause for it was aimed at middlemen in the leather 

trade, it was so interpreted that curriers were not regarded as craftsmen

Psing leather and they were therefore prevented from buying leather and had
to Y' T 2rely on the shoemakers for work. This remained a point ofcontroversy

r more than a century. Sales of leather and leather goods were to take 

1* Infra, p.JOZp
* Curriers prepared leather for the shoemakers after it had been tanned; 

s®e Chapter 2, p.S5 ; and Chapter 5  >PV• /7£ -/y5-



place in public markets where leather searchers and sealers could inspect 

the quality of the goods. It was illegal to sell leather before it had

been sealed and the details of all sales were to be entered in a register.

A scale of charges was laid down for searching and sealing leather. That

the act was primarily concerned with London can be seen from the clauses
2aPpointing the leather markets in London.

1

These regulations embodied all the sixteenth century hostility 

towards middlemen. It seemed clear to contemporaries that these "Merchants 

°f raychyefe" raised the price of any commodity passing through their 

hands.̂  The case was well put by some London shoemakers in 1607 when they 

told the government that "The oftener that leather is bought and soulde 

the dearer it muste needs be when it cometh to be employed to any vse for 

®v'rye one that buyethe and selleth the same will make a ganie thereby 

w°h must neddes enhaunce the price thereof."^ The legislation against 

middlemen - and indeed the regulations restricting trade to public markets 

*here middlemen could be watched - was, as far as the Crown was concerned, 

a * *orm of price control. It was much easier than direct price-fixing since 

ĥis required a knowledge of what the correct price level should be and 
deeded an army of local offocials to implement it. Labour was the only

"*• Unfortunately none of these registers seem: to have survived.
* 5 Eliz.> cap. 8, sects. 6, 9, 10, 23, 27-30, 32. Most local authorities

supplemented national regulations in some way, e.g. by defining the 
limits of the leather markets or by restricting the persons who could 
3-eal in the market. For example, see Chapter 4, pp.

the contemporary attitude towards middlemen, see e.g., H. Heaton, The 
Yorkshire Woollen and Worsted Industry (Oxford, 1920), pp. 119-20o
p.R.O., S.P. 14/26, no. 82.4.



commodity the price of which was regularly fixed, and in this case it was 

impossible to do anything else. The prices of corn and bread were also 

directly fixed from time to time, but generally by the second half ox the 

sixteenth century the prices of these commodities were regulated indirectly 

by supervising the activities of middlemen.

However the Tudor government was in a difficulty; for the use~ 

fulness of middlemen in linking producers with consumers was frequently as 

obvious as their wickedness in raising prices. In both the cloth and the 

corn trades the government was obliged to allow middlemen to function under 

strict supervision.^ The government was in a similar equivocal position 

over the leather trade and it is not surprising that the Crown's treatment 

°f middlemen was largely determined by the influence of vested interests. 

Botween 1548 and 1558 there were five acts alternately prohibiting and 

silowing middlemen in the leather trade. They were banned on the grounds 

that they raised the price of leather; and allowed on the grounds that 

they supplied leather in small quantities to shoemakers who could not 

sfford to buy in bulk from tanners.5 The fluctuation in policy was the 

r®sult of pressure brought to bear on the government by the two London 

c°mpanies of shoemakers and curriers.2*- The former were intent on exduding 

®iddlemen (especially curriers) so that they could have direct aocess to 

Supplies of leather. The company also wished to deal in leather without

N.S.B. Gras, The Evolution of the English Corn Market (Harvard, 1926),
PP. 132-3.
Ibid., pp. 152-6; Heaton, op. cit., pp. 120-3.

3. 2 & 3 Edw. VI, cap. 9; 3 & 4 Edw. VI, cap. 6; 5 & 6 Edw. VI, cap. 15}
1 Mar. St. 3, cap. 8; 1 Eliz., cap. 8.
G. Unwin, The Gilds and Companies of London, (1908), p. 252.
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competition ffcom any other body. Curriers on the other hand by virtue of 

their position in the manufacturing process were well placed to act as 

middlemen and they resented any attempt on the part of the shoemakers to 
stop them buying leather."* By the act of 1563 the cordwainers obtained, 

t*0** the time being, the upper hand and the curriers were prevented from 
keying leather.

The vacillation on the part of the government in its treatment 

middlemen is illustrative of the difficulties that faced the government 

■*-tl the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. As we have seen in the previous 

°hapter the Crown lacked the necessary knowledge to frame technical legis

lation - perhaps it would be more true to say that it lacked the disinterested 

lualified advisers - and so was open to suggestion from all sorts of 

interested parties. On economic matters the London companies frequently 

took the lead in promoting bills in Parliament and they engaged in vigorous 

lobbying to see that their bills were passed.^ Providing the conpanies 

°°uld persuade the government that their proposals coincided with the 

interests of the Crown, they stood some chance of success. In the late 

Sixteenth century the cordwainers - playing on the general hostility towards 
Middlemen - were more successful in their parliamentary activities than
k̂e curriers.

The London curriers made determined efforts to modify the 1563

80t so that they could legally buy tanned leather. Pour years after the

1* For the trading activities of the shoemakers and curriers, see Chapter 
PP.

2. See J.E. Neale, The Elizabethan House of Commons, (London, 124-9)» PP» 
38i»- et seq.
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Passing of the act leading members of the company obtained, a licence from 

the Queen allowing them to buy leather, but the majority of curriers did 

n°t benefit from it.' In January 1576 the Court of Aldermen gave permission 

the curriers to present a petition to Parliament on the matter,^ but 

nothing was achieved. Some years later, in 1585, the curriers and the 

shoemakers both had bills before Parliament. The cordwainers, by dint of 

better management, won the day and obtained an act which tightened up the 

existing regulations. By the act of 1565 only the illegal buyers of un

sought leather were penalised. The shoemakers alleged that the curriers 

had been selling leather without penalty; the new act, therefore placed 

Penalties on the sellers as well as the buyers. The curriers were under

standably irritated by the success of their opponents' bill. One currier 

oompiained that it had been passed early in the morning when the curriers' 

supporters were absent from the House and rashly remarked that "the 

°Prriers could have no justice in this house," for which words he was 

â monished at the Bar of the House.^

Lacking success in Parliament, the curriers turned to the Privy 

Council for relief from "suche Statutes as have been heretofore made 

°°nceming the lymyttacion of their trade," and also complaining of 

°ompetition from suburban and country curriers. The Privy Council referred 

matter to the Lord Mayor for examination, "whereof being enformed their 1

1° Gild Hall Ms. 6195.
Repertories 19, fo. 55.
27Eliz.> cap. 16; P.R.O., S.P. 12/177, no. 16; Hist. Mss. Comm. 5rd 
report, Appendix, "House of Lords Mss, 1450-1625,” PP. 5-6; Neale,
op. cit., p. 589.
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lordships entended to take suche further order as to them should seeme 

wost convenient in that behalfe." Although the City authorities discussed

ĥe problem several times during the next year or two* *’ they did nothing 
definite. However, the matter did not rest there and in June 1590 the 

^rivy Council wrote to the Attorney-General, who had apparently been making 

enquiries about the curriers grievances, ordering him to prepare a dis~ 

Sensation for the curriers from the statute of 1585 on the ground that the 

shoemakers had abused their right of buying and selling leather.’' This 

dispensation was never made»

In 1601 the curriers sponsored another bill in Parliament that 

^ould have recognised currying as an occupation "working or Converting of 

Lether into made wares," so enabling curriers to buy tanned leather on 

e<lual terms with other leather craftsmen. The bill was rejected at its 

8econd reading, probably because of opposition from the shoemakers.^ The 

^rriers received no relief from the re-enactment of the leather act in 1604 

^hich was perhaps the reason why a currier abused a member of the committee 

"’hich drafted the act in "slanderous and unseemly terras."̂  The curriers 

a finai attempt to modify the law in 1607 but the bill was again 

^locked by the shoemakers and their friends in Parliament.^ Thereafter the

* Acts of the Privy Council. 1587, pp. 200, 265» For matters between the 
City and suburban ourriers, see Chapter 5, pp. £Qb

2> Repertories 21, fos. 425(b), 465(b), 512; 22, fo. 10(b).
* Acts of the Privy Council. 1590, p. 282.

^  p*R.O., S.P., 12/298, no. 25.
Commons1 Journals, vol. 1, p. 240.
Ibid., vol. 1, pp. 352, 365, 373-4; Lords* Journals, vol. II, 16th May 
1607, et seq..



curriers appear to have given up and, according to Professor Unwin, the 

two groups came to a tacit agreement in 1616 to ignore the regulations.^ 

Probably neither company could afford the expense of continually promoting 

kills in Parliament. However the matter did. not end there entirely,and 

®uch later in the seventeenth century the curriers returned to the attack 

with greater success.^

In the years between 1563 and 1604 therefore, the statutory 
control of the internal leather trade was determined by the interests of 
khe London Company of Cordwainers. The Crown was concerned with the price 
°f leather and footwear but it did not really know whether middlemen 
Raised the price of leather or kept it down. It was the result of the 
8Uperior ability of the shoemakers over the curriers to manage their case 

Parliament that middlemen were prohibited in the leather trade even 
though they were allowed under licence in some other branches of trade, 
■̂ ere were no new developments in the government’s control of the internal 
leather trade betv/een 1604 and 1660 although neither the curriers nor the 
shoemakers lost interest in the regulation of the trade.

(iii)

Enforcement of internal trading regulations

Much of what was said in the previous chapter regarding the

1.

2.

G. Unwin, Industrial Organisation in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Cen
turies (Oxford, 1904J, p.22, note U  Prof. Unwin gives no supporting 
reference for his statement.
The question flared up again in 1658-9 (infra,pp.307-̂ Jq) and in 1651 the 
shoemakers and the curriers both sent petitions on the subject to the 
Council for Trade (Court Book of the Company of Cordwainers (Gild Hall 
Ms. 7353, vol. I), 24th April 1651)- 
Infra,pp.
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enforcement of the technical regulations also applies to the restrictions 

013 the leather trade and need not be repeated. The means of enforcement 

■®ere identical and in fact it is difficult and unrealistic to separate the 

Manufacturing and the marketing regulations in this context. All that is 

necessary here is to enlarge on one or two points especially related to 

‘-he enforcement of the trade restrictions.

There were a few patents granted in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

Qsnturies empowering individuals or groups to enforce the trading régulât- 

l0ns. Only one has been noted in the later sixteenth century - although 

there may have been others. This was a patent granted to John Field, a 

°nrrier, to enforce the trading regulations of the acts that preceded the 

sfatute of 1563 in the counties of Devon and Corn?<all.̂  In the seventeenth 

°entury there were two enforcing patents granted in 1638.̂  Of particular 

interest was the grant made to the Company of Cordwainers, for it high

lights again the way in which economic policy was influenced by pressure 
8 0̂ups.

1

The company negotiated with the Crown in the summer of 1638 for 

a Patent to enforce the market regulation of the act of 160A and the grant 

y,as obtained in December of the same year.^ Under the terms of the grant 

e company was empowered to seize any leather sold contrary to regulation:

1.
a.

3.
4.

See Chapter 7, pp. ¿13 "-2.̂ 0 .
Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1560-1563» P* 2o6; P.R.O., Patent Rolls,
^ 66/978.
See Chapter 7» p.3/7<l-
Court Book of the Company of Cordwainers (Gild Hall Ms. 1553, vol. 1), 
28th A-ngnst 16 8̂; Company of Cordwainers. Wardens Account Bqq^ (Gild Hall 
Ms. 735?/2), 7th June, 15th August, 8th October, 7 th December, 163 , 
P.R.O., S.P. 16A0A, no. 9.
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'fchat is outside public markets, or bought and sold by persons who were not 

leather workers. Following the seizure of the leather the offenders were 

to be prosecuted in the Exchequer Court and a proportion of the penalty was 

S° to the company. There is no doubt that the grant was a device of the 

Company of Cordwainers to attack their rivals the curriers and some 

Prosecutions were actually commenced both in the Westminster courts and in 
local sessions.^

The Company of Curriers was not slow in opposing the cordwainers 

grant, it prepared a memorandum which was sent to the Privy Council, out

lining the terms of the offending grant and stating its objections to it.
rm
e chief complaint was that it was unlawful for the Company of Cordwainers 

to as an informer and that it was unjust for leather to be seized

before it had been proved that an offence had been committed. The curriers 

•Iso alleged that the shoemakers used the leather they seized for their own 

Purposes. And - taking a stand on an act of 1624 relating to informers - 

e curriers claimed that it was illegal for the Company of Cordwainers to 

°ommence prosecutions in the Exchequer. Finally, the curriers complained 

b̂at the Company of Cordwainers was not liable for the costs of the 

^efendents if cases brought under the grant were not proved.2

The Privy Council passed the dispute over to the city of London

authorities. On March 26th the Court of Aldermen instructed the Company

Oordwainer*s Court Book, 1 3th March, 1638/9J 6th June, 1639.
2* P.R.O., S.P. 16/404, no. 9. There is no direct indication on the 

document of the authorship of the memorandum but there is no doubt 
that it was composed on behalf of the curriers.
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°£ Cordwainers to prosecute a currier on the charge of illegally buying 

leather. The currier was told to admit the charge but "to stand upon the 

POynte of Right whether he might by the Lawe, do the same." In the mean- 

■fcime the Company of Cordwainers were ordered to return the leather which 

had been confiscated."* In making this order the Court of Aldermen appears 

have been sympathetic to the curriers. This was not surprising consider- 

the long-standing opposition of the city to prerogative grants; even 

ĥe fact that in this particular case the grant was held by one of the 

city*3 own companies was not likely to make it more acceptable. It also 

Seems that the London authorities thought that there was at least a 

Possibility that the courts would decide that curriers were leather workers 

within the meaning of the acts of 1563 and 1604. They may well have been 

encouraged in this belief by the prevailing tendency for the Courts to 

terpret restrictive legislation as liberally as possible.

What finally happened to the shoemakers' patent is a little 

Puzzlings The Company of Cordwainers was still prosecuting ourriers under 

grant in July 1639^ and in October the company noted that the matter 

between it and the curriers would "have trial at law this term."^” But there

*a8 no further mention of the matter in the Company's records after that 

iate (the curriers records were completely silent about the whole affair)

1* Saggrtogy 53. fos. 151-l5l(b).
2* See Chapter 7. p. 2.ZZ ■
3* Helens' Account Book. 16th July 1639.

£ordwainers' Court B00k. 10th October 1639; see also Account Book. 
September 1639. “



ancl no trace of the case can be found in the law courts. It is indeed 

Possible that the patent came under the terms of the royal proclamation

April 1639 revoking many prerogative grants and that the legal proceed- 

ihgs then petered out. There was no specific mention of the shoemakers* * 

Patent in the proclamation but it was covered by the clause revoking HA11 

giants of fines, penalties, and forfeitures before judgment granted, or 

m®ntioned to be granted, by letters patent, privy seals, signet, sign 
or otherwise.

It is not known what prompted the Company of Cordwainars to 

°̂ tain the patent. The company was certainly aware that market regulations 

"ere being broken and early in 1638 it had employed an informer to 

Prosecute offenders.^ We have seen in the previous chapter that the number
j. A

offences under the leather acts concerned with the manufacture and sale

leather dwindled in the Exchequer Court from the 1620s. After that time 
the extent to which the marketing regulations were enforced can be gauged 

°Ply by a close study of the records of local courts. The evidence on this 

Point is inconclusive,^ but it appears unlikely that local courts of 

Ôstice became more concerned with the administration of the legislation 

Elating to the sale of leather as the seventeenth century progressed.

There is, in fact, evidence to suggest that the internal leather 

'ki’ade 'was being conducted more and more outside the statutory framework

<|
* The proclamation is printed in W.H. Price, English Patents of Monopoly 

(Harvard, 1913), PP. 173-5. The clause quoted is on p. 175.
* Company of Cordwainers. Wardens Account Book, 20th April, 7th June 1638.
* See Chapter 7,. P P .ZSZ-1M,
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simply because tanners, shoemakers and others found extra-market dealings 

®Uoh more convenient end because middlemen were virtually indispensible.”* 

Within a few years of the enactment of the leather act in 1563 there were 

complaints that the marketing regulations were being ignored. In the late 

summer of 1566 an informer named Marten alleged that in the previous five 

years only fifteen leather backs had been sold at Guildford market in 

Surrey, and that leather manufacturers usually sold leather to middlemen 

"their own homes to avoid the search at the market.^ Two years later 

Court of Aldermen became so concerned at the shortage of leather in 

the London markets that it appointed a commission to enquire into the 

■tether trade. The commission found that the tanners were bringing "theyr 

Sayd lether in the nyght season in baskettes and by other secrete meanes 

itJto diverse of the Cordwayners bowses,” instead of selling the leather at 

hea&enhall market. The wardens of the Company of Cordwainers were ordered 

to stop this illegal trade and a few months later the city aldermen told 

tbnholders wthin. their wards, and other persons suspected not to habour 

tanned leather in their houses, but shall cause bringers and carriers of
leather 3to bring the same to Leadenhall.” The problem was a chronic one
A century later leather craftsmen were being prosecuted in several parts of 
the country for illegal dealings in leather ̂  and ri*t at the end of the 
SQVenteenth century sales of leather outside the appointed markets w«c

1.
2.
3.
4.

Hor the reasons for the development of trade outside the public markets 
and the functions performed by middlemen, see Chapter 4, PiUS'fv»--
Hist. Mss. Comm.. 7th Report, Appendix, "Mss. of W.M.Molyneux,” p.619.
Repertories. 16, fos. 359(h), 439.
e*g., Warwick County Records, vol. V (ed. S.C. Ratcliff & H.C. Johnson, 
Warwick, 1939), p. 128; Surrey Quarter Sessions Records. 1661-3 
(Surrey Records Society, Number XXXVl7 1935), P* 212.
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described aa an "ancient practice,"^ even though the marketing regulations 

Were still in existence»

(iv)

Modification in policy for internal trade after 1660

In the decades after the Restoration, there was a marked change 

policy. The reasons for the change is to be found in changing economic 

°onditions but it is interesting to note that the same pressure groups that 

shaped economic policy in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries 

c°ntinued to do so after the Restoration. It should be noticed, too, that 

changes in the regulation of the internal leather market in the late 

Seventeenth century had their counterpart in the even more marked changes 

n the policy relating to the export trade in the same period.

The immediate Restoration policy was an extension of the 

traditional Elizabethan regulations. In 1662 in an act dealing mainly with 

^le export of leather, it was stipulated that sales of leather should take 

Place only in public markets. The only new provision in the act was a 

°l&Use compelling any person buying leather in and within three miles of 

London to inform the Company of Curriers so that the leather "may be 

Cllrried tallowed or otherwise, as is directed and appointed" by the statute 

of 1604.5 This was a considerable extension of the curriers* power.

1* gal. S.P.D.. 1697, p.74.
Infra,pp. 3 3^ — 3 ^
"*4 Gar. II, cap. 7; Commons’ Journals, vol. VIII, pp. 358, 382-3, 401, 
406, 432; Lords' Journals, vol. XI, 15th April, 19th May 1662. For the 
export regulations in the act, see below,pp. 334 “3 îT-
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Under previous legislation the London curriers had the right of all currying 

work in London and of supervision of all currying dons in the London areaj 

the new act gave the curriers the right to search the premises of any 

leather workers. The background of this piece of legislation is obscure, 

hut it seems clear that this clause was the work of the curriers themselves 
and it gave them the means of preventing currying work being given to non- 

^eemen. But the new act did nothing to change the legal position of the 

°urriers and they were still forbidden to buy and sell tanned leather,

^hat is really significant about the new act is that it represented the 

înst real success of the London curriers in Parliament for more than a 

°entury. What the shoemakers thought about the extension of the curriers* 

rlghts of search is not recorded but it is hardly likely that they allowed 

'the clause to go through Parliament unopposed. It is a feature of the 

development of policy in the later seventeenth century, however, that the 

London Company of Cordwainers was unable to dominate legislation in the 

same way as it had done earlier in the century.

In the following year the act of 1662 was strongly criticised 

hy a committee appointed by the House of Commons. The bulk of the 

01,iticisms were related to the clauses concerned with the export of leather 

hut one clause dealt with the sale of leather. The committee had heard 

c°®plaints "that several Persons buy and sell leather again without working 

to the great prejudice of the Manufacture." It was therefore agreed 

ĥat the penalty for the offence should be raised from the existing 

°°Ufiscation of the leather, to a fine of £500 to be divided between the 

G*own and the informer. But following representations from the shoemakers
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"That the Y/ay of Information was not so effectual," it was recommended 

instead that the Grown should licence individuals to search out offences 

in addition to the regular searching officers appointed by statute."* The 

r®port was never implemented, but the heavy penalty suggested testifies to 

ike continued existence of a strong antipathy towards middlemen. There 

Was, however, probably a stronger feeling at the time that the restrictions 

°n dealers in the leather trade were no longer of any practical use. In 

16?5, for example, certain leather interests - probably the curriers and 

Perhaps others - asked the government to allow an unrestricted internal 

irade in leather so that poor leather workers could buy tanned leather in 

small quantities without having to attend the markets for it. Eventually 

ihere was passed in 1689 an "Act explaining part of an act made in the 

i'il’st year of King James...,"3 which defined curried leather as a made ware 

Within the meaning of the act of 1604 and permitted the sale of leather not 

forked into leather goods. The new act was to all intents and purposes a 

Middlemen's charter.

This act was important for several reasons. In the first place 

k̂e clash of interests of several groups within the leather industry can 

k® clearly seen. Secondly, the arguments which surrounded the bill as it 

passed through Parliament throw light on the leather trade and upon the 

deration of the leather acts. And, thirdly, these arguments show a

"*• Commons1 2 3 Journals, vol. fill, pp. 495, 529-30.
2’ gad. S.FJD.. 1675, P. 88.
3* 1 Will. & Mar., cap. 33»
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changing attitude towards the problem of middlemen."* *

The oot was inspired by the London curriers. Its true intention 

is best revealed by a clause in the original draft but which was finally 

chitted from the act: "And to Intent that the Currier may have due 

encouragement, and be no further nor more strictly bound than other 

ai îficers, ... , be it enacted ... That it shall and may be lawful ... , 
for any Currier to buy in open fair or market leather tanned, and, after 

he hath curried the same, to sell it to any person whatsoever that shall 

Worh the same leather, and make it into wares or transport the same ..."

•ii was later thought that this clause would confine the trade in tanned 

leather entirely into the curriers’ hands, and it was therefore excluded 

"ln favour of a more general clause permitting all leather dealers and 

'Workers to buy and sell leather.

In support of the bill the curriers advanced three arguments. 
■^rst, they claimed that if they were allo’wed to buy and sell leather the 

technical regulations of the statute of 1604 would be enforced. As the 

lav? stood tanners and shoemakers - who both had an interest in working 

Poorly tanned leather - would not supply the curriers with tanned leather 

f̂ ĥe Company of Curriers seized imperfect leather as it was supposed to 

Therefore the Company did not usually seize leather because the 

craftsmen wanted currying work. The point was not a strong one and the

•]
* The paragraphs that follow are based on the report of the proceedings 

of the committee of the House of Lords set up to examine the bill. See 
Hist. Mss. Comm.. Report 12, Appendix 6, "House of Lords Mss, 1689“90,9 
PP. 111-4.
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shoemakers claimed that the curriers never had bothered to supervise the 

quality of leather properly, not even of curried leather; the wardens of 

ĥe company simply passed the company seal around to individual curriers 

to seal their ovm leather. Secondly the curriers claimed that "no 

s^tifioer ought to be prohibited selling anything he manufactures.'* The 

argument was not elaborated but it was an important point for it appealed 

the current opinion that English manufacturers should be given encourage- 

ment. Thirdly, the curriers argued that middlemen performed a valuable 

service. "The more buyers and sellers the better for the public." It is 

doubtful whether such a justification of middlemen could have been made 

successfully earlier in the century, but in 168? the old hostility was 

dissolving. Even the shoemakers who opposed the curriers bill admitted 

ihat "they sell (leather) to their poor bretheren..., but there is no law 
for it.«

The opposition to the bill was mixed; the London shoemakers 

•̂ed the opposition but they -were supported by the tanners and by the 

Exporting merchants. The basis of their objections was that the new act 

^culd give the curriers a monopoly of the leather trade. The shoemakers 

aiso claimed - without much justification - that the act would mean that 

London curriers would have the right of search of all leather, even 

ihat curried outside London.^

* It was to meet this objection that the act contained a clause restrict
ing the right of the Company of Curriers to inspect curried leather to 
members of the company and curriers within three miles of London.
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The shoemakers had a strange ally in the London Leathersellers’ 

Company, which demanded that if the curriers could buy and sell tanned 

leather, it wanted the same right for leathersellers. As the counsel for 

the curriers remarked "The Leatherseller is a useless person in this 

Matter ... a mere intruder into this trade." The leathersellers were 

traditionally dealers in skins and light leather - not tanned leather* - 

hut they seem to have thought that if the trade in tanned leather became 

^restricted the curriers might encroach on their own trade. The leather- 

filers were unsuccessful in getting a clause in the new act protecting 

their own interests.

The removal of the restrictions on middlemen in the heavy leather 

trade - the act of 1689 marked a change in the legal rather than the actual 

Position of middlemen - was only a part of the general policy of removing 

restrictions on internal trade. The control of middlemen in the corn 

trade, f0r example, was relaxed in 1656  ̂and earlier in the century 

fstrictions on middlemen in the trades in wool, yarn, and fuel had been 

fmoved or relaxed.J Legislation against middlemen was medieval in origin 

although it had been renewed in the second half of the sixteenth century.

trade was localised and consumers and producers were in direct 

contact the restrictions may have had some point. But with the growth of

See Chapter 4, pp.ijl — 132. , i3̂ -/if0*

Gras, Corn Market. pp. 155~6, 204, 252.

Keokscher, Mercantilism (2nd ed., 1955), I, PP. 268-9.



a national market in England - which middlemen made possible - they became 

Meaningless.

1

The act of 1689 said nothing about markets and in this respect 

the law was unchanged. But the leather trade had long spilled out of the 

traditional channels to which it was legally confined.^ In 1697 the 

government tried to push the leather trade back into public markets to 

Make easier the collection of an excise duty on leather levied in that 

year,-̂  There was a storm of protest from the leather dealers and leather 

Workers. Some Yorkshire tanners protested that they sold most of their 

leather in small pieces direct to poor workers who could not afford to go 

Public markets. Others complained of the inconvenience of the markets 

the delays occurring at them. The complaints fill many pages of the 

¿Signals of the House of Commons in 1697 and 1698.^ The general tenor of 

a-kt the complaints was that leather craftsmen had long been in the habit 

buying and selling leather wherever they pleased and that to force the 

father trade back into the public markets could cause considerable hard- 

Ŝ ip» Although the regulation was renewed in 1718, and although it caused 

a good deal of irritation to leather craftsmen there is no evidence to 

sPggest that the government ever succeeded in its purpose.'" By the end

 ̂* * See Unwin, Industrial Organization, pp. 188-190o 2
• On this point see Chapter 4, pzssnvi-

See Appendix 6. Some London tanners claimed that the clause was an 
attempt on the part of a number of other tanners to monopolise the 
leather trade (Cal.S.P.D., 1697, p.74) but there is no clear evidence 
of this.
^articularly vol. XI, pp. 710 et seq.,, passim; vol. XII, passim.£

• There is on the other hand, evidence to suggest that the government found 
it difficult to implement the revived regulations (See Appendix 6).
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°f the seventeenth century the internal trade in leather and leather goods 

w&s virtually unrestricted by any statutory regulation.

(v)

Regulation of the export trade before 1660

We turn now to a study of the government control of the export 

trade in hides and skins, leather, and leather products during the second 

half of the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries. Until the 1660s the 

exPort of hides, skins and leather was prohibited, although large quantities 

°f calfskins were exported under licence. The calfskin trade was freed 

ih 1652 and in 1666 the trade in leather was thrown open until 1675. Then 

followed a decade of controversy between the supporters and opponents of 

an unrestricted trade in leather until, in 1685 the unrestricted exports 

°f leather and lesther goods was again allowed. In the development of 

ĥis policy the government was again much influenced by sectional interests.

The leather act of 1563 was only incidently concerned with

0verseas trade but under two earlier aots the export of hides, leather

footwear was prohibited. The export of boots and shoes was made 
ill 1J-legal by an act of 1551 ; the act was repealed in 1555 but was revived 
i 2n the first year of Elizabethf.s reign and continued unaffected by the 

act of 1563. The export of hides and leather was forbidden by an act of 

5̂58 which made the transportation of these commodities an offence

1* 5 & 6 Edw. VI, cap. 15.

1 Mary St. 3, cap. 8; 1 Eliz., cap 8.
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Punishable by death. The statute of 15b3 did no more than impose a fine 
°f 00 on customs officers who permitted illegal exports.

2In 1572 the statute of 1558 was renewed,“ but four years later 

new regulations were introduced because in the former statute 11 no 

^orfsyture ys geven to him or them that will sease or sue for the same«,”

new act, therefore, abolished the dearth penalty for exporting hides 
and leather and instead offered rewards to informers who would bring 

offenders to court.^ The acts prohibiting the export of hides and leather 

Were supplemented by two others - one passed in 15^3 and the other in 

1j66 - forbidding the export of sheep, goat and deer skins, and leather 
^de from these skins.^

The acts regulating the export trade all mentioned that the 

Pr3-ce of leather and leather goods had been rising; and the prohibition 

015 exports was made in order to save these commodities for the domestic 

®arket. Those most interested in cheap leather and footwear were, first, 

e consumers and secondly the craftsmen using leather for the manufacture 

aH  kinds of leather goods. During much of the late sixteenth and 

Venteen th centuries the leather using craftsmen - particularly the London 

ccmakers - took the lead in obtaining legislation prohibiting the export 

°** hides and leather. * 18

1 Eliz., cap. 10.

14 Eliz., cap. 4.

18 Eliz., cap. 9«

5 Eliz., cap. 22; 8 Eliz., cap 14.

1
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This can be seen more clearly in the early seventeenth century 

rather than the late sixteenth century. In 1604, for example, the London 

Company of Cordwainers complained of the high price of leather which it 

Wes alleged was caused by the illegal export of hides and leather under 

°over of certain licences granted to export calf skins. 1 The company 

suggested that it should have power to supervise these grants.^ Four 

^ears later in 1608 it was again suggested - probably by the London shoe

makers - that the export of skins should take place only from certain

sPecified ports and that two shoemakers should be appointed at every port
tn 3D see that no hides were exported as calf skins,J In the same year all

°ufstanding licences for the export of hides or leather - as distinct from

0alf skins^ - were revoked by proclamation because of the high price of

shoe leather.^ It is almost certain that the London shoemakers were

^ekind this proclamation although there is no definite evidence. But the

Company of Cordwainers was definitely the prime mover in obtaining another

Proclamation in December 1626 prohibiting the coastal trade in hides and

father because, it was alleged, illegal exports were taking place under 
th 6e cover of coastal trade. The company's minutes book recorded a payment 

^19. 43. 2d. towards obtaining the proclamation.^ The Company was also 

leading opponent of proposals allowing a free trade in leather after 

^estoration.^

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6 .
7.

For these licences see below, pp. 3L23 — .
F.H.O., S.P. 1k/9a, no. 21.
S.P. 14/31, no. 89®
See below, pp.32.2 , for these licences.
Tudor and Stuart Proclamations (ed. R.Steele, 1910), vol. I, pp. 1056; 
gal. S.P.P., March 1608, p. 420.
Acts of the Privy Council. Dec. 1626, pp.401-2; Cal»S.P»D., Dec.162o ,p.497« 
Court Book of the Company of Cordwainers (Gild Hall Ms. 735$), vol. I.
9th January 1626/7*
Infra, pp.33q-3lf3 •
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Little was heard of the parties interested in the free export 

°f hides and leather in the late sixteenth or early seventeenth century. 

However, we may assume, on the basis of later evidence, that there were 

ĥree groups favouring a policy of allowing unrestricted export. First 

■there were the graziers who desired a market for hides and skins which 

Were a by-product of cattle and sheep raising. Secondly, there were the 

"tanners and leatherdressers. If the domestic leather users could absorb 

the leather they produced leather manufacturers were not worried about 

ĥe export Df ]_eather, but later in the seventeenth century when the price 

°*> leather was falling they were looking overseas for additional markets, 

thirdly exporting merchants favoured a free trad.e in leather.

Although these groups were not successful in shaping statutory

•legislation in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century, they did,

Nevertheless, receive the benefits of prerogative grants made to relax the

Seneral prohibition on the export of hides, skins and leather. These grants

fell into two groups. The first group consisted of licences allowing the

exPort of hides or tanned leather; for the most part these were unimportant.
Thley were made to isolated individuals - perhaps for services rendered to 

Crown - and generally only relatively small quantities of hides or 

father were involved.^ Unlike the licence granted for the export of 

^ite cloth or - as we shall see - calf skins, there was nothing regular 

°r systematic about the grant of licence to export hides or leather.

1 wFor examples of these grants see Cal. S.P.D. . Dec, 1559, p. 4-93, July, 
1568, p. 311. Sept. 1574-, p. 4-87; Aug. 1603, p. 32.

V
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The second group of licences was for the export of calf skins 

erther dressed or undressed. These were very important both because of 

the quantities of skins involved and also because they were granted 

regularly to the same person or group of persons.

Throughout the late sixteenth and first half of the seventeenth 

°entury these licences were associated with merchants exporting principally 

from the western ports of England. One of the earliest grants was drawn 

UP about 1560 empowering an unknown person to export 4,000 dickers of 

•father, or in lieu of the leather, 480,000 calf skins from London, Chester, 

ahd Bristol, but it does not seem as though this particular grant was ever 

Gompieted,1 Some years later, in 1583, a licence was granted to the 

®eiehants of Chester to export twelve thousand dickers of tanned calf- 

skins (= 1,440,000 skins^) over a period of twelve years. 10,000 dickers 

were to be exported by merchants of Chester^ and the remaining 2,000 by a 

Qertain Peter Newell. Newell, however, sold his share to some Bristol 

Etchants to pay his debts.^

5The Chester licence was apparently renewed in or about 1598; and

-j
’ P.R.O., S.P. 12/158, no. 2. There is no trace of the grant in the 

2 Patent rolls of the period.
* The usual practice of the time was to count ten dozen skins to the 
, dicker. See Chapter 4,pp. ll4-fe-Uf7
?* P.R.O., S.P. 12/158, no. 2.
* -P.R.O., S.B. 12/185, no. 71. This transaction caused Newell some em

barrassment. For technical reasons the original grant had to be recalled 
and a new one issued. However the authority which Newell assigned to the 
Bristol merchants bore the date of the original grant. The Bristol customs

5 officers therefore refused to allow the merchants to ship the skins.
* 1 have found no official record of this renewal. However in a document 

bating from about 1630 relating to the Chester licences, there is a 
reference to a grant made on 12th September, 40 Elizabeth (B.M.,
Harleian Ms. 2004, fos. 129-132).
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m  1605 it was again extended. This time it was to run from the expiry of 

'fr-e existing licence in 1607 and provided for the export of 12,600 dickers 

skins at the rate of 600 dickers a year for twenty-one years.^ In 1629 

the grant was again renewed. On this occasion the mayor of Chester 

authorised William Gamull the master of the Company of Merchants to go to 

London to negotiate a renewal of the licence for all Chester merchants. 

Gamulî  however, obtained two licences - one for the export of 600 dickets 

skins a year for seven years, and the other for the same number of 

skins for twenty-one years - both for himself and a few associates. 

^°^lowing protests from the other merchants at Chester the Privy Council 

ordered Gamull to surrender his licences and instructed that a fresh grant 

Le made for the whole company. Gamull attempted to defend himself by 

0laiming that not all merchants were willing to bear the expense of the 

Slants. Also, he had been told to negotiate with the Crown; but, in fact, 

L® found that he had to get the licences from the King’s sole patentee.

Gamull argued, freed him from any obligation to the company of

Etchants. 2

The patentee referred to by Gamull was James Maxwell, a minor 

ofncial at the Court who obtained a patent in 1616. The practice of 

aPPointing a sole patentee had been emerging from the end of the sixteenth 

°ebtury. in 1598 a licence had been granted to a group of five Italian

ffie*chants to export 6,000 dickers of calfskins over a period of seven years
, |

1* p.R.O., S.P., Docket, March 11th 1604/5.
2* B.M., Harleian Mss. 2004, fos. 5-6, 129-132; ER.O., P.C. 2/39, p.543.
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commencing in August 160Q and paying five shillings for every dicker 

exported. In 160k the grant was extended for a further seven years starting 

from the expiry of the first grant in 1607; and in 1610 a further extension 

seven years was made to date from 161k. This meant that the licence was 

run until 1621, although the final renewal contained a clause providing 

*'or the licence to be suspended by a warrant from the King or any six 

“embers of the Privy Council should it prove prejudicial to the state.1 

^e&nwhile Maxwell had entered the picture in 1616 when he obtained a 

■Lioence to export 18,000 dickers of calfskins over a period of twenty-one 

^5ars» starting from the expiry of the other licences in 1621. Prom that 

^ate Maxwell was to have a monopoly of exporting calfskins "except only 

ĥat the existing licences from Chester and Liverpool are not disturbed."“ 

Some years later, however, when the licence granted to the Chester merchants 

1-15 1605 had expired, Maxwell’s grant was confirmed and he then held the 

°nly Patent. Further, he was given a new grant for tv̂ enty-one years to 

°°mmence in 1642 when his first patent expired.''

Thus from the end of the sixteenth century until the 1620s

^ ere '«ere two grants for exporting calfskins in existence. One, which

continued from the sixteenth century, was held by the Chester merchants 

as a bodyj the other was enjoyed at first by a small group of merchants,

1* B.M., Cotton Ms., Titus, B IV, fo. 301. 
2* B.M., Earleian Ms. 200k, fos. 7 - 10.
3* B.M., Harleian Ms. 2C0k, fos. 76-128.
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an& then, from 1621 by Janes Maxwell. By the end of the 1620s Maxwell 

held the only licence:- although he assigned large parts of it away, 

Particularly to the merchants of Chester and Bristol. There was in 

addition to these grants licence granted to Gilbert Lee in 1602*. empowering 

him to export 2,000 calf, sheep or lambskins;^ in fact Lee normally dealt 

in sheep and lambskins.^ In 1618 he obtained a new licence to export

200,000 sheep and lambskins over a period of thirty years.'* This licence 

was revoked by royal proclamation in April 1639 along with many other
tl ,Prejudicial and inconvenient" grants.

The reasons for these grants to export large quantities of skins 

are clear. As W. H. Price has pointed out, the prohibition on the export 

raw materials such as wool, undressed, cloth, skins, and pits, was made 

111 the interests of English manufacturers. The manufacturers, however, 

Were not in a position to use all the raw materials coming on the market, 

^snce licences were granted for the export of such surplus materials.

■'•hey were a kind of safety valve through which producers of raw materials 

Q°uld send their products and so avoid glutting the market."* This point 

made explicitly - if inelegantly - in a petition presented to Parlia- 

ment about 1640, which stated that if calfskins were not exported they 1

1* Pal, S.P.D.. 1604, p. 65.
See P.R.O., Exchequer, Special Commissions, E 178/4105. This was an 
enquiry into the conduct of Lee’s patent.

3* Cal. S.P.D. . 1618, p. 591; Ibid., 1619, p. 1.
Price, Patents of Monopoly, pp. 172, 174.
Ibid., pp. 10 - 11.
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/J
^ould be thrown on the dung heap.

The licences also permitted a useful export trade which was 

Particularly valuable to such ports as Chester situated in a region where 

Calfskins were "the most important exportable commodity." A petition to 

Parliament in 1654 - from a group of men who wanted a patent enabling them 

Prosecute transgressors of the export regulations - advanced six reasons 

Justifying the export of calfskins. First, there were too many calfskins 

ih the country. Secondly, the export of calfskins would pay for valuable 

imports, encourage merchants and shipping and add to the customs revenue, 

thirdly the export of calfskins was important to the economy of such ports 

aa Bristol and Chester and ports in Devon and Wales where there were no 

uommodities for export except skins and lead. Fourthly, it was as 

Peoessary to export calfskins as it was to export white cloth to the East 

■^ies. Fifthly, export licences would prevent illegal exports of leather, 

lastly, if the export of calfskins was not allowed under licence, the 

î ade would be conducted illegally.3

There were thus good reasons for allowing the export of dressed 

ot undressed calfskins. It is significant that licences to export calf- 

skins did not arouse opposition in Parliament. During the debate in 1621 

015 the unsuccessful bill against monopolies it was argued that the 

Proposed act need not contain any special provision for licences to ship * 2 3

A
* B.M., Thomason Tracts 168 (4), p. 11*

2* B.M., Harleian Ms. 2004, fos. 129-132.
3* P.R.O., S.P. 18/73, no. 39(1).
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calfskins since the hill did "not reach to restreyne the trust which is 

left to the Kinge to dispense with perticular persons or corporations."^ 

Later, Maxwell’s licence was specifically excluded from the provisions of 

fhe Statute of Monopolies in 1624.^ The Long Parliament suspended all 

licences allowing the export of calfskins in 1641 following complaints that 

hides were exported as skins, but eventually shipments were permitted 

Providing the skins did not weigh more than 36 lbs. a dozen.^ Monopolistic 

Slants were normally unpopular in Parliament; the fact that the calfskin 

Slants were accepted without protest is evidence of their value to 

leatherdressers, merchants and graziers.

(vi)
Enforcement of export regulations

Valuable though export licences were in relaxing otherwise 

°herous legislation they made more difficult the enforcement of the 

general prohibition on the export of hides and leather. The claim that 

exPort licences would prevent the illegal export of leather̂ " was not true. 

^Pstoms officials had the task of finding out whether merchants exporting 

5Hns were actually licenced to do so, and also of distinguishing between 

a hide and a skin, which was no easy task. During the Protectorate this 

Problem was brought to the notice of the government on a number of occasions.

Committee for Petitions tackled the matter in July 1634. It elaborated

^* W, Notestein, E. Relf, H. Simpson, Commons’ Debates, 1621 (1935), 
vol. 4 , p. 197.
Price, Patents of Monopoly, p. 141.
Commons1 Journals, vol. II, pp. 207, 215, 220, 224, 260, 265, 276, 283.

2.
3.
4. Supra, p 3 2 7
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"the earlier ruling made in 1641 - on the size of calfskins. The committee 

decided that a dressed skin should -weigh no more than 22 lbs. a dozen and 

n° single skin more than 2 lbs. The limit for undressed skins was fixed 

a  ̂36 lbs. a dozen and 4 lbs. for a single skin. The committee did not 

think that many hides were exported in the guise of calfskins, and it 

Ejected a petition for a grant to supervise the trade in calfskins on the 

bounds that its promoters were "trying to establish a kind of monopoly 

for their own gain..."^ Two years later the same problem was considered 

by a naval committee which reached a different conclusion. The committee 

^Ported to Cromwell that it "Is plain that hides of greater growth have 

b®en exported under colour of the licence which may lead, to a great dearth 

°f leather if care be not taken."

One reason why the government was concerned with the abuse of 

calfskin licences in the 1650s was that a case had arisen at Bristol.

•h) 1652 Michael Measy an informer, with the assistance of the Bristol 

cUstoms officials, had prosecuted the Merchant Adventurers of Bristol for 

^legally exporting calfskins. The case was stopped and costs were awarded 

against Measy. However, three years later he started a new action in the 
Exchequer Court. Measy alleged that merchants exported whatever leather 

liked under cover of a share of the licence to export calfskins, and 

be claimed that the merchants openly bragged "of the power of their purses, 

Saying no man can afford to go to law with them." According to Measy he 1 2

1* Cal. S.P.D.. 1654, pp. 258-9; P.R.O., S.P. 18/73, nos. 39, 40.
2* P.R.O., S.P. 18/123, no. 2.
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had spent £1,000 on the case and was likely to spend £20,000 before it was

done. He therefore asked Parliament for help, arguing that if the govern-

raent did not support informers the customs would be defrauded. Messy*s

statement of his expenses were so preposterous - if true it indicated a

Begree of public service beyond the bounds of sanity - that it is not

surprising that the government rejected his olaims in 1656 and again

ordered that the prosecution be stopped. The government thought that the

Bristol merchants were not committing any offence, although it was admitted

that there was a danger that licences for the export of calfskins could be
1Used to cover illegal shipments of hides and leather.

Quite apart from the problems caused by export licences, it was
difficult to enforce regulations concerned with the overseas trade in

hides, skins and leather. The system of unpaid justices, underpaid - and
2n°t always honest - customs officers, and irregularly paid informers was 

hardly adequate to police all sections of the English coast and prevent 

Juggling. This apparatus for enforcing the law was supplemented by one 

0r two enforcing patents, but even so it could not prevent more than a 

Slaall proportion of the smuggling taking place from many small ports and 
°ieeks.

1- -°al* S.P.D.. 1655-6, pp. 26, 45, 88-9, P.R.O., S.P. 18/125, "os. 1, 2.
2» It is worth noting that the act of 1576 removed the death penalty for 

illegal export and substituted instead a fine and confiscation, so 
that informers could share the proceeds (Supra, p.3 20 )»

3. In 1622 Sir Thomas Glover obtained a patent for twenty-one years to
searoh out leather intended for export. He later found that this ri^it 
was included in a patent obtained by the Earl of March a year or two 
earlier. Glover then made his interest over to the Earl a- a charge 
of £500 a year (Gal. S.P.D., 1622, p.453? 1624, P.429j Hist.Mss.Comm., 
5rd Report, Appendix, "House of Lords Mss., 1450-1625," p.27. or 
the Earl of March’s patent see Chapter 7,pP.2*7/-2T2)•
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Smugglers were often determined men and the life of a customs

•officer was not always free from occupational hazards. There was for

Sample an unfortunate incident which took place at Appledore in Devon in

"the 1580s. Thomas Clerke the deputy searcher of the customs at Torrington

boarded the "Eagle" and found it loaded with 200 tanned hides that were

being exported without licence. Clerke attempted to seize the leather

although he was offered bribes to keep quiet. Yfhen it was obvious that

Gierke would try to stop the leather from being transported the master of

the "Eagle" threatened to sail with him to Spain and "hoysted ypp theire

Seayles and carryed (Clerke) wth them a little way." Clarke then decided

for savegarde of himselfe to dep(ar)te out of the sayd Barke..." without

bhe leather.^ A more violent incident occurred at Chester about the turn

°f the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Robert Browne, a searcher of

the customs was on his way to investigate information that leather was

being loaded onto a ship when he was attacked by a mob raised by the owner

°f the leather. The mob "made an Assult and affraie ... and smot him and

oried out vpon on another to kill and slay (him) and to knock out his 
br* * 2r&ines..." Brown retreated without the leather. In another case at 

Chester some years earlier a customs officer was rowing out to a ship 

^bich he suspected contained a cargo of leather when he was greeted with 

gunfire, it is unlikely that he believed the excuse offered later that the 

Sun was fired "to intent ... to scoure the gonne."^

P.R.O., Exchequer Depositions, E 134/27 Eliz., Hill. 28.

B.M., Harleian Ms. 1596, fo. 3.

P.R.O., Exchequer, Special Commissions, E 178/498.
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The fact that merchants and seamen would so blatantly flout the 

law is aome indication of the value put on the smuggling trade in hides, 

skins, and leather. A good deal of illicit trading was done with the 

°onnivance of the officers who were supposed to administer the law. In 

5̂75 at Barnstable in Devon Anthony Honey a customs officer stood quietly 

or> the quay watching leather being laden onto a ship. ’’One George Parchard 

went to (him) and required hym to seasour in the same leather and the 

Sa3-d Honey demaunded wheare it was and the saide Parchard saide here it is 

l̂inde knave and doo thie office...1,1 During 1593 and 1594 Lord Burghley 

deceived a continual stream of reports from an agent in Dieppe that large 

quantities of leather and other goods were arriving there from East Sussex 

Ports. The leather was exported with the knowledge of the customs officials 

wko made a living by condoning smuggling and even helped to load the 

°&rgoes. The Sussex coast seems to have been a centre of smuggling 

father. In 1606 a commission of the Exchequer examined a case of smuggling 

and leather from Fairlight, and in 1630 the Privy Council itself 

interrogated a number of Sussex tanners who had been smuggling leather.

'̂le tanners were ordered to be prosecuted and the Privy Council stated 

ihat part of the penalty should be paid to the customs officials in Sussex
3an encouragement to them to do their duty.

It is clear from the examples given that the enforcement of the 

exPort regulations remained a live issue during the first half of the

^* P.R.O., Exchequer, Special Commissions, E 178/656.
Cal. S.P.D., 1593-4} ?p. 372, 385, 388, 393, 490, 491.

3* P.R.O., P.C. 2/40, fos. 243, 542, 551.
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seventeenth century. ’What is less clear is -whether enforcement became 

m°re lax during this period. The impression gained from the activities 

of the government is that it remained more interested in the enforcement 

of the export regulations than the regulations dealing with the manufacture 

of leather or the internal leather market. It may be that the manu

facturers who opposed the export of hides and leather and the merchants 

possessed export licences kept the government alive to the problem of 

■^Plementing the exporting regulations. Possibly, too, the loss of 

revenue to the customs resulting from smuggling kept the Grown interested 

111 the problem of regulating overseas trade. Cn the other hand when the 

°bstoms revenue was farmed some laxity in administering the law may have 

ai,isen. For example, a deputy searcher of the customs at Bristol complained 

lt5 1638 that "... the Searcher of the saide Porte of Bristoll & other 

fringes offioiers theire are now more disheartened then heretofore in making

°f seizures (of leather) for that the ffarmers deputies are willing to put 
cl rowne & suppresse the saide Search & for that as he thinketh the m(er)chantes

0e Ooyne togeather in the Charge in p(ro)secucion of such cases against 
f'he said searcher."^

• An examination of the Exchequer Memoranda Rolls shows that presentments 
of offenders against the export regulations did not decline in the 
same way as presentments for other offences. The figures for the same 
areas examined in Table I, Chapter 7, p.280- , were: 1570 - 14;
1580 -  8; 1600 -  16; 1610 -  6; 1620 -  6; 1630 -  1; 1640 -  2 ;
1650 - 9» (See Table I for references),

p
• P.R.O., Exchequer, Special Commissions, E 178/5319. It was also alleged 

that when the customs officers wanted to hire boats and men to seize 
illegal shipments of leather, they had to pay "Boatmen, Hawkers, porters 
& labourers aboue twice as much as the m(er)chaunts do vsuallie pay..." 
The boatmen, etc., demanded the extra money as compensation; for by 
working for the customs "they did thereby goe against their masters the 
m(er)chauntes & they should thereby loose their vsuall ymployment.
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Ofi the whole, however, the government remained aware of the export 

regulations and remained interested in enforcing them. This was as true of 

the Protectorate as the government of the first two Stuarts.^

(vii)

Modification of Export Policy after 1660

In the hundred years before the Restoration, the ex-port of hides

arî  skins, leather, and footwear^ was - as we have 3een - prohibited except

Ullder licence. The purpose of this prohibition was to encourage native

Manufacturers by reserving for them home produced raw materials; and also

keep down the price of leather and footwear in the interests of the

Consume* *'. In the last forty years of the seventeenth century the export

egnlations were reversed largely because of changing supply conditions in 
tv»e Production of hides and skins. First the export of calfskins was 

aHowed without licence. Then the prohibition on the export of leather 

as Amoved - tentatively at first and in the face of considerable 

°PPosition. By the end of the century, however, the policy of a free trade 

leather had been generally accepted.

In 1662 an act was passed dealing with the export of hides,

Ŝ s ,  and leather, the first for almost sixty years.^ Its objects were

* See for example the concern of Parliament during the Protectorate with 
Ike problem of the licences for the export of calfskins and the abuse 
°f these grants ( supra ,pp 327-33)^

The Elizabethan act prohibiting the export of footwear enjoyed a quiet 
Existence and seems to have been forgotten by the mid-seventeenth century- 
li* not before.

* H  Car. II, cap. 7.3
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Plainly stated in the preamble; "... There are such quantities of leather 

¿ally exported to foreign parts that the price of leather is grown to those 

excessive rates that many Artificers working leather cannot furnish them- 

selves with sufficient store thereof for the carrying on of theire Trades 

atld the poor sort of people are not able to buye those things made of leather 

which of necessity they must make use of ..." The penalty on exporting 

hides and leather was raised to £500, and the London companies of cord- 

gainers, curriers, saddlers and girdlers, and the municipal officers 

aPpointed in provincial towns, were empowered to search and seize all 

leather intended for export. This part of the act echoed a century of 

Previous legislation. However the act also allowed the export of calfskins 

Without licence. This was the sensible development of the earlier policy 

°** allowing large quantities of skins to be shipped under licence.

Maxwell»s monopoly expired in 166^ and the government saw no sense in 

c°htinuing this kind of grant when so many people shared in it. This 

Section of the act was significant for it was the first breach in the 

^atutory prohibition of the export trade.

About a year after the passage of the act a parliamentary 
committee criticised the power given to the London companies to search out 

•̂llegal exports because they could not exercise it properly. The committee 

thought that the Crown should appoint its own officers to undertake this 

ĥty, cxause permitting the export of oalfskins was also causing

1. Supra, p.32S.
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difficulty because merchants were transporting hides in the guise of skins.

act had used the definition of 1654 that undressed calfskins should 

Weigh not more than 36 lbs. a dozen, and merchants were diaving hides down 

io these dimensions. It was recommended, therefore, that the upper weight 

limit should be reduced to 24 lbs. per dozen for undressed skins and that 

n° single skinshould weigh more than two pounds. The committee thought 

that a new bill should be introduced in Parliament containing these 

Recommendations, but the suggestion was never implemented."'

On May 11th, 1666 the government published a proclamation per- 

mitting the export of hides, leather, corn, butter and cheese, "the present 

W&R having reduced the price very low." The proclamation was intended as 

a "temporary expedient lasting only "during this present war,"^ but in 1668 

"the unrestricted export of all kinds of tanned and dressed leather - although 

not raw hides - was allowed because of the fall in the price of hides and 

lather, "to the great discouragement of the Ereeding and Feeding of Cattel 

ail(l fall of Rents and Value of Land..."^

To understand the reason for this reversal of policy it must be 

Remembered that the raw materials of the leather industry were agricultural 

Products and although hides and skins were never of more than secondary 

^®Portance to farmers they nevertheless provided a useful income. Hide and 

father prices fell during the 1660s together with the prices of other * 19

* Commons* Journals, voi. Vili, pp. 529~30.
2‘ -al‘ S.P.D.. May 1666, p. 391; P.E.O., P.C. 2/58, p. 401.

19 & 20 Gar. II, cap. 11.
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agi'icultural products. In part the fall in hide and skin prices was 

caused by the generally depressed state of the economy brought about by 

stagnation in the cloth industry during the 1660s, the Plague, the 

îre of London and the Dutch war.^ But the fall in prices may also have 

been caused by an over-production of hides and skins.^ Whatever the 

Reasons, the government was induced to act in the interest of the farmer 

allowing the export of leather. This was an attempt to help both 

agl’iculture and a section of the leather industry. The export of hides 

Was not allowed in order that leather producers could still obtain their 

raw Materials without foreign competition; but hides could be exported 

the form of leather. The government seems to have thought that by 

Permitting exports leather producers could absorb more hides and so bring 

r®lief to the farmers. Exactly the same policy had been pursued in the

* For leather prices, see Appendix I. The following are prices paid by 
Winchester College for certain agricultural produce;

1660
1661
1662
1663
1664
1665
1666
1667
1668 
1669
(W.

Wheat Malt Beef and Mutton
sh. per qr.) (sh. per qr) (sh. per stone)

43.25 20.54 2.0
53.33 24.89 2.0
33.53 24.49 2.0
34.52 18.29 2.03
31.78 18.37 2.C
30.73 20.37 (2.33)
22.36 15.44 2.0
24.00 15.59 1.89
33.99 18.30 1.65
27.25 18.26 1.59

Beveridge, Prices and Wages in England. vol. I (1939) PP. 81, 83).
2

R. Davis, "English Foreign Trade, 1660-1700," Econ. Hist, Rev.. 2nd 
series, vol. VII, no. 2 (1954), p.161; G-.N. Clark, The Later Stuarts.
MO-1714 (1934), pp. 63-4. --------------- 1

3. Bee Chapter 1, p. 3S"
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Cass of v/ool. The export of wool had been restricted and finally prohibited 

ln the early seventeenth century in the interests of the cloth manufacturers. 

^et this prohibition was not entirely against the interests of the wool 

Producers for wool exported in the form of cloth benefitted industry and 

agriculture alike.1 2 *

It is instructive to compare the change in the government's 

a"ttitude to the leather trade with its treatment of the external corn 

■fcrade. During the latter half of the sixteenth centui’y and the first sixty 

years of the seventeenth century, the export of corn had been allowed 

e*cept when the domestic prices rose above certain limits. At the same 

îme the import of corn vías virtually unrestricted. The general purpose 

°*> the com laws was to give moderate encouragement to grain producers 

Providing the consumer did not have to pay excessive prices for his grain. 

After the Restoration there was a change in policy and in the last forty 

years of the seventeenth century the price ceiling on exports was removed, 

a bounty was given for the export of grain when the home price fell blow 

Cer̂ ain levels, and high duties were placed upon imported corn«,4' These 

changes were brought about mainly by the downward trend of agricultural 

Prices, But a further factor was the development of a national corn

by the later seventeenth century which reduced the likelihood of 

■*-°cal grain shortages and lessened the need to hold large stocks of grain

1 * See Thomas Mun, England's Treasure by Forraign Trade (1664, Blackwell
2 Titian, 1933), p. 21.
• Bor an outline of the oorn laws see N.S.B. Gras, The Evolution of the

English Corn Market (Harvard, 1926), pp. 13P“150o

L
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guard against such shortages. It is possible that a similar situation 

had developed in the hide and leather trade and that the relatively lov? 

Prices of the 16602 and subsequent years were in part the result of a 

decrease in stocks and hence an increase in the supply of hides on the 

®arket. This might explain why the temporary removal of the restrictions 

011 exports in 1666 became a permanent feature of government policy in the 

late seventeenth century.

The act of 1668 expired in 1675 and for the next ten years it was
2a&&in illegal to export leather. But this decade was marked by a strenuous 

struggle between graziers and conflicting interests in the leather industry 

obtain fresh legislation allowing the export of leather. The government 

Itself was quite undecided in the matter and its policy was very much 

determined, by the respective abilities of the various groups interested in 

subject to press their views in Parliament and elsewhere.

Two bills to renew the legislation allowing the export of leather 

^ere introduced into the House of Commons in 1675 but Parliament was 

Prorogije3. before they were passed.^ The main support for the bills came
A
r°® the tanners who had enjoyed a much wider choice of markets when the 

exPort of leather was allowed. They argued that the act of 1668 had

 ̂* * Ibid., pp, 255-6. On this point generally, see W.A. Lewis, The Theory 
of Economic Growth (London, 1955), p. 70.2

* in fact large quantities of leather continued to be exported. See 
Append ix If- ■
Commons* Journals, vol. IX, pp. 318, 320, 334-5, 355-6, 360-1, 364, 375. 
Lords* Journals, vol. XII, 8th June 1675, P.K.O., P.C. 2/64, p. 461.
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aohieved its purpose: it had raised the price of hides and skins to the 

enoouragement of cattle breeders. At the same time, they claimed, the 

Price of leather had remained stable because the home demand for leather 

had fallen,̂  The tanners also pointed out that leather was a manufactured 

commodity employing many persons and that an export trade would encourage 

employment. The main opponents of the bills were shoemakers and curriers 

flho complained that the overseas trade in leather goods^ would fall if the 

exPort of leather were allowed. The basis of their opposition was the 

êar of foreign competition."'

Following the failure of parliamentary measures the tanners who 

favoured an unrestricted export trade turned to the Privy Council for help 

afld asked for a licence to export leather. In July 1675 the Council 

Voided that a licence should be prepared but this was not done, and a 

months later the tanners asked that the export of leather be allowed 

ky proclamation as it had been in 1 6 6 6 Most of the opposition to these 

Proposals came from the London Company of Cordwainers which also led the 

°PPosition to subsequent attempts to remove the restrictions on the 

leather trade. In March 1677, for example, the company spent £10 "in 

hindering (the) Act for Transport (of) leather from being passed," and a 

later the company borrowed another £10 for the same purpose."*

2.

The price indices for the period do not suggest that the act of 1668 
succeeded in reversing the downward trend in hide prices. As Appendix I 
shows the price of leather continued to fall. There are no figures for
hides but it is unlikely the orice of hides rose as leather prices fell.

... ;
' ) • ! - *The Elizabethan prohibition on the export of boots and shoes had long 

since been forgotten and it was never revived. 
gal. S.P.D.. 1675, ppo 569-70, 370-1, 371-3.
P.R.O., P.C. 2, 2/64, pp. 459, 461, 466, 470; P.C. 2/65, p. 61.
Court Book of the Company of Cordwainers (Gild Hall Ms., 7353), 31st 
March. 1677; 11th June, 1678.____ _____________________ ___________
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The particular act mentioned was introduced into Parliament in 

February 1677; it successfully negotiated the Commons but failed to get 

trough the Lords.^ In the following year a similar bill suffered the same 

fate,̂  and. in 1679 yet another bill providing for the export of leather 

commenced its journey through the Commons. By May of that year the bill 

Was being considered by their Lordships who heard the no?* familiar 

arguments on both sides. Those who desired an unrestricted export trade 

leather - tanners, graziers, merchants - claimed that the opening of 

export trade would lead to a rise in the price of hides, bark, and 

leather; that there would be a revival of tanning and dressing; and 

b̂at there would be an increase in customs revenue to the great benefit of 

b̂e King and his subjects. On the other side the Lords received a petition 

the London shoemakers prophesising great hardships to leather users if 

b̂e export of leather were allowed and claiming that the act was wanted 

°bly by "some few of London, French, and Bristol merchants who have been 

continual promoters." While the arguments ebbed back and forth the 

Session came to an end and the bill was dropped.^ In 1680 another bill 

^as started in the House of Commons but this did not get beyond the second 
fading.2"

Commons1 Journals, vol. IX, pp. 389, 398, 401, 404, 405«
2* Ib id .,  ix , pp. 482, 483, 491, 494, 495, 496, 511.
3* Ibid., ix , pp. 585, 590, 601, 621, 625; Hist. Mss. Comm.. Aopendix, 

Part II, "House of Lords Mss.," 1678-1688, pp. 143-4, 151.
Commons1 Journals, vol. IX, pp. 646, 674«



Thus between 1675 and 1680 six bills were introduced into 
Parliament and not one of them was successful. None of them appears to 
*laVe been formally rejected; rather they were just talked out of the 

®essions. This suggests either bad management on the part of the promoters 
of the bills, or expert delaying tactics on the parts of the opponents ,» 

Probably both. The promoters of the bills were a rather heterogeneous 

oollection of merchants, tanners and graziers who do not appear to have 
k©en well organised. The opposition to the bills was led by the London 

Company of Cordwainers, which, although not one of the most powerful of 

the London companies, was an experienced campaigner in the parliamentary 
lobbies.^ The organised opposition of the company was undoubtedly 

responsible for frustrating the supporters of an unrestricted export trade.

For a few years after 1680 the matter seems to have dropped, 
however it was revived again in 1685 when the pro-export group was at last 
80ooessful in obtaining a revival of the aot of 1668 for a period of three 
years. This sucoess was not aohieved without a fight. The opposition 
Waa again led by the London shoemakers supported by the curriers and other 
•Esther using crafts. The arguments they used were those that had been 
aired on several earlier occasions. A group of tanners also opposed the 

a°t maintaining that only twelve of the seventy tanners in Southwark wanted 

export leather. Other tanners and the graziers supporting the bill 
a8ain complained of the low price of hides and leather and pointed to the

Supra, pp. 3 0 2 -6 , 314- ' / .

1 Jao. II, cap, 13.2.
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a<3-vantages of export. The Lords were a little doubtful and they shortened

the duration of the act from the seven years proposed in the bill to three
1 2 ysars. However, in 1689 the act was renewed for a further seven years.“

ôr the last time Parliament listened to the familiar saguments on both

sides. This time the London shoemakers were ably supported by their

fellow craftsmen from Northampton who complained that the export of leather

Was ruining their own export trade in boots and shoes. For the supporters

°f export only fresh argument advanced was an analogy with the cloth

lr>dustry. As with cloth, so with leather: the export of both commodities

âs of great benefit to manufacturers.^

During the 1690s the London shoemakers dropped their opposition 

the export of leather, no doubt realising the futility of continuing. 

When the act for the export of leather was again due for renewal in 1696 

ĥe company decided not to oppose it but instead to press for higher 

cUstoms duties on exported leather.By this time the principle of 

exPorting leather had gained general acceptance.

When the government imposed an excise duty on home manufactured 

father in 1697,”* it gave special consideration to exporters by reducing

"* * Commons1 Journals, vol. IX, pp. 719, 720, 724, 726, 740; Hist. Mss. 
Comm.t Report II, Appendix part II,"House of Lords Mss", pp. 312-314.

*■* 1 Will. & Mary, cap. 23.
Commons' Journals, vol. X, pp. 83, 93, 95, 137, 139, 179, 193; Hist. 
fes. Gomm.. 12th Report, Appendix, VI, "House of Lords Mss." pp.115-6.

**"• Court Book of the Company of Cordwainers, 22nd March 1696.
Appendix 6.



the duty on leather intended for export by two-thirds. This "drawback”

âs bitterly attacked by the leather using craftsmen who pointed out that 

its effect was to raise the price of leather in England by a greater amount 

than the price of leather exported.”* If the leather using craftsmen had 

feared foreign competition in 1675, they feared it even more in 1697»

However the government did not give way. How complete was the victory of 

the pro-export group may be 3een by a glance into the eighteenth century.
In 1(592 the act allowing the export of leather was extended for seven years^ 

and in 1710 for a further thirty-two years.^ Another act in the same year 

revived the duty on home produced leather - together with the drawback on 

exPorts - for the same period.̂ "

(viii)

Conclusion

In conclusion it will be as well to draw together the main 

threads of this chapter and the one that preceded it. The basis of the 

government's regulation of the leather industry, it will be remembered,

*&s the leather act of 1563 that contained detailed regulations for the 

^nufacture and sale of tanned leather and tanned leather products.

A
* See the petitions relating to the excise in Commons' Journals, vols.

XI, J|II, passim; particularly vol. XI, pp. 758-9.
p
• 1 Anne, st. 2, cap. 13»

9 Anne, cap. 6, sect. 4.

9 Anne, cap. 2.
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same act, supplemented by other legislation, prohibited the export of 

shins, hides, all kinds of leather, and footwear. This body of legislation 

was continued practically unaltered - except for some small but important 

Modifications to the tanning regulations in 1604 - and unchanged until the 

late seventeenth century. In addition to this statutory legislation there 

Were a number of prerogative grants which either supplemented or modified 

acts of parliament. The most important of these were Dyer's patent 

dispensing with the tanning regulations, Darcy's abortive patent regulating 

manufacture of light leather, and a number of licences allowing the 

e*Port of calfskins.

In the last four decades of the seventeenth century this body of 

regulations was modified in several ways. The manufacturing regulations, 

although remaining on the statute book, fell into disuse. The marketing 

1>egulations were amended to allow middlemen in the leather trade. And the 

exPort restrictions were removed to allow the export of calfskins and 

d®ather. The export of leather goods was also undertaken without restriction, 

Tudor restriction on the export of footwear having been forgotten rather 

ĥan repealed. It is true that at the very end of the seventeenth century
tiVi-e Manufacturing and marketing regulations for tanned leather were revived 

111 order to facilitate the collection of an excise levied on leather in 

^37; but the old regulations were being used for a purpose contrary to 

ĥsir original aim. As long as the excise was collected the government 

1Nas not greatly concerned how leather was made or where it was sold.
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The motives behind this legislation were confused. In general 

Tudor and Stuart governments were concerned with the political and economic 

security of the nation and the control of the leather industry was 

directed towards this end. However this left a great deal of scope for 

Vested interests to influence policy for their own ends. The details of 

Policy and the changes that occurred were the work of these vested interests. 

The pressure groups shaping regulation were, first, the craftsmen involved 

11? the leather industry itself. They did not form a homogeneous group. 

Tanners, curriers, shoemakers, leatherdressers, leathersellers, all had 

l,Teas of what government policy should he and what it should try to do.

Some of these groups were more successful than others in advancing their 

interests, and some were successful at one time hut not at another.

Secondly there were graziers who supplied the raw materials for the leather 

industry. They, too, had their own views to advance. Thirdly the merchants 

exported leather and hides also had an influence on government policy.

Tile Grown itself was not a disinterested party; quite apart from consider» 

^8 the national interest, the Crown also had its own purse to think about 

and n0t a little of the regulation of the leather industry was inspired by 

financial motives. Finally, hovering on the periphery of the industry 

Waiting for the financial pickings, were the patentees, courtiers like 

'Dyer, Darcy and Maxwell who had no interest in the industry or the leather 
trade except insofar as it offered a profitable field of investment in 

form of a patent or licence.

i
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The leather aots were part of the economic code created by the 

Elizabethan government to cope with the social and economic problems of 

■the time. They were an important section of industrial legislation which 

Was composed of the Statute of Artificers and the cloth acts as well as 

legislation for the leather industry. This economic legislation 

Possessed a certain unity. Underlying all legislation there was the 

largely unchallenged assumption that the government should manipulate 

e°onomic affairs for political ends. There were also similarities in the 

details of policy. The technical regulation in the leather industry was 

etched by similar control of the manufacture of cloth; the internal 

Market regulations were similar for cloth and leather and also for other 

°ommodities such as com; technical training, wage regulation, and the 

Principle of "one man, one craft" were common to many occupations; 

restrictions on the export of raw materials in the interests of native 

^Pufacturers were common in both the cloth and the leather industries, 

^here were differences, of course, between parts of the industrial code, 

P°tably in the treatment of the cloth and leather industries in the later 

Seventeenth century, but the basic similarities are obvious.

The question therefore arises; did this apparent unity in 

e°oPomic policy occur because of the existence of a consciously accepted 

body of economic doctrine that determined the kind of policy to be followed 

atld indicated the aims to be pursued; or was it the result of some other 

^ason? jn short, was there a policy of "mercantilism" in the sixteenth 

arid seventeenth centuries? Several historians - from Professor Unwin to 

ôre recent writers such as Dr. D.C. Coleman and
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T) “Ir* * B.E. Supple - have challenged the idea of mercantilism on general 

grounds - such as the lack of any systematic literature - and by reference 

to specific pieces of legislation. It is quite clear from a study of the 

government's dealings with the leather industry in the sixteenth and 

Seventeenth centuries that the government followed no consistent policy, 

■legislation was determined not by some blue-print of economic planning but 

ky the pressure of vested interests pursuing their own particular ends, 

ĥis statement must be qualified to the extent that the Crown in the late 

sixteenth century did possess some notion of relieving social distress in 

order to remove the grounds for political disturbances, but it is doubtful 

whether this object was followed consistently, especially in the second 

half 0f -the seventeenth century, and in any case it was usually submerged 

hy the Crown's own financial needs and the sectional interests of groups 

associated with the leather industry.

The similarities that can be seen in different branches of 

e°onomic legislation arose from two causes. In the first place similar 

Problems occurred in different parts of the economy and prompted similar 

sorts of legislation. For example, the question whether middlemen raised 

^ices or performed an essential service of distribution arose in the

A• Unwin, Industrial Organisation, pp , passu* D.C. Coleman, "Eli
Heckscher and the Idea of Mercantilism," Scandinavian Economic History 
Review, vol• V (1957), PP. 3“25; B.E. Supple, Commercial Crisis and 
Change in England, 1600 - 1642 (C.U.P., 1959), especially Chapter 10. 
For other references see Chapter 7, p.2/fi , note I „
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trade in cloth, leather and grain. In every case identical arguments for 

and against middlemen were advanced by groups of producers and consumers 

and similar kinds of regulations were produced to deal with the problem.

In the second place, the institutional paraphernalia of economic control - 

the Privy Council, the local justices, the paid searchers and sealers, 

the unpaid informers, and the rest - were common in the enforcement of 

aU  branches of economic legislation. The similarities were not the 

Result of a systematic policy. If a study of the legislation applying to 

the leather industry has any contribution to make to the discussion of 

mercantilism, it is that mercantilism did not exist as a practical policy.
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CHAPTER 9 ; CONCLUSION

In this study we have been concerned with three aspects of the 

father industry in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries: its importance 

English economy; the economics of the industry including its 

location, structure and markets; and the regulation of the industry by the 

state. In conclusion we can consider these points in turn.

The importance of the leather industry in the economy has often 

^e®n overlooked by historians but it cannot be denied. Possibly the industry 

Was Second only to the manufacture of woollen cloth in terms of employment 

an<l the value of its production. Unlike woollen cloth, however, leather was 

important in the export trade. Instead leather manufacturers produced 

®ainly for the home market where leather was demanded by all classes of 

S°°iety for many different purposes. Most important, it was used to make 

f°otwear worn by rich and poor alike. It was also made into clothing - 

s°®etimes instead of woollen doth - harnesses, saddles, bridles, bags, 

bottles, buckets and many other commodities used in the home, in 

a£ticulture and in industry.

The value of leather in the home market was recognised by the 

ŝ ate which tried to control the manufacture and sale of tanned leather and 

°°twear. It is significant tha;t - apart from woollen textiles - the 

8°vernnent did not try to regulate other occupations by specific legislation.
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Inning, currying and shoemaking were selected for special treatment because 

'these crafts produced commodities used by everybody and for which there were 

n° satisfactory substitutes.

A clear indication of the importance of the industry in the

e°°nomy was the large number of leather workers found in many towns. In

Some Places tanners, leatherdressers, shoemakers, glovers and the rest formed 
tv*e largest single group of industrial occupations. We cannot say how many 

fl8re employed compared with those engaged in the cloth industry; but outside 

ĥe major cloth producing areas it is likely that as many people gained a

Vln6 making leather and leather goods as were employed in making cloth; 

since leather workers were producing for the home market, employment was 

tl°t subject to sudden interruptions that were such a problem in the cloth 
^Ustry.

The production of leather and leather goods in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries increased as the population grew and - to a lesser 

®xtent - as the general level of incomes rose. But the industry experienced 

1)0 Remarkable changes in the period. Manufacturing techniques remained 

Altered, the home market continued to be the most important despite the 

êVelopment of a trade with the colonies in the later seventeenth century,

êw substitutes - if any - were developed to take the place of leather.
j; âoubt the relative importance of the leather crafts in the economy 

^e°lined as new industries expanded more rapidly; but even on the eve of 

Industrial Revolution the production of leather and leather goods was 

0tle of the more important industries in the economy.
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No study of the location and organization of the leather crafts 

ls Possible without knowing something of the techniques involved in making 

father. Broadly, there were two ways of making leather - tanning and 

leatherdressing - although there were considerable variations in detail.

Tanners worked mainly with heavy cattle and horse hides which 
êre first prepared with lime and were then soaked in solutions of oak bark 

an<! water for several months or even a year or more. The leather produced 

"as hard and tough and before it could be made into leather goods it was 

GUrried with oil and tallow to make it supple and waterproof. Tanned leather 

âde from good quality cattle hides was most suitable for footwear; leather 

Blâ e from bull and horse hides was used mainly for the manufacture of 

Sa&dles and harnesses and other products.

Leatherdressers used mainly lighter sheep and calf skins. After 

Removing the wool or hair, the skins were treated either with a solution of 

alum and other salts or with train oil. The former produced a durable white 

father suitable for cheap clothing; the latter made a soft and supple 

father (like chamois) which had a more attractive appearance than alum 

essed leather and was used for better quality clothing and other goods. 

k®atherdressing took much less time than tanning.

In the absence of other considerations leather manufacturers 

^rked close to the sources of their supplies of hides and skins since 

ĥeSe commodities were bulky and perishable and did not travel well.
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Ihere was a concentration of tanning and leatherdressing at the main towns 

where cattle were slaughtered for meat; and in grazing regions where skins 

Were available as by-products of meat, milk or wool production. The fact 
ĥat towns were also markets for leather goods gave them an added importance 

as leather manufacturing centres and the largest towns in the sixteenth 

°entury - for example, London, Yorwich, York, Newcastle, etc. - all 

Possessed considerable numbers of leather workers.

Other factors affected the location of leather manufacturing in 

Urban areas apart from the supply of raw materials. Tanners and leather- 

essers needed plenty of water and also sufficient space for their vats, 

Plts ar*d sheds. Municipal authorities would often not allow these 

Ocoupations in the centres of towns where they would pollute supplies of 

‘linking water. Also rent charges were high in town centres; for these 

0 reasons manufacturers were located on the outskirts of urban concen

trations and also in villages a few miles distant, but still with reasonable 

a°oess to supplies of hides and skins.

The supply of oak bark had some influence on the location of
tuning, in iron manufacturing districts bark was easily obtainable from

tron masters who felled oaks for their furnaces. But bark was bulky and

exPensive to transport. Consequently tanning tended to develop in these 
*lstricts, particularly if tanners could also obtain hides and get their 

father to market fairly easily. For example the West Riding became an 

imPortant leather producing region; bark was bought from iron masters,

ea were shipped from London and a ready market was available among the
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industrial and agricultural workers in the district. Similarly tanneis m  

the Weald of Kent and Sussex got their hark from local iron smelters, 

bought their hides in London, where they also sold a large quantity of
leather.

In short, the location of tanning and leatherdressing was deter- 

rained mainly by supplies of raw materials (including water) although access 

t° markets also exercised some influence. The location of the crafts using 

banned leather - particularly currying and shoemaking - on the other hand, 

Was ififluenced chiefly by the presence of markets. It was more important 

ĥat shoemakers should work close to their customers than near to tanners 

because it was more expensive to transport footwear than leather. Boots 

ari<l shoes were bulkier than the leather from which they were made; further- 

®0:re leather had to be curried before it could be made into boots and shoes 

currying added considerably to the weight of leather. Similar 

°°Csiderations probably applied to saddle and harness making, although 

b̂ere was a concentration of these occupations in the West Midlands where 

b̂e small metal crafts manufacturing buckles and other metal parts were
sibuated.

In the case of gloveraaking and similar occupations using ligjit 

father the influence of the market was possibly weaker and the manufacture 

light leather goods was generally combined with the production of 

Messed leather. There was very little difference between the cost of 

0arrying leather or leather goods to market because articles such as 

Sloves could be packed flat like unclit leather and there was no need to
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curry dressed leather - and so add to its weight - before making it into 

Various kinds of products. The market was not without some influence, 

however, at least in the case of London where there were large concentrations 

glovers in the suburbs working on leather made in the west of England 
ar,<l elsewhere.

The trade in hides, leather and leather goods was determined by 

■̂he location of the leather crafts in relation to their markets. Much 

’ti'ade was inevitably local since there were leather craftsmen in all parts 

the country working with local materials and supplying local demands.

^ ere was also some inter-regional trade. For example hides were taken 

r̂°m London to districts where there was oak bark; skins and tanned leather 

°affle from the dairying region of Suffolk to the London market; and from the 

1,est of England there came to London dressed leather and gloves. Possibly 

National trade increased in volume during the sixteenth and seventeenth 

°euturies but the bulk of the trade remained local for the raw materials of 

leather industry were available in most parts of the country and 

iegional specialization - although discemable - was not strongly developed.

Just as techniques in the leather industry affected its location,

s° they also had an important influence on its organization. Strictly

leaking there was not one leather industry but two: the heavy leather

lll(iustry composed of tanning, currying, shoemaking, eto; and the light

father industry consisting of leatherdressing and glovemaking. The

Vision between the two groups of crafts was caused by the different ways 
Of taking tanned and dressed leather and the different uses to which the
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two kinds of leather were put.

The two groups of leather crafts were organized in different ways.

heavy leather Grafts were generally separate occupations whereas the

iight leather crafts were often - but not always - combined in one man.
The Reasons for this difference were - as we have seen - connected with

relative pulls of supplies of raw materials and access to markets.
Tannners were located near the sources of their raw materials; shoemakers 

êre situated among their customers. Hence there was a geographical 

SeParation of these occupations. Among the light leather crafts integration 

Was feasible because there were no strong reasons why light leather goods 

should be made only in the towns.

The typical unit of production in both branches of the industry 

*as small. Leather craftsmen could establish themselves with very little 

°aPital for equipment was simple and inexpensive. Leather manufacturers, 

'Never, had to be prepared to wait some time for a return on the capitalho

they invested in hides and skins because of the time it took to make leather. 
*ning jn particular was a slow process and the income it yielded was 

egUlar unless a large number of hides involving considerable capital 

°Utlay were tanned to provide a regular supply of leather becoming ready
fk
r the market. Thus we find that tanners generally had more capital tied 

in their businesses than other leather craftsmen; even so there were 

small-scale tanners, especially those who combined tanning with farming
o* some other occupation that provided an alternative income.
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The one man business with a small output was common in the leather 

industry and a craftsman employing half a dozen workmen was rare. Glovers 

at)d leatherdressers seem to have employed labour on a putting-out basis and 

Possibly some shoemakers did also, although the system was not widespread.

inning it was technically impossible to employ labour in this way;

ĥere was also little need to do so. The putting-out system was a means of 

doping down labour costs by employing part-time labour as it was needed, 

labour oosts were less important in tanning than in some other occupations 

^eoause the cost of labour could be spread over a large number of hides 

bei*g tanned and average labour costs kept low.

There were relatively few opportunities for large-scale production 

ltl b̂e leather industry except in tanning. For many leather craftsmen the 

^ket served was limited and increased production meant rising production 

°°sts. if a leather craftsman wished to expand his business it was often 

e&aier to develop his trading activities rather than the manufacturing side 

bis business. Shoemakers and curriers for example sometimes became 

®i&dlemen in the tanned leather trade linking tanners and leather using 

Raftsmen and buying up leather in bulk to supply in small quantities to 

Raftsmen with very little capital. In the light leather trade the 

ieatheraeiier traded in skins and dressed leather and also in light leather 

S°ods. There is little evidence that tanners emerged as middlemen in the 

father trade; possibly the greater opportunities for large-scale 

^oduotion in tanning absorbed all their capital resources.

A study of the structure of the leather industry in the sixteenth
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attd seventeenth centuries emphasises the importance of the influence of

ê°hniques and markets upon industrial organization. This is self-evident;

'there is sometimes a tendency for discussions of this subject to consist

the application of labels such as "handicraft", "domestic" or "factory"

to industry without a great deal of thought given to the reasons for these

ô̂ nis of organization. Any attempt to fit the leather crafts into one of

these categories is not very enlightening. A putting-out - or "domestic" -

*orm 0f prodUGtion was certainly present in some occupations but it was by

150 means general. Factory production hardly existed in the usual sense of

term. Possibly the leather crafts fit best into the category labelled

^abdiaaft" system but even here the description does not really tell us

®u°h about the industry. The typical leather worker was a man of modest

°aPital resources producing mainly to meet local demands but perhaps also

applying a more distant market. His raw materials, too, were probably

^0Pght locally although he might have to go further afield for some of them.

 ̂Raftsman working with heavy leather was a tanner, currier, or shoemaker.
He w&s not likely to be all three and he certainly did not combine tanning 

atl<̂ the manufacture of leather goods. If he were a light leather worker, 

ori the other hand, he probably made both leather and leather goods. None 

0f these features is indicated by applying a label to the industry; they 

^e°ome apparent only by closely examining its structure.

We have already pointed out that the government showed a keen 

lilterest in the leather industry because of its importance in the domestic 

e°°«omy. The regulation of the leather industry was an essential part of
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industrial policy in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries although compared 

W3-th other legislation it has received scant attention from economic
historians.

The government tried to control the manufacture and sale of tanned 

curried leather and footwear throughout the country. This it did by 

meahs of a statute passed in the same year as the Statute of Artificers; 

an<i which was re-enacted in 1604 and remained unaltered until late in the 

Seventeenth century. The leather acts were not new in content but drew 

°̂gether into one comprehensive body of legislation earlier legislation 

Passed piecemeal for certain sections of the industry. Detailed technical 

^andards were laid down for tanning, currying and shoemaking. Sales of 

father and leather goods were restricted to the public markets and middle- 

were forbidden to deal in hides and leather. The export of hides and 

8hins, leather and leather goods was illegal under the leather acts and 

S|JPporting legislation.

This body of regulation was formulated in the second half of the

si*teenth century. It did not apply to dressed leather and late in the

33-xteenth century an abortive attempt was made to control this branch of 
the industry by means of a patent. After 160U- there was no further legis

lation for sixty years; but in the last four decades of the seventeenth 

°®ntury there were some significant changes in policy. The prohibition on 

export of calfskins and leather (although not hides) was removed and 

restrictions on middlemen in the internal trade were lifted. Meanwhile, 

Manufacturing regulations were largely neglected.

i
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The formation of this policy must be seen against the economic 

and social background of the time. The leather act of 1563 came at an 

Urisettled time in the English economy. Prices, -which had been rising 

gradually earlier in the century, moved up more sharply following the
A "Ue asements of the '40s and showed no signs of falling despite attempts to 

restore the currency. Also in the first half of the sixteenth century there 

^a(l been a great expansion in the overseas cloth trade and resources had 

moVed out of the production of food into the production of wool and cloth.

e boom came to an end in the 1550s creating pockets of unemployment in 

Various parts of the country. There were other problems too. The rapid 

Srowth of London brought home forcibly to the government the problem of
XI

eding a large population not engaged in food production; it also promoted

ars that London's growth was at the expense of other parts of the realm.
In agriculture changes in land ownership and tenure, rack-renting and 

Closures, all added to the general feeling of instability. And quite 

aPart from economic matters there were religious and political problems 

^ at could threaten the safety of the realm.

To tackle the economic problems the government enacted some
lmPortant pieces of legislation including the cloth acts of the 1550s and

Statute of Artificers and the "act towching leather" in 1563. The
8overnment was genuinely alarmed at the prospect of social unrest arising 
fr economic dislocation. It attempted to curb the growth of industry 

arî  direct resources back into food production. The intention behind the 

father act was quite simple; to provide good quality leather and footwiear
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r®asonable prioes because everybody needed these commodities. If this 

°ould be achieved the social - and possibly political - unrest that the 

Sovernraent feared might be lessened.

It would be naive to think of the leather acts emanating solely 

^om the government's laudable intention of providing everyone with good, 

°heap leather. The desire to avoid social disturbances certainly explains 

*hy ĥe government was prepared to shackle the industry with statutory 

c°btrols but the actual details of policy and also its development in the 

âte sixteenth and seventeenth centuries owed more to other influences 

lrioluding the government's own need for money and the pressure of vested 

-̂tterests associated with the industry.

The financial motives behind government policy can be seen at

SeVeral points but perhaps most clearly in the treatment of tanning where 
the government kept in force technical regulations which it knew to be 

Workable, preferring to sell dispensations to tanners through a patentee 

iather than enact new legislation. The desire for money was also present 

111 grant of Darcy's patent for leatherdressing and its revocation for 
SOOO in -thg 1590s, in the calfskin licences of the late sixteenth and 

s®venteenth centuries - although there were good economic reasons for these 

ail<* in the tax placed on leather in 1697. The use of the industry as a 

SoUiroe of revenue was hardly consistent with a policy of protecting the 

°0lls mner.

The most influential of the pressure groups associated with the
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leather industry was the London Company of Cordwainers. It was this company 

that was responsible for the restrictions on middlemen and their inter

pretation in such a way as to brand curriers as middlemen. The company was 

also behind the ban on exports of hides and leather; and was possibly the 

°̂roe behind the technical regulations for tanning as well. Its success in 

tbfluencing government policy in the later sixteenth and much of the seven

teenth century arose partly from the fact that it possessed the skill and 

resources to lobby successfully in Parliament and elsewhere; and partly 

because it represented the interests of manufacturing craftsmen and was 

therefore able to play on the popular hostility towards middlemen and the 

k®lief that native craftsmen should enjoy government protection.

The cordwainers did not represent all the industry. Curriers 

strenuously opposed the restrictions on middlemen; tanners disliked 

t®chnioa]. control and the restrictions on exports. These groups had l i t t l e  

°̂sitive influence until after the Restoration. Then in conditions of
f gQ 1 *■‘•-i.ing agricultural prices and expanding colonial markets tanners, in
aliiJ-J-ance with graziers and exporting merchants, were able to secure a change 

111 the law relating to export. Curriers, too, in different economic 

Citions from those prevailing a century earlier, were able to modify the 

■̂ternal trading regulations.

Government policy, therefore, can hardly be regarded as a conscious 

^ e°e of economic planning. And even if it had been, it hardly achieved 

®ction for consumers or assisted the development of the industry. Had
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leather legislation been strictly implemented the industry would have 

been under a serious disability hampered by rigid - and sometimes impractical 

êohnical and trading regulations. In fact it was very difficult to enforce 

ĥe leather acts even though in London the government made use of the 

leather gilds. But the gilds themselves had considerable difficulty in 

°°ntrolling the occupations they represented. There is ample evidence to 

ŝ 0lN that during the seventeenth century the enforcement of the leather acts 

the associated regulations became less and less systematic. It seems
by. *

inescapable conclusion that the government's control of the leather

ln̂ ustry consisted of largely unsuccessful attempts to deal with problems

^ at it did not fully understand; and insofar as its policy had any real

PU:rPoses, they were the furthering of sectional interests rather than guiding 
tVie development of the industry in the national good.

Finally, what does a study of the leather industry in the sixteenth
£>y..a

seventeenth centuries contribute to our wider knowledge of the economic

history of the period? The leather industry was one of the minor industries -

Use a phrase of Professor Gras - in the economy; but it sometimes is

°rgotten how important these lesser occupations were. We know a good deal

â °Ut the English cloth industry; and something about such industries as

°°al mining, iron smelting, glass-making, paper-making and others, which - 
it ây be suggested - were not greatly important in the sixteenth and

eriteenth centuries no matter how important they became in later periods.
But know very little about numerous occupations that supplied the 

Elation with many of the commodities essential to daily life. The 

Aether industry was one such group of crafts and its study helps to fill



one of the gaps in our knowledge of sixteenth and seventeenth century 

e<3onomic conditions. Apart from this, an examination of the leather crafts 

â s to our knowledge of industrial structure, warning us against accepting 

over-simplified, generalised, picture and revealing the forces shaping

way in which industry was organized. Lastly, any thorough examination 
of eoonomic policy in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and any 

Valuation of "mercantilism” must take into account the regulation of the 

father industry and trade by the state, which demonstrates the many 

°onflicting interests lying behind government policy.



APPENDIX 1

PRICES OF HIDES. LEATHER. ETC.

Note

The Price of Leather, 1576-1700.

Prices of Leather, 16th and 17th Centuries. 

Prices of Hides.

The Size and Price of Leather, 1639°

Prices of Boots and Shoes0



NOTE

Although many individual prioes of hides, leather and leather 

goods -were gathered when conpLing the evidence for this study, they 

Proved too fragmentary to construct prices series for the various types 

and qualities of product. For long term trends in the price of leather 

Use has been made of the price series conpiled by Sir William Beveridge 

r̂om contracts made by the Navy, It should be noted that the Navy bought 

banned leather backs which were the most expensive kind of leather. Also 

is unlikely that the series reflects short-term price fluctuations 

less than a year) since contract prices tended to be fixed in the 

short-runo However the Beveridge price series does demonstrate the major 

trends in prioes. For example, the fall in prices in the later 1660s, 

®hown by the series was commented on by contemporaries; and the series 

slso shows the effect of the imposition of the excise duty oh leather in 

^97. Similarly the upward movement in prices in the early 1660s shown 

ky the series is supported by other evidence,”*

Some other information on prices is given in addition to the 

Beveridge figures.

1. See Chapter 8, pp. 335,331



A. PRICE OP LEATHER BACKS PURCHASED BY NAVY

Date Price P.R.2 Date Price P.R.2

1576
sty «ach
23.33 51.9 1616

sh-eaĉ i
1

77 - mm 17 29.67 66.078 mm - 18 30.48 67.8
. 79 21.00 46.7 19 30.11 67.01580 • 1620 30.00 66.781 - 21 33.33 74.2
82 16.33 36.3 22 28.46 63.3
83 - 23 29.00 64.584. 26.00 57.8 24 30.93 68.8
85 23.00 51.1 25 34.00 75.6
85 «. - 26 34.00 75.6
87 22.20 49.4 27 ¿A.00 97.988 22.89 50.9 28 34.50 76.789

1590 22.25 49.5 29 31.94 71.0
23.25 51.7 1630 32.01 71.2

91 24.33 54.1 31 34.00 75.6
92 - 32 27.40 60.9
93 24.17 53.7 33 34.00 75.6
94 24.50 54.5 34 39.47 87.8
95 24.89 55.4 35 -
96 25.78 57.3 36 - -
97 23.00 51.1 37 - -
98 22.50 50.0 38 -
99 24.50 54.5 39 45.00 100.1

1600 23.00 51.1 1640 - -
01 22.75 50.6 41 45.00 100.1
02 23.00 51.1 42 44.50 98.7
03 24.00 53.4 43 43.50 96.704 «■ 44 43.40 96.7
05 24.00 53.4 45 42.00 93.405 24.00 53.4 46 40.17 89.3
07 25.89 57.6 47 43.00 95.6
08 . . 48 42.33 94.2

1,09 - 49 43.00 95.6
1610 28.50 63.4 1650 41.67 92.6
11 27.50 61.2 51 41.00 91.2
12 29.50 65.6 52 39.00 86.7
13 28.50 63.4 53 38.67 86.0
14 30.00 66.7 54 39.00 86.7
15 30.00 66.7

6 W. Beveridge, Wages and Prices in England, vol. I (1939)» Prices pp.-* 
677-8; Price Relatives, pp. 737-9»
Price Relative, 10.95s per doz. lb. = 100.



^ate Price P.E. Date Price P.R.

1655 9.363 86.7 1678 9.60 89.9
56 8.00 74.1 79 9.67 89.9
57 8.00 74.1 1680 10.00 92.7
58 8.08 74.1 81 10.00 92.7
59 10.00 92.7 82 10.00 92.7

1660 10.82 100.3 83 10.00 92.7
61 12.00 111.2 84 10.00 92.7
62 12.00 111.2 85 10.00 92.7
63 11.17 105.5 86 8.50 78.8
64 11.00 101.9 87 8.50 78.8
65 11.00 101.9 88 9.00 83.4
66 11.00 101.9 89 10.00 92.7
67 11.00 101.9 1690 10.00 92.7
68 10.00 92.7 91 10.00 92.7
69 10.00 92.7 92 10.00 92.7

1670 10.00 92.7 93 10.00 92.7
71 10.00 92.7 94 10.00 92.7
72 10.00 92.7 95 10.00 92.7
73 10.00 92.7 96 10.33 95.7
74 10.00 92.7 97 11.00 101.9
75 10.00 92.7 98 11.00 101.9
76 10.00 92.7 99 11.00 101.9
77 9o60 89.9 1700 11.00 101.9

3 Shillings per dozen pounds
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B. AVERAGE PRICE OF LEATHER 
(Source - Probate Inventories in Appendix 7)

Date No. of 
Inventories

No. of
Leather Pieces

Average
Prices

1565-9 7 910 10s. 9d
1588-1600 11 464 8s. 9d
1611 -20 8 220 15s. 7d,

1633-4 5 750 9s. 3̂ ,
1666 1 240 11s. 7d.

C. AVERAGE PRICE OF HIDES
(Souroe - J.E.T. Rogers, History of Agriculture and Prices in England, 
v°l. V (1888), p. 411)

^eoennial Averages of Better Quality Hides bought by Eton College

1566-70 7s. 8gd.. 1601-10 12s. Od.
1571-80 9s. 1-gd, 1611-20 14s. 6$d.
1591-1600 12s. 6çd. 1621-30 15s. 1-grd.

1631-40 16s. 1-gdL.



D. fflE SIZE AND PRICE OF LEATHER, 1639 

(Source -P.R.O., S.P. 16/451, no. 57)

'Tandhides" Price
(shillings each)

Feet Inches

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

15 Length "from the cheek to 7 10|
the end of the Buttocke"
"Breadth. from shanke to shanke" 6 6̂

21 Length 8 0
Breadth 7 0

21 Length 7 10
Breadth 6 11

21 Length 8 0
Breadth 6 11

20 Length 7 7
Breadth 6 5

16 Length 7 lBreadth 6
‘f
0

23 Length 8 0
Breadth 6 8

20 Length 7 4
Breadth 6 8

20 Length 7 5
Breadth 6 11

23 Length 7 1C£
Breadth 6 10

16 Length 6 11
Breadth 6 2

19 Length 7 5
Breadth 6 0

12
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E. PRICES OP BOOTS AND SHOES

(i) The average price of shoes bought by Lord Chamberlain1! 
for distribution by the monarch on Maundy Thursday. 
(Source - Beveridge, Prices and Wages, 1, p. 457).

Year Price
(sh. per pair)

Year Price 
(sh. per

1556 1.0 1639 2.67
1566 1.7 1660 3.5
1576 2.5 1668/9 2.83
1580/6 2.5 1672 3.17
1592/1601 2.0 1680 3.5
1606/8 2.5- 1689/92 3.5
1«'3A 2.67 1695/6 4.0
1621/3 2.5 1697 3.5
1630 2.67 1700 3.5

Average price of boots and shoes. _ .
(Source - Rogers, History of Agriculture and Prices, V, pp. 733-4;.

before the Civil War"
Shoes Boots

Average of 1s. 11¿d. Average of 8s. 10¿d. 
20 entries 12 entries

itAfter the Civil War" Average of 4s. 4jd. Average of 15s. 5gd. 
18 entries 11 entries
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APPENDIX 2 : PRODUCTION OF L3ATHER AND LEATHER GOODS

(Source; B .M ., Harleian Ms. 6867, fo. 266. Undated, but probably late 
seventeenth or early eighteenth century).
ôte; No attempt has been made to correct the arithmetic.

’’Touching Leather"
Consumption (sic. production) of Black Crasts (i.e. crust

300.000 Calves of the 800,000 annually bred 
atld 500.000 Beeves

800.000 Hides

Weight when drest into leather;
300.000 Calves at 6 lbs. and 12d. per lb. 90,000^4* ster.
500.000 Beeves at 38 lbs. and 6d. per lb. 450.000-, - * ster,
800.000 at 25 lbs. fere1 7d. 540,000 1* ster.

whole weight of ye
Calves 300,000 at 6 lbs., 1,800,000 lbs. at 12d. £90,000
Beeves 500,000 at 36 lbs., 18,000,000 lbs. at 6d. £450,000

800,000 251bs. fere 19,800,000 lbs. at 6|d.£540,000
Shoos Boots (Clogs Patterns) Shassoons Spurleathers Spatterdashes Gambadoes.

Shoos 5,400,000 souls whereof;
Broags or 
bare foot

rest pairs 
per yr.

Wt.
lb.

Total
weight

ad a 6th

above 1,400,000 10,000 1,390,000 2 4,170,000 4,870

t>oys
Wilder 16

1,200,000 30,000 1,670,000 2 * 1,750,000 2,040

'’omen 
ahove 16

1,500,000 20,000 1,480,000 2 1 2,960,000 3,450

8l*ls 
abder 16

1,300,000 40,000 1,260,000 2 1 1,260,000 1,960

5,400,000 100,000 5,300,000 10,140,000 11,820

The Annual 
feather) is

1 "fere" = together
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"Boots new one half of ye men;
600.000 1 pair in 6 y. 100,000 pr. per an. at 7 lbs.
"Spatterdahes and spring boots & Gambadoes:
200.000 1 pair in 4 y. 50,000 pr. per an. at 4 lbs.
"Shassoons and spur leather:
500.000 1 pair in 5 y. 100,000 pr. per an. at 1 lb.
"Clogs and patterns 1/7 of ye women and children: 
*•-00,000 2 pr. per an. 800,000 at -g- lb.

(TOTAL footwear)

700.000 lbs.

200.000 lbs.

100.000 lbs.

400.000 lbs. 

11,540,000 lbs.

Harnesses
ŝotleman Coaches and Carushes:
5»000 @ 5 Beef & Calf hides each 1,500 hides at 30 lb
®&oh = 450,000. 1 in 5 years = 90,000 lbs.
Haokney Coaches
»200 @ 5 hides each 6,000 at 27 lbs.
each 160,000 lbs. 1 in 4 yrs. 40.000 lbs.

(TOTAL HARNESSES) 130,000 lbs.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

Apart from the well-known difficulties of using the port books 

as commercial records, there are certain special difficulties in the 

Qase of shipments of hides, skins and leather. These arise because 

Customs officials did not use a uniform terminology when dealing with 

ĥese commodities. In the same book, for example, may be found references 

"leather", "tanned leather", and "untanned leather." Calfskins might 

referred to as "raw", "dressed" or simply as "calfskins". Similarly 

hides might be described as "tanned", "untanned", "green", "salted", "in 

^air", "unhaired", "raw", or without any qualifying adjective. Shipments 

*eie usually recorded by the dicker or in dozens, but sometimes by weight 

aiJd sometimes by such vague terms as "parcels" or "packets".

In compiling the following tables doubtful items have been 

ex°luded. The figures therefore tend to understate the quantity of hides 
ai5d leather entering into trade.

See G-.N. Clark, Guide to English Commercial Statistics. 1696-1782. 
(‘'938)} J.H. Andrews, "Two Problems in the Interpretation of the Port 
Books," Econ. Hist. Rev., 2nd ser., vol. IX, no. 1 (1956).

1.



REFERENCES

•̂R.O. Port Books:
E 190/2/3 Michaelmas 1566/7
E 190A/3 it 1569/70
! 190/6/2 it 1574/4
E 190/6/5 ti 1577/8
E 190/6/6 11 1579/80
E 190/7/2, it 1582/3
E 190/9/1 it 1591/2
E 190/10/6 it 1597/8
; 190/13/2 Christmas 1605/6
i 190/25/8 ti 1620/1
j 190/41/2 11 1636/7
® 190/42/5 it 1638/9
? 190/48/1 11 1661/2
5 190/51/5 it 1665/6
5 190/53/2 it 1676/7
5 190/67/1 it 1680/1
E 190/151/8 it 1694/5

Anglian Ports:
Aldburgh, Colchester, Dunwich, Ipswich, Lynn, Southwold, Walberswick 
oodhridge, Yarmouth.
vlpswidh and Woodbridge the most important).

£g£tish Ports;
, Dover, Faversham, Folkestone, Maidstone, Margate, Milton 
Rye, Sandwich, Whitstable. 

aversham the most important).

®&nterbury
Rohester.
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A. COASTAL TRADE - TANNED LEABiSR (Tanned hides or pieces of leather)

Tear 1566/7 1569/70 1573/4 1577/8 1579/80 1582/3 1591/2 1597/8 1605/6 1620/1 1636/7 1638/9 1661/2 1665/6 1671/2 1676/7 1680/1 16^/5

LCKDCK to
East Anglian forts 
KePtiah 
forts Hull
Kei"°astle 
0tHers

lotai

Jo SiiffiCN
* Anglian /°rts Irtish 
forts
Hull

toastie
0thera

Ti°tai

13 34 - - - - - - «■ 57 - 48 - •» - — *• **

35 mm 170 - 20 - •» - - - - 18 132 177 107 476 44
- - - mm - - - 16 225 - - - 273 136 40 113 - mm

- - - - - - - 22 11 145 - - 10 - - - - -

- - - - - mm - - 23 mm 43 13 5 10 - 43 -

1369 170 - 20 - mm 38 293 168 mm 91 314 273 227 220 519 44

DM

1349 120 999 26 2177 552 222 - 100 «• - 30 1269 - 155 525 1283 -

40 110 50 710 237 300 10 340 - - 152 290 81 429 59 111 29 76
- - 190 mm - - *• - - - - «V 40 mm 15 - - -

- - mm m. _ - - «■ - - - 680 - mm - 138 -

- - - - - - - 220 - - - «• - 30 20 28 92 69

1389 230 1239 736 2414 852 232 560 19© 152 320 2070 459 249 664 1542 145
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B. COASTAL TRADE - RAW HIDES (No. of hides)

iear 1566/7 1569/70 1573A 1577/8 1579/80 1582/3 1591/2 1597/8 1605/6 1620/1 1636/7 1638/9 1661/2 1665/6 1671/3 1676/7 1680/1 1694/5

£§om lcndcn to
Anglian

Ports
Kentish

- 148 72 350 - 209 - 261 14 102 - - - - - 174 •m

Ports 140 a* - 372 559 824 1239 - 248 350 a» a. 592 159 408 767 409 55
Hull 987 - - 739 245 273 315 1025 1944 1982 I3938 341 4467 1018 2491 1721 1719 1471
^castle - - - - - «■ - 89 - - - - - - - - - -
Others - 43 - - «a - - 75 62 167 - - 83 - - *■ 757 -

iotai 1127 191 72 1461 804 1306 1554 1450 2268 2601 3938 341 5142 1277 2899 11
CO ÌÌ
3- IS
CVJ II II

3059 1526

lOOQN PROM
^AnglianPorts a. a. a. «V a» «. ... 126 30 16 *■

Ports a* 78 aa - 18 - «a a. - a. a. - - - - *• a»

5<Ol a» - - - 80 - 20 - - - a. a. 180 - 94 716 - -

toastie - — a* - a» «. a. a. - « a» - - 40 70 - -

Others - - - - 7 - - - - mm - - - 65 - 482 - —

Iotal 78 180 191 164 1284105 20
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C a

C. COASTAL TRADE - CALFSKINS (dozens) 
°alfskins, condition not specified; d = dressed calfskins; r = raw calfskins

?e.iar

IßNDQN TO 
!st AnglianalOO 
ports d.251

1566/7 1564/70 1573/4 1577/8 1579/80 1582/3 1591/2 1597/8 1605/6 1620/1 1636/7 1638/9 1661/2 1665/6 1671/2 1676/7 1680/1 1694/5

64

Sen-h-?!tJtish
e°its

Süll

It

r. -
c. -
d. 20 
r. -
C o  -

d. -
r. -

Castle C. - 
d. -

Oth,erg
r. -
c. -
d. - 
r. -

?otalUu T̂pes)

126

271 126

20

20

15

6

27

10
20

30

31

95
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Year 1566/7 1569/70 1573/4 1577/8 1579/80 1582/3 1591/2 1597/8 1605/6 1620/1 1636/7 1638/9 1661/2 1665/6 1671/2 1676/7 1680/I 1694/5

^  I®DCN from
aast
*«6Uan

0.
d.

53 117
M)rts r. «.

Irtish 0.
d.

- 109
mm

r. - mm

Sili 0.
d. - -

r. m b -

beasti,ec. mm «•

d. - -

r. -

0thera 0.
d. - -

r. — —

fötal
3s) 53 216

608 124 418 2
- - 107 136
- 34 - -
- 14 40 52
- 9 mm -

608 181 565 190

265 144 mm 650
5

« a

5 208
«■

8 -
m b

80
m b

2

mm

m b

-
mm

-
-

280 144 5 938

116 347 93 258
30 - 34 -

M* 10 134 -

- 40 50 29
mm

31

*■ *—
«. 10 5 mm

- mm 12 20

Mi - 22 m b

- 17

177 407 350 324

161 472 230 -
6 Mi - -

116 - 58 -
66 98 60 9

- 78 M t

6 - MB Mi

mm 84 69 MB

mm MB - -
mm - 6 -

21 480 468 -

49 6 118 mm

9 126
89 860 201 MB

28 180 137 -
15 80 66

“

557 2269 1627 9

htihhhith hhhhhhh IIIIIIIIIIII



APPENDIX 4
OVERSEAS TRADE IN LEATHER, ETC,

A. Exports of hides, skins and leather from London, 1580-17000 

Exports of wrought leather from London, 1663-1700.

Exports of leather goods from London, 1603-1700.



A. EXPORTS 0? HIDES. SKINS AND LEATHER FROM LONDON. 1580-1700.

Sgference Year Tanned leather Tanned calfskins Raw hides
p.R.O.
E 190/6/7

Mich. 
1580/1 235 pieces 44 doz. 3182

E 190/14/3
Xmas 
1606/7 - 1465^ " 250

E 190/16/3 1611/2 - 4588 '• -

E 190/25/4 1621/2 - 406^ * -
E 190/35/2 1630/1 - W- 55 ” •t

E 190/41/1 1640/1 - 3102^ " md

S 190/48/5 1660/1 - 1770^ " -
E 190/52/7 1669/70 2733 awt. 11863 " 1 -

°hstoms 2/6 1698/9 10275 " 6579 cwt.** -

Ghstoms 2/7 1699/1700 11455 " 7360 " 1

il2£es.
^  The export of calfskins was illegal except under licence until 1662C 
.hereafter exports were allowed subject to a limitation on weighte 
\See Chapter 8, pp»53S )

The export of tanned leather was prohibited until 1666. The trade was 
hen open to 1675 when exports were again illegal. The trade was finally 
hrown open in 1685. (See Chapter 8, pp„336 «f )
, To convert cwts. of calfskins into dozens the former should be multiplied 
y about 5 (on the assumption that a dozen skins weighed 36 lbs.)0

1 Condition not specified
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B. EXPORT OP WROUGHT LEATHER PROM LONDON . 1663 - 1700

Reference Tear Wrought leather 
Piece Gwt.

E 190/50/2 1663/4 1,370 44
E 190/99/1 1680/1 8,794 12 100 lbs.

Customs 2/6 1698/9 - 1001

^stoms 2/7 1699/1700 - 1304

Note

It is not clear from the port books -what was the nature of wrought 

leather 0 The most obvious explanation is that it was feather worked (or 

■Wrought") into leather goods; this explanation is supported by the fact 

ĥat wrought leather appears in the general overseas books along with other 

father goods and not in the special port books that were kept for shipments 

hides and leather. However, two facts make it doubtful whether wrought 

father at all times referred to leather goods. In the first place it is 

difficult to see what leather goods could be included in the term since shoes, 

&oves, saddles, etc., were listed in the same books that contained entries 

1° Wrought leather. Secondly in some years wrought leather was entered in the 

0̂rt books by the piece, a term which could hardly have been applied to a 

^scellaneous collection of leather goods0

There seem to be two possibilities. Either wrought leather was 

father treated in some way in addition to tanning - i.e. it was curried,

%ed, or grained, etc. Or wrought leather was a term used by exporters to 

®scribe tanned leather being exported at a time when exports of leather were
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illegal. By describing the leather as "wrought” tanned leather might be 

Passed off as leather goods. This explanation does not apply to years in 

'’hich exports of leather were permitted (e.g0, 1698/9, 1699/1700). In 

ĥose years the term might apply to actual leather goods such as footwear. 

It is noticable, for example, from Table C (below) that practically no 

shipments of boots and shoes were recorded in 1698/9 and 1699/1700.

0. EXPORTS OF LEATHER GOODS FROM LONDON, 1603-1700

^eference Year Plain
Leather
Gloves

Other
Leather
Gloves

Footwear Saddles Harnesses
and
Bridles

doz. doz.

8 “>90/12/3
Xmas
1603A 100 - - - -

8 190/38/7 1633/4 11,159* 404* <■» - mm

8 190/16/3 1640 19,369 1,480 - - -

8 190/50/2 1663/4 3,340 53 12,479 prs.
& 25 cwt.

295 -

8 190/99/1 1680/1 8,1a 605* 33,756 prs. 1,759 3,901

^Pstoms 2/6 1698/9 12,774 153 - 1,081 11,710

CPstoms 2/7 1699/1700 8,415 59 228 prs. 4,276 7,017



APPENDIX 5
THE MANUFACTURE OF LEATHER

Tanning: Transcript of a Memorandum on the Leather Act of 1563« 

Leatherdressing: Documents related to leatherdressing.
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(i) Tanning: Transcript of a Memorandum on the Leather Act of 1563«

(Source; B. M., Lans. Ms. 5, no. 58 (1575?)).

"The statute made in Quinto of the Quenes Ma^es raigne towchinge

the makinge and dressinge of Leather hath his full force vpon theis
"t 6X16poyntes, wch are in nomber XV »of the wch theis VI are clauses 

to be kepte, the reste either for theire impoosibility, or inconvenience 

not to be allowed.
1. "Firste that none shall put any Hide, in any Tanne, Wosesse, or

Liccor made hott or warmed in any fate, or vessell, to be sett 

or covered in any Tane hill.

2. "None shall over lyme hydes in Lyme pittes.

3 "None shall put any Hydes into Tane vates, or vesselles, before

the Lyme be p(er)fectly soken, and wrought oute of them.

4 "None shall over dry parch thear Leather, wth the heate of the

fyre or wth the Sumer sonne.

5 "None shall necligently worke thear hydes in the wosses.

6 "None shall insufficiently Tane any hydes.

"Theis Articles insufficiente and not to be allowed and therefore to 

be disspensed withall by cause of the reasons p(ar)ticulerly hereafter 

followinge to eny of them.
1 "Firste it was enacted that the Hyde shulde ly no longer in the 

Lyme then the heare fallinge of, or may be taken of, nor be putt 

into the Lymes after the heare maye be taken of.

"To this the Tanners and men of vnderstandinge in this 

oocupacon saye and affirme, that the Layinge of the Hyde in Lyme,
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one Daye, tene or twenty, after that the heare is taken away 

(according as the sines in the hyde appearinge induce the workman 

to order his worke) is one of the best poyntes of workemanship, 

soe that it ly not theare to longe and that it be wrought out 

agayne as by theire science they vse and by the second and third 

Article they stand bounde to doe. Yf they Do not Lyme the hyde 

enough, they can make no leather of yt. But if it ly no longer 

then heare may fall of it it is not lymed enough. Therefore it 

doth evidently appeare that the statute in the firste pointe is 

very vnp(er)fitt, And also theare be divers Hydes whose heare 

falleth of before they come to the Tanners handes, wch if they be 

not lymed will never make leather but muste be cast awaye, that 

otherwise would make good leather as the rest for vpper Leather.

2 "None shall use any Liccor stuffe or workemanship in or about the 

tanning of Leather, but only Lyme Culver Dunge or henne Dunge and 

that colde water only and wooses made of colled water and Oken 

Barke only wthout any mixture of any thinge.

"In this seconde Article they haue mistaken the Tanners of the 

Arte (whereby it appeareth that they weare not skilfull that made 

the lawe) As to saie that none shall vse aboute tanninge by (sic. 

but) Lyme etc : for theis three materialles, Lyme, Culver Dunge, 

and Henne Donge are vsed is masteringe and workinge of the hyde and 

never other. Nowe there is a Difference in the science betwixt 

tanninge and workinge of Leather, for the workinge is to take of 

the heare and to open the hyde that it may receve Liccor. The 

tanninge is to laye the hyde in wooses by changinge and renewinge



t i l l  i t  become Leather, so that wheare this seconde artic le by the

expresse hordes thereof doth sirae to give Liberty to tanne wth Lyme

etc yet goeth thereby agaynst the firs te  that w illeth no hyde to

lye in Lyme longer then vn till the Heare fa lleth  of or maybe taken
0

o f, wch is  the tyme of y workynge of the hide as is aforesaid,

Vpon this seconde A rtic le the Xchetor and promotor Do take as 

fo r fe it  a ll leather made with Barley meale, wth Ashenge Barke or 

by order of chaunge beinge both vsed tyme out o f mynde, (in ) 

workmanship of principall cominge vsed in diverse places o f Englande 

diversly, accordinge to the comodity of the country the sk ill o f the 

workman and the groeth of the hyde. Howe be i t  weare not this worde 

mixture this artic le  or clause of the statute weare to be baren 

wthall, because that wthout mixture o f asshen Tane and other such 

stuffe as Tanners use their Leather cannott possible be raysed,

"None shall suffer theare Leather to wett in any froste vn til the 

same be frosen*

"In this artic le  there is  A consideracon to be had for in the 

tyme of Longe and greate froste le t t  the Tanner or workman Do what 

he l i s t ,  he shall not be able to master the power o f Heaven and 

Earth, byt the Tanne Times wilbe frosen wthout any remedy. To 

chardge an impossibilitie is  against equitie. But the Tanners dooe 

a ll that they can to avoyd the frost: otherwyse their is spoile and 

not saleable at the markett. The shoumakeres a ll being s k illfu ll to 

p(er)ceave the same.



4 "None shall tanne any putrified Hyde or skyne being putred rotten

or taynted, by longe lying, either before the puttinge into the 

Lymes or after in water or Liccor.

"Here are two thynges amisse. The one that it chargeth a 

great incomodity & p(re)venteth none For a putrified (hide) or 

skyne doth serue for divers occupacons when it is tanned, namely 

the Bugetmaker, the Bottellmaker, the Gerdlers, and Collermaker 

eto and therefore greate waste to caste it awaye, and woulde be 

cause to bringe Dearth vppon better Leather wch serveth better for 

other uses. Such a putrified Hyde by statute may not be sealed, as 

is knowen to be such as it is, whereby the buyer cannot be Deceyved 

in the price nor use. The other mistakinge Lyeth in this That after 

a Hyde be once Lymed (for they be alwayes before they come to be in 

water or Liccor, and putt in water, and Liccor, it can never after 

putrify) but the wordes of the statute sime to admitt the contrary. 

And the putrifyinge is at the Butchers handes or wheare the Tanner 

buyeth his hydes, But when they be once in the Tanners keping he 

saveth them for his owne advauntage.

5 "None shall not renewe, and make stronge the wooses as often as

shalbe requered.

"This is agayst all reasons, that the wooses shall not be 

renewed as often as requered. Some man would thinke that two 

negatives shuld make an affirmative. But yet is not so ment hire..." 

(The tan solutions are renewed when necessary for it is not possible 

to make leather without).
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6 "None shall suffer theire Hydes for utter sole and Cloute leather,

to lye in Wooses less then Twelve monethes at the least and the 
hydes for upper leather lesse then Nyne monethes."

(it is not the length of time that is important hut the 
strength of the tan solutions. Although renewal of the solutions 

requires more labour "a thinge in itselfe to be cherysed" leather 
tanned in strong solutions is not dearer than that tanned for 
twelve months in weaker solutions because of the quicker return 
on capital and the frequency with which the market is served).

7 "None shall Tanne any Oxe hide, Cowe hide, or Stere hide otherwise

then hole.
"Such Hydes as haue hyn not so good as to haue sole leather 

in them, the Tanner is ever wonte to tane them whole namely the 

Bull hyde and Cowe hyde, but of the Ox hide and Steere hyde they 

weare wont to make sole leather only cutting awaye the baok from 
the wome wch back had a prop(er) kynde of tanninge and curyyinge by 

them selves after another manner then the womes for upper Leather 
had; So that yoU knowe wch was the wome (only fitt for upper 
leather) by the saughtnes. But now the Shoemaker buyinge the Hyde 
hole and not Devided, maketh sole Leather of the womes, so some 

(sic. same?) as of the backe hauinge like workmanship at the 

Tanners and Curriers handes of this cometh the out cry of ye 

Laborer & comen p(er)son when the wome (wch is ye tendrest & 

holloist(?) p(ar)t of ye hyde) is put to vtter sole and clout 

leather wch doth nothing serve their turae, as the backes weare wonte
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to doe, wch this statute simeth in some p(ar)te to have conceyved 

but hath not by the wordes thereof p(re)vented as doth appeare,

8 "None shall put to sale any Hyde or Skyne, that shalbe raysed in or

by Tanninge workemanship or other wayes or by vsinge any other 

thinge or stuffe or any other sortes they (sic. than) by the 

statute is Lymytted and appointed.

"In this branch there is forbydden to rayse Leather, A thinge 

that hath byn used in the occupacon in ali kyndes of workemanshipes 

for sole leather from the begynninge. Nether is it possible to 

open the Leather so as it may receve the Tallowe of the Curryer, 

wthout ray singe nether can the spier or home (wch will cause that 

the hyde may never be tanned) be taken out without reaysinge, So 

that in this ther is forbidden all good workmanshipp. Trew it is 

that to much reaysinge is not convenyente and to litles is much 

woorse. But here the meane (wch is of necessity) and all raysinge 

is expresly forbidden.

9 "None shall Tanne any Bullshyde, horsehyde or shepes skyne.

"This Article is very conveniente (sic. inconvenient) for the 
Bullhyde is very neoessary for the Sadler because beinge the 

thickest in the belly there is lesse waste for the Sadler. The 

horse Hyde is fittest for the Collar maker, for the Carte and 

Plough. When the Husbandman hath a horse killed by mischaunce or 

otherwise he tanneth his hyde it easeth his Losse as is better 

leather for his use then the white tanned leather is. The Shepe 

skyne serveth for the wolcardmakers and for Bellowmakers, Book-
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bynders, and divers other occupacons, Now of theis hydes and 

skynes are (not) to be used of the Showmakers by expresse wordes 

in the same statute oontayned wherefore they may tane them without 

that inconveniency besydes it is the labor of the porer sorte of 

Tanners who mayntayne themselves and theire howses by tanning of 

them, the bigger worke beinge to chargeable for them to Deale 

wthall."
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(ii) Leatherdressing: "A Trew declaración shewinge the difference between 

Esther Right Dressed and Lether false Dressed."

(Source; extraot fromB.M., Lans. Ms. 74, fo. 127 (1593))»

"The right dressinge are these vidz:

1. Buffe are of Ealke Hides and Loshe hides in oyle and are comonly 

yellowe, or of any other Culour sauinge white.

2. Shamwayes are of Goat Skinns in oyle & be comonly yellow or of any 

other cullour sauing white.

3. Spanish lether are of Goates skinns passeerd in shomack made of 

Diuers Cullours being firste of whyte tanninge.

4. All other Lethers are of all other sortes of Hydes and skinns in 
allome White Tawed, made good & p(er)fett lether.

"And euery of the said fower right Dressinges, are hindered in the sale
1by fower sortes of Counterfytt skynns drest... and sett fourth into all

Cullours like the other right Dressinge aforesaid vidz:

"Counterfitt Buffes are these thre sortes:

1. The yong Bull or Steer Rough Drest in Oyle or Alíame like Buffe be 

it neuer so softe or faier of Cullour.

2. Ealke hides, Loshe hides, Drumble or India horsse or stagge skinnes 

Dresset in allome like Buffe be they softe or faier of any Cullour.

3. Drumbles or India horsse, stagge or yong bull hides drest in oyle be 

they softeor faier of any Collour.

1. These kinds of leather were not "counterfytt" according to any legal 
standards; but they were false in the opinion of the authors of the 
document (the London leatherdressers).
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"The Counterfitt dressinges of Goetes and of sheep are thes:

1. Goates skinns Drest in allome rough Like Shamwayes

2. Of Does and sores(?) skinns Drest in allome rought like shamwayes.

3. Buckes and hindes Drest in oyle or allome Lyke Shamwayes.

4. Sheepskinns Dreset in allome oullord wth oker like sheep shamwayes 

or any other oullour are Cownterfeetes.

"Cownterfitt tannidge wrought heer in england

A Goates skin tand in barke or Tagute(?) called the barbery tannidge

Drest of like grayne to Spanish lether

A Buck or Does skinne Drest like Spanish graynd Lether

Any skin Drest in Shoomacke or otherwise, tand & grayned like Spanish

lether (except the goates skinns tand in shoomack, that is to saye sheepes

skinne, Dogge skinne, Calues skinne, or any other such like skinns) are

Cownterfett."

Spanish leather (B.M., Lans. Ms. 7k, fo. 151)

"There is an other way of dressing of Goate skynnes tanned and thother

dcynnes before to sell theim for Right Spannish Skynnes as wth the powder
of date stones and of Gaule, & wth french shomake that is nothing like

to the Spannish Shomake to gyve theim a pretie sweete savor but nothing.

like to the Civile skynne, and the powder of theise is a veary smalle
g lbprice & the powder of right Spannish shomake... is woarth xxx the C 

weight, wch showmake is a kynde of brush shrubbe of heath in Spayne and 

groweth lowe by the ground... and is cutt twise a yeare and soe dried and 

grounded into powder by milles and dresseth all the Civile & Spannish 

Skynnes brought hither."
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APPENDIX 6

THE LEATHER DUTY. 1697

Although the duty imposed on home manufactured and imported leather 

1697 had an effect on the production of, and the trade in leather, the 

history of this financial measure stands apart from the main stream of 

government regulations of the industry. It belongs to the financial rather 

ihan the industrial history of the period.

Following the Revolution of 1688 the Crown depended on four main 

aources of revenue; the customs duties, the excise duties, the poll tax 

at5d the land tax. In the last decade of the century the excise was probably 

ĥe most reliable and efficient source of income for the customs revenue was 

^de uncertain by war, the poll tax was subject to considerable peculation, 

atld the land tax was still in an experimental state. During the wars of 

Viliam III the excise bore most of the financial strain for it was on the 

B®ourity of reliable future revenue that loans were raised to meet pressing 

exPenditure.^

One aspect of the excise is of concern here. At the end of 1693 

abd the beginning of 1694 the government decided to raise one million pounds 

b7 means of a lottery - the "Million Lottery." The interest of 14 per cent 

annum was to be met by an excise duty on home produced and foreign salt 

'’hioh was expected to raise £140,000 to £150,000 a year. As the salt duties

^• D. Ogg, England in the Reigns of James II and William III (Oxford, 1955), 
pp. 400-407; E. Hughes, Studies in Administration and Finance, 1558 - 
1825 (Manchester, 1934), PP. 167-171.
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Were allowed for only four years the duty on beer was used as additional 

security. However in 1696 when the government was negotiating a loan of 

£2̂ - million, Parliament doubled the salt duties and made them perpetual but 

°nly at the price of removing the tonnage duties and the duties on coal. As 

ĥe yield on salt and beer was not meeting expectations the government was 

compelled to seek other sources of revenue. Among other devices it decided 

°h an excise duty upon leather.

The idea of taxing leather was not new in 1697. Early in 1694 the 

Committee of Ways and Means had recommended a duty on leather and had drawn 

UP a rather complicated schedule of duties to be levied on leather by weight 

ot by the pièce. Nothing oame of this proposal. A year later the House of 

Commons again agreed on a leather duty,^ but again nothing was done. However 

February 1697 there was introduced into Parliament "An Act for Laying a 

Ûty upon Leather for the Terme of Three Yeares and making other provision 

f°t answering the Deficiencies as well of the late Duties upon Coals & Culrae 

as for paying the Anuities upon the Lottery and for Lives charged on the 

•̂ Unage of Ships and the Duties upon Salt." The bill was passed .and the act 

t*ook effect from April 1697.̂ "

Under the act a 15 per cent ad valorem tax was imposed upon all 

father manufactured in, or imported into England and Wales. However two-

Hughes, op. cit., pp. 176, 179-180, 184-5. 
Commons' Journals, voi. XI, pp. 104-5. 
Ibid, p. 232.
8 & 9 Will. Ill, cap. 21.
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thirds of the duty was remitted on leather that was exported. In the case 

°f leather goods exported, if it could he shown that the leather used in 

t’heir manufacture had paid the duty, an allowance of 5 per cent of the value 

the goods was made to the exporter. All these provisions applied to 

father manufactured from April 1697» If leather manufacturers had stocks 

^  leather on hand which had been made before April, a duty of 10 per cent 

the value of the stocks was charged.

After some hesitation the administration of the leather duty was 

Placed in the hands of the Excise Commissioners who appointed a large number 

local collectors and supervisors to administer the act in various parts 

the country. Some of these local officers were leather craftsmen but
2

°'thers were merely persons looking for any kind of government appointment.

facilitate the collection of the duty, leather manufacturers were 

impelled to inform the collectors of the location of their premises and to 

allow the officers reasonable powers of entry to inspeot stocks of leather.
All sales of leather were to take place in public markets and the details of 

Sales were to be recorded in registers, including a declaration of the true 

v&lue of the leather. No sales could be completed before the duty had been 

Paid. The leather act of 1604 was to be implemented to prevent transactions 

0litside public markets. The duty on imported leather was to be levied by the 

0lJstomers before the leather was landed01 * 3 There is little doubt that the

1* Ibid, sects. I, XX, XXIV, XXV, XXVI.
Cal, of Treasury Books, vol. XII, pp. 4, 5, 7, 120, 136-7, 180.

3* 8 & 9 Will. Ill, cap. 21, sects, II, III, IV, VII - XV.



^ministration of the leather duty put a considerable strain upon the already 

drained resources of the Excise department and that its collection was not 

Veiy efficient. In 1697 it was reraarked in regard to the duty that its 

administration "requires the constant application of men of the best judgement, 

integrity and industry who are not loaded with greater concerns but have 

times and leisure as well to contrive proper methods, as also for the exact 

■̂evying thereof."̂ '

Only one full account of the Leather Duty has survived for the 

late seventeenth century. This is for the first period of the duty, 25th 

April 1697 to 24th June 1698.̂  During this period the duty yielded £92,000 

(£86,000 in the full year June 1697 to June 1698). This money was used to 

£ay seventy-three tallies totalling £78,300. £9,300 was paid into the Mint

Under the recoinage scheme, and £248 was paid to London merchants as the 

"drawback" on exported leather. This can hardly have been the full sum paid 

00 drawbacks.^ Nearly £1,000 of the sum collected went in expenses of 

°°llectors and salaries of clerks, and a further £1,800 was spent on 

8tationery, offices and other expenses. The Excise Commissioners were left 

*ith a surplus of £1,300.

The duty was imposed for three years and in 1700 it expired, 

however it was revived again in 1710. The way in which it affected the 
•'•sfcher trade and industry and the reaction of the leather craftsmen to the

^* Quoted by Hughes, op. oit., p. 198.
P.R .0. E 351/1539/572.
Probably most drawbacks were allowed when the duty was levied.
90Anne, oap. 2.
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is described in the main body of this study. One final question remains 

for consideration here. In the chapters on government policy we saw how on 

®&ny occasions government policy developed as the result of the pressure of 

Vested interests. Is it possible that the excise duty on leather was also 

the work of some interested party within the industry? Certainly a number 

°f duties imposed to swell the revenue in the 1690s were the result of 

agitation of particular industrial groups but these were duties on imports 

atld not excise duties. It is most unlikely that the leather duty was obtained 

hy any group within the leather industry. There is no evidence suggesting 

ĥ®t this might be so, and no one within the industry stood to benefit from 

ffoe duty.^ It is true, of course, that the drawback on exported leather 

favoured particular groups; the clause allowing the drawback was inserted 

111 the act at the request of the London tanners who pointed out the adverse 

6ffect the duty would have on the export trade.^ But drawbacks were common 

features of excise duties. In the case of the salt duties a drawback was 

flowed for the fisheries - indeed the payment of these drawbacks was one 

reason for the deficiency in the expected revenue from the salt duties in 

f698-9.^ Thus the tanners and the merchants exporting leather were asking 

nothing more than the normal consideration shown to exporters.

Hughes, op. cit., pp. 175-6.
In 1697 John Dawes a leatherdresser and bridle cutter asked for employment 
in the administration of the duty on the grounds that he was concerned in 
the proposals for imposing a duty on leather (Cal, of Treasury Books, vol. 
XII, p. 292). There may have been a number of individuals who helped in 
the drafting of the act in the hope of being rewarded by some office, but 
the many coiqplaints about the duty (Commons* Journals, vols. XI, XII, 
passim) is evidence of the general opposition to the duty.
Commons' Journals, vol. XI, p. 740.
Hughes, op. oit., pp. 177-8, 185.
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It appears therefore that the leather duty emerged entirely as a 

result of the government’s need to find new sources of revenue. Leather - 

like salt - was a suitable commodity to bear an excise duty. It was widely 

Used and demand tended to be inelastic. Thus consumption was not likely to 

âll sharply when a duty was imposed and at least some of the duty could be
•jPassed on to the consumer. It seems that it was considerations such as 

these - and not any pressure from any group within the industry - that 

heoided the government to use leather as a source of revenue.

1 The price paid by the navy for leather back increased by 6.2 per cent 
between 16% and 1697® See Appendix 1.

i
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Note on Inventoriea

ProbafcC r inventories were made for the purpose of 

proving wills - to which they were attached - and they 

were normally kept by local ecclesiastical authorities. 

Inventories recorded the value of the household goods of 

the testator and the goods relating to his business 

activities. The inventories were made with more or less care 

by neighbours who listed and valued the items as best they 

could. 'These documents provide valuable information about 

the wealth of craftsmen and their business activities 

although there are obvious dangers in their use which must 

be recognised.

First, how representative of sixteenth and 

seventeenth century craftsmen as a whole were those who made 

wills? Dr. W.G. Hoskins who has used probate inventories 

to study farming conditions in Leicestershire in the 

sixteenth century, has pointed out that inventories 

surviving in local archives tend to reflect "a wide middle 

range of people, from the prosperous cottager up to the 

yeoman and the gentleman, and in the towns from the smaller 

craftsmen up to the well-to-do merchant”. Very poor craftmen 

were inclined not to leave wills; while the very rich often

owned property in several places within the juristiction of
-

several ecclesiastical courts, in which case their wills and

inventories were often lodged, not in the local ecclesiastical

court, but at Canterbury^. It is hard to say whether this

1. W.G.Hoskins, Essays in Leicestershire History (Liverpool,1950) 
pp.124-126. Dr. Hoskins discusses many of the problems 
relating to inventories.
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seriously affects the sample of inventories of leather 

craftsmen. Inventories of very poor men have been 

found and also—inventor! oc< of very poor- men have been 

'frrtmd- and also inventories of craftsmen of considerable 

wealth.

Secondly, how reliable is the information found

on inventories? Much depended unon the honesty and

intelllnce of the persons making an inventory and the

valuations given to goods can have been no more than

guessesl, especially in the case of items relating to

particular crafts. On the other hand, many inventories

of leather craftsmen seem to have been made by persons

who were themselves engaged in those occupations so

perhaps the valuations given to hides, leather, vats and

other goods were not too far removed from reality“''.

There is however a more serious oroblem. Inventories

at best can give an impression of the activities

crgftmen only at one point of time; they provide a snapshot-

possibly blurred - and not a moving picture. This momentary

impression might not be typical of the normal activities

of the testator. If he had foeeh ill for a long time before

his death, his business might have run down. And even if

business had been normal, there might still have been

1. There was possibly a tendency to under-value goods. For
example, Edward Hankey a tanner, died at i\N«ntwich( Cheshire) 
about 1690, and his tannery was valued at <£24 and his 
leather at £200. However a person to whom Hankey owed 
money was prepared to accept the tannery in repayment of a 
debt of £40; and he claimed that the true value of the 
leather was nearer £300(P.R.0.,Exchequer Depositions r'
O u . C-̂<-» + OY' 1 .  ___  _

it of a 
he ,, E/134/Si
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considerable variations over a period of time. To take 

but a single example. The inventory of a tanner who died 

just after he had sold the same hides as leather. This 

problem? is particularly serious in the case of tanners 

who often employed large amounts of circulating capital.

Finally, how representatives of the leather craftmen 

are the inventoriesthat h*ye been assembled in this study 

and which are presented in the appendix? The sample is a 

small one and it does not permit comparisons to be made 

between the size of the manufacturing unit at different 

noints of time or in different parts of the country. On 

the other hand, the selection - discovery might be a better 

word - has been completely random and there is no reason 

to suppose that the examples which are to hand provide a 

distorted picture of leather craftsmen in the later 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

Note on Tables

1. On Tables I - IV values had been rounded to the 

nearest 10s. A dash (-) indicates that the information 

is not given <bn the document. The letters n.a. indicate 

that the information is not available because the 

manuscript is damaged or (in the case of printed inventories) 

the document has not been transcribed in full.

2. Debts have not been included in the total value of 

the estates.
3. Tables V - IX analyse the craft goods of leather
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craftsmen where the information given on inventories permits 
such an analysis to be made.

4. The term "household goods" has been interpreted 
widely to include furniture, clothihg etc. and also such 
items as firewood, and ready cash. Large amounts of cash 
are indicated in the column of the table containing comments.



No. Date Name Place Craft Farm
Goods Goods

1 £ £1• 16th C. Blake Lines. 7 2

2. ii Wallis T a t te rsa l l 73 37

3. tt Buxton Horncastle 32 7.15

4. 1537 Whytwe 13. Lincoln 25.5 12.5

5. 1541 Wyllerton Boston 118.5 -

6. ' 1546 Halsope Leicester n.a. n.a.

1547 Cole Boston 7 -

8. 1559 Stanforde Leicester 44 n. .a

1563 A1 Lees Birmingham n.a. n. a.

lo. 1565 Bayne Gateshead 22 1.5

u. 1567 Neall Horncastle 770.5 27

12. 1569 Lawes Gateshead 86 n.a.

13. 1571 Morris Leicester 42 n.a.

u . 1572 Massey It 9.5 n.a.

1572 Watson It 9.5 n.a.

K 1588 Chucking Stanford 13 1.5

I

TABLE I -  Tanner[s ♦ f  iventories

H d u s Ä V  .'Total 
h q W £ Y  V a l u e  o 
G c W f « |  Estate

27,
:S*

no3 8

9.6]

f ' " r- nmmJ ‘ 72.5

:4 m  ■ *
• 9 9

Li-314

Debts Debts Value
owing owed of
to by Lease
£ £ £

7

8 21.5

34 13.5

n.a.

n .a. n.a. n.a.

Comments Reference

Lines.A.O. Inv. 
14/129

Farm goods 
mainly livestock

Lines. A.O. Inv.
15/9

Lines.A.O. Inv. 
15/130

Debts mainly 
for  leather and 
bark

Lines. A.O.Inv.
6/225

Debts mainly for  
leather and bark

Lines. A.O. Inv. 
10/147

VtC.H. Leics. IV
p. 85

Seems to have Lines. A.O. Inv.
worked cheap, 16/38
in fe r io r  hides

V.C.H. Leies. IV
p7 85

Court, Midland 
Industries , pp. 

356

n.a.

12

n-a. n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

8

"W il ls  & Inventor’ 6 
i e s " , I I I ,  p .30.

Tanner on Lines. A.O. Inv.
exceptional scale. 85/147.
SeeChapter 5.

Possibly a bark "Wil ls  & Invent-
dealer, See Chap.5 ories" , I,p.307.

V.C.H. Le ics . IV, 
p.85.

it tt it if

it it it ii

1 dicker of Lines. A.O. Inv.
leather "at 74/736
Wydowe Hesseldynes?1



TABLE
t v.

T (continued)
£07

No. Date Name ^lace Craft
Goods

£

Farm
Goods

£

House- Total 
hold Value of 
Goods Estate

£ £

Debts
owing
to

£

Debts
owed
by

£

Value
of
Lease

£

Comments Reference

17. 1588 Hesseldene Stanf ord n. a. n. a « n. a. n. a. n. a. n. a * Ms. defective Linc$;A.O. Inv.
75/8.

18. 1588 T ampion Bourne 46.5 55 354 406 - - - Lines.A,0. Inv. 
74/488

19. 1588 Parker t t 51.5 8.5 32 ; 92 1 4.5 ~ Debt owed to 
’’Nicholas his 
Servante".

Lines. A.O. Inv. 
76/294

20. 1588 T at am Leicester n. a. n. s • 13, G . n. a. - - n. a. V.C.H. Leics. IV 
P.85.

21. ' 1588 Dodds Newcastle o.5 n, a. 10. c> n,a. n. a. n. a. n. a. Inventory in
complete

"Wills & Invent
ories", III

2 2 . 1591 Osborne Boston (14/6) 2 H 13.5
■':'£

2 - - Lines. A.O. Inv. 
82/189

23. 1592 Keysbye Stamford n. a. n, a. 57 83 3 n, a, n. a. Ms. defective Lines,A.O. Inv.
83/681

2 4 . 1592 Jarman Grantham 26.5 3 6, 5 i U*! 40. 5
£5|j|

4 - 6 Lines.A.O. Inv. 
83/388

2 5 . 1595 Frendes Holland 70.5 - 19 '
>

' . v 19 - - 10 Lines.A.O. Inv, 
83/304

, 2 6 . 1599 Whiting Horncastle 61.5 - 15.5
■ 1

83 1 16 6 Lines.A.O. Inv. 
91/205

2 7 . 1599 Durne It 20.5 2.5 ?:1.5 24 !_ - - Line. A.O. Inv. 
91/181

28. 1600 Francis Bourne 14. 5 11 23.5 49 (2/6) 1.5 — 5/4 owed "To 
the Towns for 
London Bank®"

Linc. a .01 Inv. 
93/400

29. 1600 Pockley Market
Rasen

42.5 7
'

30 79 - - - Linc.Invn.93/423

20. 1606 Crosby Leicester 90.5 n. a. n. a. 198,5'. 1 * I
80 - n. a. Leics. IV 

p. 85

\

* \ • \. • - ■ • ) — *--_________ L



Date

1608

1608

1611

1614

1614

1614

1616

1616

1616

1616

1617

1618

1618

1620

1621

1627
1627

1632

1633

Name Place Craft
Goods

£

Grdnes Leicester -

Garnate it 16.5

Clarke Kimbalton 125.5

Williamson Liverpool 32

Roberts Leicester -

Newman Staplehurst 1

Doddington Grantham 50

Dawson II 261

Shawcock Lincoln 69.5

Hansler Grimsby 56

Goodknorpe Lincoln n. a.

Watson St.James 
Deeping 12

Barton Bourne 20

Lucas Eleham 55.5

- Kent 154

Roberts Leicester -

Blackshaw it (3/4)»

Hawf ord II 106.5

Chamberlain Bourne 80

TABLE I - (con

Farm
Goods

»1
Total 
Value of 
Estete

Debts
owing
to

Debts
owed
by

Value
of
Lease

Comments Ref erence

£ ■C? £

-120 — n.a. VCH.Leies.IV.d . 85

— - n.a. » i! ti ti ii

— - 8 Lines.A.O.Inv.108/113

n. a. n. a. n.a. Forshaw,Liverpool, p.42

ri.a. Possibly a 
Journeyman 
T anner

V.C.H.Leies, IV, p. 85

8 - Possibly a 
bark dealer 
See Chapter 5

Kent A.O. P.R.C. 10/48 
no. 234

— - - Line.A.O.Inv. 118/135

525 228.5 30 •i ii ii ii ti

8.5 1.5 - Debts allowed 
Shawcock by 
Shoemakers

" ” Inventories

8 - 13 " " InveJ .118/293

n.a. n.a. n.a. Ms. defective " !' " 121/394

30

-  10 -

" " " 121/31
" " " 121/282
Kent A.O. PRC. 10/47 no.42
Kent A.O. RRjD 10/47 no.l

V.C.H. Leid.TV. p.85

Possibly a " " " " " " "
journeyman

" » tt n ti ii ti

Leic.A.O. Iorth'-. 141/48
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< TABLE I (tfnt
5 IBSi

Date Name Place Craft
Goods

Farm
Goods HousetyJld I r j E / t e 06'Goods ' 07 Estaxe

£ £ £

$ S | |
1634 Chapman Market R*sen 3/8 47 . a. n# b .*■: \
1648 Haslocke Leicester 9 n.a. n.a. 24.5

si’.
1664 Simpson If 76 n. a. n.a. 111.5

1665 Spenter Enfield 65.5 1.5 5.5 73

1665 Hall Writtle n. a. n.a.
)

n . a •
i

25.5

1666 Empson Enfield 0.5 - 15 20

1666 Dodd If 140 29 51
*Ji l if,fe 

220

1667 Poore Waltham Holy 
Cross

\

■11*1 ..*»-j i Jr >>H  i . •.

-fi' JM(

t§  <Jjfc
1670 Mirriam Southwark 50.5 36 1 0 6

i'i i/ *j * ̂
1681 Burrill Market Rasen 365.8 45 39.5 450

1689 Waylett Writtle 479.5 - 62.5 542

V
k

Debts
Owing
to

X?
Ok-

Debts
owed
by

-=£

Value
of
Lease

£

Comments Reference

n.a. n-a. n.a. Ms. defective Lines.A.O.Inv.141/339

n.a.
n.a.

V.C.H. Leics. IV.d .85

_| - H 11 ti n 11 11 11

- - - Gild Hall Ms. 9174, 
Box 2.

11 19 n.‘a. Steer, Farm & Cottage 
Inventories, no. 48

-
- - Described as 

a "knacker”
Gild Hall Ms. 9174 
Box 2.

12.5 - - Gild Hall, Ms.9174 
Box 1.

-
- - Possibly a 

journeyman 
tanner

Gild Hall, Ms.9174 
Box 2.

70.5 46.5 20 Common Sergeant’s Bo'ok 
2. fu.237, Box 7.

93 7 - Lines. A.O. Inv.182/514

15.5 - - Stetr, Farm & C&ttaae, 
Inventories, no.152



Ho, Date Name Place

u 1538 Johnson Leicester

2. 1558 Suffolk II

3. 1558 Darker II

1564 Cokeson Gateshead

A 1566 Date Kenington

k 1566 Kempe Faversham

7I i 1570 Johnson Leicester

k 1584 h

9. 1586 Roads h

lo, 1588 Hodgskinson Morton

r 1591 f fy l lype Leicester

k 1592 Whiting Horncastle

k 1593 Philipson Newcastle

Debts Debts Value
owing
to

owed
to

of
Lease Comments Reference

£ £ £

— - n. a. Possibly a journey
man shoemaker or out
worker

V.C.H. Leies.
IV, p, 83

- 0/5 - n.a. Possibly a journey
man shoemaker or out
worker

V.C.H. Leies. 
IV, p.83

- (1/s)

n. a. 

n.a.

V.C.H. Leies. 
IV, p.83

"Wills & Invent 
ories, I, p.225

0.5 Kent A.O. P.R.C 
10/2 fo.26 (b)

Kent A.O. P.R.C, 
10/2, fo.73 (b)

n.a. V.C.H. Leies. I\ 
p.83

n.a. Possibly a journey« 
man shoemaker or out

worker
V.C.H. Leies.IV 
p.83

- 40 - n.a. V.C.H. Leies.IV
p.83

8 13.5 5 Lines. A.O. 
Inventories

*“ Leies. R.O. 
Inventories

** Lines A.O. Inv. 
83/770

25 19 — Owned some currying 
equipment "Wills & Invent

ories" II, p.229



Date Name Place

1595 Coulson Boston

1595 Duce Leicester

1614 Mole ft

1616 Poye Great Chart

1618 BurnhamB Spalding

1619 Chittenden Hawkhurst

1619 Thompson Grantham

1619 H i l l ClophilL

1620 Borman Cranbrook

1620 M il le r Sandwich

1621 Brett tf

1621 Ball Leicester

1621 Standforde ti

1622 Bond Kent 11

411

Debts
owing
to

Debts
owed
by

Value
of
Lease Comments Reference

£ X?OJ £

- - - Possibly a journey 
or outworker

Lines.A.O. Inv.
86/303

- - ri • e 0 V.C.H. Leies.IV 
p. 83

- - n. a. V.C.H. Leies.IV
p. 83

- - — Owned by some 
currying equipment

Kent A.O. P.R.C. 
10/48, no. 201

- 12.5 — No trade stock of 
any kind listed

Lines. A.O. Inv. 
121/227

1 - - Debts due for shoes Kent A.O. P.R.C. 
10/47

- - - Lines. A.O. Inv. 
121/44

- - - Mainly a farmer Emmison, Jacobean 
Household Invent- 
ories, no. 155

- % - Owned some currying 
equipment

Kent A.O. P.R.C. 
10/47, no. 217

--- - - Kent A.O. P.R.C. 
10/47, no. 29

- 5 Debt owed to a 
tanner

Kent A.O. P .R1C. 
10/47, no. 194

- - n. a. V.C.H. Leies. IV
p. 83

- - n. a. Ü.C.H. Leies. IV 
p. 83

- - 40 Kent, A.O. P.R.C 
10/47, f0.185



Mo, DateB Name Place Craft
Goods

Farm
Goods

£ £ ■

?8. 1626 Jeffrey Leicester - n.a.

29. 1631 Pocken "8 - n. a.

30. 1631 Bowyer » 8.5 n.a.

31. 1633 Webster it 2.5 n.a.

32. 1633 Burdit Grantham 6 -

33. 1634 U°arvey Holbech 0.5 23

34. 1634 Stokes Claypole - 7.5

35. 1635 Shepherd Boston - f

36. 1635 Brother Saltfleethaven (2/6) -

3\ 1636 Williamson Boston 9 -

38. 1637 Hopkins Leicester - n.a.

39. 1637 Churchman h - n.a.

40. 1637 Jones ti 7.5 n.a.

4l. 1637 Ponter Melton Mewboy 2

Household
Goads

39*5

I

Total Debts Debts Value
Value
of
Estate

£

owing owed 
to by

£ £

of
lease

£

Comments Reference

37.5 - n.a. Possibly a journey
man or outworker

V.C.H. Leies.
IV, p.83

4.5 - n.a. Possibly a journey
man or outworker

V.C.H. Leies. 
IV, p.83

11.5 - 1.5 - n.a. V.C.H. Lpics. 
IV, p. 83

16 - n.a. V.C.H. Leies. 
IV, p.83“

8.5 15 8.5 - Lines. A.O. Inv 
140/73 "

29.5 — ~ — Craft goods'working 
tools only.P°ssibly
an outworker

Lines. A.O. 
Inv. 141/107

16 Possibly an out
worker .

Lines. A.O. 
Inv. 1447220

39.5 - - No stock-in-trade Lines.A.O. 
Tnv. 141/278

2.5 2 - Possibly an out
worker

Lines A.O. 
Inv. 143./166

44 32 0.5 Large stock of 
finished shoes Lines.A.O.Inv. 

144/82

29.5 - n.a. £15 in ready money V.C.H.Leies.IV 
p, 83

68 - 30 - n.a. £6 in ready money V.C.H. Leies.IV 
p.83

15.6 - 0.5 - n.a. £ 1 .1°. in ready 
money Leies.R.O. 

Inventories 
Box 703 Bündle 
1637

5.5 Leies. R.O. 
Inventories 
Box 703, Bündle 1637



Date Marne Place Craft
Goods

Farm-
Goods

£%v>;j
£ £ H

1638 Mowbray Boston 18 .
X . '

1665 Cooper Leicester - n.a,

1665 Browne 1! — n. a-,t-

1666 Herne London 2 « <

1666 Clerke Waltham 6.5 , ‘it
c..,1

1670 White London ¿7.5 >

1671 Freeman Leicester 8 n. a.

1672 Larnes Spilsby 37.5
. * ?

1673 Loveday Stamford 3 n. a',V*

1673 Hore Cunesby n.a. n.a.
'f >

1675 Eastwood London 21 ■r

■k

1675 Moore Leicester 10.5 n. a.

1675 Stacy !f 2 n.a.

1681 Oaldfield Saltfleet-by^ .;v->« 1
All Saints 2 17 -s-

r.i
1700 Anderson London 127.5 _

* w r .
TABLE' !I ( • continued)

Total
,;d.S
if

n.
r- "

n.;

•■"SL

’•*5. c ' ■ •

-43

1 »  .feä

Value
of
Estât
£

120

9

23.5

10.5 

35

94.5 

17.7 

71

30.5

24.5 

491

38

5.5

33.5 
171

Debts Debts Value
owing owed of Comments Reference
to by Lease

£ £ £

-  68

- 17.5 -

- 13.5 -

- Lines.A.O. Tnv.
146/150

n.a. £2.1.6 in V.C.H, Leies. IV,
ready money p,83

n.a. £19 in V.C.H. Leies. IV
ready money pi R3

Gild Hall Ms.9471, 
Box 1

Gild Hall Ms.9471, 
Box 1

139 40 Large retailer Common Sergeant’s 
of footwear Book 2 . fo.219 "(b)

- 7.0 — n.a. £1 in ready V.C.H. Leics. IB
money P. 83

- 17 - 11 Lines. A.O. Inv. 
174/208

- - n?a. Lines.A.O. Inv. 
174/210

- - n.a. Lines. A.O. Inv. 
174/69

117 6.5 280 £63 in Common Sergeant’s
ready money; Hook, 2 
£100 in Box 14. 
shioping shares.

- 50 n.a. £3 in ready V.C.H. Leics. IV
money P, 83.

n.a. £1 ,6.8 in V.C.H. Leics. IV
ready money p. 83.

9 15
Lei cs.A.O. Inv.
182/392

Large re
tailer of 
wear.£6 in 
money.

foot%
ready

Common Sergeant’r 
Book 2. f’ò.56 (T5T 
Box 34.



Date

1592

1599

1521

1636

1651

1666

1167

1669

1673

1674

1674

1674

1701

Name

SADDLERS

Rochester

Choyce

Alexander

Spince

Wedge:

T aylor 

Bland

Taylbury

Burte

Francis

Sanderson

Armson

Broom

Place

Newcastle

Leicester

Kent

Leicester

London

(I

II

II

II

It

I t

It

II

Inventories of Heavy Leathefet rkers other than Shoemakers
v  V

Craft
Goods

£

5.5

(2/2)

8

13

46

Farm Househoi 
Goods Goods

£

n.a.

n. a.

; 396

Debts Debts Value of
owing owed Lease
to by

£ £  £

n.a.

219.5 68 25

736 206.5 120

30 820 ri! ¿MbC 2,102.5 813

102.5 428 3 b? 1,902 151 52

82.5 — 237. S R  I 4'90 913 2095.5 170

102 300 y 502 2150 590 100

329 49 jj- ÿ 81 820.5 52 450

300 143 K  i«*73 1441.5 880.5 30

• If

Comments

No trade goods

Also a Coaßh 
builder.

£729 in ready 
money

£405 in ready 
money

£64 in ready 
money

£165 in ready 
money

Several Cases

£20 in ready 
monéy

AIA

Reference

^-Wills & Inventor
ies” III pp.151-2

Leics.R. 0. 
Inventories, Box 
939, no. 67

Kent A.O. P.R.C. 
10/47, no.241

Leier. R.O.Invent
ories, Box 703, 
bundle 1637

London R.O. 
Miscellaneous 
Inventories, no.9

Gild Hall Ms.9174 
Box 2.

Common. Sergeant's 
Book 2, fo.65(b)
Box 3.

C.S. Book 2, f0.378 
Tb ) , Box 14.

C.S. Book 2,fo.317 
'(b), Box 11

C.S. Book 2, fo.
340 Tb) Box 19.
C.S. Book 2, fo.
349 (b), Box 13.

C.S. Book 2, f0.348 
Tb) Rox 13
C S Book 5 fo.61 
(fc)j Box 34.



1672

1696

1569

CURRIERS

Battes

Biddle

JERKIN MAKER 

Johnes

i , . V . {-*
>. ntiniíed)

Date Name Place Craft
Goods

Farm
Goods

*, v; -House*-
hold
Goods

Total
Values
Estate

■ :'V
£ -OCO £ £' 'V*. V : i?, f -

COLLAR MAKERS
'
î Jfj

1621 Butcher Canterbury 5.5 - 18 24
î ̂«• Vf**;

1623

1640

Cook

Wraight

Eleham

Canterbury

6.5

5

27 205

25.5

Sgjìj

sgRb
154i
30

. £ ■%.
} . V
|;f

1640 Cotterell Lincoln n. a. n. a.
i
over

SHte? *4 n, e
i *
O 1 *7

1669 Baggott London 230.5 - A l ijmi
O -L /

ri -V

Boston

London

34

34

50 122

238

-'à

Gateshead 2.5 5.5

t
Ì * t
206
|fe'
272

' ' t •</ V: . * - *... *..* :*r■ 't
t ' i j  f 
8

Debts
owing
to

Debts
owed
by

Value
of
Lease

Comments Reference

£ £ £

24 - - Kent A.O.P.R,C. 10/47 
no. 195.

- - - Annuity 
valued at £100

Kent. A.O. , P.R .C. 
10/47, no.149

Kent A.O., P.R.C., 
11/6

n. a. n. a. n. a. Ms. defective Lines.A.O. Inv. 
148/81

921.5 33 40 Common Sarqeant’s 
Book 2, fo. 228 (b). 
Box 7.

- - - Lines. A.O. Invn. 
174/183.

285.5 21.5 « Common Sarqeant’s
Book 5, fo.10 (b)
Box 31.

. Craft Goods "Wills & Inventories
include footwear i } p.310. 
and lasts.



No. Date Name

GLOVERS, LEATHERDRESSERS,

1. 1535 Leydebdater

2. 1538 Brisbane

3. 1559 Moore

4. 1563 Patchett

5. 1582 Wasshe

6. 1590 Shuter

7. 1599 Thompson

8 . 1599 G4fforths

9. 1599 Bro&gham

10. 1606 Walker

11. 1610 Pigbone

12. 1616 Clause

T A B LE
r% V *• ■'

Inventories of Light Leath Work 

Place

WHITTAWERS

Leicester

9

Barrow-on-
Seare

Boston

Leicester

Grantham

Horncastle

Leicester

Wye

Craft Farm ; -.'-S'

■ „• ..N :>use
Goods Goods xM

V

old
oods

£
I’ ;•»]

£ ,

• f. ' ,

r* 3
7 n . a .

•. * i C
i . a ,

- 1
4 . 5 n . a . n . a .

2 . 5 n . a .

2 2 2 3 ri» a «

3  r

:■ »

( ; • / - !

I s--.;'.

1 a

A
1 I D - ; , -  

S  f c A n
2 9 . 5 2 8 . 5 3 D .  5

i : ;  f - ' A

n . a . n . a .

1
¿1'  l-lf • :- 
%% A y

8 . 5 n . a . n> a  •

i ■ -

( 1 A ) 3 f5
{•: A

A -  A
— - - - 1 7 6 0  — •

V

Bourne

Aft

s and Dealers

T otal 
Value 
of Estate

£

Debts
owing
to

£

Debts
owed

by
£oo

Value
of
Lease

¿B
Comments Reference

24.5 n.a. V.C.H. Leies. IV
p. 86

64.5 - - n.a . £20 in ready 
money

» if
?t ft

tt t?

16.5 - - n.a. « 1» ft «

n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. Ms.defection Leies. R.O. 
Inventories, Box 
1069, Misceli, 
bundle.

(5A) 11 — — No other 
information 
given

Lines. 
74/526

A.O. Inv.

10 — Leic. R.O. 
Inventories 
Box 939, no.46

11 - - - Lines. 
91/103

A.O. Inv.

108.5 - - - Large stock 
of wool

Lines. 
91/110

A.O. Inv.

282.5 n.a. n.a. n- a • Ms.defective, 
craft goods, 
most of total

Lines. 
91/206

A.O. Inv.

33 — - n.a. <£2 in ready V.C.H. Leics.
money IV, p . :86

3.5 - - - Possibly an 
out worker

17 - - - Possibly an 
out worker

Lines. A.O. Inv. 
119/405



No, Date Name Place Craft
Goods

£

13 1616 Burton Lincoln 36

14. 1618 Keples Milton 4.5

15. 1619 Becke Bedford 5

16. 1621 Chapman Bethersden 41

17. 1628 Tompkinson Leicester 0.5

18. 1636 Fauckner Holbech 26

19. 1637 Bramby Conningsby -

20. 1638 Hareby Browne 22

21. 1665 Pouter Writtle 4.5

22. 1680 Wade Roxwell 6.5

23.
FELLMONGER

1638 Hurst Hinckley 144

VntinuecOTAB Li

Total
Value
of
Estate

©«/

Debts Debts 
owing owed 
to by

£ £

Value
of
Lease

£

Comments References

89.5 - 11 2 Leases, con
siderable stodk 
of wool

LinS. A .0. 
Inv. 119/403

62.5 Considerable 
stock of wool

Kent A.O.,P.R. 
C.10/48 no. 
116

21 1 Small quantity 
of wool Emmison, 

Jacobean 
Household 
Inventories

139 33 * ~ Large quantity 
of wool

Kent A.O., 
P.R.C,, 10/47 
N@. 165

6 - n. a. Possi bly a 
j ourneyman

V.C.H. Leics. 
.TV, p. 86

97 ~
- Dressing over 

600 skins
Lines. A.O. 
Inv. 144/92

82 - - No stock-in- 
trade given

Lines. A.O. 
Inv. 145/58

26 31 - Large quantity 
of wool

Lines. A.O. 
Inv. 147/102

20.5 -
- Steer, Farm

Cottage
Inventories

38 -
Considerable 
quantity of 
wool

Steer, Farm 
Cottaqe 
Inventories 
No.116

334.5 —  1216.5 — — Owned ¿SlOO 
worth of wool

Leics. R.O. 
Inventories 
Box 703, 
Bundle 1637,
no . 209



UIS
z

Total
Value
of
Estate

Debts
owing
to

Debts
owed
by

Value
of
Lease

Comments Reference

£ £ <£ £

283 706 215.3 - Stock-in-trade; 
leather, girdles, 
beltd, buckles 
etc.

Common Sergeant*i 
Book 2, 80.69 
(b) Box 3.

857 1471 29 150 Haberdasher. C.S. Book 2
Owned stock 
of ribbons 
worth £332

fo. 962(b) 
Box I

443.5 153 39.5 — Haberdasher. C.S. Book 2, fo.
Very large 
stock of leather.

262 (b) Box 8

627 955 132 161 Stock mainly C.S. Book 2
trunks fo. 305 (bT 

Box 10.

646.8 2222 444 320 Stock-leather, 
trunks, bottles 
etc.

C S. Book 4, fo. 
3i4, BoT 30.

454 828.5 115.5 - Stock - Miscellan
eous leather goods

C.S. Book 5 
fo. 56, box 31.

176.5 140 31.5 - S.S. Book 5. 
fo. 12 lb) Box 3

104 3.5 123.5 C.S.Book 5, fo.
17 (b), Box 31.'

n.a. C.S.Book 5, fo.
24 (b) Box 32.

126.5 n.a n.a
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TABL3 V

Analysis of Graft Goods of Tanners

Name Value of 
Hides and 
Leather

Value of Bark Value of 
Implements

Blake £ 5. 1. 8 £1. 6.8 » "

Buxton £ 30. 0. 0 ¿2. 0.0 I ;i •
Whytwe11 £25. o. 0 6. 8d.
Cole £ 5. 11. 8 £1. 0. 0 6. 3d.

Bayne £ 13. 0. 0 £4. 4.0 : i 
: f

Neall £716. 0. 0 £40. 0. 0 .C 13.13. 4
Lawes £ 52.10. 0 £20. 0. 0 r*

X j 12.16. 8
Tampion £ 42.10. 0 £ 1.10. 0 £ 1.16. 8■ j|;
Parker £ 46. 0. 0 £ 2/ 0. 0 £ 3.13. 4

Osborne 10. 0 4. 6 -

Jarman r>JJ 23. 0. 0 £ 2.10. 0 1C. 0

Priendes £66. 13. 4 £ 3. 6. 8
Whiting £ 58.15. 0 - £ 2. 0. 0

Durne j? 19. 6. 8 13. 4 10. ° .
Francis £ 11. 0. 0 £2. 0. 0

M
r 1

Pockley é 37. 6. 8 ♦ • £ 3. 6. 8 r%JJ 1.13. 4

Clarke £1 20.13. 0 £ 4,10. 0 17.

Doddington £ 47 .  o. 0 £ 3. 1. 1l *61
Dawson £255. 0. 6 £ 6. C. 0 - ? I

Shawcock £69. 0. 0 13.
* j,
* " -tii;

Barton £ 13. 6. 8 £6. 13. 4 I |l :
Lucas £ 40. 0. 0 £14 .6.8

* H
: i

— £150. 0. 0 £ 4. 0. 0
(with implements)



TABLE V (continued) 420

Name Value of 
Hides and 
Leather

Value of 
Bark

Value of 
Implements

Chamberlain £75.10. 0 tr, • O • o 13. 4
Spenter £60. 0. 0 £ 5. 0. 0 12. 0
Mirriam £48. 0. 0 £ 2.12. 0

I Refers to number on Table I
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TABLS VI

Analysis of Graft Goods of Shoemakers

N ame Value of 
Shoes

Value of Leather Value of 
Implements

Cokes on 2 .  8 £ 1 . 1 2 . 0 10. 0

Kempe £  4„ 4. 0 . 4 . 4 6 .  8

Philips on 1 6 .  6 8 . 0 3. 4
Page £6. 0, 0 £  1 .  6 .  4

T'homps on - - 5 .  0

Borman £  4. 0 .  0 f*
Xj 4 . 1 3 . 4 £ 2. 2. 6

Miller £  1 . 1 9 .  G - 7 .  0

Bond £  9 . 1 7 .  8 1 0 . 0 8 .  8

Burdit £  4. 8 .  0 5 . 8 17. 8
Harvey - - 1 3 .  4

Williams on £  6 .  4. 2 £ 1 .  7 . 0 £  1 .  5 .  0

Jones £  4. 2 .  G r> 3. 0. 0 10. 0

Mowbray £ 1 0 .  6 .  G £ 1 . 1 3 . 4 £  1.10. 0

Herne £  2. 0. 0 - -

C le rke £  1.10. 0 
( inc. tools )

£ 5 Û G

Oaldfield - - £ 1 .  5 . 0

Anders on £ 9 9 . 1 8 .  0 £ 2 7 .  7 . 0 •»

I Refers to number on Table II
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T A B L E  V I I

Analysis of Graft Goods of Heavy Leather Users 
(other than Shoemakers)

t
Name Value of Value of Implements

Finished Goods Leather etc.

SADDLERS ■
M o

Roches ter £ 2.10. 9 £ 2. 5. 10 £ 8. 4
Spince £ 2. 0. 0 - 4. 0

b
Burre £ 94. 2. 4 r* 6. 6. 63 r*SJ 2. 0. 6

h
Sanders on £ 96. 13. 6 '£ 5. 5. 40

• COLLARMAKERS
1 Cook £ 3. 6. 6 £ 2. 6. 6 6. 8

Wraight 6. 8 £ 1. 19. 0 15. 0

CURRIERS

Baggott £216. 0. 0 £ 10. 0. 0 £ 4. 0. 0
5Ba ttes £120. 0. 0 £ 13. 0. 0 £ 1. 0. 0

Biddle £ 31.18. 0 £ 2. 5. 0

Refers to 
Including 
Including 
Including 
valued at 
Including

number on Table III. 
buckles and stirrup irons, 
saddle trees,
parcel of elk hair (for stuffing saddles?
£3.0.0.
lead cistern.

)
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TABLE VIII

Analysis of 0raft Goods of Leatherdress ers etc.
Name Value of Value. Value of Value Value oi

Skins and of Leather of ' Alum.
Leather Wool Goods Imple

ments
Oil.

‘alchett £19.19. 02 £ 1.16. 0 7. 6d. 2. Od. 2. 0
later £ 1. 1. 0 £ - 3. 4d. -

^omps on mm - - 9. 4d. -

^fforthe £15. 0. 0 £14, 0. 0 - 380 Od. -

^Itone - - - 1. 0d. -

^ton £21.14. 8 £ 3. 2. 0 £6.14. 0 10.0 -

;6Ples £ 4. 7. 0 £ 5. 2. 1 £1 .4.0 7. 0

W e £ 3. 0. 0 £ 1.15. 0 - - -

|aPman £11.16. 1 £24.13. 4 £4. 3. 6 - 8. 0

^Pcker £26. 3. 4 - - - ■ -

W b y £10. 0. 0 £11.10. 0 - 6. 8 -

W r £ 2.15. 0 - 6.- 0 £1.2. 0 -

W t  £36. 0. 0 £100.0. 0

1. Refer to number on Table IV.
2. Includes 300 fells worth £15.
3. Includes some Leather.

£6. 0. 0 £2.0. 0
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TABLE IX

Analysis of stock-in-trade of Leather Dealers

Name Value of 
skins and 
Leather

Value
of
Leather
Goods

Balue
of
Other
Goods

Value
of
4'ools

Clements £13.15. 0 £32. 1.10 £19.15. 6 -

Strong - £99. 6. £331.18.4 -

Smith £114.2. 4 18. 6 - -

Pope - - 3£220. 0.3 -

Pike £316.17.0 £11.10. 0 - £2.10. 0

White •M £2. 5. 0

1. Refers to number on Table IV.
2. Silks and ribbons.
3. Trunks, etc. partly of leather.
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APPENDIX 8 r WAGES OF LEATHER CRAFTSMEN 

(Taken from justices wages assessments)

Kent, 1563

Curriers:
"Drawers and colourer" £3 6 8d per year
Common servant £2 0 0 ft ff

Clovers:
"Waterman" £4 0 0 ff ff

Shopman £2 0 0 If ff

Shoemakers:
Best servants £5 0 0 If ff

Other servants £2 6 8 If ff

Tanners:
"Market" men £3 0 0 f f ff

Other servants £2 13 4 ff ff

(Source; B. H. Putman, "A Kent Wage Assessment of 1563," English Historical
Review. vol. XLI (1926), pp. 270-1).

Maidstone, Kent, 1563

As above.
(Source: C. E. Vfedruff, "Wages paid in Maidstone in Queen Elizabeth's
Reign," Archaeologia Cantiana, vol. 22, pp. 216-9).

London, 1586

Curriers: £6 a year with
meat and drink

Clovers: £3 6 8d " " "
Saddlers: £4 ff f f  tf

Shoemakers: £4 n n  n

(Source; R. H. Tawney & E. Power, Tudor Economie Documents (London, 1924), 
Vol. 1, pp. 367-8).
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Chester, 1591-7

Tanners Clovers Shoemakers Saddlers
1591 £3 15 0 yr. £3 10 0 yr. £3 16 0 yr. £3 10 0 yr.
1593 3 15 0 - - -
1594 A 0 0 3 16 0 A 0 0 A 0 0
1596 A 0 0 - - «■

1597 A 10 0 -
(Source; J.E.T. Rogers, A History of Agriculture and Prices in England, 
vol. VI (1887), PP. 685-6; R.H. Morris, Chester in Plantagent and Tudor 
Reigns, p. 368).

Lancaster, 1595

Leather craftsmen: 3<T a day with meat and drink
6d a day without meat and drink

(Source; Rogers, A History of Agriculture and Prices in England, vol. VI, 
P. 691).

Wiltshire, 1603, 1655
1603 1655

Curriers, glovers, ) Chief £2 yr, £3 10 0 yr,
girdlers, saddlers, )
shoemakers (tanners ) Common workmen £ 1 6 8  £2 10 0
Pot mentioned): )
(Source; Hist, Mss, Comm., Various Collections, vol. I, pp. 166, 173)»

Norfolk, 1610

Wages (yearly) Livery
Curriers: £2 A Ad. 8s.
Clovers: 1 13 A 8s.
Shoemakers: 2 0 0 8s.
Tanners: 2 6 8 8s.
(Source; J.C. Tingay, "An Assessment of Wages for the County of Norfolk 
English Historical Review, vol. XIII (1898), p. 527).

Saddlers )
Shoemakers )
Saddlers )
(Source; Rogers, op. cit.,

Essex. 1651
Wages

£2 10 0 yr.

VI, p. 636).

Livery
10s.



Curriers:
Best
Second

Glovers:
Best
Second

Saddlers:
Best
Second

Shoemakers:
Best
Second

Tanners:
Best
Second

427

Middlesex, 166-

£10 yr
6

£8
6

£8
6

£10
6

£10
6

(Source; W. Cunningham, Growth of English Industry and Commerce, vol. II, 
Pt. II (6th ed., 1929), pp." 888-9).

Kent, 1724

Curriers:
Best £3 10 0
Common 3 0 0

Glovers;
Waterman £5 0 0
Shopman 3 0 0

Saddlers:
Best £4 0 0
Common 3 10 0

Shoemakers:
Best £3 10 0
Others 3 0 0

Tanners:
Market men £5 10 0
Others 3 0 0

(Source; E.L. Waterman rtNew Evidence of Wage Assessments
Historical Review, vol. XLIII (1928), p. 405).

yr

English
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PRIMARY SOURCES

(i) Manuscripts in National Archives

British Museum (B.M.)
Additional Manuscripts 
Gotten Manuscripts 
Harleian Manuscripts 
Lansdowne Manuscripts 
St6we Manuscripts

public Record Office (P.R.O.)
(a) Chancery:

Chancery Court, Register Book (A Series)(C 33)
Chancery Masters’ Exhibits (C 107)
Chancery Proceedings (C 3)
Early Chancery Proceedings (C 1)
Patent Rolls (C 66)

(b) Court of Requests, Proceedings (Req. 2)
(o) Court of Star Chamber, Proceedings (S.C. 5; S.C. 8)
(d) Exchequer:

K. R. Depositions (E 134)
K. R. Memoranda Rolls (E 359)
K. R. Port Books (E 190)
K. R. Special Commissions (E 178)
L. T. R. Declared Customs Accounts (E 351)
L. T. R. Enrolled Customs Acoounts (E 356)

(e) Inspector-General's Customs Accounts (Cusfoms 2)
(f) Pri-vy Council Registers (P.C. 2)
(g) State Papers, Domestic (S.P.)
^Note; Chancery County Depositions and Exchequer, K. R. Bills and Answers, 
Have been examined, but they have yielded nothing of value_J7

(ii) Printed Sources - National 
Acts of the Privy Council 
Calendar of Patent Rolls 
Calendar of State Papers. Domestic 
Calendar of Treasury Books
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"House of Lords Manuscripts" in;
Hist, Mss. Comm, Report 3. Appendix

Report k, Appendix 
Report 7, Appendix 
Report 11, Appendix, pt. II 
Report 12, Appendix, pt. VI

Journals of the House of Commons
Journals of the House of Lords
Statutes of the Realm
£udor and Stuart Proclamations (ed. R. Steele, 1910)

(iii) Records relating to London
(a) The Gild Hall;

Company of Cordwainers, Acts and Ordinance Book, 1572-1688 
" " " Minutes Books
" " " Wardens' Account Books

Company of Curriers, Charters and Byelaws 
" " " Minute Books

(b) The Corporation of London Record Office
Common Sergeant's Books 
Journals of the Court of Common Council 
Index to Remembrancia 

0 Remembrancia
Repertories of the Court of Aldermen

(iv) Primary Sources Relating to 
Particular Regions (Manuscript and Printed)

(a) Inventories
Kent (Mss) (Kent Archives Office)
Leicestershire (mss.) (Leicestershire Records Office)
Lincolnshire (Mss.) (Lines. Archive Office)
London Orphans^ Inventories (Mss.) (Corporation Record Office) 

Miscellaneous Inventories (Mss.) (Gild Hall)
P. G. Emmison, Jacobean Household Inventories (Bedfordshire 

Historical Records Society XX, 1938)
F. W. Steer, Farm and Cottage Inventories of Mid-Essex, 1635-1749 

(Essex Records Office, 1950)
"Wills and Inventories"! Surtees Society, Vol. 11 (1835)
"Wills and Inventories" II Surtees Society. Vol. 38 (i860)
"Wills and Inventories" III Surtees Society, Vol. 112 (1906)

(b) Quarter Sessions Records
W. Ogmen Williams (ed.), Calendar of the Caernarvonshire Quarter 

Sessions Records. Vol. I, 1541-58 (1956).



J.H.F. Bennett, J.G. Dewhurst (eds.), Quarter Sessions Records 
in the County Palatine of Chester. 1559-17i>0 (Lancs. & 
Cheshire Record Society, vol. 94, 1940)

J. Tait (ed.) Lancashire Quarter Sessions Records, vol. I,
1590 - 1606 (Chetham Society, n.s., vol. 77, 1917)

Leicestershire Quarter Sessions Records (Mss.)
S.A. Peyton (ed.) Minutes of Proceedings in Quarter Sessions... 

Kesteven. Lines. (Lines. Reoords Society, vols. 25-6. 1931)
Surrey Quarter Sessions Records. 1659—66 (Surrey Records Society, 

nos. XXXV, XXXVI, XXXIX, 1954-5-8)
S.C. Ratcliff & H.C. Johnson (eds.), Warwick County Reoords,

1625-1690 (8 vols, Warwick, 1935-531
"Records of the Quarter Sessions in the County of Wiltshire," 

Hist. Mss. Comm,, Various Collections, vol. I.
(see also under Dowdell and Furley in Secondary Sources)

(0) County and Municipal Records 
Beverley:

Hist. Mss. Comm. Beverley (1900)
Beverley Borough Records, 1575-1821 (Yorks. Arch. Society Records, 

series 84)
P i s t o l :

Calendar of the Bristol Apprenticeship Book, Pt. I, 1532-42 
(Bristol Records Society Publications, vol. XIV, 1949)

Canterbury;
Hist. Mss. Comm, Report 9

Carlisle;

Chester;

^Urham;

^®ndal;

Register of Freemen of the City of Canterbury (Canterbury 1903)

"Municipal Records of the City of Carlisle," Cumberland and West- 
Moreland Antiq. and Arch. Society. Vol. 4.

H is t . Mss. Comm. Report 8

The Rolls of the Freemen of the City of Chester (Lancs. & Cheshire 
Record Society, vol, LI, 1906>9

Book o f the Tanners* Company Durham 1612-1655 (Su rtees Society , 
1945]

Hist. Mss. Comm. Report 10, Appendix 4
"A Boke of Records of the Burgh of Kirkby Kendal," Cumberland and 

Westmoreland Antiq. & Arch. Soc., extra series 7 •
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Leicester:
E. Hartopp (ed.}, Freemen of the Borough of Leicester 1196-1739, 

(Leics. 1927)
E. Hartopp (ed.), Rolls of the Mayors and Lord Mayors of Leicester 

1209-1439.
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